Appendix 1: Summary tables of comments made via email/letter on
the Issues and Options, Sustainability Appraisal and Habitat
Regulations Assessment
Appendix 1 contains summary comments about all sections of the Issues and Options document
as well as the Sustainability Appraisal and Habitat Regulations Assessment. These comments
have been summarised by officers. Every effort has been made to fairly reflect the point being
made but the full response should always be referred to in order to see the comments in
context. The full responses submitted by respondents are available from the Consultation
Portal1.
Summaries from particular sections are at:


Introduction - pages 1-16



Objectives - pages 17-26



Section 5.1 Carbon Neutrality- pages 27-58



Section 5.2 Sustainable Locations- pages 59-106



Section 5.3 New and Affordable Homes- pages 107-167



Section 5.4 A Prosperous Economy- pages 168-188



Section 5.5 Infrastructure- pages 189-208



Section 5.6 Connecting People- pages 209-226



Section 5.7 The Natural and Historic Environment- pages 227-255



Section 5.8 Thriving Coastal and Rural Communities- pages 256-272



Section 5.9 Wellbeing of our Residents- pages 273-282



Section 5.10 Taunton- pages 283-295



Section 5.11 Wellington- pages 296-300



Section 5.11 Coastal Strip- pages 301-305



Sustainability Appraisal- pages 306-320



Habitat Regulation Assessment- pages 321

1

https://yoursay.somersetwestandtaunton.gov.uk/local-plan/issues-and-options/

Appendix 1: Table of comments made via email/letter
Introduction, About Our Area, Easy Read Summary and General Comments
Respondent
Code

RC-004

Respondent (name of
organisation or
individual)
Exmoor National Park
Authority

RC-004

Exmoor National Park
Authority

RC-004

Exmoor National Park
Authority

RC-004

RC-005

RC-005

Exmoor National Park
Authority

Highways England

Highways England

Section

Comment summary

IO - 1 Introduction

Welcome map on page 3 which recognises the Local Plan area prepared by the Exmoor National
Park Authority (NPA).

IO - 1 Introduction

Recognise preparation of the Sustainability Appraisal (SA), incorporating Strategic Environmental
Assessment (SEA) and a Habitats Regulations Assessment. Welcome acknowledgement within these
documents that designated sites within and close to the National Park boundary have been
considered in producing the \issues and Options Consultation Document.

IO - 1 Introduction

Note strategies listed on page 6. Suggest that ENPA Partnership Plan (2018-2023) should also be
referred too as it establishes it ambitions and strategies required to maintain the special qualities of
the area.

IO - 3 About our
area

IO - 0 General
comment

IO - 0 General
comment

Suggest, in addition to the contents of the box in column 2, Acknowledge that an important part of the
quality of the landscape in this part of the district is the proximity and the setting of Exmoor National
Park (ENP) and views to it from SW&T.
Similarly, a number of wildlife sites and heritage assets are close to the boundary of ENP. The high
quality of the environment in the area underpins the economy. There are also opportunities for active
travel links into the National Park. These observations are highlighted in our consultation response on
strategic issues.
Suggest rewording reference to the poor road network to "poor transport links". It may be that poor
accessibility may also have contributed to higher levels of self-containment in some cases.
Highways England (HE) welcomes the opportunity to comment and sets out their responsible for
operating, maintaining and improving the Strategic Road Network (SRN), which in the Plan area
comprises the M5 including Junctions 25 and 26. HE are interested in the potential traffic impacts of
any development site proposals and/or policies coming forward through the Local Plan process and
need to ensure that these are, fully assessed during the plan-making stage.
It is imperative to identify any improvements needed to deliver aspirations at this early stage, as set
out in Government policy Reference made to specific wording within: Circular 02/2013 paragraphs 9,
12, 15 and 18; and the NPPF, paragraphs 9,10, 16, 34, 102 to 104,109 and 122 ; Reference also made to
the ‘Highways Agency and the Local Plan Process’ protocol – now applicable to Highways England.
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Introduction, About Our Area, Easy Read Summary and General Comments
Respondent
Code

RC-005

RC-005

RC-005

RC-005

Respondent (name of
organisation or
individual)

Section

Comment summary

Highways England

IO - 0 General
comment

HE draws attention to the current performance of the SRN, 1) within and just outside the Plan’s
boundaries, which will need to be considered in the evidence base supporting the new Local Plan.
Junction 25 of the M5 is already constrained at peak times, resulting in queuing and delay. It is noted
that SCC are currently delivering an improvement scheme at Junction 25 to accommodate growth
previously allocated in the Taunton Deane Core Strategy 2011-2028 (adopted September 2012). The
impact of development beyond existing committed development within the Plan area will need to be
considered as part of the Local Plan transport evidence base.

Highways England

IO - 0 General
comment

HE not currently aware of any significant constraints on the operation of Junction 26, the impact of the
growth proposed within the new Local Plan on the safe operation of Junction 26 will need to be
considered through the development of a robust transport evidence base.

IO - 0 General
comment

HE announced the preferred route for the proposed A358 corridor scheme on 2 September 2019,
which will involve the upgrading of the route between M5 J25 at Taunton and the A303 at the
Southfields roundabout, to dual carriageway with the provision of associated new junctions. The
scheme will now be developed in more detail and the proposals will be subject to further Statutory
consultation. The scheme is classed as a Nationally Significant Infrastructure Project (NSIP) which will
require Highways England to apply for a Development Consent Order (DCO) and undertake
appropriate consultation with local authorities, technical stakeholders and representatives of the local
community.

Highways England

Highways England

IO - 0 General
comment

In accordance with Paragraphs 9 and 10 of the DfT Circular 02/2013, development site having an
adverse impact on the SRN, which may lead to or increase mainline queuing, or lengthen the period
for which mainline queuing occurs, would be considered to have a severe impact. In such a
circumstance, mitigation will be sought. HE would expect this mitigation to be identified and agreed at
the Local Plan stage, to support any development allocations identified. This should take the form of a
policy provision with appropriate signposting to an Infrastructure Development Plan (IDP), with
supporting transport evidence and strategy.
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Introduction, About Our Area, Easy Read Summary and General Comments
Respondent
Code

Respondent (name of
organisation or
individual)

Section

Comment summary

HE Summary: Set out high-level comments
HE s primary interest is ensuring that the traffic demand arising from LP growth will not result in
severe safety impacts on the SRN.
Development should be promoted at locations that are, or can be made, sustainable allowing and
encouraging the uptake of sustainable transport modes.
When considering the location and associated supporting infrastructure for new housing and
employment areas, the SRN should not be considered as an alternative to providing improvements to
the existing local road network to accommodate additional traffic.
The planning of adequate local highway infrastructure to provide for local movements should be an
integral part of the transport strategy, thereby maximising the ability of the SRN to serve strategic
movements to and from settlements in the Plan area for residential based, freight journeys and
business travel.
Excessive use of the SRN for local movements impacts on the performance of the SRN and hence its
ability to support wider ambitions for economic growth in the Plan area and beyond.
An expectation that the local planning and highway authority will look to strengthen and improve
sustainable travel networks and local highway connections to facilitate proposed growth before
testing potential mitigation options comprising significant upgrades to the SRN.
In order to be able to assess the impact of the proposed Plan growth on the SRN, HE will need to
understand the location, scope and scale of growth together with the likely phasing that will be
adopted. Depending on the location of the proposed settlements, the growth could result in
additional trips using the SRN.
The cumulative impact of the Local Plan development proposals should therefore be assessed
through the development of robust transport evidence base to identify whether these trips could be
safely accommodated by the existing SRN infrastructure.
If such assessment indicates that the planned growth cannot be safely accommodated, suitable
phasing and appropriate mitigation measures on the SRN would need to be identified and discussed
with HE, and signposted within the relevant Plan policies and supporting Infrastructure Delivery Plan
(IDP) to ensure the LP is compliant with NPPF and able to be considered sound.
HE are happy to work with SWT to ensure the timely development of a robust transport evidence
base required to support the new Local Plan. Welcome early engagement to identify the scope of the
transport evidence required to ensure the impacts on the strategic road network is fully understood.

RC-005

Highways England

IO - 0 General
comment
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Introduction, About Our Area, Easy Read Summary and General Comments
Respondent
Code

RC-006

Respondent (name of
organisation or
individual)

Historic England

Section

IO - 0 General
comment

Comment summary

Given the level of detail in the Issues and Options Consultation Document, we are unable to ascertain
whether the emerging Local Plan will set out a positive and clear strategy for the historic
environment. We’d welcome clarification of what the approach will be to the historic environment at
strategic policy level, including the provision of specific historic environment policies, the selection of
sites for allocations and for the tailoring of other policies and site allocations in order to achieve
positive outcomes for the historic environment. Would welcome more detail of how the Council
intends to address this point as part of a Heritage Topic Paper as the emerging local plan develops.
Welcome recognition of need to apply NPPF 2019 objectives and policies in preparing the Local Plan
and the commitment to including the ‘protection and enhancement of our heritage, landscapes and
local character’ as issues to be covered (page 5). Advise that to accord with national policy, reference
is made to the ‘conservation and enhancement of the historic environment’.

RC-006

Historic England

IO - 1 Introduction

RC-006

Historic England

IO - 3 About our
area

RC-007

Minehead Town
Council

IO - 0 General
comment

Natural England

IO - 0 General
comment

RC-008

Pleased to see (section 3) that the importance of the historic environment has been noted (page 10).
The plan did not consider the Somerset West and Taunton area as a whole, it was deal with
piecemeal and not cohesive
Made detailed comments on DtC document but made no specific comment on LP Issues and Options
document.
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Introduction, About Our Area, Easy Read Summary and General Comments
Respondent
Code

Respondent (name of
organisation or
individual)

Section

Comment summary

SCC (Flood and water management) Due to climate change flood risk should be a major concern for
the county and consequently addressed through the objectives in the LP.
When discussing flood risk in the document it would seem this predominantly relates to fluvial and
tidal risks, with little acknowledgement of surface water, how this will be impacted by climate change,
and some indication of what will be needed in terms of management of those risks at a strategic and
local level to enable sustainable development.
Surface water flood risk are not always well represented in existing mapping and often rely on local
knowledge of sites and the wider catchment. When considering development, the extent to which all
sources of risk informs site suitability and type of development should be outlined.
Term SuDS is used once and there is a single paragraph within 5.7.1 discussing flood risk. SuDS as a
term is not defined and this could lead to a range of interpretations, and it should be clear as to the
expectation.
There are a number of challenges to delivering SuDS. Welcome that developments should dispose of
their surface water via sustainable drainage methods. These should be designed to achieve the four
pillars of SuDS - amenity, biodiversity, water quality and flood risk – but also their contribution to
wider water resource management, public health and wellbeing and climate mitigation (e.g. urban
cooling). This is especially important as Taunton is a Garden Town and the main area of growth.
There are lots of opportunities for SuDS to be integrated into developments and meet a number of LP
aims. Sites should be naturally gravity drained (either infiltrating/ discharge to watercourse, etc) in
accordance with the SuDS hierarchy.
Use of pumped systems will not accord with wider energy reduction and climate resilience aims.
SCC recommends that SuDS schemes which convey flows at the surface, designed to be shallow,
soft engineered, have a minimal maintenance need/ safety risk, and are integrated throughout a
development as part of management train should be the aspiration.
RC-014

Somerset County
Council

IO - 0 General
comment
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Introduction, About Our Area, Easy Read Summary and General Comments
Respondent
Code

RC-014

RC-014

Respondent (name of
organisation or
individual)

Somerset County
Council

Somerset County
Council

Section

IO - 0 General
comment

IO - 1 Introduction

Comment summary

SCC (Acoustics) Encourage SWT to identify the Noise Policy Statement of England (that is a basis for
the consideration of noise) within the plan making process. Would recommend that where
appropriate, SWT identify tranquillity as a land attribute and highlight a need for a consideration of
noise within quieter rural and urban space and as a feature of amenity.
May wish to identify that levels of noise below those that impact on amenity may also have impact on
the quality of an environment.
When considering Sports development, the risks associated with noise on residential amenity should
be considered.
When drafting housing policies please consider if these would benefit from referencing ‘ProPG
Professional Practice Guidance on Planning & Noise - New Residential Development’ and links to
Public Health Outcomes Framework 2017.
When allocating development close to existing infrastructure, recommended that consideration is
given to identifying links between housing development that might be affected by highway noise and
responsibilities for noise reduction under Noise Action Planning. Many plans considered development
impact on residential amenity, but not the conflict that may arise when new amenity expectations
might constrain nearby allocated land uses. This could be a particular issue in farm diversification and
revised GDO permitted development rights.
SCC (Public Health) Requested that the Joint Strategic Needs Assessment, and the Somerset Health
and Wellbeing Strategy (Improving Lives) that arises from it, as well as the Local Cycling and Walking
Infrastructure Plan (LCWIP) for Taunton (currently in draft), form part of the evidence base, informing
this plan and are clearly referenced within it.
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Introduction, About Our Area, Easy Read Summary and General Comments
Respondent
Code

Respondent (name of
organisation or
individual)

Section

RC-014

Somerset County
Council

IO - 2 Easy Read
Summary

RC-014

Somerset County
Council

IO - 3 About our
area

RC-014

Somerset County
Council

IO - 3 About our
area

RC-014

Somerset County
Council

IO - 3 About our
area

RC-014

Somerset County
Council

IO - 3 About our
area

Comment summary

SCC (Education /Estates) state concern about wording of “Developers must give money or buildings
to ease this pressure. But we cannot ask for too much or homes will not get built ...” Proposed
amendment to reflect the need to secure appropriate and necessary infrastructure. Each
development should be required to secure sufficient funding/or to deliver the essential infrastructure
for schools and early years provision, that it will generate. New housing without the appropriate
infrastructure (roads & education) is not a sustainable approach for the future and will not deliver high
quality communities. SCC would request that SWT consider identifying the necessary funding as part
of this process, to ensure transparency in the costs that should be secured. This approach is
supported by government guidance: https://www.gov.uk/guidance/viability#viability-and-planmaking Paragraph: 002 Reference ID: 10-002-20190509 of this document (supported by NPPF para
34) states “The role for viability assessment is primarily at the plan making stage. Viability assessment
should not compromise sustainable development but should be used to ensure that policies are
realistic, and that the total cumulative cost of all relevant policies will not undermine deliverability of
the plan.” and SCC would ask that this is given appropriate consideration through this plan making pro
SCC (Ecology Team) 3a Recommend that the minimum figure should be maintained to reduce the
potential impacts on ecological sensitive areas around towns in the district.
SCC (Ecology Team) 3b Yes – as any ecological impacts can be minimised
SCC (Ecology Team) 3e/7 – should also guide development on biodiversity net gain and link to the
Somerset Pollinator Strategy
SCC (Mineral and Waste Planning Authority) Somerset is a two-tier local authority area and Somerset
County Council is responsible for preparing the Minerals and Waste Local Plans. We will continue to
work closely with the ENPA and SWT to ensure that our Plans relate well to each other.
We welcome the commitment made by the new district council to continue to work closely with the
county council (as the Mineral and Waste Planning Authority for Somerset excluding Exmoor National
Park) to ensure that our plans relate well to each other.
Where applicable, comments in our response to your consultation highlight relevant planning policy
in our adopted plans – the Waste Core Strategy (WCS) and the Somerset Minerals Plan (SMP).
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Introduction, About Our Area, Easy Read Summary and General Comments
Respondent
Code

RC-015
RC-031

Respondent (name of
organisation or
individual)

Section

Somerset Waste
Partnership

IO - 0 General
comment

Christopher Durham

IO - 0 General
comment

RC-032

Cllrs Derek Perry and
Danny Wedderkop

IO - 0 General
comment

RC-032

Cllrs Derek Perry and
Danny Wedderkop

IO - 0 General
comment

RC-036

David Wilson Homes

IO - 0 General
comment

Comment summary

Summary: Purpose of Somerset Waste Partnership is to manage waste and recycling services on
behalf of
•
Mendip District Council
•
Sedgemoor District Council
•
Somerset County Council
•
Somerset West & Taunton Council
•
South Somerset District Council
The LP should make reference to SWP’s Developer Guidance and incorporate it into the requirements
as a minimum. This needs to then flow through into planning requirements and be considered at the
earliest possible stage in planning new developments. It should emphasise opportunities to address
environmental issues and sustainable development. New and existing housing should be well
designed, safe, good quality and environmentally sustainable. Designs should take into account
resident’s lifestyles and how the design will function practically in the real world.
Is this whole Local Plan project worth the cost and effort? Could the new Authority not just soldier on
with the documents in place at the moment?
Without wishing to diminish the importance of the local plan as it might affect individual small scale
developments, it seems to us that the particular interests of Vivary ward which need to be recognised
and protected within the consultation and plan are essentially twofold, namely:
i.
To prevent or to limit significant development to the south of our ward, i.e. south of the M5, and
in so doing to prevent the ward becoming overwhelmed with vehicular traffic and suffering the
negatives effects thereof;
ii.
To protect the green wedge.
In general terms, we feel that the content of the Issues and Options Document, particularly the
proposed policy approaches, is positive.
The format of the Plan is easy to read and the summary is helpful. Look forward to further information
to help us understand the emerging policy position better, and making detailed submissions at the
Regulation 19 stage should it remain appropriate.
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Introduction, About Our Area, Easy Read Summary and General Comments
Respondent
Code

RC-039
RC-047
RC-047

RC-049

Respondent (name of
organisation or
individual)

Section

Comment summary

Gladman

IO - 0 General
comment

The Council will need to carefully consider some of its policy choices and ensure that its evidence
base is up-to-date and robust in light of changing circumstances and the changes brought about by
the revised NPPF (2019).
To support the Government’s continued objective of significantly boosting the supply of new homes,
it is important that the LP provides a sufficient amount and variety of land that can be brought
forward, without delay, to meet housing needs. In determining the minimum number of homes
needed, strategic plans should be based upon a local housing needs assessment defined using the
standard method, unless there are exceptional circumstances to justify an alternative approach.
Reference is made to parts of the NPPF, PPG and Sustainability Appraisal.

Larkfleet Homes

IO - 0 General
comment

Larkfleet Homes

IO - 0 General
comment

Huntworth Properties

IO - 0 General
comment

Welcome preparation of new Local Plan and would like to engage with the LPA further on settlement
hierarchy and allocations;
With reference to timescales for the LP, the Council should ensure appropriate steps are taken to
allow engagement to take place in order to arrive at a sound plan.
Policy direction desired outcomes: Effective recognition that settlements in Taunton Deane perform a
different role to the settlements in Somerset West and these differences should be reflected in a
realistic and sustainable modal for future growth, including:
Recognition of population and labour trends and latest travel to work patterns between the two
former authority areas to optimise the opportunity for sustainable growth in and around Taunton and
dissuade sole reliance on the motor car (1C/1).
Recognition of the differing existing and potential levels of public transport across the new local
authority area (1C/1 and 1C/3).
Encouragement of a positive strategy for housing growth beyond the current Standard Method,
focused in areas of recent or emerging employment, service and infrastructure growth, to create a
coordinated approach to economic growth and placemaking within the plan period (1C/1).
Recognition of the future role of small and medium-sized settlements around Taunton that benefit
from existing and planned infrastructure improvements, which could lead to neighbourhood scalesustainability improvements, including the support for new and existing local services (1C/3).
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Introduction, About Our Area, Easy Read Summary and General Comments
Respondent
Code

Section

Comment summary

IO - 0 General
comment

In general the production of a new local plan is welcomed. As the Taunton Deane Core Strategy was
adopted in September 2012 a review is well overdue. Many of the key issues considered in the
previous Taunton Deane Core Strategy remain relevant. The Town of Taunton remains the focus of
growth and economic activity. In addition, the previous local plan correctly highlighted that
affordability and deprivation needed to be addressed. These are central themes that should be
continued in the new plan. It is assumed that the plan will include both strategic and non-strategic
policies although this is not made clear. It is also assumed that the plan will address cross boundary
issues and the presumption in favour of sustainable development but again these matters are not
specifically referred to. Re: Topic Paper 1, a more thorough assessment should be undertaken
urgently to inform the plan preparation process.

IO - 1 Introduction

Question whether all reasonable options have been set out or whether some have been dismissed
too early in the process. It is also not clear why no options have been included for the additional
policy approaches.
Agree with the general approach of reviewing the spatial strategy and polices.
The lack of a housing needs assessment is concerning as the need for housing should provide a
central focus for the plan.
It is not clear whether the Council has considered whether a local plan containing the Corporate Plan
central themes will be able to properly address other requirements.

Mactaggert and Mickel

IO - 3 About our
area

Summary of the area appears to be inward looking and provides no details as to how the plan area
relates to
the wider sub-region. Duty to cooperate is notably absent from the Council’s consultation material.
Section 3 suggests that the local context has not particularly altered since the previous Taunton
Deane Core Strategy was prepared and this may well be the case. However, the continuing
affordability gap in relation to housing is concerning and should be a higher priority for the Council.
There is also little reference to strategic transport and other infrastructure issues. There is no also
specific reference to the green wedge despite the adopted Taunton Deane Core Strategy placing
significant emphasis on its importance.

RC-051

Martin Wilsher

IO - 0 General
comment

RC-051

Martin Wilsher

IO - 0 General
comment

RC-049

RC-049

RC-049

Respondent (name of
organisation or
individual)

Mactaggert and Mickel

Mactaggert and Mickel

Absence of a strategy/purpose to underpin the approach of the local plan and reference to
sustainable development.
The programme for the Local Plan is wildly optimistic.
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Introduction, About Our Area, Easy Read Summary and General Comments
Respondent
Code

Respondent (name of
organisation or
individual)

RC-051

Martin Wilsher

RC-051

RC-053

RC-053

RC-053
RC-053

Section

Comment summary

IO - 0 General
comment

Geographical extent of the Local Plan area is unclear.

Martin Wilsher

IO - 0 General
comment

The current document appears to have an in-built bias towards the Taunton and 'M.5 corridor' area at
the expense of the more rural elements of the LPA area (examples given). Any attempt to apply a
'one-size-fits-all' policy approach within the new LPA area without recognising the implications of
these differences is unlikely to be successful in all parts of plan area. Suggest that the future strategy
and planning policies recognise the different local conditions and characteristics that exist across the
LPA area.

Mike McDonald

IO - 0 General
comment

Concerned that the decision on housing developments will go ahead without a detailed plan as to
how the substantial population increases will be supported by appropriate infrastructure and service
provisions.

Mike McDonald

IO - 0 General
comment

Mike McDonald

IO - 0 General
comment

Mike McDonald

IO - 0 General
comment

The questionnaire is so obviously biased that no more needs to be said. (I have a background which
includes questionnaire design, and would be pleased to provide a more detailed response).
Promotion of the roadshows to inform the public and obtain feedback was poor.
The present approach of allowing individual developments to proceed without a clear vision for the
future is flawed. Whilst I appreciate the pressure the on the Council to reach government targets for
new housing, and the desire of landowners to maximise the profits from their land, there is a
responsibility to the community to make sound decisions for the long term. This does not seem to be
happening at present.
The present action to accept further development should be halted until a complete and coherent
plan for the future of the villages can be put forward.
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Introduction, About Our Area, Easy Read Summary and General Comments
Respondent
Code

RC-063

RC-063

RC-063

Respondent (name of
organisation or
individual)

Paul Atton

Paul Atton

Paul Atton

Section

Comment summary

IO - 1 Introduction

Page 5
consider that further objectives from the Corporate Strategy are of particular importance to the new
Local Plan.
Consider that former Wansbrough Paper Mill site is a good example of how the new Local Plan
should seek to utilise existing key brownfield sites to deliver major regeneration and create new jobs
and prosperity at a highly sustainable location.
With regard to the statement that “The Local Plan will look to push the boundaries of planning policy
to deliver Carbon Neutrality” (p.5)., the respondent says that the District Council will need to ensure
that it does not set requirements which are simply unrealistic or unviable for developers and
landowners.

IO - 1 Introduction

IO - 2 Easy Read
Summary

Page 7
In response to the “call for sites”, the respondent indicates that the former Wansbrough Paper Mill site
at Watchet, is a site listed on the Council’s Brownfield Register, which has previously been promoted
(SHLAA Ref WWW12 and Site Assessments Template S-067). They also provide an update with
regard to progress that has been made with regard planning application (App Ref 3/37/19/021).
Page 9
Highlights the importance of the new Plan making provision for mixed-use development, such as the
Former Wansbrough Paper Mill site at Watchet, which are capable of delivering high quality housing
and jobs which will help boost the local economy.
With reference to statements within the I&O document about infrastructure provision and its
prioritisation, the respondent considers that this demonstrates the importance of the Council ensuring
that a thorough and extensive Viability Assessment is undertaken of the draft Local Plan policies and
requirements, in their totality, to ensure that allocated developments will be viable and deliverable.
Unless it is, development will simply not get built. It must also be recognised that large and complex
brownfield sites will often have very high associated costs attached to their clear-up and
development. Accordingly, these matters must be taken account of in the Plan in order to ensure that
such sites are able to be actually capable of delivery.
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Respondent
Code

Respondent (name of
organisation or
individual)

Section

Comment summary

Apologises that comments original made on 3.1 about no evidence that the DC was using the expert’s
commissioned to look at the character of the built environment. The evidence of their work is on page
34 of the document. See online comments.
RC-070

RC-071

RC-077

Rosemary Woods

Somerset Co-operative
Community Land Trust

Tarmac

IO - 0 General
comment

IO - 0 General
comment

IO - 0 General
comment

The Council has an opportunity, with the Local Plan, to enhance the social economy, empower
communities, residents and workers, enhance community cohesion, address housing need and
create employment and other economic benefits by actively supporting and enabling of cooperative, community and social enterprises to play a full part in delivering the objectives. Including
specific reference to that support in the Plan and supplementary guidance, would be an important
first step towards growing a healthy and thriving social/community enterprise sector and realising the
additional benefits that this would bring.
Generally supportive the policy direction of the emerging Local Plan. However, to achieve the
intended long-term outcomes, the Local Plan will need to form a coherent strategy, which to date has
only been touched on in part through the published Sustainability Appraisal and topic papers
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Introduction, About Our Area, Easy Read Summary and General Comments
Respondent
Code

Respondent (name of
organisation or
individual)

Section

Comment summary

Principles and recommendations on how to refine the proposed policy approach can be summarised
as follows:
•
Effective recognition that settlements in Taunton Deane perform a different role to the
settlements in Somerset West and these differences should be reflected in a realistic and sustainable
modal for future growth, including:
•
Recognition of population and labour trends and latest travel to work patterns between the two
former authority areas to optimise the opportunity for sustainable growth in and around Taunton and
dissuade sole reliance on the motor car (1C/1).
•
Recognition of the differing existing and potential levels of public transport across the new local
authority area (1C/1 and 1C/3).
•
Encouragement of a positive strategy for housing growth beyond the current Standard Method,
focused in areas of recent or emerging employment, service and infrastructure growth, to create a
coordinated approach to economic growth and placemaking within the plan period (1C/1).
•
Recognition of the future role of small and medium-sized settlements around Taunton that
benefit from existing and planned infrastructure improvements, which could lead to neighbourhood
scale-sustainability improvements, including the support for new and existing local services (1C/3).
•
The potential for a qualitative shift in employment provision in response to existing demand
which is enabled through Local Plan Policy (1C/3).
•
A mixed approach to land allocations (land release and new opportunities) and settlement
boundaries rooted in the overarching objectives of the Local Plan and market demand.
•
2.1.3 The approach outlined above would align with the proposed objectives 2,4,5,6 and 9 and
reflect a plan-led approach if supported by appropriate positive planning policy wording.

RC-077
RC-081

RC-082

Tarmac

IO - 0 General
comment

The Wyndham Estate

IO - 0 General
comment

Tim Dyer

IO - 1 Introduction

The Wyndham Estate, are a landowner in west Somerset with significant land holdings at Williton,
Watchet, Washford and other settlements.
Para 15 Carbon Neutrality by 2030 - In order to meet this target the whole of Government, industry
and society essentially has to cease all carbon release and develop significant carbon capturing
activities in 9¾yrs. If the SWaT team and residents are serious about this then targets and actions
need to be: Urgent; decisive and effectively expedited and policed.
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Respondent
Code

Respondent (name of
organisation or
individual)

Section

RC-082

Tim Dyer

IO - 1 Introduction

RC-082

Tim Dyer

IO - 1 Introduction

RC-082

RC-082

RC-090

RC-090

Tim Dyer

Tim Dyer

West of England
Developments

West of England
Developments

IO - 1 Introduction

Comment summary

Para 17 Carbon Neutrality by 2030 - “Legally required to make sure that...” implies that all new
development be carbon neutral, if not carbon negative. All aspects of the plan should reflect this.
Para 18 Carbon Neutrality by 2030 - Wholly agree with this section
Para 19 NPPF - “..must be..” is potentially at odds with section 1.17 and 1.18 unless NPPF is fully in line
with zero carbon aspirations. If not, it must be made clear which clause takes priority.

IO - 3 About our
area

Para 2 About our area - Line 1 should read “..have good access to the 'road' transport network.”
Wellington still requires the rail station restoring, and the cycle network is not fit for purpose. Line 3
should read “This has 'in part' influenced how..” Also influenced by government policy, historic cuts
and removal of public transport services.

IO - 3 About our
area

Q3b we do not support option ii because in our view, requiring a proportion of development sites to
provide an area for gypsy and traveller pitches does not recognise the inherent challenges of colocating more traditional housing with the specific cultural and physical requirements of the gypsy
and traveller community. Lenders will also not provide mortgages where gypsy and traveller sites are
mixed in with open market sites. Such sites should therefore be positively planned for, either through
a supportive criteria-based policy (option i) or through site allocations (option iii).

IO - 3 About our
area

Q3e With respect to proposed policy 3e/2, support if the approach refers to the need for a viability
assessment where a lower than policy compliant level of affordable housing is being proposed.
Object if it refers to the affordable requirement for each site being established via a viability appraisal.
Likewise in relation to 3e/3, affordable tenures should be evidenced and addressed within
development plan policies.
Strongly oppose the imposition of a housing size mix for open market units where such requirements
are not robustly evidenced. It is not correct to rely upon demographic projections to make
assumptions on the size of houses that are needed or will be taken up across the area because this is
generally led by the market not by an individual’s accommodation needs. With this in mind, we
consider that development plan policies to address the significant affordability issues in the district
are considered in preference to arbitrary standards for house sizes.
With respect to proposed policy 3e/6, any blanket imposition of standards without flexibility risks
preventing or discouraging some forms of development - any policy requiring specific standards
need to be discretionary where a departure from the policy requirement can be justified.
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Respondent
Code

RC-092

RC-092

RC-095

RC-095

RC-095

Respondent (name of
organisation or
individual)

Wiveliscombe Civic
and Historical Society

Wiveliscombe Civic
and Historical Society

Watchet Town Council

Section

IO - 0 General
comment

IO - 0 General
comment

IO - 0 General
comment

Watchet Town Council

IO - 0 General
comment

Watchet Town Council

IO - 0 General
comment

Comment summary

It is noted that very little is mentioned of Wiveliscombe. As previously stated, the Society does not
support further residential allocations as the residential target for the period to 2028 has already been
breached by around 50% and the SW&T acknowledges that under government methodology future
targets have already been met across the district.
However, in certain circumstances the Society would accept additional development through
exception sites for affordable housing, possibly cross subsidised by an element of self build. It is also
anxious to increase self containment so policies for small, edge of settlement low value employment
sites may also be accepted in line with existing plan policies and environmental considerations.
In addition, as the plan progresses the issue of the lack of car parking should be addressed in policy.
For example, the Croft Way residential site can now be potentially developed via access through a
relocated children’s centre (which has structural issues). This provides the opportunity to reallocate
Croft Way for residential and to include parking for residents not living within the allocation, thus
freeing up the existing car park in Croft Way for visitors.
Again, the Society thanks the Council for giving the opportunity to comment at this early stage. We
would appreciate acknowledgment of receipt and to be kept fully informed of issues as the Plan
progresses.
Consultation Monday 13 January and Monday 16 March 2020 gives inadequate time to consider
options posed. Discrimination against digitally excluded residents as not all documents online were
at the Watchet roadshow and Issues&Option document was only available at a £5 charge. Questions
are duplicated in the questionnaire and I&O document which is scope for confusion.
Watchet TC welcome more direct consultation with officers to better understand local plan options
and process to ensure interest of Watchet citizens are protected and taken into account as the town
continues to develop and grow. The town has considerable community spirit and desire to increase
agency and self-reliance and needs to be nurtured by the policies in the new Local Plan.
It’s important to resource the periodic review of the approved plan should there be any major change
in circumstances which were considered during the formation of the plan; for example the closure of
the paper mill.
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Respondent (name of
organisation or
individual)

Section

Support Objective 9 (Wellbeing)

RC-002

Creech St Michael
Parish Council

IO - 4 Objectives

RC-003

Environment Agency

IO - 4 Objectives

RC-004

RC-005

Exmoor National Park
Authority

Highways England

Comment summary

Should refer to climate change and flood risk and the need to build houses that are protected for now
and in the future.
Support the nine proposed objectives. There is a range of issues which require joint working including
climate change, conserving and enhancing the NP and its setting, protection and enhancement of
landscape character, wildlife and the historic environment, the needs of local communities including for
affordable housing and strengthening the local economy.
Suggest that historic environment alongside landscapes, biodiversity and local character and a specific
reference to conserving and enhancing protected landscapes and their setting in objective 7.
Also suggest a reference to safeguarding and supporting local employment and local community
services and facilities within objective 8

IO - 4 Objectives

IO - 4 Objectives

HE broadly supports the proposed nine Objectives, with specific reference to Objective 5 which seeks
to ensure that ‘new development is supported by essential infrastructure in a timely manner’. It is
important that infrastructure necessary to support planned growth is identified within the Plan, together
with clarity on the mechanisms for securing necessary funding and delivery, to ensure it is delivered in
step with the growth it is required to support
Support the inclusion of Objective 7 and its intent to make the protection and enhancement of the
historic value of the District’s distinctive landscapes and local character part of the framework for the
Local Plan policies. However, seek rewording to focus on the conservation and enhancement of the
historic environment in line with the requirements of the NPPF (section 16).

RC-006

Historic England

IO - 4 Objectives

RC-012

Sampford Brett Parish
Council

RC-013

Sedgemoor District
Council

IO - 4 Objectives

RC-014

Somerset County
Council

IO - 4 Objectives

IO - 4 Objectives

Yes agree that these are the right Objectives for the Local Plan? Generally sensible, but we would like
to see Objective 5 widened to include employment. In order to achieve Objective 6 new housing will
need to be close to jobs.
Support the objective that new development works towards the District's carbon neutrality target of
2030 and its alignment with the Somerset Climate Change Strategy
SCC (Education and Estates). Agree and support this objectives 3, 6,and 9.
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Respondent
Code

Respondent (name of
organisation or
individual)

Section

RC-014

Somerset County
Council

IO - 4 Objectives

RC-014

Somerset County
Council

IO - 4 Objectives

RC-015

Somerset Waste
Partnership

IO - 4 Objectives

RC-017

Sport England

IO - 4 Objectives

Comment summary

SCC (Ecology Team) 4b Should allow the omission of those in ecologically sensitive areas initially, e.g.
Longforth Farm, Wellington
SCC (Highways and Transport) strongly supports the aim of Objective 6.
Good waste and resource management is key to achieving these ambitions. It will help SWT achieve
their LP objective 1, but also contributing to objectives 2, 3, 4, 7, and 9.
Support Objective 6; support Objective 9
Objective 6 'To achieve a major change in travel behaviour towards walking, cycling and public
transport and to reduce the need to travel.'
Although this, in principle, is a very laudable aim, it is totally impractical in a rural area such as Stogursey
Parish, and would pose a major challenge. This community is totally dependent on car travel for
employment purposes, plus any form travel at weekends and holidays when the Community bus does
not operate. Totally unrealistic to envisage increase in cycling or walking to access these especially as
the area has a high elderly population.

RC-018

Stogursey Parish
Council

IO - 4 Objectives

RC-020

Wessex Water

IO - 4 Objectives

The sustainability of Objectives 6 and 10 would improve depending upon the criteria of the policy based
approach.

IO - 4 Objectives

Objective 1 – whatever standards/measures are adopted in respect of achieving carbon neutrality,
these need to be pragmatic and flexible with clear guidance provided as to how these are to be
assessed and evidenced.
Objective 5 – The delivery and funding of required infrastructure needs to be clear and achievable,
having regard to NPPF paragraphs 16b, 20b, 34 and 35.
Broadly, we support proposed objectives 2, 3, 4 6, 8 and 9.

RC-024

Acorn Developments
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Respondent
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RC-026

RC-026

RC-034
RC-034

RC-037

Respondent (name of
organisation or
individual)

Bourne Leisure

Bourne Leisure

Crest Nicholson
Crest Nicholson

Department for
Education

Section

IO - 4 Objectives

Comment summary

Objective 7 The principle of draft Objective 7 appears to seek to protect the characteristics of the
District’s landscapes, biodiversity and local character. As the objective recognises, these characteristics
are influenced and informed by various factors and activities, including the economy. This indicates that
the proposed policies associated with this objective should take a flexible approach in defining how
various developments can achieve the objective. It is therefore important that this emerging Local Plan
policies that support draft Objective 7 are consistent with national policy by not discouraging innovation
or change, nor simply seeking to apply a blanket approach to the protection or enhancement of the
environmental or historic environment.

IO - 4 Objectives

Objective 8 We endorse this draft Objective, especially the aim to boost tourism in rural and coastal
communities. The Issues and Options document recognises the importance of tourism to the local
economy at section 5.4.1, where it states that the local economy is underpinned by jobs in industries
including tourism. Hence, this draft objective reflects national policy and so complies with the fourth
test of soundness (“consistent with national policy”).

IO - 4 Objectives

Objective 1 – whatever standards/measures for zero carbon are adopted these need to be pragmatic
and flexible with clear guidance provided as to how these are to be assessed and evidenced within
planning applications.

IO - 4 Objectives

IO - 4 Objectives

Objective 5 – the delivery and funding of required infrastructure needs to be clear and achievable,
having regard to NPPF paragraphs 16b, 20b, 34 and 35.
Objective 5 of the emerging Local Plan seeks to ensure that new development is supported by
essential infrastructure in a timely manner. It is important to consider from the outset how essential
infrastructure such as school expansions and new schools can and should be funded.
It is important that the ambitions and objectives set out in the plan are achievable, and the policies and
allocations which follow are capable of delivering and making the vision a reality.
Support the inclusion of Objectives 3, 4 and 5. Delivery of housing must be a key element of the Local
Plan in line with the Government aims to boost the supply of housing.
It is essential that the housing delivered meets the specific local needs and provides the variety of
housing required. Objectives 4 and 5 both support and are supported by, this commitment to housing
delivery.

RC-039

Gladman

IO - 4 Objectives
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Respondent (name of
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Section

Comment summary

Objective 7 - It is clear that the foraging area of the bats has been considerably compromised by the
housing developments of Monkton Heathfield and Staplegrove and Priorswood/Nerrols (TDBC CS para
5.2). Tree planting on its own is insufficient as the bats require a wide range of habitat types including
woodland edge, open water and unimproved grassland. Planting a 20 metre strip of trees around a new
housing development [as required in TDBC CS allocations] is clearly insufficient. The NPPF sets out the
Government’s planning policies for the delivery of sustainable development through the planning
system; This is reflected in TDBC CS policies which seek to preserve and enhance the environmental
qualities of the borough. The NPPF sets out national policy relating to biodiversity; the TDBC CS seeks
to ensure that planning and development should have minimal impacts on biodiversity and enhance it
wherever possible. In particular, it requires that the Core Strategy should identify areas or sites for the
restoration or creation of new priority habitats which contribute to national and local targets and the
restoration or creation through appropriate policies (TDBC CS para 3.105)

RC-043

Hestercombe Gardens
Trust

Land assembly issues prevent the western area being brought forward as a co-ordinated development
for at least five years. The eastern development area is subject to foraging by lesser horseshoe bats
from the Hestercombe House SAC. The Hestercombe House Appropriate Assessment requires off site
woodland planting to be established and sufficiently mature to provide replacement foraging for the
bats before the eastern area can be developed. A potential area for this new woodland has been
identified and agreed with the National Trust who are one of the landowners in the eastern area (TDBC
CS para 5.71)
IO - 4 Objectives
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Respondent (name of
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Section

Comment summary

Objective 6 - The local plan should specifically mention connecting Taunton and the Country Park with
Hestercombe and the Quantocks with footpaths and cycleways as a clear objective. This will reinforce
the status of the green wedge, encourages environmentally sustainable forms of transport and, by
giving easy access to the Quantocks AONB, promotes health and well being.
A new Priorswood country park is proposed to be provided as an integral part of the urban extensions at
Monkton Heathfield and Nerrols. New green links are proposed from the town through the existing
green wedges to the Quantock Hills AONB to the north and the Blackdown Hills AONB to the south
Developments will be expected to adopt Natural England’s Accessible Natural Green Space Standards
(ANGSt) and contribute to realising the opportunities identified within the Taunton Deane Green
Infrastructure Strategy.
RC-043

Hestercombe Gardens
Trust

IO - 4 Objectives
Support objective 3; in accordance with National Planning Policy Framework, important the council
meets it objective of providing, ‘a sufficient and varied supply of the high quality and affordable homes
for meet the need for all section of our communities’. Larkfleet Homes are providers of high-quality
homes and their developments provide affordable homes, where appropriate.

RC-047
RC-048

RC-049

RC-051

Larkfleet Homes
LiveWest

Mactaggert and Mickel

Martin Wilsher

IO - 4 Objectives
IO - 4 Objectives

IO - 4 Objectives

IO - 4 Objectives

The listed objectives are very aspirational but to be effective they need to be SMART which we do not
consider they are as currently worded. There may also be cases where the objectives conflict.
Objectives appear to be acceptable although fairly generic. Based on the limited amount of evidence
that has been prepared by the Council it is not possible to confirm at this stage of the consultation
process whether the objectives are ‘right’ for the local plan.
Unclear as to the purpose of the Objectives in relation to the Local Plan. Suggest the Objectives are reappraised and it is made clear as to how the spatial planning process, through the local plan, can help
to achieve these.
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Comment summary

Objective 1 – standards/measures need to be pragmatic and flexible with clear guidance provided as to
how these are to be assessed and evidenced.
Objective 2 – given the rural context of the area, we suggest that the proposed objective to strengthen
the function, vitality and self-containment of towns should be extended to the villages as well.
Objective 5 – The delivery and funding of required infrastructure needs to be clear and achievable,
having regard to NPPF paragraphs 16b, 20b, 34 and 35.
Objective 6 – Linked to proposed objective 2, there needs to be recognition of the challenges of
achieving this in a predominantly rural district
RC-055

Mr and Mrs Summers

IO - 4 Objectives
The identified objectives are laudable, but they need to be realistic and achievable as not every
development will be able to comply with all of the objectives.
Objective 1 – Carbon Neutrality
Whatever standards/measures are adopted these need to be pragmatic and flexible with clear
guidance provided as to how these are to be assessed and evidenced.
Objective 5 – Infrastructure
The delivery and funding for any identified infrastructure needs to be clear and achievable.
Objective 6 – Change to Travel Behaviour
This should be about planning for development in locations that provide opportunities for non-car
journeys and to reduce the need to travel for day to day needs. There also needs to be recognition of
the challenges of achieving this in a predominantly rural district.

RC-058

Mr Sebastian and
others

IO - 4 Objectives

RC-059

Mr Shapland

IO - 4 Objectives

broadly supports the objectives
Page 12
The objectives of the Plan need to be amended in order to expressly state that brownfield development
sites will be prioritised in the new Local Plan.

RC-063

Paul Atton

RC-064

Persimmon Homes
South West

IO - 4 Objectives

IO - 4 Objectives

We object to objective 1 and its relationship to the UK Government’s target of net neutrality by 2050,
and also its relationship to the Future home standards as there appears to not be coalescence with both
of these documents.
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RC-064

Respondent (name of
organisation or
individual)

Persimmon Homes
South West

RC-064

Persimmon Homes
South West

RC-064

Persimmon Homes
South West

RC-068

Redrow Homes

Section

IO - 4 Objectives

IO - 4 Objectives
IO - 4 Objectives

IO - 4 Objectives

Comment summary

On objective 3 we understand the last line “meet the needs of all sections of our community” to include
accessible homes, lifetime homes and Bungalows, in principle we do not agree with these tenure types,
unless they have been needs tested and viability has been done.
Objective 5 needs to be fleshed out more at the Reg 19 stage as we are concerned about what is meant
by essential infrastructure. Development Viability and development cash flow would also need to be
looked at by the LPA for any policies around this objective.
Objective 6, Planning’s aim is to promote and to enable not to change, without incentives the word
"achieve" may be over optimistic considering the current uptake of public transport and cycling.
The objectives need to reflect the NPPF 2019 and the PPG in terms of the purpose of the planning
system is to contribute to the achievement of sustainable development. Consideration needs to be
given to what is deliverable and how its progress can be monitored.
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Section

Comment summary

The objectives are laudable, but they need to be realistic and achievable as not every development will
be able to comply with all of the objectives.
Objective 1 – Carbon Neutrality
Whatever standards/measures are adopted these need to be pragmatic and flexible with clear
guidance provided as to how these are to be assessed and evidenced.
Objective 2 – Settlements
Specific reference should be made to Wellington to reflect its growing importance in the settlement
hierarchy and to distinguish it from other more minor towns in the district.
Objective 5 – Infrastructure
The delivery and funding for any identified infrastructure needs to be clear and achievable. 2
Objective 6 – Change to Travel Behaviour
This should be about planning for development in locations that provide opportunities for non-car
journeys and to reduce the need to travel for day to day needs.

RC-075

Summerfield
Developments

IO - 4 Objectives

RC-082

Tim Dyer

IO - 4 Objectives

I am concerned that actions required to get to a carbon neutral, zero pollution are not fully covered by
these objectives. How do we make the changes that are needed but which are not part of 'new
development'?
Obj1 “work towards” is vague and not forceful.
Obj3 wording should be “high quality affordable zero energy homes....” not either / or, but all of these
things

RC-085

Victoria Park Action
Group

IO - 4 Objectives

4.b Believe more mixed developments should / will involve small scale employment uses combined
with housing.
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Comment summary

Broad agreement with all of the nine objectives.
Objective 2, ‘to enhance the role of Taunton town centre in the sub-region’ should be broadened out to
include reference to enhancing the role of the whole town through further growth, including for
employment uses.
This should include enhancing the role of key employment locations such as the Crown/Priorswood
industrial estate and adjoining land to the east which is owned by Viridor.
This location already provides an important existing employment site and employment allocation, and it
is important that the emerging LP is supportive of its retention and appropriate expansion further
eastwards.
Wellington has a role of a sub-strategic town. It would therefore also be appropriate to specify the
growth of Wellington, including for employment purposes, within a new objective.
RC-086

Viridor

IO - 4 Objectives
The identified objectives are laudable, but they need to be realistic and achievable as not every
development will be able to comply with all of the objectives.
Objective 1 – Carbon Neutrality
Whatever standards/measures are adopted these need to be pragmatic and flexible with clear
guidance provided as to how these are to be assessed and evidenced.
Objective 2 – Settlements
Specific reference should be made to Wellington to reflect its growing importance in the settlement
hierarchy and to distinguish it from other more minor towns in the district.
Objective 5 – Infrastructure
The delivery and funding for any identified infrastructure needs to be clear and achievable.
Objective 6 – Change to Travel Behaviour
This should be about planning for development in locations that provide opportunities for non-car
journeys and to reduce the need to travel for day to day needs. There also needs to be recognition of
the challenges of achieving this in a predominantly rural district.

RC-088

Wainhomes

IO - 4 Objectives
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RC-090

Respondent (name of
organisation or
individual)

West of England
Developments

RC-091

West Somerset Flood
Group

RC-092

Wiveliscombe Civic and
Historical Society

Section

Comment summary

IO - 4 Objectives

Objective 1 – whatever standards/measures are adopted in respect of achieving carbon neutrality,
these need to be pragmatic and flexible with clear guidance provided as to how these are to be
assessed and evidenced.
Objective 2 – given the rural context of the area, we suggest that the objective to strengthen the
function, vitality and self-containment of towns should be extended to the villages as well. This is
particularly relevant with a significantly higher than average aging population and given the potentially
limited capacity of the rural transport network.
Objective 5 – The delivery and funding of required infrastructure needs to be clear and achievable,
having regard to NPPF paragraphs 16b, 20b, 34 and 35.
Objective 6 – Linked to objective 2, there needs to be recognition of the challenges of achieving this in a
predominantly rural district and the specific needs of the existing and projected population
demographics. Clearly the need to reduce travel by private car may be a sensible one under the current
climate change emergency, however consideration and balance needs to be given to the achievability
of a major shift in travel behaviour and the most appropriate options available in a predominantly rural
area.

IO - 4 Objectives
IO - 4 Objectives

Climate change adaptation and resilience objectives should be included in the main list of objectives.
The Climate Emergency is incorporated in a few objectives but not in a consistent way and these lean
towards mitigation of the causes rather than of the impacts.
Objective 9 should include a sentence on listening to the needs and knowledge of the local
communities in both Plan making and decision taking.
Strongly support that the first objective is "to ensure all new development works towards the District's
'carbon neutral by 2030' target". The Local Plan is an important area where the Council can influence a
step change in de-carbonisation. We welcome Objective 7 and would welcome a clear emphasis on the
role of the natural environment in supporting the first objective.

RC-093

Woodland Trust

IO - 4 Objectives

RC-095

Watchet Town Council

IO - 4 Objectives

Support objectives to achieve carbon neutrality by 2030.

RC-095

Watchet Town Council

IO - 4 Objectives

Broadly support objective 9
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RC-004

RC-004

RC-006

RC-006

Respondent (name of
organisation or
individual)

Exmoor National Park
Authority

Exmoor National Park
Authority

Historic England

Historic England

Section

IO - 5.1 Carbon
neutrality

IO - 5.1 Carbon
neutrality

Comment summary

Acknowledge we are working closely with other Somerset authorities, to consider climate change
mitigation and adaptation measures having declared a climate emergency in 2019.
With regard to delivering low carbon and renewable energy infrastructure, the approach to be
pursued is a matter for the local planning authority taking account of evidence and national policy.
Work to either identify suitable areas or allocate sites will need to take account of designations and
potential impacts on them / their setting, including on views into and out of the National Park. Would
welcome discussion on this area from an early stage.
Suggest an additional policy approach to meet Objective 1, relevant factors include taking a landscape
character approach, proximity to the National Park, scale and design details.
We welcome reference to community decentralised renewable energy schemes and microgeneration (policy approach 1c/4) as micro scale would be likely to reduce adverse impacts,
mitigation to avoid detrimental impacts
(1c/5) delivery of ecosystem services (1c/6 - which links with a focus on ecosystem services within the
National Park) and to enable communities to mitigate and adapt to climate change ((1c/2, 1c/3 and
1c/7). Retrofitting / improved energy efficiency have additional benefits in terms of addressing fuel
poverty given the high proportion of older properties in the area.

IO - 5.1 Carbon
neutrality

Support subject to comments: HE recognises importance of addressing climate change in relation to
the impacts on the historic environment (see our website). We have, for example, produced guidance
on a number of topics relating to energy efficiency, the installation of renewable energy, and low
carbon technologies in relation to historic buildings and their settings, e.g. Energy Efficiency and
Historic Buildings Solar Electric (Photovoltaics) 2018. We also have good practice advice note for The
settings of Heritage Assets (2017).

IO - 5.1 Carbon
neutrality

Support subject to comments: In the event that Option 1a is broadened to include requirements for
existing buildings (which could include listed buildings and/or non-designated historic buildings), HE
is keen to ensure that a ‘whole building approach’ is taken - strikes the right balance between saving
energy and reducing carbon emissions, sustaining heritage significance (including the contribution of
setting to significance) and maintaining a healthy building.
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Section

Comment summary

Support subject to comments: In relation to Option 1b (siting of wind farms and other low carbon and
renewable technologies) HE concern is to ensure that appropriate consideration is given to the historic
environment and the significance of heritage assets, including the contribution of their settings to
significance in the wording of the policy. Needs to be taken into account if the allocation of specific
sites is chosen (it should inform site selection and/or any related design or mitigation requirements)
and if criteria-based policies are used to identify suitable areas.

RC-006

Historic England

IO - 5.1 Carbon
neutrality

RC-010

North Curry Parish
Council

IO - 5.1 Carbon
neutrality

RC-012

Sampford Brett Parish
Council

IO - 5.1 Carbon
neutrality

RC-012

Sampford Brett Parish
Council

IO - 5.1 Carbon
neutrality

RC-012

Sampford Brett Parish
Council

IO - 5.1 Carbon
neutrality

RC-013

Sedgemoor District
Council

IO - 5.1 Carbon
neutrality

RC-014

Somerset County
Council

IO - 5.1 Carbon
neutrality

RC-014

Somerset County
Council

IO - 5.1 Carbon
neutrality

RC-014

Somerset County
Council

IO - 5.1 Carbon
neutrality

Housebuilding is extremely carbon-hungry. Encourage the provision of trees, water butts and solar
panels but this would mitigate only a very small proportion of the carbon impact
Q1a As soon as possible
Q1b A combination of the above
Q1c How will carbon baseline be determined for existing housing stock and activities?
Is carbon neutrality 'across the district' realistic bearing in mind the significant proportion of older
housing stock?
Need to ensure a consistent approach to energy efficiency standards in new Local Plans across
Somerset
SCC (Highways and Transport) Obj-1 Carbon Neutrality: Support the overall approach to Carbon
Neutrality but would recommend that SWT consider adopting a quantified approach to defining a
carbon budget for the area and establishing the necessary measures to achieve carbon reduction in
line with necessary Government targets for net-zero emissions
SCC (Highways and Transport) Support 1c/2 . Suggest that reference is made to the SCC Travel Plan
Guidance, where this is already a Policy requirement. SCC would also recommend discussion be
progressed regarding how charging points can be provided within the Public Highway
SCC (Public Health) Global heating represents the single greatest threat to public health this century at
the planetary scale, so we strongly support the emphasis on seeking to achieve net zero by 2030 in
Objective 1, whilst recognising the scale of the challenge involved. It is imperative that rapid
decarbonisation takes place throughout this decade, so aiming for 2030, even if this is not achieved in
reality, is essential. A much later target date would risk losing the sense of urgency that this planetary
emergency necessitates.
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Section 5.1 Carbon neutrality
Respondent
Code

RC-014

Respondent (name of
organisation or
individual)

Somerset County
Council

Section

IO - 5.1 Carbon
neutrality

RC-014

Somerset County
Council

IO - 5.1 Carbon
neutrality

RC-014

Somerset County
Council

IO - 5.1 Carbon
neutrality

RC-014

Somerset County
Council

IO - 5.1 Carbon
neutrality

RC-014

Somerset County
Council

IO - 5.1 Carbon
neutrality

RC-014

Somerset County
Council

IO - 5.1 Carbon
neutrality

Comment summary

SCC (Public Health) 1a Favour the earlier date of 2025. This is not a situation where new technologies
are required to be developed, merely the application of existing technologies at scale and pace. While
outside the scope of the local plan, we would also emphasise the need for stronger building
regulation to ensure that completed buildings meet energy performance standards in reality
SCC (Public Health) In relation to Policy 1C/2, need to consider the extent to which vehicle charging
should be provided. If there is a move towards car clubs and mobility as a service (MAAS), possibly
autonomous vehicles, then it may be necessary to require chargers for such vehicles.
SCC would recommend that measures are put in place to ensure there is not an undersupply of
‘shared chargers’.
Also recommended that consideration is given to the wording of this policy to ensure it is future
proofed, to allow for potential changes in vehicle ownership and usage. There is also a need to ensure
that chargers on the highway are positioned so as not to impinge on footways and cycleways i.e. they
should be intrinsic to parking bays
SCC (Flood and water management) Explore the potential to include carbon sequestration within
SuDS features and carbon neutrality.
SCC (Ecology Team) 1a As soon as possible’ would be of most benefit given the climate emergency
and the decline of biodiversity generally, but SCC understand that there is a process.
SCC (Ecology Team) 1b Where wind turbines are concerned, recommend that these should be
located to avoid adverse impacts on wildlife populations, for example through collision mortality of
some species of birds and bats, which in turn will affect the Favourable Conservation Status of local
populations or where Special Protection Areas are concerned the integrity of the site’s conservation
objectives.
If wind turbines are an option, then we would recommend that mapping needs to be produced to
identify acceptable sites for this type of development
SCC (Ecology Team) 1c/1 Appreciate there is a lead time, we would encourage the target to be set as
early as possible in view of the declared climate emergency.
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Respondent
Code

RC-014

Respondent (name of
organisation or
individual)

Somerset County
Council

Section

IO - 5.1 Carbon
neutrality

Comment summary

SCC (Mineral and Waste Planning Authority) 1b Energy from waste facilities could fall within the scope
of renewable energy sites, including anaerobic digestion (AD) facilities.
Section 7 of the WCS discusses local interest in energy recovery (para 7.17 – 7.22), and identifies the
potential role of waste in low carbon development, the potential for making local use of power or heat
that can be generated from waste (para 7.18) and the need to continue dialogue with the district
councils to make the most of emerging opportunities (para 7.20).
Relevant policy WCS3: other recovery. There is further discussion of preferred locations for nonstrategic sites waste sites, including AD facilities in chapter 10 of the WCS (paras 10.5 – 10.9),
encouraging waste management development to link up with neighbouring businesses that produce
waste for treatment or have demand for the products from treatment such as materials or energy.
Relevant policy DM1: basic location principles. Any spatial strategy for renewable energy sites that
could include energy from waste facilities should have regard to relevant policies within the adopted
Waste Core Strategy, notably WCS3 and DM1.
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Section 5.1 Carbon neutrality
Respondent
Code

Respondent (name of
organisation or
individual)

Section

Comment summary

SCC (Mineral and Waste Planning Authority) Welcome proposed policy approach (1c/7) – it is in
accordance with objective A of the WCS: to encourage waste prevention as a priority from the outset
and throughout the life of new developments and Objective E: to empower local communities to
become more involved in the management of waste as a resource (working with district and borough
planning authorities to support the provision of adequate facilities for storage and sorting of waste in
new development).
Detailed reference to WCS approach to Recycling and reuse in Somerset, (eg paragraphs 6.1-6.6
kerbside collection arrangements for household waste in Somerset and the developer guidance
issued by Somerset Waste Partnership (SWP) on designing adequate space and facilities for recycling
and waste containers and adequate access for collection vehicles. Relevant policy WCS2: recycling
and reuse.
Proposed policy 1c/7 refers to good access in new developments and the good design of waste and
recycling facilities in homes only. Encourage SWT to broaden the scope of the policy to include good
design of waste and recycling facilities in residential and non-residential development, in line with
policy WCS2. Encourage also to signpost to the SWP to developer guidance for adopted highways
“Estate Roads in Somerset – Design Guidance to ensure that highway design supports the effective
collection of waste and recycling in new developments.

RC-014

Somerset County
Council

IO - 5.1 Carbon
neutrality

RC-014

Somerset County
Council

IO - 5.1 Carbon
neutrality

Proposed policy 1c/7 considers the management of waste for the occupants of new development.
There are no proposed policies in relation to waste prevention, the most desirable approach to waste
management within the waste hierarchy. Policy WCS1 describes how the SCC will work with local
planning authorities to promote and require developers to plan effectively for waste prevention and
the sustainable management of waste generated during the design and construction phase of any
development – the level of detail being proportionate to the scale of the development and this
supporting information to be submitted with planning applications. Relevant policy: WCS1: waste
prevention. . Ask SWT to consider how designing development for waste prevention and the
sustainable management of waste can be incorporated into the future local plan, in accordance with
the requirements of policy WCS1.
SCC (Flood and water management) Consideration should be given to an option for retrofitting SuDS
features to improve amenity value of sites.
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Code

Respondent (name of
organisation or
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Section

Comment summary

Welcomes the ambition to make Somerset West and Taunton (SWT) a low carbon, clean, green and
prosperous district with a target of 2030 for carbon neutrality. To ensure these ambitions are achieved,
would like to see that the Local Plan incorporate the circular economy and zero waste principles from
the design and construction phase.

RC-015

RC-015

Somerset Waste
Partnership

Somerset Waste
Partnership

IO - 5.1 Carbon
neutrality

IO - 5.1 Carbon
neutrality

2018/19 the carbon emissions from our household waste sent to landfill was around 54,000 tonnes of
CO2 equivalent. SWP analysis has found that half of the average refuse bin comprises materials that
could be recycled at the kerbside with 26% of the bin comprising food waste – the material with the
single largest carbon impact. Reducing waste and maximising high-quality recycling are key means of
reducing our carbon emissions in Somerset and moving towards net zero.
Often, new homes and developments are built with minimal consideration of manging waste and
recycling. This leave residents with limited storage space for recycling containers, or it forces
containers outside, which reduces visual amenity; increases potential for vermin, anti-social behaviour
and wind-blown litter. New accommodation created above shops, new apartment blocks, and larger
new developments have not been designed with waste in mind. Somerset will pay the environmental
and financial cost of this for many years to come. Essential that all a new development or conversion
of an existing property are designed and implemented in line with Part H6 of Building Regulations should be referenced in Policy 1c/7.
The best way to influence behaviour change is for residents and businesses to have a personal
connection with their waste. Accordingly, SWT favour a move away from communal waste facilities
where possible. Existing communal bin areas are often poorly managed, with low recycling rates,
increased levels of fly-tipping and the recycling that is presented is often contaminated. Makes
reference to HBC Foundation document (Avoiding Rubbish Design) giving examples of how waste and
recycling storage can be effectively integrated.
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Code

Respondent (name of
organisation or
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Section

Comment summary

SWP’s Guidance for developers also considers access for collection vehicles. Developments with poor
access (including inappropriate parking) experience higher levels of service issues including missed
collections. There may be multiple attempts to access properties, increasing vehicle movements;
increased emissions and costs.
Makes reference to: SWP powers under the Environmental Protection Act 1990 to specify the type and
number of containers to be used, and the location where the waste should be placed for collection.
Under this legislation, SWP is not obliged to collect household waste that contravenes these
requirements.
Entering a significant period of policy change regarding waste due to large scale campaigns,
particularly plastics, as a result of programmes such as ‘The Blue Planet’. Future policies planned by
the Government include (but are not limited to):
•
Recycling target of 65% by 2035
•
Zero food waste to landfill by 2030
•
Zero avoidable waste by 2050
•
Consistent collections with all LAs being required to collect the same core set of materials for
recycling
•
Mandatory separate collections of food waste for both households and businesses and
mandatory source-separation.
•
Consideration of free garden waste collections for all households and deposit return scheme for
drinks containers
•
Extended producer responsibility – meaning that producers will be required to cover the costs of
collection/disposal of certain products.

RC-015

RC-016

Somerset Waste
Partnership

South Somerset District
Council

IO - 5.1 Carbon
neutrality

IO - 5.1 Carbon
neutrality

Such policy changes will significantly change the profile of our waste and may require adjustments to
collection schemes. As SWP’s Guidance for Developers will always be the most up to date source of
information, SWT should specifically referenced the guidance in the LP
We have no specific comments to make on the Issues & Options document but would like to take the
opportunity to highlight both our Council’s positive actions in respect of the ‘Climate Change
Emergency’ and through the development of the Somerset Climate Emergency Strategy. As adjoining
authorities, we would welcome opportunities to explore common policy approaches and sharing of
evidence around this key issue.
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Respondent
Code

RC-019

RC-019

RC-019
RC-020

Respondent (name of
organisation or
individual)

Stoke St Mary Parish
Council
Stoke St Mary Parish
Council

Section

IO - 5.1 Carbon
neutrality
IO - 5.1 Carbon
neutrality

Stoke St Mary Parish
Council

IO - 5.1 Carbon
neutrality

Wessex Water

IO - 5.1 Carbon
neutrality

RC-021

West Hatch Parish
Council

IO - 5.1 Carbon
neutrality

RC-021

West Hatch Parish
Council

IO - 5.1 Carbon
neutrality

RC-021

West Hatch Parish
Council

IO - 5.1 Carbon
neutrality

RC-021

West Hatch Parish
Council

IO - 5.1 Carbon
neutrality

Comment summary

Q1a Developers should be required to work to the Future Homes Standard as soon as is practically
possible. For developments currently under construction they should be required to measure the
embodied carbon in the housing and the associated infrastructure.
Q1b The objective should be to increase the delivery of renewable energy without industrialising the
landscape. Solar should use small scale urban sites; onshore wind should be in current industrial
settings; energy from watercourses should be small scale.
If we are serious about the climate emergency, we have to deal with housing:
1. Treat the NPPF targets as a maximum and reduce them when new evidence becomes available
2. Require that embodied carbon be measured in all new housing development and, when the
Building regulations allow it, mandate the use of sustainable materials
3. Switch their own electricity source to green suppliers
4. Encourage the development of alternative green sources within Somerset.
5. Assess the energy efficiency of their own housing stock and raise it.
Sustainable, adaptable and resilient design: Agree with classification (objectives 6 & 10)
From an environmental basis, with the older stock of housing, support with advice (how to increase
sustainability/improve carbon reducing opportunities) and potential wider grant support would help
the parish fully participate in mitigating the environmental impact.
Q1a 2025 should be seen as the latest date. To defer to 2030 would only see developments coming on
stream that would either need to be retro fitted or add a greater burden on future developments to be
more carbon reducing.
Q1b Keen to support opportunities in this area e.g land to be used for renewable or support to local
residents to develop solar on available roofs. Identifying economic opportunities for small start
ups/bigger environmental advisory firms should be considered as this would bring employment
opportunities into the area. Support the acquisition of land to develop forest resources and encourage
increased management of existing woods/hedgerows.
Q1c Save for the requirement to be 2025 (or at least demonstrating delivery by 2030). If 2030 remains
the backdrop would suggest carbon neutral outcome will not be hit.
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Code

RC-022

RC-022
RC-022
RC-022

Respondent (name of
organisation or
individual)

Williton Parish Council

Section

IO - 5.1 Carbon
neutrality

Williton Parish Council

IO - 5.1 Carbon
neutrality

Williton Parish Council

IO - 5.1 Carbon
neutrality

Williton Parish Council

IO - 5.1 Carbon
neutrality

RC-024

Acorn Developments

IO - 5.1 Carbon
neutrality

RC-024

Acorn Developments

IO - 5.1 Carbon
neutrality

Comment summary

Q1a - Carbon Reduction: as soon as possible provided materials are available, but no later than 2030
Q1b - low carbon/renewable infrastructure: should we allocate specific sites? sites should be
allocated so everyone knows where they are, but solar panels on greenfield sites is not acceptable as
they should be incorporated into new development and be retrofitted for existing buildings. Loss of
agricultural land is not acceptable, renewables can appear industrial in appearance which is
detrimental to the attractive countryside that should be protected for its own sake. Also
hydroelectricity on sites that have already come forward to development.
Support 1c/1; 1c/2; 1c/3; 1c/5; 1c/6; 1c/7;
1c/4 is too generalised, for example what is meant by decentralisation?
Q1a Careful consideration needs to be given to the deliverability. Policies will need to be prepared
positively, aspirational but deliverable with a degree of pragmatism and flexibility. Enough time needs
to be provided for developers to consider technology and materials and lead in time for these to be
designed and produced and is particularly true for small and medium sized builders. A timescale of
2025 is unlikely to be appropriate and would likely stifle housing delivery in the short term. We would
therefore advocate the longer timescale of 2030 (although it is considered that even this timescale
may not be long enough) to enable the development industry to consider and implement appropriate
measures and for the supply chain to respond. Any local deadline sooner than the Government’s 2050
deadline must be robustly evidence based.
Q1c Policy 1c/1 Guidance would be needed to ensure that the policy/ies are unambiguous and it is
clear how a decision maker should respond. In this respect, a template or proforma document for such
Statements would be useful.
Policy 1c/2 the provision of electric vehicle charging to all new residential parking spaces is
achievable for private/individual spaces but can be more difficult on communal spaces due to
management and maintenance arrangements. Any requirement therefore needs to be flexible for
those cases where it is not feasible.
Policy 1c/7 It is not clear whether policies on the provision of good waste and recycling provision are
best placed within the Local Plan. We would not support a blanket or ambiguous policy requirement
which would impact upon deliverability or other design measures.
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Code

Respondent (name of
organisation or
individual)

Section

Comment summary

Question 1a:
More time should be provided for all new developments to adhere to a zero carbon standard, to allow
for developers to adapt their design approaches, materials and suppliers, and not have a significant
negative impact on shorter term development viability and delivery.
SWT should ensure that any policy within the New Local Plan relating to zero and low carbon
requirements aligns with national guidance and the emerging Future Homes Standards. Consultation
on the Future Homes Standards was conducted by Government between 1 October 2019 and 7
February 2020. The outcome of this consultation is awaited and a further consultation stage is also
scheduled to take place prior to the adoption of the Future Homes Standards.
RC-025

RC-026

RC-026

RC-026

Bloor Homes South
West Ltd

Bourne Leisure

Bourne Leisure

Bourne Leisure

IO - 5.1 Carbon
neutrality

IO - 5.1 Carbon
neutrality

IO - 5.1 Carbon
neutrality
IO - 5.1 Carbon
neutrality

Q1a The proposed policy requirement in relation to carbon reduction from new development should
be aligned to the national standards and timetable. Otherwise, there is a risk that more stringent
requirements in Somerset West and Taunton will cause new development to be redirected to other
areas. Bourne Leisure welcomes the recognition at Option 1a that the specific approach to meeting a
requirement for achieving zero carbon development should be “reasonably flexible”.
Q1b It is important that any policies on delivering low carbon and renewable energy infrastructure
provide protection for sensitive uses, including tourism accommodation. The amenity of any nearby
sensitive receptors, including holiday accommodation, should be protected from any adverse impacts
associated with these developments, such as noise and visual impacts.
Q1c/1 Important that any policy requirements for new development to contribute towards the
achievement of carbon neutrality targets should be sufficiently flexible to ensure that development is
viable and to reflect different development types and contexts.
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Code

RC-029

RC-029

RC-032

RC-032

Respondent (name of
organisation or
individual)

Cavanna Homes

Cavanna Homes

Cllrs Derek Perry and
Danny Wedderkop

Cllrs Derek Perry and
Danny Wedderkop

Section

IO - 5.1 Carbon
neutrality

IO - 5.1 Carbon
neutrality

IO - 5.1 Carbon
neutrality

IO - 5.1 Carbon
neutrality

Comment summary

Q1a Although we recognise the critical importance of climate change and its potential impacts on
society, both timeframes for achieving carbon-neutral development presented within Option 1a (i.e.
five to ten years) are considered unrealistic and unachievable. Cavanna Homes has made great strides
in reducing their carbon footprint, introducing features within their homes that will limit environment
impact and ensuring that sustainability is central to their design and development process. However,
in order to achieve such a stringent target, it would be necessary for Cavanna Homes and other
developers to change the majority, if not all, of their construction practices, designs, materials, supply
and contractor chains, which would have considerable impacts on the viability and deliverability of
new development given the knock-on effects particularly within such a short timeframe.
Q1c in relation to the requirement to ‘future-proof’ the design of new developments, it is considered
that a more appropriate approach would be work in tandem with government guidance such as
Building Regulations and bring forward such requirements at the appropriate time. To do this
effectively, we would suggest that the design of new development should be sufficiently flexible to
accommodate future requirements. This would allow new development to accommodate new
infrastructure by third parties later. For instance, the infrastructure for the charging and use of electric
cars is constantly evolving and improving.
Q1a The aim should be to achieve this as soon as possible. While we recognise that this may impose
additional challenges, that has to be weighed against the magnitude and urgency of the situation
which these measures are deigned to address. The economic interest of developers may well militate
towards claims that 2025 is unrealistic. Human ingenuity and capacity to adapt, when forced, is great.
If we fail to act decisively then future generations will not forgive our complacency.
Q1b If allocation of specific sites somehow guarantees that those sites will be used then we would
favour this approach but would encourage ambition in the number and scale of sites combined with a
strong preference for the use of existing or former industrial sites for those developments, where
possible. However, we are concerned that identification of specific sites might inhibit flexibility. This
would be particularly unfortunate if development of identified sites fails to come to fruition.
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Respondent
Code

RC-032

RC-033

Respondent (name of
organisation or
individual)

Cllrs Derek Perry and
Danny Wedderkop

Colin Waller

Section

IO - 5.1 Carbon
neutrality
IO - 5.1 Carbon
neutrality

Comment summary

Q1c
1c/1 we endorse this approach but would wish to ensure that this does not lead to a narrowly
construed approach to carbon reduction / neutrality in which creative and misleading calculation of
the carbon impact of individual projects allow for hollow claim.
1c/2 Support but think it should go further. Actual electric charging points should be mandated, not
simply the cabling to permit later installation thereof. Solar panels or tiles should be mandated on all
new properties.
1c/3 is a laudable aim and we support it subject to the caveat that such work should not detract from
the potentially greater positive impact of other projects.
1c/5 and /6 get our support but should be meaningfully incentivised or, if necessary and possible,
mandated.
1c/7 Support but again stress that specification of any measures needs to be rigours and ambitious.
More must be done to eliminate waste. Manufacturers must be encouraged to ensure packaging is
recyclable. All homes must recycle their refuse, not just some and it should be easier to dispose of
larger objects. As long as an item is recyclable, disposal at a council waste site should be free.
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Respondent (name of
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Section

Comment summary

Q1a - Policy approaches should be clearly evidenced by the specific rural and geographic challenges
of the SWT area and not “off the peg” standards.
Careful consideration of the deliverability of such measures, impacts on viability and how these may
be balanced with other environmental, economic and social considerations and the overall
achievability of sustainable development in line with the intended spatial strategy. Such policies will
need to be prepared positively, in a way that is aspirational but deliverable (NPPF, paragraph 16) with a
degree of pragmatism and flexibility so as not to unduly burden or stifle development coming forward
in a timely manner
Time needs to be provided for developers to consider which measure(s) would be appropriate for
their operation and product, and where this involves new technology and materials, there needs to be
sufficient lead in time for these to be designed and produced. We advocate the longer timescale of
2030 (although this timescale may not be long enough) to enable the development industry to
consider and implement appropriate measures and for the supply chain to respond. It is essential that
developers are fully engaged in developing the policy framework to achieve zero carbon through a
dedicated forum and ensure that policies are meaningful and implementable in the longer term.
Earlier timescale is unlikely to be realistic and would likely impact negatively upon housing delivery in
the short term to the detriment of the plan-led system and associated housing trajectories held by
SWT
RC-034

Crest Nicholson

IO - 5.1 Carbon
neutrality
Q1c –
1c/2 - normally achievable for private/individual spaces but can be more difficult on communal
spaces due to management and maintenance arrangements. Requirement needs to be flexible for
those cases where it is not feasible.

RC-034

Crest Nicholson

IO - 5.1 Carbon
neutrality

1c/7 – not a strategic policy. In line with NPPF paragraph 28, non-strategic policies should be used by
authorities to set out more detailed policies for specific areas, neighbourhoods or types of
development. We would not support a blanket or ambiguous policy requirement which would impact
upon deliverability or other design measures.
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Respondent (name of
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Section

Comment summary

With respect to Objective 1 Developer notes a choice for zero carbon by 2025 or giving slightly more
time for developers to update the processes, procedures, designs and materials by 2030. Note that
the supporting text indicates that the policy would be flexible as to how zero carbon could be
achieved. Developer welcome and support these intentions and would request that such flexibility
with a maximum requirement for 2030 is built into the wording of the policy.

RC-036

David Wilson Homes

IO - 5.1 Carbon
neutrality

RC-038

GF Enterprises

IO - 5.1 Carbon
neutrality

RC-038

GF Enterprises

IO - 5.1 Carbon
neutrality

GF Enterprises

IO - 5.1 Carbon
neutrality

RC-038

For committed sites already at an advanced stage in the planning process such as Priorswood, it
would be helpful for the policy to confirm that such sites remain in compliance with extant/previous
policy and/or simply have to comply with the appropriate Building Regulations level at that time for
the avoidance of doubt.
Q1a
Support the council’s objectives to generally improve the quality of new development being brought
forward, including their energy efficiency, to ensure we deliver highly sustainable, quality, futureproofed and aspirational homes.
Q1b
Support Option ii) to adopt a criteria -based approach which sets out the circumstances when such
developments would be acceptable.
Question 1c:
We generally support the additional policy approaches 1C/1 to 1C/7.
Question 1a:
Support an extended date of 2030
A balance between the need for climate action and the need for new homes to address the housing
crisis is essential. Any policy which aims to achieve carbon reduction from new development will need
ensure that the viability and deliverability of much needed housing sites is not compromised and must
be based on robust evidence.

RC-039

Gladman

IO - 5.1 Carbon
neutrality
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Code

Respondent (name of
organisation or
individual)

Section

Comment summary

Question 1c:
Support the target of 2030 outlined in 1C/1 for the reasons outlined in response to Question 1a.
Have concerns regarding 1C/3. It is unclear how this will be achieved, and how the Local Plan is the
best mechanism to secure this. Recommend this is deleted from the policy.

RC-039

Gladman

IO - 5.1 Carbon
neutrality

Support the recognition of best and most versatile agricultural land, IC/5 must be worded to ensure it
is in line with:
•
Paragraph 170 b) of the NPPF (2019) which seeks to recognise the economic and wider benefits
of the best and most versatile agricultural land.
•
Footnote 53, ‘Where significant development of agricultural land is demonstrated to be
necessary, areas of poorer quality land should be preferred to those of a higher quality.’
Any policy approaches must be worded to reflect this hierarchical approach, rather than a blanket
protection.
Question 1a:
Support the principle of a joint-commitment to move towards greater resource efficiency, but must
progress ‘in-step’ and aligned with government guidance and policy that is aiming to progress
consistent and proportionate standards in terms of energy efficiencies.
It is a national challenge. Consider that the best approach is to avoid policy prescription at local plan
level, and instead support delivery towards a targeted solution advocated by a set of nationally
prescribed standards that may be set out through Planning Legislation or Building Regulation, this will
support creation of consistency and certainty within the wider development industry.

RC-040

Hallam Land
Management

IO - 5.1 Carbon
neutrality
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Respondent (name of
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Section

Comment summary

Question 1c:
The Future Homes Standard will be most likely be nationally adopted in 2020 and so a local policy
control for the carbon credentials of new homes is unnecessary.
1c/2: Require the integration of sustainable, adaptable and resilient design into new developments to
ensure they are future-proofed, requiring cabling ready for the installation of electric vehicle charging
or electric vehicle chargers in all new residential parking spaces?
Development management policies that are onerous in terms of their practical implementation could
threaten the viability of development and have consequences for the delivery of new homes in the
district. Support investment in electric vehicle infrastructure but note this is a relatively new area of
technology and policy and considerable evidence is emerging in relation to not only the costs of
provision of charging points, but also in relation to the power requirements generated by charging
points on the local network
RC-040
RC-041

RC-041

Hallam Land
Management

IO - 5.1 Carbon
neutrality

HBF

IO - 5.1 Carbon
neutrality

HBF

IO - 5.1 Carbon
neutrality

RC-041

HBF

IO - 5.1 Carbon
neutrality

RC-046

J Gliddon & Sons

IO - 5.1 Carbon
neutrality

RC-046

J Gliddon & Sons

IO - 5.1 Carbon
neutrality

Objective 1 - The Council should not be getting ahead of Government’s proposals for national policy
(see HBF answers to Policy Approaches 1c/1 and 1c/2).
1c/1 - The Council’s Policy approach is unnecessary due to the Government’s proposals set out in The
Future Homes Standard, which are expected to come into effect mid/late 2020
The HBF support moving towards greater energy efficiency via a nationally consistent set of standards
and a timetable for achieving any enhancements, which is universally understood and technically
implementable.
1c/2 - Policy approach is unnecessary due to the Government’s proposed changes to Building
Regulations. Supportive of encouragement for the use of electric and hybrid vehicles via a national
standardised approach implemented through the Building Regulations to ensure a consistent
approach to future proofing the housing stock.
Q1a While the objective of seeking to achieve carbon neutrality is fully supported, it is important that
the Council identifies and establishes the potential impacts of any proposed policy measures on the
deliverability of development.
Q1c 1-3 see comment on Q1a
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RC-048

RC-048

RC-049

Respondent (name of
organisation or
individual)

LiveWest

LiveWest

Mactaggert and Mickel

Section

Comment summary

IO - 5.1 Carbon
neutrality

Q1a Support moving towards greater energy efficiency via a national consistent set of standards. Any
adopted measures need to be pragmatic and flexible so as not to unduly burden or stifle
development coming forward. LiveWest would like to see an enhanced fabric first approach to
affordable homes delivered through S106 agreements. It is LiveWest's opinion that the Council's
Policy approach 1c/1 in its current form is unnecessary due to the Government's proposals set out in
The Future Homes Standard, which are expected to come into force mid/late 2020.

IO - 5.1 Carbon
neutrality

Q1c LiveWest is supportive of any encouragement for the use of electric and hybrid vehicles via
national standardised approach through Building Regs. The Government has recognised the possible
impact on housing supply where the requirements are not technically feasible. It is LiveWest's opinion
that the Council's Policy approach 1c/2 is unnecessary due to the Government's proposed changes to
Building Regulations.

IO - 5.1 Carbon
neutrality

Paragraph 5.1.1 of the Consultation Document seeks comments on achieving carbon reductions with
an emphasis on stepped reductions over Building Regulations. However, the Government has
indicated that this should not a matter for the planning system but for building regulations imposed
nationally. On the basis that the emerging local plan will not be adopted before December 2021 it is
questioned whether the need for local policies should be considered ‘crucial’ as suggested by page 14
of the Consultation Document.

RC-049

Mactaggert and Mickel

IO - 5.1 Carbon
neutrality

RC-049

Mactaggert and Mickel

IO - 5.1 Carbon
neutrality

RC-054

Mitchell Partners

IO - 5.1 Carbon
neutrality

RC-054

Mitchell Partners

IO - 5.1 Carbon
neutrality

Q1a A stepped approach which includes flexibility on how developments achieve the required
reductions may be acceptable although it is unrealistic to expect development to be carbon neutral
by 2025. In accordance with the NPPF (paragraph 16) the plan should be aspirational but importantly
‘deliverable’.
Q1b It is agreed that a policy should be included to support and encourage new low carbon and
renewable energy infrastructure in order that development sites which cannot achieve the necessary
requirements can potentially be linked to other offsite infrastructure. To aid certainty the emerging
plan should identify specific sites and projects but also support projects in other areas subject to
meeting certain criteria.
Q1a While the objective of seeking to achieve carbon neutrality is fully supported, it is important that
the Council identifies and establishes the potential impacts of any proposed policy measures on the
deliverability of development.
Q1c 1-3 see comment on Q1a
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Comment summary

Q1a Careful consideration needs to be given to the deliverability. Policies will need to be prepared
positively, aspirational but deliverable with a degree of pragmatism and flexibility. Enough time needs
to be provided for developers to consider technology and materials and lead in time for these to be
designed and produced and is particularly true for small and medium sized builders. A timescale of
2025 is unlikely to be appropriate and would likely stifle housing delivery in the short term. We would
therefore advocate the longer timescale of 2030 (although it is considered that even this timescale
may not be long enough) to enable the development industry to consider and implement appropriate
measures and for the supply chain to respond. Any local deadline sooner than the Government’s 2050
deadline must be robustly evidence based.
Q1c - Policy 1c/2 the provision of electric vehicle charging to all new residential parking spaces is
achievable for private/individual spaces but can be more difficult on communal spaces due to
management and maintenance arrangements. Any requirement therefore needs to be flexible for
those cases where it is not feasible.
Policy 1c/7 It is not clear whether policies on the provision of good waste and recycling provision are
best placed within the Local Plan. We would not support a blanket or ambiguous policy requirement
which would impact upon deliverability or other design measures.

RC-055

Mr and Mrs Summers

IO - 5.1 Carbon
neutrality

RC-055

Mr and Mrs Summers

IO - 5.1 Carbon
neutrality

RC-056

Mr Brading

IO - 5.1 Carbon
neutrality

RC-056

Mr Brading

IO - 5.1 Carbon
neutrality

RC-058

RC-058

Mr Sebastian and
others

Mr Sebastian and
others

IO - 5.1 Carbon
neutrality

IO - 5.1 Carbon
neutrality

Q1a While the objective of seeking to achieve carbon neutrality is fully supported, it is important that
the Council identifies and establishes the potential impacts of any proposed policy measures on the
deliverability of development.
Q1c/1 and Q1c/2 While the objective of seeking to achieve carbon neutrality is fully supported, it is
important that the Council identifies and establishes the potential impacts of any proposed policy
measures on the deliverability of development.
Q1a While an important issue and aspiration, achieving zero carbon for all new developments is a
challenging target with no single or quick solution. Any adopted measures or solutions need to have a
degree of pragmatism and flexibility so as not to unduly burden or stifle development coming forward
in a timely manner, or add to costs that might affect viability, thereby prejudicing delivery. We would
therefore advocate the longer timescale of 2030 (although it is considered that even this timescale
may not be long enough) to enable the development industry to consider and implement appropriate
measures and for the supply chain to respond.
Q1c With respect to proposed policy 1c/2 the provision of electric vehicle charging to all new
residential parking spaces is achievable for private/individual spaces but can be more difficult on
communal spaces due to management and maintenance arrangements. Any requirement therefore
needs to be flexible for those cases where it is not feasible.
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RC-062
RC-062
RC-062

Respondent (name of
organisation or
individual)

Section

Pat and Robin Venner

IO - 5.1 Carbon
neutrality

Pat and Robin Venner

IO - 5.1 Carbon
neutrality

Pat and Robin Venner

IO - 5.1 Carbon
neutrality

Comment summary

Q1a All new development should be zero carbon by 2025.
Q1b Specific area for renewable energy development should be the corridor between Taunton,
Wellington continued Bridgwater i.e. near the motorway.
Q1c All new houses should be built with solar panels if possible and near jobs.
Page 14, Option 1A –
It is essential that developers are given sufficient time to achieve zero carbon, by 2030, not 2025. It
must be fully recognised that in order to meet these zero carbon reduction measures, schemes have
still got to be viable. Accordingly, the costs of these new technologies need to fall, supply chains have
to be created, and staff reskilled in the new technologies. None of these are a quick process. If the
Council jumps ahead too quickly it will find that development will stall and be choked off.
Consider it to be problematic from both a cost and development management implementation point
of view if individual local authorities seek to introduce their own different policy requirements from
those contained in the Building Regulations. All requirements must be thoroughly tested for viability.

RC-063

Paul Atton

IO - 5.1 Carbon
neutrality
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Page 16, Question 1C – Policy Approaches relating to Carbon Neutrality.
1c/1 It is difficult to see how developers of schemes would be able to demonstrate how their
individual developments would influence the district’s own ability to achieve its carbon neutral target
for 2030, given that this will be dependent upon a wide number of factors outside of their control or
knowledge.
1c/2 Logical and sensible to seek to ensure that new developments are designed in such a way as to
ensure that they capable of utilising new technologies, but it is not possible to ensure that all
developments can be future proofed. The Council must ensure that the Plan doesn’t seek to second
guess future technologies. eg it is currently assumed that there will be a great movement towards
electric cars, but it is far from certain that this will be the case. Hydrogen vehicles or other types of
technologies may become prevalent which would require other types of infrastructure. Therefore, it is
important that infrastructure requirements don’t seek to look too far ahead, otherwise they risk
unnecessary expenditure on infrastructure that could quickly become obsolete.
1c/4 Support community de-centralised renewable energy schemes and micro-generation in
principle provided they are cost effective and can be properly managed in the longer term.
1c/5. Support the protection of best and most versatile agricultural land. In order to achieve this,
believe that the draft Plan should prioritise brownfield site re-development opportunities.
RC-063

RC-064

RC-065

Paul Atton

Persimmon Homes
South West

Phil Cookson

IO - 5.1 Carbon
neutrality

IO - 5.1 Carbon
neutrality

IO - 5.1 Carbon
neutrality

When framing their priorities the councils should be mindful that they are working within the
parameters of the existing legislative and policy framework as it relates to plan-making. Recognising
the national housing shortage and the well-documented problems with affordability of homes in
SWAT, the Council should carefully consider the consequences of introducing planning policy
burdens on new development. It will take all other house builders and suppliers time to adapt their
products to comply, potentially longer than 5-10 years. Based on the above it is considered that
neither the 2025 nor 2030 target is achievable.
To show leadership, SWT Councillors could adopt the policy formulation procedures recommended in
the June 2019 Association of Directors of Environment, Economy, Planning & Transport Good Practice
Guide “Preparing for a Changing Climate”. Note the Bradford City Council Climate Emergency and
Green Economy policy.
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Q1a - SWT should adopt policies sufficiently specific that it enables a robust Supplementary Planning
Guidance to mandate that developers will only achieve Planning consents and Building Regulations
permissions for designs (in all sectors, residential homes & flats, commercial, industrial, leisure, and so
on and civil engineering projects) that meet the certified standards developed by the Building
Research Establishment (BRE); the SPG should specify, amongst other targets/thresholds, that:
residential consents and permissions will only be granted for designs that meet the minimum
standards of the Home Quality Mark ONE certificate after 1st January 2022;
commercial consents and permissions will only be granted for designs that meet the minimum
standards of BREEAM Excellent after 1st January 2022 and BREEAM Outstanding after 1st January
2023
civil engineering consents and permissions will only be granted for designs that meet the
minimum standards of CEEQUAL Version 6 after 1st January 2022.

RC-065

RC-065
RC-065
RC-065
RC-065

Phil Cookson

IO - 5.1 Carbon
neutrality

Phil Cookson

IO - 5.1 Carbon
neutrality

Phil Cookson

IO - 5.1 Carbon
neutrality

Phil Cookson

IO - 5.1 Carbon
neutrality

Phil Cookson

IO - 5.1 Carbon
neutrality

Any ‘offsetting’ criteria should be limited to carbon sequestration projects that are certified by
internationally recognised schemes.
Q1b - Allocate specific sites; Planning Inspector Griffith’s November 2016 Review of the Allocated Sites
of the previous TD Local Plan commented that searching for specific renewable energy installation
sites could be very time consuming (Page 11, Issue 6, para 57).
Given the SWT Climate Emergency declaration and Carbon Neutral 2030 policy, SWT must now
commission WPD to provide half-hourly power demand loads at substations; and similarly,
commission a study to identify the capacity to supply biome thane into the gas grid; and share the
results of these studies with the local NFU and CLA chairpersons so as to recruit landowners to
allocate sites adjacent to electricity substations and gas grid connection locations. Thereafter
negotiations with the Environment Agency Rivers Teams, Somerset Waste Partnership and building
landlords to access roof spaces, riverbanks and land for the appropriate solar, hydro and anaerobic
digestion renewable installations to supply the required power and gas.
1c/1 - Yes, introduce a policy mandating developers to demonstrate their proposed projects’ impacts
upon achieving the Carbon Neutral 2030 district.
1c/2 - Yes, require sustainable, adaptable and resilient designs, including electric vehicle charging in
all new residential parking spaces
1c/3 - Yes, encourage and enable the sustainable retrofit of existing buildings and communities
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RC-065

Phil Cookson

IO - 5.1 Carbon
neutrality

RC-065

Phil Cookson

IO - 5.1 Carbon
neutrality

RC-065

Phil Cookson

IO - 5.1 Carbon
neutrality

RC-067

PM Asset Management

IO - 5.1 Carbon
neutrality

RC-068

Redrow Homes

IO - 5.1 Carbon
neutrality

RC-068

Redrow Homes

IO - 5.1 Carbon
neutrality

Comment summary

1c/4 - Yes, “support community decentralised renewable energy schemes and micro-generation” provide long term, low interest finance to support the cash-flow of such local community renewable
energy organisations?, such as Brendon Energy.
1c/5 - Yes, set criteria to require developers to protect the Grade 1 and Grade 2 land and require
mitigation from the loss of productive use of this land from their developments; for example, by
providing finance for local food production businesses as part of their planning consents (Community
Infrastructure Levy).
1c –
In November 2017, the RICS released their “Whole life cycle carbon assessment for the Built
Environment” Professional Statement.
The EN 15978 Standard (BRE Global Methodology for The Environmental Assessment of Buildings)
was updated in January 2018.
In April 2019, the UK Green Building Council launched a framework definition for net zero carbon
buildings to provide the industry with clarity on how to achieve net zero carbon in construction and
operation, which was welcomed by the Chair of the RIBA Sustainable Futures Group
The Royal Institute of British Architects (RIBA) will soon publish, and is, throughout 2020, training
architects, the RIBA Plan of Work 2020 which will require a Sustainability Coordinator, and a new guide
on Sustainable Outcomes.
We support the Council’s ambition to achieve carbon neutrality by 2030 but there needs to be careful
consideration in how this is implemented to allow for a smooth transition to new standards without
adverse impacts on viability and delivery;
Q1a Slightly more time (e.g. by 2030). Object to the Council seeking to go above and beyond Building
Regulations. The Government is proposing to remove the ability of LPAs to set higher energy
efficiency standards than those in Building Regulations which has led to disparate standards across
the country and inefficiencies in supply chains. The Government wants to create certainty and
consistency.
Q1c Redrow Homes like many other house builders are supportive of moving towards greater energy
efficiency, but via a nationally consistent set of standards and a timetable for achieving any
enhancements which is widely understood and capable of being implemented (technically and
viably). The Council should not be setting different targets or policies outside of Building Regulations.
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RC-072

Respondent (name of
organisation or
individual)

South West Housing
Association Planning
Consortium

Section

IO - 5.1 Carbon
neutrality

Comment summary

Q1c With specific reference to policy approach 1c/2, we ask that the Council considers the wider
implications of requiring all new developments to provide infrastructure for the use of low emission
vehicles. In our experience, the requirements for low emission vehicle infrastructure requires
significant upfront planning for matters including installation, charging to the consumer, management
and maintenance. We suggest that the Council undertakes a separate assessment of the need and
expectations for low emission vehicle infrastructure and seek to publish guidance on this before
adopting this requirement in policy.
Question 1a:
An important issue and aspiration, achieving zero carbon for all new developments is a challenging
target with no single or quick solution. Any adopted measures or solutions need to have a degree of
pragmatism and flexibility so as not to unduly burden or stifle development coming forward in a timely
manner or add to costs that might affect viability, thereby prejudicing delivery.
Enough time needs to be provided for developers to consider which measure(s) would be appropriate
for their types of development and construction methods, and where this involves the development of
new technology and materials, there needs to be sufficient lead in time for these to be designed and
produced. Advocate the longer timescale of 2030 (although it is considered that even this timescale
may not be long enough) to enable the development industry to consider and implement appropriate
measures and for the supply chain to respond.

RC-075

Summerfield
Developments

IO - 5.1 Carbon
neutrality
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Comment summary

Question 1a:
Objective of seeking to achieve carbon neutrality is fully supported, but it is important that the Council
identifies and establishes the potential impacts of any proposed policy measures on the deliverability
of development. Recommend that the Council produces evidence that can be consulted on which
seeks to test the impacts of such a policy on the viability of development.
This would help to inform a decision on when such requirements should come into force and what
other measures (e.g. reduction in CIL) might need to be considered in order to help the development
industry to achieve such policy goals without impacting negatively on the deliverability of projects.
The Government has recently held a consultation on The Future Homes Standard. It is the
Government’s intention to future proof new homes with low carbon heating and world-leading levels
of energy efficiency. Any measures required by the Local Plan should be consistent with emerging
national policy on this matter.

RC-075

Summerfield
Developments

IO - 5.1 Carbon
neutrality
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Comment summary

Question 1c/1 and 1c/2
Objective of seeking to achieve carbon neutrality is fully supported, but it is important that the Council
identifies and establishes the potential impacts of any proposed policy measures on the deliverability
of development.
Recommend that the Council produces evidence that can be consulted on which seeks to test the
impacts of such a policy on the viability of development.
This would help to inform a decision on when such requirements should come into force and what
other measures (e.g. reduction in CIL) might need to be considered in order to help the development
industry to achieve such policy goals without impacting negatively on the deliverability of projects.
The Government has recently held a consultation on The Future Homes Standard. It is the
Government’s intention to future proof new homes with low carbon heating and world-leading levels
of energy efficiency. Any measures required by the Local Plan should be consistent with emerging
national policy on this matter.

RC-075
RC-076

RC-080

Summerfield
Developments

IO - 5.1 Carbon
neutrality

SWT Enabling Team

IO - 5.1 Carbon
neutrality

Taylor Wimpey

IO - 5.1 Carbon
neutrality

Q1b Policy on delivering low carbon infrastructure – Why make it site specific when the issue is across
the board. Therefore better to use criteria based policies.
Question 1A
The developer does not support the Council’s aspiration for ‘zero carbon’ by 2025 and would question
whether this is a realistic, achievable or viable target. It is considered that the Council should track the
Government’s proposals for national policy given that any acceleration is likely to negatively impact on
the delivery of development and suppress growth.
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RC-080

RC-080

Respondent (name of
organisation or
individual)

Taylor Wimpey

Taylor Wimpey

Section

IO - 5.1 Carbon
neutrality

IO - 5.1 Carbon
neutrality

RC-080

Taylor Wimpey

IO - 5.1 Carbon
neutrality

RC-080

Taylor Wimpey

IO - 5.1 Carbon
neutrality

Comment summary

Question 1C
Applying energy efficiency standards to new homes will need to take account of the Future Homes
Standard.
Whilst the government has not enacted its proposed amendments to the Planning & Energy Act 2008
to prevent the Council from stipulating energy performance standards that exceed the Building
Regulations, it is the industry view that the Council should comply with the spirit of the Government’s
intention of setting standards for energy efficiency through the Building Regulations.
Setting separate standards within the Local Plan is not supported. It is considered that the Council’s
approach as set out under 1c/1 is unnecessary due to the Government’s proposals set out in The
Future Homes Standard, which are expected to come into effect mid / late 2020.
Question 1a; Rsp
Support the Council’s ambition to achieve carbon neutrality by 2030 but there needs to be careful
consideration in how this is implemented to allow for a smooth transition to new standards without
adverse impacts on viability and delivery. Applying energy efficiency standards to new homes will
need to take account of the Future Homes Standard. This looks to revise Parts L and F of the Building
Regulations to improve the energy efficiency of new homes.
Suggest that the 2025 target date may be ambitious depending on the increase in standards that are
sought,
Question 1c;
Applying energy efficiency standards to new homes will need to take account of the Future Homes
Standard.
Whilst the government has not enacted its proposed amendments to the Planning & Energy Act 2008
to prevent the Council from stipulating energy performance standards that exceed the Building
Regulations, it is the industry view that the Council should comply with the spirit of the Government’s
intention of setting standards for energy efficiency through the Building Regulations. Setting separate
standards within the Local Plan is not supported on the grounds that it is unnecessary.
Q 1b It is essential that a positive and proactive policy position is established in the LP The starting
point in determining planning applications for new renewable energy proposals should be ‘yes and
only where there would be demonstrable and significant harm should applications be refused.
Support a policy approach which incorporates both stated options. The Plan should allocate specific
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sites for renewable energy and incorporate a positively worded policy which supports proposals that
come forward on unallocated/windfall sites.
Q 1C With the exception of Policy1c/5 agent / landowner broadly support all of the proposed
measures set out in the Consultation Document. A number of these measures are being considered as
part of the Garden Community proposals.

RC-080

Taylor Wimpey

IO - 5.1 Carbon
neutrality

RC-082

Tim Dyer

IO - 5.1 Carbon
neutrality

RC-082

Tim Dyer

IO - 5.1 Carbon
neutrality

Tim Dyer

IO - 5.1 Carbon
neutrality

RC-082

Do not support Policy1c/5. agree in principle with the importance of local food production or the
objective of preserving best and most versatile agricultural land where possible but the importance of
this objective should not be overstated when coming to a balanced judgement as to the most
appropriate and sustainable locations for development. It would be counter-productive to achieving
sustainability objectives as a whole to attach such significance and importance to the preservation of
good quality agricultural land if this precluded development in the most sustainable locations.
Section 5.1.1 2025 is too late to be aiming for zero carbon in new builds: the technology exists and
there has been plenty of time for developers to introduce it but it has been resisted for economic
reasons. We need everything, all at once to tackle this 'emergency'. Question 1a seems irrelevant – we
have to just get on with it.
Section 5.1.2 Option 1b, Choice of site of Renewable Energy equipment for an efficient scheme is very
sensitive to technical influences. This suggests ii) is a better approach, but a mix of both on a case by
case basis is probably sensible. Use a “call for sites” process
1c/6 Means must be found, incentives put in place, to actively and positively encourage a shift back to
Local food production by farmers (and also by residents).
Q1a – Objective of seeking to achieve carbon neutrality is supported. It is important that potential
impacts of any proposed policy measures on the deliverability, viability, of development are identified
and consulted on to inform when such requirements should come into force and what other measures
(e.g. reduction in CIL) might need to be considered in order to help the development industry to
achieve such policy goals without impacting negatively on the deliverability of projects.

RC-083

Tom Newton

IO - 5.1 Carbon
neutrality

Any measures required by the Local Plan should be consistent with emerging national policy on this
matter Government recent consultation on The Future Homes Standard intention to future proof new
homes with low carbon heating and world-leading levels of energy efficiency.
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RC-083

RC-084

Respondent (name of
organisation or
individual)

Tom Newton

Transition Town
Wellington

Section

IO - 5.1 Carbon
neutrality

IO - 5.1 Carbon
neutrality

RC-084

Transition Town
Wellington

IO - 5.1 Carbon
neutrality

RC-084

Transition Town
Wellington

IO - 5.1 Carbon
neutrality

Comment summary

1c/1 to 1c/2 - See comments under 1a above.
Q1a SWT should push for new developments to be zero carbon as soon as possible (by 2025). There
are several industry certified standards e.g those developed by the Building Research Establishment
(BRE), already developed so it is not necessary for developers to wait until these are in place; as they
are already there and there is no time to lose. Zero carbon by 2030 is surely impossible unless the
building industry rapidly improves building of zero carbon homes. Any ‘offsetting’ criteria should be
limited to carbon sequestration projects that are certified by internationally recognised schemes.
Q1b Is it not possible to do both? The Council could work with many relevant organisations such as
Western Power to assess need, then the National Farmers Union, the Environment Agency rivers team
and Somerset Waste Partnership to work out where the most suitable renewable power schemes
could be, whether it is water, bio gas from farms or solar.
Q1c TTW would welcome the policies detailed in 1c/1-7.
1c/4 Yes, “support community decentralised renewable energy schemes and micro-generation” –
particularly by providing long term, low interest finance and access to advice on how to support the
development and financial sustainability of local community renewable energy organisations such as
Brendon Energy.
1c/5 Much Grade 1 agricultural land has been lost already around Wellington to developers in the last
few decades, any more loss should be avoided wherever possible. TTW would also like to suggest
that support for market garden growers should be built into the plan, an increase in small local
growers would reduce food miles and produce more food per acre than many industrial style
commercial growers.
Carbon neutrality moving towards this is a priority internationally, UK wide and here in Taunton.
Low carbon houses - houses now passing through the local planning process do not meet the
objectives of the future. Suggests that new national regulations must be brought in to achieve carbon
neutral.
Makes reference to latest Staplegrove application by Redrow Homes, the design guide fails to
recognise the Climate emergency. Housing units are not orientated to maximise solar gain; no dense
central core to enable new heat air systems and provide comfort cooling in summer. No upgrade
insulation without over cladding and no alternative to gas central heating.

RC-085

Victoria Park Action
Group

IO - 5.1 Carbon
neutrality
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RC-086

Respondent (name of
organisation or
individual)

Viridor

Section

IO - 5.1 Carbon
neutrality

RC-086

Viridor

IO - 5.1 Carbon
neutrality

RC-087

Vistry Homes

IO - 5.1 Carbon
neutrality

RC-087

Vistry Homes

IO - 5.1 Carbon
neutrality

RC-088

RC-088

Wainhomes

Wainhomes

IO - 5.1 Carbon
neutrality

IO - 5.1 Carbon
neutrality

Comment summary

• Question 1a:
Support appropriate renewable energy and carbon neutrality targets.
Important that developers and landowners have clear guidance as to what a zero carbon policy
requirement means, and that any such policy takes into account matters of viability and deliverability.
Question 1b
Should we allocate sites for specific renewable energy development or identify broad areas which we
consider suitable?
Support the identification of broad areas alongside criteria-based properties as this will allow sufficient
flexibility.
Q1a While the objective of seeking to achieve carbon neutrality is fully supported, it is important that
the Council identifies and establishes the potential impacts of any proposed policy measures on the
deliverability of development.
Q1c/1 and 2 see comment on Q1a
Q1a While an important issue and aspiration, achieving zero carbon for all new developments is a
challenging target with no single or quick solution. Any adopted measures or solutions need to have a
degree of pragmatism and flexibility so as not to unduly burden or stifle development coming forward
in a timely manner, or add to costs that might affect viability, thereby prejudicing delivery. We would
therefore advocate the longer timescale of 2030 (although it is considered that even this timescale
may not be long enough) to enable the development industry to consider and implement appropriate
measures and for the supply chain to respond.
Q1c With respect to proposed policy 1c/2 the provision of electric vehicle charging to all new
residential parking spaces is achievable for private/individual spaces but can be more difficult on
communal spaces due to management and maintenance arrangements. Any requirement therefore
needs to be flexible for those cases where it is not feasible.
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RC-090

West of England
Developments

IO - 5.1 Carbon
neutrality

RC-090

West of England
Developments

IO - 5.1 Carbon
neutrality

Q1a Careful consideration needs to be given to the deliverability. Policies will need to be prepared
positively, aspirational but deliverable with a degree of pragmatism and flexibility. Enough time needs
to be provided for developers to consider technology and materials and lead in time for these to be
designed and produced and is particularly true for small and medium sized builders. A timescale of
2025 is unlikely to be appropriate and would likely stifle housing delivery in the short term. We would
therefore advocate the longer timescale of 2030 (although it is considered that even this timescale
may not be long enough) to enable the development industry to consider and implement appropriate
measures and for the supply chain to respond. Any local deadline sooner than the Government’s 2050
deadline must be robustly evidence based.
Q1c Policy 1c/1 Guidance would be needed to ensure that the policy/ies are unambiguous and it is
clear how a decision maker should respond. In this respect, a template or proforma document for such
Statements would be useful.
Policy 1c/2 the provision of electric vehicle charging to all new residential parking spaces is
achievable for private/individual spaces but can be more difficult on communal spaces due to
management and maintenance arrangements. Any requirement therefore needs to be flexible for
those cases where it is not feasible.
Policy 1c/7 It is not clear whether policies on the provision of good waste and recycling provision are
best placed within the Local Plan. We would not support a blanket or ambiguous policy requirement
which would impact upon deliverability or other design measures.

IO - 5.1 Carbon
neutrality

Q1a - cannot be answered without information on the resources available to set up enforcement
mechanisms. In particular, the current regime of private consultants and outsourcing makes it very
hard to join up building regulations and planning. Unless a delivery structure is devised that allows far
closer working between Planning and Building Control departments, and additional capacity is
provided to make these links and to enforce any regulations, the timing or requirements is of little
impact

IO - 5.1 Carbon
neutrality

It should be made clear whether your proposals for new development include commercial as well as
residential properties; A policy to reduce CO2 emissions through embodied energy of the building
materials should be incorporated together with reuse/recycling of building/construction waste; A
policy requirement should also be included in any design policy to ensure that all new dwellings have
a charging point for electric cars

RC-091

RC-092

West Somerset Flood
Group

Wiveliscombe Civic and
Historical Society
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Respondent
Code

Respondent (name of
organisation or
individual)

Section

Comment summary

Q1a Support zero carbon by 2025 in all new development whilst minimising the opportunity for
offsetting. Note: TDBC under BREAMM and Code for Sustainable Homes adopted a sliding scale
towards a 2016 target for changes to Building Regulations to ensure zero carbon from all new homes
by 2016. (This was subsequently watered down by the 2010 Government). The building industry has
therefore had plenty of time to adapt and change practices, including their supply chains. 2025 is
therefore a realistic and necessary timescale.

RC-092

Wiveliscombe Civic and
Historical Society

IO - 5.1 Carbon
neutrality

RC-092

Wiveliscombe Civic and
Historical Society

IO - 5.1 Carbon
neutrality

RC-093

RC-093

RC-093
RC-095

Woodland Trust

Woodland Trust

IO - 5.1 Carbon
neutrality

IO - 5.1 Carbon
neutrality

Woodland Trust

IO - 5.1 Carbon
neutrality

Watchet Town Council

IO - 5.1 Carbon
neutrality

Q1b This should be a hybrid policy, allocating specific sites and having a criteria based element for
additional low carbon and renewable energy infrastructure.
Q1a We urge the former target to increase demand for low-carbon design. There is much existing
expertise and technology for low carbon design. Would welcome an explicit targets for the use of
low-carbon materials, and specifically sustainably sourced UK timber. See Climate Change Committee
reports ('Wood Construction in the UK' and 'UK Housing: Fit for the future?'. See SSDCs proposal for
locally grown timber. We also support that carbon offsetting should be a last resort. See the
'Woodland Carbon Code'.
Q1b We welcome this notion, which we would like to see expanded to wider land use planning and
consideration of integrated land uses as part of a joined-up response to the climate and ecological
emergency. Elsewhere we are calling on a Land Use Framework to give more focus on the role of
integrated land use; where land services multiple functions to maximise is natural capital value. We
would welcome the Council allocating areas and calling for sites, for carbon storage, nature recovery
and energy generation. This would link to the Nature Recovery Network and work being undertaken
through the Somerset Climate Emergency Strategy.
Q1c We would welcome an explicit policy to increase tree canopy cover through development. Our
Emergency Tree Plan calls for local planning policy to require at leave 30% tree canopy cover across
all development land. We would welcome working with the Council on developing such a policy.
1c/5 (soil quality) Support this notion but would rather it is expanded to a more holistic approach to
land use which also looks to protect and maximise opportunities for nature recovery, natural carbon
storage, food production and energy generation.
1b/1 - support
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Respondent
Code

RC-095

Respondent (name of
organisation or
individual)

Watchet Town Council

Section

IO - 5.1 Carbon
neutrality

Comment summary

1c/1 to 1c/7 - Support additional policy approaches
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Section 5.2 Sustainable locations
Respondent
Code (RC000x)

Respondent (name of
organisation or
individual)

RC-001

Carhampton Parish
Council

RC-002

Creech St Michael
Parish Council

RC-002

Creech St Michael
Parish Council

RC-002

RC-003

RC-003

Section

Comment summary

Blue Anchor residents need to travel to Carhampton for its shop, church and pub

Creech St Michael
Parish Council

IO - 5.2
Sustainable
locations
IO - 5.2
Sustainable
locations
IO - 5.2
Sustainable
locations
IO - 5.2
Sustainable
locations

Environment Agency

IO - 5.2
Sustainable
locations

Environment Agency

IO - 5.2
Sustainable
locations

Support for the focus of development being on Taunton but does not want to see more development
east of the M5
Creech St Michael should be recognised as a Village not a Minor Rural Centre. Villages and MRC tiers
should be combined and protection should be applied to avoid one settlement getting an unfair share
of new development
Watchet and Williton should be seen as associated settlements for the purposes of the Local Plan

Policy should be stricter: Flood risk areas should be turned into green spaces enhancing biodiversity
in line with the Garden Town strategy. Suggest reference made to working with EA who have
Strategic Overview of Flooding under the Flood and Water Management Act.
Support the redevelopment of brownfield land and opportunity this provides for managing historic
contamination and to minimise risks to controlled waters. Where there is the potential for land to be
affected by contamination we recommend that developers should:
1.
Follow the risk management framework provided in CLR11, Model Procedures for the
Management of Land Contamination, when dealing with land affected by contamination.
2.
Refer to the Environment Agency Guiding principles for land contamination for the type of
information that we required in order to assess risks to controlled waters from the site.
3.
Consider using the National Quality Mark Scheme for Land Contamination Management which
involves the use of competent persons to ensure that land contamination risks are appropriately
managed.
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Respondent
Code (RC000x)

RC-004

RC-005

Respondent (name of
organisation or
individual)

Exmoor National Park
Authority

Highways England

Section

IO - 5.2
Sustainable
locations

IO - 5.2
Sustainable
locations

Comment summary

No specific comments on the approach to be taken to the settlement strategy, distribution of housing
or site selection as these are matters for SW&T to decide.
Highlighted the need for a consistent and coherent approach to the settlement strategy to take
account of those communities where the National Park/SW&T boundary splits parishes and villages –
and to consider the approach in the ENP Adopted Local Plan (2017).
Additionally, to note that communities living on Exmoor, which is entirely rural, rely on larger
settlements outside the National Park for many services.
Suggest that environmental factors, including landscape character/capacity and potential impacts on
designations should, in addition to the reference to development constrains on page 18, be factors to
be considered in deciding where development should be directed and the level of development that
can be accommodated. Therefore support policy approach 9a/4 under the “wellbeing of our
residents”.
Highlight that new development has the potential to cause adverse impacts on the National Park and
its setting particularly around Minehead and particularly if it is concluded that new strategic
allocations may be necessary. It would be helpful to include constraints / potential impacts on
designations, including protected landscapes such as the National Park and AONBs within the
SA/SEA process.
In addition to Minehead, highlight other settlements / communities/parishes near or split by the
National Park boundary include Carhampton, Battleton, Dunster, Monksilver, Old Cleeve and
Withycombe.
Welcome further engagement on the position of settlements in the lower tiers (4-7) following further
work on the role and function of settlements including development constraints.
HE needs to understand the transport impacts of the proposed Local Plan growth. As the specific
quantum of development at each settlement tier has not yet been established, the impact of growth
in these locations is not yet known. The transport impact of development allocated at each settlement
will need to be tested through the development of a robust transport evidence base, which will
enable us to provide specific comments relating to the suitability or constraints of each settlement.
Supports development in sustainable locations which has access to the services and amenities it
requires without reliance on the private car. Developments that are able to reduce the use of the SRN
for non-strategic trips will also be supported.
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Respondent
Code (RC000x)

RC-005

RC-005

RC-005

Respondent (name of
organisation or
individual)

Section

Highways England

IO - 5.2
Sustainable
locations

Highways England

IO - 5.2
Sustainable
locations

Highways England

IO - 5.2
Sustainable
locations

Comment summary

When the LPA identifies specific sites for potential allocations, the transport impacts of these sites will
be assessed.
As the specific location of the sites is not known at this time it is not possible to offer specific
comments.
When considering potential sites to take forward, urge consideration of: The location of the potential
sites with respect to the SRN and the likelihood that traffic would need to travel across a junction or
on the SRN to access services and facilities; and the ability to provide mitigation to ensure that there
are no severe impacts on the SRN.
As previously stated, Highways England supports development in sustainable locations which has
access to the services and amenities it requires without reliance on the private car. Developments that
are able to reduce the use of the SRN for non-strategic trips will also be supported.
Highways England welcomes the proposed inclusion of additional policy approach 2b/1
Development should be supported by a robust Travel Planning strategy which is appropriately
monitored and managed to ensure that sustainable travel options are both realistic and fully
implemented.
No suggestions on specific locations for employment growth.
Vital that development should be targeted at sustainable sites to reduce any imbalance between
population and jobs and avoid additional trips on the SRN as a result of out-commuting.
The impact of any proposed reduction in employment allocations will need to be carefully considered
in respect of shifting commuting patterns and the potential effects on the surrounding road network
including the SRN. In terms of location, employment development often contributes significantly to
peak hour traffic, and hence there can be challenges to accommodating high levels of trip demand,
which may only exist for limited periods of the day, on the SRN.
The attraction to business of locating in highly accessible locations is recognised, and we are aware
that many businesses would like to be located close to the SRN. Indeed, for some businesses, close
proximity to the SRN is essential. Thus, the location of employment sites is as important to Highways
England as the location of housing sites
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Respondent
Code (RC000x)

RC-006

Respondent (name of
organisation or
individual)

Historic England

Section

Comment summary

IO - 5.2
Sustainable
locations

Settlement Tiers and Q 2a and 2b: Support subject to comments:
HE had objected to key allocation sites at Watchet and Williton during consultation on the adopted
Somerset West Local Plan and may have concerns about combining them and placing them at a
higher tier due to impacts on the significance of heritage assets (see Question 2b).
HE note further work is needed to refine the lower levels of the settlement hierarchy based on a
number of issues including development constraints, which will inform the next stage of the Local
Plan preparation. HE is pleased to see that paragraphs 4.15 and 8.4 of Topic Paper 1 include the need
for further evidence based research on heritage assets and the historic environment and we support
this recommendation. We would expect this further work (Heritage Topic Paper and heritage impact
assessments) to consider the historic
environment of each settlement, not only as a potential constraint but also as opportunity to enhance
heritage assets, e.g. especially heritage assets at risk, as part of the evidence base.
Distribution of housing and site selection (Questions 2c and 2d): Support subject to comments:
Pleased to see Topic Paper 1 included an objective related to heritage assets and historic character
(see no. 5 Table 12 in in Topic Paper 1) and that the objectives with the highest scores for objective no.
5 have been taken forward into the Issues and Options Consultation Document. However, we do not
know what historic environment evidence was taken into account in this scoring. As such we are not in
a position to comment on the options in the Consultation Document. We welcome the intention to
carry out further work on characteristics and constraints of individual settlements, which should
include evidence on the historic environment as well as opportunities to enhance heritage assets, to
establish a preferred option for housing distribution and dwellings numbers.

RC-006

RC-006

Historic England

IO - 5.2
Sustainable
locations

Historic England

IO - 5.2
Sustainable
locations

Welcome the intention to appraise existing allocations and any new sites and recommend that up-todate heritage impact assessments are undertaken. EA expects this work to consider the historic
environment of each settlement, not only as a potential constraint but also as opportunity to enhance
heritage assets, e.g. heritage assets at risk, as part of the evidence base. Historic England has
published advice on The Historic Environment and Site Allocations in Local Plans (2015). We would
like the opportunity to comment on the site selection methodology as well as the eventual selections
and associated policies.
Support additional policy 2b/4 in its encouragement for Neighbourhood Plans to allocate small sites
provided that the process and the resulting allocations and policies are adequately informed by a
robust evidence base. Historic England has an advice note on Neighbourhood Planning and the
Historic Environment (2018) that may be of assistance.
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Respondent
Code (RC000x)

Respondent (name of
organisation or
individual)

RC-007

Minehead Town Council

RC-010

North Curry Parish
Council

RC-010

North Curry Parish
Council

RC-010

North Curry Parish
Council

RC-010

North Curry Parish
Council

RC-010

North Curry Parish
Council

RC-012

Sampford Brett Parish
Council

RC-012

Sampford Brett Parish
Council

RC-012

Sampford Brett Parish
Council

Section

IO - 5.2
Sustainable
locations
IO - 5.2
Sustainable
locations
IO - 5.2
Sustainable
locations
IO - 5.2
Sustainable
locations
IO - 5.2
Sustainable
locations
IO - 5.2
Sustainable
locations
IO - 5.2
Sustainable
locations
IO - 5.2
Sustainable
locations

IO - 5.2
Sustainable
locations

Comment summary

The provision for future housing seems to be allocated across the whole of the new district Council
without any consideration of the fact that Minehead and Alcombe is surrounded by Exmoor National
Park ,hills and floodplains, and the Bristol Channel is on the other side and therefore this small piece
of land cannot sustain the number of houses proposed in the plan.
Note the disparity between the settlements within Tier 5. e.g. Creech St Michael is very different in size
and profile from North Curry meaning wrong conclusions may be drawn about their respective ability
to accommodate new development.
Hierarchy recognises that smaller villages (e.g. Stoke St Gregory) are struggling to keep a shop/pub.
More emphasis should be given to retaining and improving such facilities, public transport and
infrastructure where there is a deficit. Priority should be given to areas that need new homes and are
in danger of losing the few facilities they have.
There is a need to understand why new residents moved to the village, where they have moved from,
what facilities they are expecting to use. Population estimates need to improved from those used in
Topic Paper 1.
Taunton has natural advantages as an employment centre due to immediate access to the M5 and
direct rail link to Paddington
Location of new housing (q5): Obvious answer is to tick that 'homes are being built where needed'

Q2a Yes. Agree with the principal of tiers, but there’s no clear difference between villages in tiers 5
and 6.
Q2b No - Watchet and Williton should be seen as separate settlements. Watchet and Williton have
distinct characters and different issues; it is essential that they are treated separately.
Q2c Increase housing in Taunton; and reduce in Minor Rural Settlements. Most of the Minor Rural
Centres have very limited capacity for increase in housing. Note: There is little point in building new
housing in West Somerset unless there is significant upgrading of the road infrastructure. The
infrastructure in and around Watchet and Williton is inadequate for the currently proposed housing let
alone any increase.
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Section 5.2 Sustainable locations
Respondent
Code (RC000x)

Respondent (name of
organisation or
individual)

RC-012

Sampford Brett Parish
Council

RC-014

RC-014

RC-014

Somerset County
Council

Somerset County
Council

Somerset County
Council

RC-014

Somerset County
Council

RC-014

Somerset County
Council

RC-014

Somerset County
Council

Section

Comment summary

IO - 5.2
Sustainable
locations

Q2d Need to ensure development is concentrated in areas with employment opportunities.

IO - 5.2
Sustainable
locations

SCC (Highways and Transport) Obj 2: Not appropriate to comment on specific Towns at this stage and
will make full comment when the Site Allocation Documents are published later in the year.
When considering tier allocation for locations it is highly recommended that a strategic traffic model
should be investigated to ensure appropriate levels of sustainable development and identify critical
mitigation that may be required.
SWT should prepare an appropriate evidence base to assess the traffic impact of its development
plan, including such matters as the impact on traffic levels and congestion, realistic opportunity to
transfer car trips to walking, cycling and public transport and the scale of investment necessary from
developer contributions towards alternative measures needed to achieve proposed levels of transfer
to sustainable modes.

IO - 5.2
Sustainable
locations

SCC (Highways and Transport) Initial transport assessments have indicated that large amounts of
development would have significant impact on the current road network infrastructure and therefore
SCC does not support Watchet and Williton being seen as associated settlements. It is highly
recommended that full traffic modelling is commissioned to identify the likely impacts that could
require mitigation in this area.

IO - 5.2
Sustainable
locations

SCC (Highways and Transport) Option 2c (iii) Cannot comment in general terms regarding the network
being a constraint on large scale housing development in Taunton. It is recommended that traffic
modelling work is undertaken prior to the allocation of any large housing developments, so that
network constraints are identified and understood in advance. Planning applications should be
accompanied by full traffic modelling within transport assessments, to identify and propose mitigation
for their individual and combined impact on the network.

IO - 5.2
Sustainable
locations
IO - 5.2
Sustainable
locations
IO - 5.2
Sustainable
locations

SCC (Highways and Transport) Option 2c Makes sense in principle. Any development proposal should
be accompanied by full traffic modelling within transport assessments, to identify and propose
mitigation for their individual and combined impact on the network
SCC (Highways and Transport) 2b/1 Support this policy intention and would recommend that there is
a reference to the use of Travel Plans, as SCC Policy and NPPF
SCC (Highways and Transport) 2b/2 Support this policy intention and that all avenues are explored to
bring forward appropriate development prior to developing greenfield sites.
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Respondent
Code (RC000x)

Respondent (name of
organisation or
individual)

RC-014

Somerset County
Council

RC-014

Somerset County
Council

RC-014

RC-014

RC-014

Somerset County
Council

Somerset County
Council

Somerset County
Council

Section

Comment summary

IO - 5.2
Sustainable
locations
IO - 5.2
Sustainable
locations

SCC (Highways and Transport) 2b/4 Agrees in principle but recommends that this should be
undertaken in liaison with appropriate Authorities.

IO - 5.2
Sustainable
locations

IO - 5.2
Sustainable
locations

IO - 5.2
Sustainable
locations

SCC (Public Health) Strongly support the broad thrust of this section.

SCC (Public Health) The issue of housing provision outside of Taunton and Wellington must be
informed by the social viability of settlements having regard to the aging demographics, especially in
West Somerset, so that both public and private services are sustainable. In particular the need for
genuinely affordable housing to rent is crucial to allowing young adults and essential workers to make
their homes in those communities where house prices are beyond the reach of first-time buyers.
SCC (Public Health) Strongly support policies 2b/1, 2b/2 and 2b/3. In relation to policy 2b/4, is there
scope to amend it to address the issues outlined in the paragraph above?
There is also potential to consider the scope for multi-use developments, such as primary school,
residential care home and rental apartments for teaching and care staff on a single site, to facilitate
inter-generational support and affordable housing to rent, and a policy explicitly welcoming such
approaches might be helpful in encouraging developers and public services to bring forward
proposals.
SCC (Flood and water management) question 2c However development is distributed, advise that all
aspects of flood risk are considered at an early stage to determine if a site is suitable for allocation.
Consideration should also be given at an early stage, of any strategic requirements in terms of flood
risk management for the areas that will receive the greatest density of development and how this
might be achieved.
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Respondent
Code (RC000x)

RC-014

Respondent (name of
organisation or
individual)

Somerset County
Council

Section

IO - 5.2
Sustainable
locations

Comment summary

SCC (Ecology Team) 2a Minehead is constrained by ecological sensitivities due to the proximity of the
Exmoor Heaths SAC to the west where there is a risk of increased recreational pressure and or air
quality effects degrading habitat within the designated site.
In addition, areas to the west and south of the town are used for foraging by barbastelle bats from the
Exmoor and Quantocks Oak Woodlands SAC. Barbastelle bats have individual and traditional hunting
territories within a colony’s home range and effects on one of these can have a significant effect on
the SAC population.
To the east of the town is the Dunster Marshes Local Wildlife site.
Request that consideration is given to the possibility of reducing the tier from Major Rural Centre.

SCC (Ecology Team) 2c i) Both Minehead and Wellington are ecologically sensitive, and housing
should be redistributed to tiers in less sensitive areas if this is to be sustainable.
i) It is possible for development to be accommodated in Wellington, however offsite habitat
enhancement will be required for the species affected (rare bats, dormice, great crested newts) so
that the Favourable Conservation Status of these populations are maintained and enhanced in
accordance with the Conservation of Habitats and Species Regulations 2017 (the ‘Habitats
Regulations’) and Government policy for biodiversity gain.
ii) Taunton is surrounded by populations of European protected species (rare bats, dormice, great
crested newts). Offsite habitat enhancement would need to be provided for those species affected so
that the Favourable Conservation Status of these populations are maintained and enhanced in
accordance with the Habitats Regulations, e.g. regulation 43, and Government policy for biodiversity
gain.
iii) No comment
iv) No due to the ecological sensitivities stated above.
v) Watchet is ecologically sensitive (rare bats, dormice). Both Watchet and Williton could result in
adverse air quality effects on the woodland in Quantock component of the Exmoor and Quantocks
Oak Woodlands SAC due to increased traffic towards employment centres. In addition, the
woodlands could be subject to additional recreational pressure resulting in habitat degradation and
potentially increasing disturbance at barbastelle bat roost sites, which could cause abandonment.
vi) The M5 corridor is less likely to present ecological issues that could occur along the coast.

RC-014

Somerset County
Council

IO - 5.2
Sustainable
locations
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Respondent
Code (RC000x)

Respondent (name of
organisation or
individual)

RC-014

Somerset County
Council

RC-018

Stogursey Parish
Council

RC-018

Stogursey Parish
Council

RC-018

Stogursey Parish
Council

RC-019

Stoke St Mary Parish
Council

RC-019

Stoke St Mary Parish
Council

RC-019

Stoke St Mary Parish
Council

Section

IO - 5.2
Sustainable
locations
IO - 5.2
Sustainable
locations
IO - 5.2
Sustainable
locations
IO - 5.2
Sustainable
locations
IO - 5.2
Sustainable
locations
IO - 5.2
Sustainable
locations

IO - 5.2
Sustainable
locations

Comment summary

SCC (Mineral and Waste Planning Authority) Did not object to the broad locations for growth identified
in the Taunton Deane Core Strategy or the Site Allocations plan but encouraged dialogue with the
borough council on a case by case basis where non-mineral development is proposed in an area
safeguarded for its mineral resource.
In relation to waste management development, supported the proposed approach to employment
allocations noting the scope to support waste management development. Any assessment of existing
employment allocations across both former local plan areas should have due regard for safeguarding
policies within the adopted Minerals Plan and Waste Core Strategy. (eg SMP9: safeguarding and DM5:
safeguarding waste management sites). Further guidance on safeguarding matters can be found in
associated topic papers (available from the SCC website) and the Planning Officer Society (POS)
Mineral Safeguarding Practice Guidance1.
SCC looks forward to continued further dialogue with the new council on a case by case basis.
Q2a Stogursey PC would agree to Stogursey Parish being identified as a Tier 5 Minor Rural Centre.

Q2c Stogursey PC would support the way housing is currently distributed throughout the area

Q2b 4. 'Support for small sites that are in line with the settlement strategy and the encouragement for
Neighbourhood plans to allocate small sites' – SPC would support this policy approach.
Q2a We agree with the current tiers

Q2b We agree if it is acceptable to the electors of Watchet and Williton

Q2c The current distribution is the best so long as Minehead and the coastal settlements have
considerably improved public transport access to Taunton. The reference to the M5 corridor in item vi)
should be removed, as we do not want Taunton to be a town divided by a Motorway. The M5 must
remain as the eastern and southern boundary of Taunton, maintaining this land in the Blackdown Vale
as an Area of High Landscape Value
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Respondent
Code (RC000x)

Respondent (name of
organisation or
individual)

RC-019

Stoke St Mary Parish
Council

RC-020

RC-021

Wessex Water

West Hatch Parish
Council

RC-021

West Hatch Parish
Council

RC-021

West Hatch Parish
Council

RC-021

West Hatch Parish
Council

RC-021

West Hatch Parish
Council

Section

Comment summary

IO - 5.2
Sustainable
locations
IO - 5.2
Sustainable
locations

Q2d To make the climate agenda work requires concentrated development on brownfield sites.
Policy should be guided by that principle

IO - 5.2
Sustainable
locations

IO - 5.2
Sustainable
locations
IO - 5.2
Sustainable
locations
IO - 5.2
Sustainable
locations

IO - 5.2
Sustainable
locations

Settlement Boundaries and Housing Targets: Agree with the assumption that sustainability is likely to
decrease with an increase in housing numbers.
An increase in housing within or adjacent to the parish would have a detrimental impact on the culture
and diversity of the parish resulting in increased pressure and congestion on local lanes and negative
environmental impact. With the majority of job opportunities outside of the village (other than home
working) there would seem to be little benefit in creating housing developments in or adjacent to the
parish.
With Taunton having already gained Garden Town status the focus of new housing and development
should be around the growth areas already identified, completing the development of brown field
sites and change of use of the retail space that is no longer required. Taunton, within the boundary
created by the M5, should be viewed as the target growth area with the current village boundaries
being respected except by exception where there are clear commitments to respect environmental
and local social requirements.
Q2a Yes agree with the tiers

Q2b Not qualified to comment

Q2c Preference for option D that sees Taunton increase and Minor Rural Centres reducing but with
some development support to support vibrancy of villages. Caveat would be that the village
development should be supportive of the village dynamics and not be a back door to damaging the
culture of underlying rural villages. Consideration should also be given to increased development in
Wellington especially if a train link could be developed. Benefits in developing around the major
towns should deliver better environmental impacts and allow wider rural and village areas to focus
and contribute solutions to the wider environmental challenges.
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Respondent
Code (RC000x)

RC-021

RC-022

RC-022

RC-022

RC-022

Respondent (name of
organisation or
individual)

West Hatch Parish
Council

Williton Parish Council

Williton Parish Council

Williton Parish Council

Williton Parish Council

Section

IO - 5.2
Sustainable
locations
IO - 5.2
Sustainable
locations

IO - 5.2
Sustainable
locations

IO - 5.2
Sustainable
locations
IO - 5.2
Sustainable
locations

Comment summary

Q2d Support these as good additional policies. The development of interconnectivity in public
transport and the need to ensure that where not viable there is a transition solution (e.g. park and ride)
that sees both the swap from private to public transport from rural areas but also aids the transition
the other way so that town residence can enjoy and contribute to the more rural aspects of the county
without having to utilise private vehicle transport. Consider merit of deployment of greater charging
infrastructure for non carbon fuel vehicles.
Q2a – agree with tiers 1-6 but not tier 7 if these settlements have no facilities or amount to a very
small hamlet such as Stream, near Williton
Q2b – Watchet and Williton are very different settlements. Topography (i.e. hill between two) and lack
of public transport means they operate as two separate communities; making it difficult for residents
to use each settlement for different things will be difficult. It will lead to extra traffic and will not assist
in reducing the carbon footprint. Watchet and Williton should be put in a higher tier above Bishops
Lydeard and Wiveliscombe, especially if this would mean more this would mean more houses would
be allocated to Watchet and Williton as the infrastructure is not here to cope.
Q2c - Topic Paper 1 Option E This retains some development to support the vibrancy of tiers 5 and 6
but redistributed housing from tiers 3 and 4 to tiers 1 and 2. This is the favoured option due to lack of
infrastructure including poor road network in former WS area. The note under point v) that Watchet
and Williton should be a focus for housing development being closer to major employment towns of
Taunton and Bridgwater and Hinkley Point C is misdirected logic. Williton and Watchet look to
Minehead for facilities. Some work in Taunton and Bridgwater but limited public transport services
cannot get people to work particularly if they work unsociable hours, roads are narrow and windy and
if there is an accident that closes roads, flooding or roadworks, the trip to Bridgwater or Taunton is
excessive. With regard to point v1) agree that this is where housing should be for accessibility reasons
and for being able to deliver the houses.
Q2d – agree with all approaches
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RC-024

RC-024

RC-024

Respondent (name of
organisation or
individual)

Acorn Developments

Acorn Developments

Acorn Developments

Section

Comment summary

IO - 5.2
Sustainable
locations

Q2a The proposed settlement hierarchy tiers will need to be reviewed with the benefit of an
assessment of the role and function of each settlement. The higher tiers (1-4) could be re-organised
and reduced in number with specific place- making policies introduced to establish appropriate levels
of growth and objectives for these areas. For example, Minehead could be recognised as a substrategic town alongside Wellington, albeit with lower housing targets to reflect its distance from the
strategic transport network and more constrained nature in comparison to Wellington specifically.

IO - 5.2
Sustainable
locations

IO - 5.2
Sustainable
locations

Q2c Given the limitations set out within paragraphs 2.4 and 2.5 of the Topic Paper 1: Brief Assessment
of Settlement Strategy Options (January 2020) the impacts of both existing and alternative housing
distribution scenarios are unknown. We would welcome further consultation on forthcoming iterations
of the Local Plan 2040 as and when this information and assessment becomes available. We consider
that such consultation should form part of a further Regulation 18 consultation and should certainly
precede a draft Plan and associated policies in order to evidence meaningful consultation in line with
the requirements of NPPF paragraph 16c.
Q2d With respect to proposed policy 2b/1, location should not be a factor as this will be addressed
through the settlement hierarchy. If a town or village is listed in one of the higher tiers, then its location
must be considered sustainable and this should not be open to challenge as part of any future
application. Further while measures to reduce travelling and car dependency are important, it must be
recognised that within the SWT area there will always be an element of private car use. There needs
to be a sensible balance struck between reducing travel/improving non car usage and delivering
development where it is in demand.
Question 2c
Support the identification of Option E. Note that options B and D would retain the same proportionate
split for Wellington as the existing distribution. This reflects the positive attributes of Wellington and
that an appropriate spatial strategy will see the proportion of growth directed here to either be
maintained or increased.

RC-025

Bloor Homes South
West Ltd

IO - 5.2
Sustainable
locations

The adopted Taunton Deane Core Strategy identifies Wellington as a focus for housing and
employment growth following the Taunton urban area. The Core Strategy recognises the size of
Wellington as a town, the offer of services and facilities and its accessible location as justification for
the adopted Settlement Hierarchy at Policy SP1. Developer supports retaining Wellington as the
second tier settlement following Taunton.
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Code (RC000x)

Respondent (name of
organisation or
individual)

Section

RC-027

The Caravan and
Motorhome Club

IO - 5.2
Sustainable
locations

RC-027

The Caravan and
Motorhome Club

IO - 5.2
Sustainable
locations

RC-027

RC-029

The Caravan and
Motorhome Club

Cavanna Homes

Comment summary

The Club believe that tier 3 should be deleted and Minehead/Alcombe should be promoted to tier 2
as a sub-strategic town. It is clear, based on an analysis of the services provided in each settlement,
that Wellington and Minehead are equally well positioned to accommodate growth.
Minehead/Alcombe is well served by a public transport network (both train and bus), a community
hospital, a wide range of stores, boasts a strong tourism industry and is connected to other towns by
the A39. Coupled with its physical capacity to expand inland, the settlement should be promoted into
the tier 2 category.
There is no doubt that the largest portion of the housing distribution in Somerset West and Taunton
should be directed towards Taunton, as it is best served by existing facilities and infrastructure.
Housing distribution should be focused in the most sustainable areas to encourage the use of
sustainable transport methods, in accordance with national policy. The Council comments that the
majority of recent growth has come forward on greenfield sites with few constraints. The Club are in a
position to promote sites on brownfield land, in highly sustainable locations to help meet the
identified housing need.

IO - 5.2
Sustainable
locations

The Club supports the Council’s policy approaches to meet Objective 2. Particularly, the Council’s
intent to make the most efficient use of land, giving preference to the recycling of previously
developed land where this aligns with the settlement strategy and other policies, and supporting
higher densities on public transport routes are welcomed. The Club would like to see the aims
expanded to recognise the role that small and medium sized sites can make an important contribution
to meeting the housing requirement of an area. It is requested that land allocations and relevant
policies pay appropriate reference to paragraph 68 of the NPPF. At Cadeside, the Club owns land
which is currently allocated for housing that is likely to be delivered as a sub-division of a large site.
At Minehead, the Club owns a small to medium site on brownfield land, the development of which
should be supported by the Council.

IO - 5.2
Sustainable
locations

Q2a We agree, in principle, with the settlement tier set out in Option 2a, including the identification of
Bishops Lydeard as a Rural Centre, as this recognises the sustainability and importance of the
settlement. is noted that the rail station at Bishops Lydeard is only accessible by national trains on
particular days or during special occasions. However, consideration should be given to the
sustainability and economic benefits of improving the feasibility of more frequent connections that
could
become viable by increasing the catchment population at the settlement.
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Respondent
Code (RC000x)

RC-029

Respondent (name of
organisation or
individual)

Cavanna Homes

RC-029

Cavanna Homes

RC-032

Cllrs Derek Perry and
Danny Wedderkop

RC-032

Cllrs Derek Perry and
Danny Wedderkop

RC-032

Cllrs Derek Perry and
Danny Wedderkop

Section

Comment summary

IO - 5.2
Sustainable
locations

Q2b We disagree with the suggestion that Watchet and Williton should be seen as ‘associated
settlements’, which would see them jointly re-categorised to a higher settlement tier than Bishops
Lydeard. This is because we consider it is clear that the two settlements not only have distinct,
separate identities but are physically separated by at least 750m ‘as the crow flies’, with the only
pedestrian connection along the rural Five Bells Lane, which results in a total walking distance
between the two centres of around 3km. There is, therefore, little functional relationship between the
two settlements, while each settlement is largely self-sufficient in terms of services and facilities.
Additionally, the implication that services within one settlement complement those in the other is
considered unjustified due to the subsequent need for unsustainable modes of travel between the
two settlements.

IO - 5.2
Sustainable
locations
IO - 5.2
Sustainable
locations

IO - 5.2
Sustainable
locations
IO - 5.2
Sustainable
locations

Q2c We generally support the existing spatial strategy in terms of the distribution of new housing, as
this represents the optimum balance in terms of providing new housing where it is needed, in
addition, to ensuring environmental sustainability and maintaining the deliverability of housing. In
terms of the alternatives presented within the Issues and Options Consultation Document, we
consider that to focus a higher proportion of new housing at Taunton or other, specific settlements,
such as Wellington, Watchet or Williton, would result in an imbalance between the provision of
housing and the location of need and demand.
Q2a Yes

Q2c We have no fundamental objection to the continuance of the existing proportional distribution.
There should be a strong preference for development in locations within walking distance of both
central amenities and meaningful public transport connections. But certain sites on the outer limits of
Taunton may be some of the least sustainable of all.. Option 2cii might be acceptable if home
genuinely sustainably located within Taunton. This would reduce the pressure to accept new homes
in undesirable numbers in inappropriate rural / village locations. Development south of the M5 would
fly in the face of the objectives set out in section 4. With this in mind, we are concerned to see
reference to an “M5 corridor” in option 2c vi. The implication of this phrase is that development may
occur on either side.
Q2d see answer to Q2c
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Code (RC000x)

Respondent (name of
organisation or
individual)

RC-032

Cllrs Derek Perry and
Danny Wedderkop

RC-033

Colin Waller

RC-034

RC-034

RC-035

Crest Nicholson

Crest Nicholson

David Walker

Section

IO - 5.2
Sustainable
locations
IO - 5.2
Sustainable
locations
IO - 5.2
Sustainable
locations

Comment summary

It seems to us that with the prevailing emphasis on environmental protection, sustainability,
consolidation of Taunton town centre and protection of individual settlements that the plan ought to
go a long way to safeguarding the interest we set out, i.e. preventing unacceptable development
south of the M5 and protecting the Vivary green wedge. If it does not do so then something will have
gone very wrong. We do however reiterate our concern that certain aspects of the document seem
to leave the door potentially ajar to the kind of development which we regard as unacceptable. The
phrase “M5 corridor” carries a potentially worrying implication and the proposal to provide a criteria
based system for countryside development could, in our view, possibly be exploited. We hope that
reflection on our concerns will lead to appropriate protections.
New homes must be close to housing to discourage car use but encourage cycling and walking.

Q2a - Given that Land at Ford Farm is included as part of the Taunton urban area, we agree with the
tiers as proposed in so far as they relate to Ford Farm.

IO - 5.2
Sustainable
locations

Q2b – 2b/1 location should not be a factor as this will be addressed through the settlement hierarchy.
If a town or village is listed in one of the higher tiers, then its location must be considered sustainable
and this should not be open to challenge as part of any future application. Further while measures to
reduce travelling and car dependency are important, it must be recognised that within the SWT area
there will always be an element of private car use. There needs to be a sensible balance struck
between reducing travel/improving non car usage and delivering development where it is in demand.

IO - 5.2
Sustainable
locations

Helpful to define a hierarchy of settlements – it provides guidance for commercial investment. The
District-wide population, housing, workforce and employment projections should be allocated at least
to the tiers of the hierarchy if not to the settlements themselves. The proposed 7-tier hierarchy is
workable, though there will be differences between settlements within each tier. This should avoid a
settlement expanding beyond the capacity of community infrastructure existing there or reasonably
capable of being extended.
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Respondent (name of
organisation or
individual)

Section

Comment summary

Question 2a:
Agree with the continued focus on Taunton as the main settlement and focus for development.
Consideration should also be given to how proximity and accessibility to Taunton contribute to the
sustainability of other neighbouring settlements.
The Framework does not expect every community to have access to a minimum level of services (ie
there is not a requirement for self-containment) . Proximity to major centres, their services and
facilities, and public transport can make a rural settlement more sustainable than a more isolated
location. eg Cheddon Fitzpaine.

RC-038

GF Enterprises

IO - 5.2
Sustainable
locations

Generally support proposed settlement tiers. Note that its based on the adopted Local Plan of the
district, and that a review of these tiers will be required to ensure that they reflect the current role and
function of the rural settlements. This should include consideration of any close functional
relationships between individual settlements, in line with paragraph 78 of the Framework.
Question 2c
Noted that the overall housing requirement figures are yet to be determined. Until the required
overall number of houses is known, it is not possible to assess whether certain distribution opt ions
such as Opt ion 2c iii), which is dependant on the infrastructure (e.g. highway) capacity of Taunton, are
feasible. Support the consideration of proximity to key transport infrastructure, including the M5, as
one reasonable approach to the distribution of housing. However, this should not preclude the
development of rural housing where the development

RC-038

GF Enterprises

IO - 5.2
Sustainable
locations

Whichever distribution option is pursued this must allow a sufficient level of development in the lower
tier settlements to support their vitality. This needs to be stronger than the main vitality in Option 2c ii),
but instead reflects the posit ion of Paragraph 78 of the Framework, which supports development
which maintains or enhances the vitality of rural settlements. This, requires consideration of the future
potential for a settlement to host development, and the positive contribution such development may
make to its future vitality.
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Respondent
Code (RC000x)

Respondent (name of
organisation or
individual)

Section

Comment summary

Question 2d:
Support the additional policy approaches in particular 2b/4 and the support for small sites in line with
the settlement strategy and other policies. Policies of the plan should also set out provision for the
reuse of redundant buildings and sites for appropriate redevelopment, reflecting additional flexibilities
through permitted development rights, (General Permitted Development) Order (GPDO). The council
should remove the current requirement for a sequential test in relation to residential conversion as
this is not consistent with provisions of Para 79 C of the NPPF.

RC-038

RC-039

RC-039

GF Enterprises

IO - 5.2
Sustainable
locations

Gladman

IO - 5.2
Sustainable
locations

Gladman

IO - 5.2
Sustainable
locations

Build in flexibility to recognise the potential for new build residential on sites where Class Q might
otherwise be applicable particularly where this will make better quality development. Affordable
homes requirements should be brought into line with national guidance.
Question 2a:
Support the inclusion of Taunton and Wellington as the Strategic Growth Garden Town and SubStrategic Town respectively.
The multiple tiers below are considered to be unnecessarily complicated.
Further work is required to assess the role and function of Major Rural Centres, Rural Centres and
Minor Rural Centres to provide clarity on the different levels, and to assess whether they are
necessary or whether they can be combined.
This will allow for a clear spatial strategy and provide clear justification for the distribution of
development.
Question 2b:
Any changes to the settlement hierarchy tiers established in previous local plans should be supported
by robust evidence such as a settlement hierarchy assessment which fully considers the role and
function of each settlement.
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Code (RC000x)

RC-039

Respondent (name of
organisation or
individual)

Gladman

Section

IO - 5.2
Sustainable
locations

Comment summary

Question 2c:
To meet the needs of local communities across SWT, it will be vital to direct growth which will serve
to enhance the vitality of communities across the area to support both housing and economic growth.
It is important that the function of settlements across the SWT are considered and the role these
settlements play in terms of services and facilities to the wider area, and their potential to
accommodate future housing and employment land is not forgotten.
SWT should be seeking to direct growth through a range of housing allocations across the area.
It is supported that the major settlements of Taunton and Wellington will continue to play a key role in
the accommodation of future development. This should not be at the expense of other settlements
meeting their housing needs.
Support a dispersed approach to the distribution of housing to ensure local housing needs are met
and the vitality of smaller settlements is continued.
Question 2d:
Support the policy approach of ii).
While the most sustainable settlements should accommodate higher levels of growth, it is pivotal, in
line with the dispersed approach favoured above, that smaller settlements receive a proportion of
housing growth to ensure their continued vitality.
Support the identification of Wellington as a sustainable settlement in line with Taunton at iv).

RC-039

Gladman

IO - 5.2
Sustainable
locations
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Respondent
Code (RC000x)

RC-040

RC-040

Respondent (name of
organisation or
individual)

Hallam Land
Management

Hallam Land
Management

Section

IO - 5.2
Sustainable
locations

IO - 5.2
Sustainable
locations

Comment summary

Question 2a
HLM supports the continued commitment to Taunton as the principal Tier 1 settlement in the district,
and incidentally the main focus for growth within the district.
The SA Objectives and Alternatives Report (November 2019) confirms Taunton as the most
sustainable town due to its wide range of services and good public transport.
In support of the continued focus for growth at Taunton, developer suggests land at Haydons Green
for a new mixed use neighbourhood next to the committed strategic employment site - Nexus.
Developer wishes to identify the potential for Ruishton, Henlade and Thornfalcon to be represented
as distinct yet associated settlements to reflect their status as a single neighbourhood plan area for
which investment in community infrastructure can be comprehensively planned to offer shared and
complementary services. This approach would be in accordance with NPPF paragraph 78 that
promotes policies that identify opportunities for villages to grow and thrive.
Question 2c:
Supports the broad distribution of growth presented as Option E – which reflects an increase in
Taunton with some development to support the minor rural centres. Settlements closer to the M5
corridor should also have a higher proportion of development due to higher land values – as noted in
the settlement boundary Topic Paper 2 document.
Proximity to the M5 and Nexus 25 presents a unique opportunity for the Land at Henlade to capitalise
on transport initiatives and interventions, particularly those in relation to active travel and sustainable
transport such as the improvements to pedestrian and cycle permeability across Junction 25 and
prospects of significantly greater patronage for the Taunton Gateway Park and Ride.
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Code (RC000x)

Respondent (name of
organisation or
individual)

Section

Comment summary

Questions 2a –2b
The Emerging LP will require a new and coherent spatial strategy to inform future development and
growth – one that must consider the new administrative area as a whole. For the first time, the relative
sustainable merits of settlements in the former ‘West Somerset’ and ‘Taunton Deane’ areas must be
considered together.

RC-040

RC-040

Hallam Land
Management

Hallam Land
Management

IO - 5.2
Sustainable
locations

IO - 5.2
Sustainable
locations

The Consultation suggests a seven tier settlement hierarchy. Whilst further assessment work is still
needed, it is clear that Taunton is and will remain the most sustainable settlement in the new
administrative area. The Consultation recognises that: “Taunton has the most comprehensive bus
network in our area and a rail station. It is the home of major employers, education and health facilities
and services.” (section 5.2.1)
Wellington is identified as the sole tier two settlement with a wide range of facilities and significant
existing commitments for growth – this is logical and again considered justified given its accessible
location close to Taunton and the M5 motorway.
Beyond Taunton and Wellington it is unclear how the ranking of settlements within tiers (three to six)
of ‘Major Rural Centre’, ‘Rural Centre’, ‘Minor Rural Centre’ or ‘Village’ is justified.
Questions 2c – 2d
The diagram in section 5.2.2 on the distribution of housing contained in the current Local Plans as a
percentage split between different settlement tiers, because the approach simply amalgamates the
settlement hierarchy from the two former administrative areas without considering their respective
sustainable merits, it is considered flawed and unjustified.
A new settlement hierarchy across the rural centres must instead be effective in distributing a greater
amount of development and growth to the more sustainable south and eastern parts of the district, in
areas closer to Taunton and the M5 motorway.
Consistent with this need to revise the current settlement hierarchy and distribution of housing, but
beyond the Council’s current options in the Consultation, there is a significant opportunity for
development and growth at Cotford St Luke that should not be overlooked.
underpin its sustainable future.
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Respondent
Code (RC000x)

RC-041

RC-042

RC-046

RC-046

Respondent (name of
organisation or
individual)

HBF

Helen and Nigel Fry

Huntworth Properties

J Gliddon & Sons

Section

IO - 5.2
Sustainable
locations

IO - 5.2
Sustainable
locations

IO - 5.2
Sustainable
locations

IO - 5.2
Sustainable
locations

Comment summary

Q2c Currently, only circa 12% of housing growth is distributed to the Rural Area. Often rural
communities are disproportionately affected by unaffordable housing. Over the last two decades in
Taunton Deane, the median house price to median earnings ratio has more than doubled increasing
from 3.95 in 1997 to 8.53 in 2018 (data is unavailable for West Somerset). It is possible that a Districtwide figure disguises even more acute worsening of housing affordability in the Rural Area. The 2019
NPPF promotes sustainable development in rural areas by stating that planning policies should
identify opportunities for villages to grow and thrive (para 78). The Council should reconsider its future
housing distribution (also see HBF answer to Question 8a).
Q2b/4 In order to ensure that communities feel that they have a part in the development of their
environment and as part of the Council’s growth plan, the neighbourhood plan forum should be
encouraged to be included in the decision as to the specific sites where development could be
placed once the Council has decided how many properties would be sustainable in that particular
area.
Q2a Further work is required to refine the settlements beyond the top tiers. There are too many
settlements included in the hierarchy leading to over dispersal at the lower levels rather than enabling
distribution to the most sustainable locations for new homes.
While some West Somerset settlements have an important community/service role due to their
isolated nature, it does not mean they have the same opportunity for growth as settlements in and
around Taunton which have strong links to public transport and the strategic road network. This
should be reflected in the hierarchy if it is to be the baseline for future housing growth, or, if not, in the
pattern for housing distribution.
We support the identification of Creech St Michael as a Minor Rural Centre.
Q2a Taunton should clearly remain as the principal area of growth within the plan area but a mix and
range of sites for housing is needed in order to maintain a robust supply over the plan period. An overreliance on large strategic sites has led to the Core Strategy delivery targets not being met in Taunton.
We advocate the need for a more mixed range of site sizes and types in different areas and suitable
for a range of different types of housebuilders. NPPF requires Local Plans to demonstrate that 10% of
the housing requirement will come from sites of less that 1ha unless there is strong reasons why this
cannot be achieved. Such sites could be delivered in smaller settlements. These sites tend to be
those currently outside of settlement limits and would require amendments to current settlement
boundaries or the introduction of a policy which would enable suitable sites adjacent to settlement
limits to come forward
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Code (RC000x)

RC-046

RC-046

RC-047

RC-047

RC-047

Respondent (name of
organisation or
individual)

J Gliddon & Sons

J Gliddon & Sons

Section

Comment summary

IO - 5.2
Sustainable
locations

Q2b Yes, we would support the elevation of Watchet and Williton, as closely associated settlements,
into a higher tier on a par with Minehead/Alcombe.

IO - 5.2
Sustainable
locations

Larkfleet Homes

IO - 5.2
Sustainable
locations

Larkfleet Homes

IO - 5.2
Sustainable
locations

Larkfleet Homes

IO - 5.2
Sustainable
locations

Q2c We consider that proportion of housing which the pie chart indicates for Minehead should be
reduced. Outward growth of Minehead/Alcombe is heavily constrained by flooding, steep
topography and its proximity to the boundary with Exmoor National Park. Strategic sites identified in
the West Somerset Local Plan have been proven to have deliverability issues due to viability. The
relative remoteness of the settlement also limits interest from the large sections of the housebuilding
industry. Consequently, we consider that the closely associated settlements of Williton and Watchet,
which are also more accessible, would be appropriate to accommodate a higher level of growth at
the expense of Minehead/Alcombe and that such an approach would lead to more deliverable and
more sustainable development.
Q2a - Cotford St Luke currently is proposed as 1 of 12 Tier 5 settlements, and of these 12 settlements,
is the most accessible settlement to Taunton and Wellington, the Tier 1 and Tier2 settlements, and as
such it performs well in its sustainability credentials. Cotford St Luke has a range of local facilities, and
is approximately 5 miles north west of Taunton, on a frequent bus route to Taunton, and is therefore
considered to have good sustainability credentials.
Topic Paper 1, Table 8 ‘Possible Amalgamated Settlement Hierarchy’ currently situates Cotford St
Luke as a ‘Minor Rural Centre’. Larkfleet Homes support the inclusion of Cotford St Luke within this
settlement hierarchy group, which reflects the greater capacity for growth than those of a ‘Primary
Village’ or a ‘Village’, as a minimum.
Q2c – Larkfleet Homes would urge the Council to consider that the sustainability, the marketability of
homes, and the proximity to jobs in Taunton and the major transport corridors, should be referred to
when directing growth. With this in mind, Larkfleet Homes would agree with the question posed
under Option 2c vi)
Q2a - Larkfleet Homes would encourage the Council to consider other spatial strategy opportunities
outside of those identified in Topic paper 1: Brief Assessment of Settlement Strategy Options (January
2020). In particular, the new local plan provides the opportunity to consider the potential new
development at locations beyond existing settlements would have in contributing to the mix of
locations for growth. In particular, land to the north of Pen Elm Hill and at Norton Manor Camp,
provides a suitable location for the identification of a mixed-use development. It is important that the
settlement tiers recognise the potential for new development in locations beyond existing
settlements to complement them.
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RC-047

RC-047

RC-047

RC-047

RC-048

RC-049

Respondent (name of
organisation or
individual)

Section

Larkfleet Homes

IO - 5.2
Sustainable
locations
IO - 5.2
Sustainable
locations
IO - 5.2
Sustainable
locations

Larkfleet Homes

IO - 5.2
Sustainable
locations

LiveWest

IO - 5.2
Sustainable
locations

Mactaggert and Mickel

IO - 5.2
Sustainable
locations

Huntworth Properties

Larkfleet Homes

Comment summary

Q2c Growth should be skewed towards Taunton Deane, including development in villages with good
access to facilities/ connections to Taunton and the strategic road network
Creech St Michael can support top tier housing growth due to its connectivity with Taunton and the
present level of existing community services and facilities in the settlement.
Allocation of small and medium sized will support housing delivery throughout the plan period as
indicated in the NPPF.
Q2a - The identification of Taunton, and by virtue Comeytrowe/Trull, as Tier 1, within the settlement
tiers, where most of the growth is proposed to be directed, is supported.
Q2a - The identification of Wellington as Tier 2, within the settlement tiers, where additional growth is
proposed to be directed, is supported.
Q2c – Larkfleet Homes would urge the Council to consider that the sustainability, the marketability of
homes, and the proximity to jobs in Taunton and the major transport corridors, should be referred to
when directing growth. With this in mind, Larkfleet Homes would agree with the question posed
under Option 2c vi)
Q2a Currently only 12% of housing growth is distributed to the Rural Area. Often Rural communities are
disproportionately affected by unaffordable housing. The Council should reconsider its future housing
distribution as any reduction to the overall percentage of growth allocated to rural communities
would risk these areas not being able to provide needed housing and support existing/secure
delivery of community facilities. What is important is that the plan identifies or allows for a variety of
sites (size and location) to come forward to more resilience to future housing and employment
delivery.
Section 5.2 We agree that development should be located in the most sustainable locations. We also
agree that transport considerations need to be fundamental to the Local Plan process and not
retrofitted at a later date. The housing commitments resulting from the adopted core strategy have
created a pattern of new sustainable development or ‘direction of travel’ at Monkton Heathfield,
Comeytrowe and Staplegrove which should be continued in the emerging local plan. For these
reasons, development should be mostly focused at Taunton.
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RC-049

RC-049

RC-051

Respondent (name of
organisation or
individual)

Mactaggert and Mickel

Mactaggert and Mickel

Martin Wilsher

Section

IO - 5.2
Sustainable
locations

IO - 5.2
Sustainable
locations

IO - 5.2
Sustainable
locations

Comment summary

Q2a Whilst the objective of ‘making as much use as possible of brownfield land’ reflects the advice at
paragraph 117 of the NPPF it is likely that suitable opportunities will be limited in the plan area. We
agree that development in sustainable locations can drive up the viability of public transport services
and that costed transport considerations are fundamental to the Local Plan process and should be not
retrofitted later. Lessons should be learnt from these first phases of development in Taunton to
ensure there are no barriers to delivering future phases. The existing strategy of focussing
development at the largest town of Taunton is the most sustainable and appropriate strategy for the
emerging Local Plan. Informed decisions cannot be made on the distribution of housing until the likely
extent of the housing requirement (and any options) have been properly identified.
Q2c In principle those settlements with access to most services, employment and infrastructure
should accommodate most growth. The emerging plan should significantly boost the supply of
housing and the minimum number of homes needed should be informed buy a local housing need
assessment. However, this does not mean that a higher level of housing should not be considered
particularly where, in areas such as Taunton, issues of affordability are present. Whilst the plan should
consider focusing the highest proportion of housing at Taunton the smaller settlements should have
the ability to accommodate growth subject to meeting certain criteria in order to maintain flexibility.
We agree that other sites not previously considered, such as our client’s land at Comeytrowe, must be
considered as part of the emerging local plan process.
The final settlement hierarchy involves too many tiers. Determined around the existing size and
capacity and seems to ignore the actual role, function and, influence on communities and the
surrounding area. e.g. Minehead performs a much more significant spatial role as a centre for services
and facilities than does Wellington. The levels and ease of accessibility of the surrounding
settlements of Wellington and Taunton by both private and public transport is much greater than that
of the settlements around Minehead and the latter' relatively remote proximity to the County-town for
higher order services and facilities. A more detailed appraisal of the settlements within the new LPA
area is required (see the West Somerset Towns and Village Centres Study). Suggested refinement of
tiers proposed in full response.
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Respondent (name of
organisation or
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Section

Comment summary

Support the proposed hierarchy with Carhampton being identified as a Minor Rural Centre, Dunster
Marsh is identified as a Tier 6 village and Old Cleeve is identified as a Tier 7 settlement. As stated
within the LP on page 18: welcome the intention to review the settlement hierarchy for the smaller
settlements. . Encourage SWT to recognise the contribution smaller settlements can make to
providing sites for residential development, particularly the case in light of the historic under delivery
of homes described in the Plan in Minehead, Watchet and Williton.

RC-052

RC-053

RC-054

MHPF

Mike McDonald

Mitchell Partners

IO - 5.2
Sustainable
locations

IO - 5.2
Sustainable
locations

IO - 5.2
Sustainable
locations

Encourage SWT to review, re-balance the location of growth to allocate more sites on the edge of
small villages (minor rural centres, villages and smaller)which have limited facilities, and to provide a
criteria based policy which allows for small scale development in very small settlements. Such
development can help to encourage vitality and viability of communities, and is possible due to
broadband provision and home working.

With regard to Watchet and Williton:
There are few jobs in the area, and transport links to the major centres of Bridgwater and Taunton, and
then on to the national road and rail networks are poor. Bus services are very limited, and additional
travel by car will increase the environmental impacts. The considerable peak congestion, particularly
on the approach to Taunton, will become worse with associated local and wider effects.
Q2a Taunton should clearly remain as the principal area of growth within the plan area but a mix and
range of sites for housing is needed in order to maintain a robust supply over the plan period. An overreliance on large strategic sites has led to the Core Strategy delivery targets not being met in Taunton.
We advocate the need for a more mixed range of site sizes and types in different areas and suitable
for a range of different types of housebuilders. NPPF requires Local Plans to demonstrate that 10% of
the housing requirement will come from sites of less that 1ha unless there is strong reasons why this
cannot be achieved. Such sites could be delivered in smaller settlements. These sites tend to be
those currently outside of settlement limits and would require amendments to current settlement
boundaries or the introduction of a policy which would enable suitable sites adjacent to settlement
limits to come forward
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Respondent
Code (RC000x)

RC-055

RC-055

RC-056

RC-057

Respondent (name of
organisation or
individual)

Mr and Mrs Summers

Mr and Mrs Summers

Mr Brading

Mr G and Mr A
Townsend

Section

IO - 5.2
Sustainable
locations

IO - 5.2
Sustainable
locations

Comment summary

Q2a Further work on the role and function of settlements should also look at the relative proximity of
smaller settlements to the facilities of larger nearby settlements. The following solutions may be
identified through future Local Plan iterations:
- Some larger settlements currently identified in Tier 6 are moved to Tier 5.
- An additional “larger villages” tier is introduced between Tier 5 and 6 allowing for appropriate growth
outside of settlement boundaries.
- Tiers 1-4 are re-organised and reduced in number, with specific place-making policies introduced to
establish appropriate growth levels and objectives for these areas.
Q2d Policy 2b/1 location should not be a factor as this will be addressed through the settlement
hierarchy. If a town or village is listed in one of the higher tiers, then its location must be considered
sustainable and this should not be open to challenge as part of any future application. Further while
measures to reduce travelling and car dependency are important, it must be recognised that within
the SWT area there will always be an element of private car use. There needs to be a sensible
balance struck between reducing travel/improving non car usage and delivering development where
it is in demand.

IO - 5.2
Sustainable
locations

Q2a Taunton should clearly remain as the principal area of growth within the plan area but a mix and
range of sites for housing is needed in order to maintain a robust supply over the plan period. An overreliance on large strategic sites has led to the Core Strategy delivery targets not being met in Taunton.
We advocate the need for a more mixed range of site sizes and types in different areas and suitable
for a range of different types of housebuilders.

IO - 5.2
Sustainable
locations

Minehead forms the largest settlement in West Somerset by a considerable margin and is subject to a
considerable level of self-containment. In addition, the town is located a considerable geographic
distance from the settlements of Taunton and Wellington that are located in close proximity to the
M5. As the main service and employment centre covering West Somerset it is therefore clear that
Minehead must play an important role in meeting ongoing housing needs moving forward so to
ensure a balanced growth strategy and sustain / enhance the town’s existing main service /
employment offer.
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Respondent
Code (RC000x)

RC-058

RC-058

RC-058

Respondent (name of
organisation or
individual)

Mr Sebastian and others

Mr Sebastian and others

Mr Sebastian and others

Section

IO - 5.2
Sustainable
locations

IO - 5.2
Sustainable
locations

IO - 5.2
Sustainable
locations

Comment summary

Q2a We generally agree with the tiers as proposed, particular the importance given to Taunton, but
with respect to the lower tiers there does seem to be scope for these to be reviewed following the
further work on the role and function of settlements referenced in the consultation document. It
would seem entirely reasonable for the more sustainable villages, such as Henlade, to be
distinguished in some way from those smaller villages which are less sustainable. This could be done
either through the larger, more sustainable villages being moved into Tier 5 or through the addition of
a new ‘larger villages’ tier in between Tier 5 and 6.
Q2c We agree that the majority of growth should be directed towards Taunton and Wellington as the
main towns, but we consider it important that development is allowed within the lower tiers (Tiers 3 –
6) at the same or similar levels/percentages as currently identified to support reasonable growth in
those locations. Rather than the various options set out in the consultation document, we therefore
consider that if there is a need to redistribute growth between Taunton and Wellington this would
best be achieved by a small rebalancing of distribution between the two (for example a 60/20 split in
favour of Taunton).
Q2d With respect to proposed policy 2b/1, location should not be a factor as this will be addressed
through the settlement hierarchy. If a town or village is listed in one of the higher tiers, then its location
must be considered sustainable and this should not be open to challenge as part of any future
application. Further while measures to reduce travelling and car dependency are important, it must be
recognised that within the Somerset West and Taunton area there will always be an element of
private car use. There needs to be a sensible balance struck between reducing travel/improving non
car usage and delivering development where it is in demand.
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Respondent
Code (RC000x)

Respondent (name of
organisation or
individual)

Section

Comment summary

Q2c - broadly supportive of Topic Paper 1 Option B - Current Local Plan Strategies existing
proportions of development; however, a higher percentage of development should be steered to
Minehead. where a large amount of services, employment and public transport exist; and where the
greatest amount of new infrastructure and investment in the West Somerset District was previously
focussed, and if properly planned for, would deliver housing, including affordable housing, and jobs to
help sustain and enhance the economy of the town and sub region, per capita CO2 reductions and
ultimately help sustain and enhance the economy. It will:

RC-059

RC-059

RC-060

RC-060

RC-062

Mr Shapland

Mr Shapland

Mrs J Butterly

Mrs J Butterly

Pat and Robin Venner

IO - 5.2
Sustainable
locations

IO - 5.2
Sustainable
locations

IO - 5.2
Sustainable
locations
IO - 5.2
Sustainable
locations
IO - 5.2
Sustainable
locations

• lead to self-containment and the promotion of sustainable transport modes;
• reduce per capita CO2 emissions in the interests of abating the speed of climate change;
• deliver open market housing to deliver affordable housing;
• raise the number of higher paid jobs whilst maintaining the levels of lower paid jobs; and,
• address the demographic imbalance by encouraging economically active people to remain in the
area and by encouraging others into the area; all whilst protecting the landscape.
Q2d - previous West Somerset Local Plan had an under supply of strategic sites and an over-reliance
on windfall sites to meet its housing target in Minehead. A robust approach would be to provide for a
number of sites in appropriate locations predominantly around Minehead, through allocations of a
significant number modestly sized sites to provide more easily deliverable schemes.
Extremely concerned that the Council appears to be taking a very urban and larger settlement centric
direction of travel. Whilst our client applauds the Council for looking to achieve sustainability
objectives, it is her opinion that the approach being taken is misguided. Sustainability is not just about
location and the potential reliance on the private car, and the Framework is clear in defining that there
are social, economic and environmental branches to sustainability and the first two branches cannot
simply be set to one side in favour of the latter. It is clear that appropriately scaled development in
locations such as East Nynehead could help support facilities and services in larger villages like
Bradford on Tone without solely putting development pressure on such larger villages.
Q2c We believe the Council needs to allow for some proportionate growth within Tier 7 with criteriabased policy approach being sufficiently flexible to permit this.
Q2b Watchet and Williton should not become one place.
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Respondent
Code (RC000x)

RC-062

Respondent (name of
organisation or
individual)

Pat and Robin Venner

Section

IO - 5.2
Sustainable
locations

Comment summary

Q2c Homes should be continued to be built in Taunton or thereabouts because that is where most
jobs are to be found. If you build more houses in other places you have much more carbon footprint
and the roads become deadlocked. You certainly do not want to build many more homes, especially
in West Somerset. Williton has not got the infrastructure for new housing development. Roads are
already far too busy. The only place that there could be development is on the brownfield site at the
former Watchet Paper Mills. The development could include sheltered housing. The Surgery is
already under pressure and also the schools. It is very difficult to recruit doctors and nurses here.
Everyone wants to live in the towns near the motorway where also there are more jobs. This must be
taken into account if the Council wants the carbon footprint to be low.
Page 17, Sustainable Locations
In relation to the issue of settlement tiers, agree that in order to mitigate the effects of climate change
it is essential that new development is directed to the most sustainable locations.
Note that Watchet and Williton are currently identified as Tier 4 – Rural Centres, alongside Bishop’s
Lydeard. Support the suggestion in Question 2b, which states that Watchet and Williton should be
seen as associated settlements for the purposes of the Local Plan due to their close proximity and
complimentary services. Consider that they should be reclassified to a Tier 3 settlement in order to
more properly reflect their role, function and importance within the overall settlement hierarchy.
Page 22, Question 2D. Support the following additional policy approaches to meet Objective 2:
2b/1; 2b/2 and 2b/3
In terms of overall sustainability, it is vital that large brownfield regeneration sites are prioritised, rather
than held back at the expense of greenfield development (particularly where it is also poorly located).
In terms of the proposed Garden Communities, delivery timescales must be realistic. It might well be
the case that delivery from this particular source might stretch well into the next Plan period.
The Sustainability Appraisal will need to ensure that the assessment of sites fully considers the wider
sustainability benefits arising from the regeneration of brownfield sites that will deliver mixed-use
development in the form of jobs and community benefits.

RC-063

Paul Atton

IO - 5.2
Sustainable
locations
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Respondent
Code (RC000x)

RC-063

RC-063

RC-064

RC-064

Respondent (name of
organisation or
individual)

Paul Atton

Paul Atton

Section

IO - 5.2
Sustainable
locations

IO - 5.2
Sustainable
locations

Comment summary

Page 20
Within section 5.2.2, consider that statements made in the 3rd and 4th paragraphs point to a strong
need for the new Plan to prioritised brownfield development opportunities, particularly in respect of
higher tier settlements.
The Former Wansbrough Paper Mill site is a good example of a highly sustainable brownfield site that
can deliver major mixed-use regeneration to the benefit of the local community.
Page 21
Question 2C(v) Support the suggestion that Watchet and Williton being closer to Taunton and
Bridgwater, and closer to Hinkley Point, should be the focus of more housing development rather
than Minehead. In order to achieve sustainable development, it is important to minimise travel, thus
locating housing and employment in locations in closer proximity to one another. We also believe that
Watchet and Williton warrant designation as a Tier 3 settlement.
Comments on Topic Paper 1: Brief Assessment of Settlement Strategy Options
Consider that the scorings give undue weight to garden town options. Consider these to be long-term
options that will do little to address the District’s pressing short and medium-term development
needs. Believe that more development should be focussed upon existing towns, with a particular
focus on a greater role for Watchet / Williton.

Persimmon Homes
South West

IO - 5.2
Sustainable
locations

In principle we agree with a settlement hierarchy structure, but until we see further work which the
issues and option documents alludes will be done and we will provide a full response at the Reg 19
stage. Support the majority of housing in Taunton. Support a higher number of sites in Wellington.
Villages in close proximity to employment and retail nodes in Taunton should be preferred over minor
rural centres.

Persimmon Homes
South West

IO - 5.2
Sustainable
locations

On the recycling of land we agree in principle. However, in Taunton there is not the amount of
brownfield land that is required to meet current or proposed housing obligations. Sites should be
given preference based on their location, need and speed of build, not because they are Brownfield
or Greenfield.
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Respondent
Code (RC000x)

RC-067

RC-067

RC-067

RC-068

RC-068

RC-068

Respondent (name of
organisation or
individual)

Section

PM Asset Management

IO - 5.2
Sustainable
locations

PM Asset Management

IO - 5.2
Sustainable
locations

PM Asset Management

IO - 5.2
Sustainable
locations

Redrow Homes

IO - 5.2
Sustainable
locations

Redrow Homes

Redrow Homes

IO - 5.2
Sustainable
locations
IO - 5.2
Sustainable
locations

Comment summary

In order to achieve carbon neutrality, development should be delivered in the most sustainable
locations – namely important employment and service centres. We support strategies that would
deliver a higher quantum of development at Taunton;
Delivering homes in close proximity to employment centres (e.g. Taunton) can significantly reduce
care dependency and encourage other modes of travel;
The spatial strategy will need to take account of the need to provide a broad mix of dwelling types
and sizes. As such, both greenfield and brownfield sites will need to be identified to meet the
identified housing requirement;
Q2a Taunton is the most sustainable location for development by virtue of its range of services,
facilities, employment opportunities and public transport infrastructure compared to other
settlements in the district. We agree
with its identification in isolation at the top of the ‘Settlement Tiers’.
Q2c If the Council is to meet its ambitious environmental and sustainability objectives then it makes
sense for future development to be focussed at the most sustainable locations (i.e. Taunton) and
redirect development away from less sustainable locations, toward Taunton. Relevant are the selfcontainment levels at Taunton and capacity to attract investment which will drive future job creation.
the IOD notes that settlements such as Minehead, Williton and Watchet have struggled to meet their
housing requirements in recent years. This is likely due to low levels of market demand for housing in
what are fundamentally less sustainable locations within the district as a whole.
Q2a Yes. The approach to the settlement hierarchy is supported, with Taunton being the focus for
development. There are a large number of commitments, and allocations from the adopted Core
Strategy that are to come forward to meet housing needs, and in Taunton which are in accordance
with the Garden Town initiative.
Q2c Leave housing distribution the same. The current distribution in the adopted Core Strategy is
supported, this focuses development at Taunton with 68.3%. Focusing development upon Taunton
provides the greatest opportunities for sustainable development, for example reducing the need to
travel and encouraging the use of public transport, walking and cycling.
Q2d There is a need to provide a range and choice of sites to ensure a sufficient supply, taking into
account their availability, suitability and likely economic viability (para 67 of the NPPF 2019)
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Respondent
Code (RC000x)

RC-068

RC-073

RC-075

Respondent (name of
organisation or
individual)

Redrow Homes

St Modwen Homes

Summerfield
Developments

Section

IO - 5.2
Sustainable
locations

IO - 5.2
Sustainable
locations

IO - 5.2
Sustainable
locations

Comment summary

An objection is raised to the statement that “Even though we have large numbers of housing allocated
in existing Local Plans, the sites should still be appraised to confirm whether allocations are still
appropriate.” It is considered that to reassess sites that are already allocations in the adopted Core
Strategy will undermine the delivery of those sites. Allocated sites should be taken forward without
any question, especially when these sites are critical to the delivery of the adopted Core Strategy.
Question 2d
Support the focus on making the most effective and efficient use of land, giving preference to the
recycling of previously developed land where this aligns with the settlement strategy and other
policies. This accords with the broad thrust of NPPF advice.
Wish to see further recognition within these policy approaches - to consider changes in the demand
for land and consider reallocation for more deliverable use (NPPF para 120). We further expand on this
issue below within question 4b.

Question 2a:
Agree with the tiers as proposed in so far as they relate to Wellington, in particular the acknowledged
importance and role of Wellington after Taunton.
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Respondent
Code (RC000x)

Respondent (name of
organisation or
individual)

Section

Comment summary

Question 2c:
Wellington is growing in importance and prominence with the commercial growth around Chelston
and the residential growth at Jurston Farm and Longforth Farm. The supporting text at section 5.11
clearly identifies that Wellington “is the District’s secondary centre, after Taunton” (p 44), a role that
can and should grow given the town’s strategic and sustainable location. Wellington is ideally located
on the national and regional road network, is well served by public transport and has relatively few
development constraints. Therefore support a higher proportion of development for Wellington than
the current 13.1% to better reflect the strategic importance of the town within the hierarchy.
An increase in jobs and housing provision would enable Wellington to achieve a higher level of selfcontainment through housing growth in turn supporting additional growth in employment and other
facilities, including the potential for the railway station to be reopened. It is important that
development is allowed within the lower tiers (Tiers 3 – 6) at the same or very similar levels as
currently identified to support reasonable growth in those locations.

RC-075

Summerfield
Developments

IO - 5.2
Sustainable
locations

Advocate a fourth option for the proposed housing distribution whereby a modest part of the
percentage growth currently allocated to Taunton is re-distributed to Wellington, but the percentage
growth attributed to the lower tiers remains the same or similar. Advocate a 60/20 split between
Taunton and Wellington.
Question 2a:
Taunton, as the largest and most sustainable settlement, should clearly remain as the principal area of
growth within the plan area but a mix and range of sites for housing is needed in order to maintain a
robust supply over the plan period. An over-reliance on large strategic sites over the current plan
period has led to the Core Strategy delivery targets not being met in Taunton.
Advocate the need for a more mixed range of site sizes and types in different areas and suitable for a
range of different types of housebuilders, developers, as is encouraged within the NPPF. This would
also better allow for the full range of housing (including affordable, private rental, homes for older
people, specialist housing, executive housing and self-build) that is required to be provided, rather
than a supply largely of similar forms and types of housing.

RC-075

Summerfield
Developments

IO - 5.2
Sustainable
locations
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Code (RC000x)

RC-075

RC-075

Respondent (name of
organisation or
individual)

Summerfield
Developments

Summerfield
Developments

RC-076

SWT Enabling Team

RC-076

SWT Enabling Team

RC-076

RC-076

SWT Enabling Team

SWT Enabling Team

Section

IO - 5.2
Sustainable
locations

IO - 5.2
Sustainable
locations
IO - 5.2
Sustainable
locations
IO - 5.2
Sustainable
locations
IO - 5.2
Sustainable
locations
IO - 5.2
Sustainable
locations

Comment summary

Question 2b:
Yes, we would support the elevation of Watchet and Williton, as closely associated settlements, into a
higher tier on a par with Minehead/Alcombe.
Question 2c:
The proportion of housing which the pie chart indicates for Minehead should be reduced. Outward
growth of Minehead/Alcombe is heavily constrained by flooding, steep topography and its proximity
to the boundary with Exmoor National Park. Strategic sites identified in the West Somerset Local Plan
have been proven to have deliverability issues due to viability. The relative remoteness of the
settlement also limits interest from the housebuilding industry. The closely associated settlements of
Williton and Watchet, which are also more accessible, would be appropriate to accommodate a
higher level of growth at the expense of Minehead/Alcombe and that such an approach would lead
to more deliverable and more sustainable development.
Q2a How have you defined ‘Minor Rural Centres’ vs ‘Villages’. There needs to be set criteria for each .
For example why are Oake and Kingston St Mary not in minor rural centre as they are similar in
services and size to for example Churchinford and Washford? Why aren’t Minehead and Wellington
both in the Sub-strategic town category?
Q2b No comment - we would consider each as a rural centre in its own right.

Q2c Carry on with the current policy as housing need is a reflection of requirements across the whole
District. i.e. housing need in Minehead might indicate that greater provision is need in that area.
Q2d No further comment. All seem sensible.
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Respondent
Code (RC000x)

RC-077

RC-077

Respondent (name of
organisation or
individual)

Tarmac

Tarmac

Section

IO - 5.2
Sustainable
locations

IO - 5.2
Sustainable
locations

Comment summary

Q2a - Settlement Hierarchy:
The settlement hierarchy is not reflective of a full assessment of the current baseline condition of
existing settlements and the strategic, local and neighbourhood inter-relationships between
settlements. It also does not reflect the constraints across the district which mean (at present) using it
as a baseline for the distribution of housing is challenging. This is particularly the case with the villages
(31) and rural minor rural centres (13). There are clear variations and exceptional cases which will need
to be considered in future draft plans, particularly those settlements closest to Taunton Deane where
there is the opportunity for sustainable linkages - where the approach could be to allocate individual
sites associated with the growth of Taunton, as exceptions, or to raise such settlements upwards
within the settlement hierarchy. An alternate approach could be to remove villages from tier 6 which
are unlikely to support future growth as these settlements would then automatically be considered as
tier 7 settlements. If the current approach is geared to deliver growth in all of these locations, it may
mean dispersal to too many settlements rather than focused growth in the most sustainable locations
for new homes.
2C - Housing Distribution: Strategic Role of Taunton:
Taunton rightly identified as the main focus for residential growth within the plan area in line with its
position in the existing Taunton Deane Core Strategy.
Greater services and transport infrastructure in and around Taunton is the focus for homes of those
who commute to and from other employment centres outside of the district. The Housing Delivery
Test 2019 suggests that, among other things, development in and around Taunton may be more
viable than in West Somerset. West Somerset has only delivered 80% of its forecast housing delivery
for the last three years, whereas, in the same time period, Taunton Deane delivered 150%. SWT should
concentrate on opportunities to maximise housing development both in and around Taunton. Prioritise
new opportunities for people to live close to where they work, and where sustainable transport
linkages already exist/are planned. This includes consideration of existing connectivity to the M5 and
A358 which provide the main connections in and out of Taunton from Sedgemoor and South
Somerset. Such an approach is not a dissimilar to adopted TDBC Core Strategy. The difference being
that now there is a further opportunity, under a single unitary authority, whereby Taunton can take an
elevated amount of growth from smaller settlements in West Somerset relative to its greater service
and employment function.
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Code (RC000x)

RC-077

RC-077

RC-077

Respondent (name of
organisation or
individual)

Tarmac

Tarmac

Tarmac

Section

IO - 5.2
Sustainable
locations

IO - 5.2
Sustainable
locations

IO - 5.2
Sustainable
locations

Comment summary

2C – Housing Distribution: Rural Centres and Villages:
Categorisation of the majority of settlements is not disputed and reflects the current general role and
function of places within their surrounding local context. It is not clear whether it is suitable for
reflecting the future role and function of different for Villages and Minor Rural Centres and their
individual level of economic growth pressures, where some settlements may be more far suitable
than others for sustainable growth due to their proximity to strategic infrastructure and employment
opportunities.
This should be part of a broader strategic approach which enables for some high-density brownfield
infill development in Taunton Town Centre, but avoids inflexible reliance on such development
alongside the existing strategic extensions at Taunton. The strategy should recognise appropriate
settlement-based policies which establish opportunities for sustainable growth around Taunton. We
suggest that these policies could include small or medium sized allocations in locations around
Taunton where linkages exist, such as in the case of Ruishton and Henlade.
Using the Standard Method as a guide, the remainder of housing provision (around 17%) would be
located in Somerset West, the majority of which would be located at Williton and Watchet as the
locations closest to employment growth. A limited amount of growth is apportioned to villages and
other settlements which have limited access to the strategic transport network and employment
opportunities and have a generally lower working age population (ONS, 2018).
2c - Growth should be directed towards Taunton, including development in villages with good access
to facilities/ connections to Taunton and the strategic road network. Henlade and Ruishton have the
potential to support top tier housing growth due to the immediate proximity to Taunton and the
Taunton Park and Ride. This could be achieved through realising the opportunity to redevelop the
Thornfalcon Works to align with the timescales for planned improvements to the A358.
Q2b – associated settlements:
Support recognition that some settlements have a shared role and function. Henlade and Ruishton is a
clear example at the village scale. The settlements share facilities which include a post office, school
and village hall and are the main focus of Ruishton and Thornfalcon Neighbourhood Plan Area which
covers both settlements.
There is the opportunity within the plan to recognise the joint role of Ruishton and Henlade. This could
help enable the opportunity brought by the planned A358 improvements and winding down of the
Thornfalcon Works to redevelop the site for viable uses while providing broader social benefits
delivering housing growth for these settlements over the plan period.
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RC-077

Respondent (name of
organisation or
individual)

Tarmac

Section

Comment summary

IO - 5.2
Sustainable
locations

2b - Support associating settlements where there are clear ties and shared roles/facilities. Ruishton
and Henlade are a good example where there are shared facilities and there is a joint neighbourhood
plan group.
Question 2A
The current tiering system appears to only consider services and facilities within the existing Council
defined settlement boundary and makes no allowance for the context in which a village itself sits.
Ruishton has a number of existing services and facilities within the defined settlement boundary, but
there are significantly more services and facilities available within a short walking and cycling distance
including Park & Ride (with bus services into central Taunton every 15 minutes), the Nexus 25
development (including ancillary facilities) other facilities along the A358 eg Premier Inn and Toby
Carvery, and those in Hankridge Farm Retail Park circa 1km from the village (which includes a
Sainsbury’s supermarket, shops and food outlets).
The proposed hierarchy requires reassessment and the Council is urged to consider the context of the
villages rather than just what is within the existing settlement boundaries as this is far too simplistic
and a very arbitrary approach. An additional tier for ‘Sustainably Located Villages / Villages on the M5
corridor’ should be identified so as not to limit growth opportunities in highly sustainable locations
such as Ruishton. This new category should sit above the current Tier 4 ‘Rural Centres’ category and
should be a focus for some housing growth. As considered within Topic Paper 2 (page 8), although not
as strategically placed as Ruishton, other villages which may also fit this criteria include Creech St
Michael, Henlade and Thornfalcon.

RC-080

Taylor Wimpey

IO - 5.2
Sustainable
locations
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RC-080

RC-080

RC-080

Respondent (name of
organisation or
individual)

Taylor Wimpey

Taylor Wimpey

Taylor Wimpey

Section

IO - 5.2
Sustainable
locations

IO - 5.2
Sustainable
locations

IO - 5.2
Sustainable
locations

Comment summary

Question 2C
Agreed that Taunton should remain the focus for strategic growth. As discussed in the Issues and
Options Document, it would appear that settlements such as Minehead, Williton and Watchet are
struggling to fulfil their housing requirements and therefore sites in more sustainable locations where
people want to live and close to major employment nodes should be identified in the new plan.
As set under Option 2c, it would seem more logical to direct a higher proportion of housing towards
the M5 corridor as opposed to the coast and this approach would be supported.
The current distribution of growth to villages at just 2.4% is likely be too low. Topic Paper 1 indicates
development of circa 10-20 units in the villages. However, sustainable villages such as Ruishton with
excellent links to both Taunton and the M5, could successfully deliver far in excess of this figure.
There needs to be further differentiation between villages, with those such as Ruishton which are
sustainable and capable of delivering higher levels of housing, requiring identification and a new tier
in the hierarchy.
In order to achieve carbon neutrality, development should be delivered in the most sustainable
locations – namely important employment and service centres. We support strategies that would
deliver a higher quantum of development at Taunton. Delivering homes in close proximity to
employment centres can significantly reduce care dependency and encourage other modes of travel.
The delivery of housing and other complimentary uses adjacent to the Nexus 25 development site
could deliver a highly sustainable, extension to Taunton with local living at its heart, but with a well
developed mobility network knitting the development with the town;
Question 2a;
Yes. Taunton is the most sustainable location for development by virtue of its range of services,
facilities, employment opportunities and public transport infrastructure compared to other
settlements in the district. We agree with its identification in isolation at the top of the ‘Settlement
Tiers’.
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RC-080

Respondent (name of
organisation or
individual)

Taylor Wimpey

Section

IO - 5.2
Sustainable
locations

Comment summary

Question 2c;
Note that consideration is being given to the distribution of this housing and whether more sustainable
locations (e.g. Taunton) should take a proportionately higher quantum of growth with corresponding
reductions in quantum at less sustainable, rural settlements. If the Council is to meet its ambitious
environmental and sustainability objectives (e.g. carbon neutrality) then it makes sense for future
development to be focussed at the most sustainable locations (i.e. Taunton). Therefore, support Topic
Paper Options D and E in principle, which would redirect development away from less sustainable
locations, toward Taunton.
The opening paragraph rightly points out the importance of the spatial strategy and distribution of
development in tackling climate change.
“To mitigate the effects of climate change it is essential that new development is directed to the most
sustainable locations that maximise accessibility by sustainable modes of transport, minimise the
need to travel, is close to jobs and services, is focussed on brownfield land as much as possible and
away from areas of flood risk”.
Entirely agree with the first part of the sentence. However, Brownfield or Greenfield is a different,
unrelated consideration. Whilst there is a logic to redeveloping under-used previously developed
land, this is not always the most sustainably located. Also, the cost of redevelopment and enabling
delivery are such that the resulting development may not necessarily be as sustainable when
considered in the round.

RC-080

Taylor Wimpey

IO - 5.2
Sustainable
locations

Question 2c Strongly recommend that SWT develop the spatial strategy through an iterative
approach which incorporates, in parallel, both a top down evaluation of locational sustainability and a
bottom up assessment of the options available to deliver a sustainable pattern of development. This
requires a high-level evaluation of settlements and locations within the authority are or can be made,
sustainable. A alongside this top-down evaluation there needs to be a fine-grained, bottom up
assessment of the sustainability of each of the various options available within the authority area.
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RC-081

RC-081

Respondent (name of
organisation or
individual)

The Wyndham Estate

The Wyndham Estate

Section

IO - 5.2
Sustainable
locations

IO - 5.2
Sustainable
locations

Comment summary

Question 2a:
The position of Taunton at the top of the settlement hierarchy, with Wellington in the second tier, is
not disputed given the respective populations, locations and economic roles and functions of the
towns.
The positions of settlements below tiers 1 and 2 are disputed. The purpose of the settlement
hierarchy is to inform the overall strategy for the distribution of development.
- Minehead: Although the description as a major rural centre and a medium sized town accurately
reflects Minehead’s existing role, its position in tier 3 does not take account of the town’s limited
capacity to deliver meaningful levels of growth. The town is subject to extensive flood risk, enclosed
by challenging surrounding topography and in close proximity to Exmoor National Park.
- Watchet and Williton: Both are currently tier 4 settlements along with Bishop’s Lydeard and
Wiveliscombe. The current strategy is to focus on the retention of essential facilities in rural
communities, which implies a very restrictive approach to new development.
This is not considered to be an appropriate approach for the following reasons:
Bishops Lydeard and Wiveliscombe are located 3 and 8 miles from Taunton. Being so close to
Taunton means that their role and function as a ‘centre’ to meet local needs is limited as it is so
convenient to reach Taunton. Watchet and Williton are located 15.5 and 13.5 miles from Taunton. The
greater distance means that the journey to Taunton is less convenient. As such Watchet and Williton
(together with Minehead) act as primary destinations for meeting the daily needs of their communities
and the needs of their surrounding hinterlands. Williton and Watchet thus perform very different
functions to Bishops Lydeard and Wiveliscombe and this should be reflected in the settlement
hierarchy.
Question 2b:
Both Williton and Watchet each provide a range of complementary services, facilities and job
opportunities. The close proximity of the two settlements, the convenience of travelling between the
two (whether by car or other means), means that they effectively combine to meet the daily needs of
their communities and their surrounding hinterlands. For this reason and the reasons highlighted
above, it is considered that Watchet and Williton should be positioned above Bishops Lydeard and
Wiveliscombe in the settlement hierarchy.
With this in mind it is recommended that they are elevated to tier three (Major Rural Centres), either in
place of, or together with, Minehead.
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Section

Comment summary

Question 2c:
It is essential that the development and investment needs of west Somerset’s communities are not
forgotten now they share a council area with Taunton and Wellington. The housing, economic and
other needs of west Somerset cannot be met by siphoning development away to Taunton and
Wellington. The distance between these areas is too great for west Somerset to experience any
tangible benefit from such an approach. Instead there needs to be recognition in the Local Plan that
the area it covers remains geographically fragmented into two areas and so it must apply a strategy
that best serves the needs of both.

RC-081

RC-082

RC-082

RC-082

The Wyndham Estate

IO - 5.2
Sustainable
locations

Tim Dyer

IO - 5.2
Sustainable
locations

Tim Dyer

IO - 5.2
Sustainable
locations

Tim Dyer

IO - 5.2
Sustainable
locations

There is a need for the new distribution strategy to take account of the significant constraints to future
development at Minehead. Any strategy that relies heavily upon Minehead for housing delivery is
likely to fail. The Council is encouraged to consider alternative locations in west Somerset to
accommodate any residual need. eg this need could be redirected to Watchet and Williton, where
numerous sites are now coming forward. A smaller proportion could also be redirected to villages
such as Washford and Carhampton, which have good links to the larger settlements but are also
relatively well served by their own services and facilities.
Section 5.2.1 Agree with para 2. Cycling and walking routes must be efficient and safe to allow viable
commuting and not deter less experienced users. Routes to be streamlined with few crossings and
junctions; existing settlements should be encouraged, assisted and empowered to adapt their
roadways and rights of way to provide solutions.
Section 5.2.1 Locations for development: It is my view, based on recent discussions concerning polar
melt rates and their affect on mean sea levels, that no new development should be allowed below
10m above current sea level datum, and no 'key-infrastructure' development considered in the region
between 10m and 60m. Tier 3-7 development should take this into account.
Section 5.2.2 Q2c, Development should be more carefully balanced against local infrastructure
capacity
iii) If this is true then it is fixable.
iv) Rail station alone does not make up for employment, services and infrastructure limitations of
Wellington.
v) This makes sense but it seems that Williton does not have the services to cope with a stack of extra
housing. A commuter bike route is required to link Watchet and Williton, and Hinkley and Minehead.
vi) The M5 corridor ought to reduce in importance if local economy and a shift away from road
transport is achieved.
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Comment summary

Q2a - Taunton, as significantly the largest and most sustainable settlement, should remain the
principal area of growth within the plan area but a mix and range of sites for housing is needed in
order to maintain a robust supply over the plan period.
Over-reliance on large strategic sites over the current plan period has led to the Core Strategy
delivery targets not being met in Taunton. We would advocate the need for a more mixed range of
site sizes and types in different areas and suitable for a range of different types of housebuilders,
developers, as is encouraged within the NPPF. This would allow for the full range of housing –
including affordable, private rental, homes for older people, specialist housing, executive housing and
self-build - that is required to be provided, rather than a supply largely of similar forms and types of
housing.
Small and medium sized sites can make an important contribution to meeting the housing
requirement of an area and are often built-out relatively quickly. 10% of the housing requirement will
come from sites of less than 1ha (NPPF) unless there are strong reasons why this cannot be achieved.
Such sites could be delivered in smaller settlements, these tend to be those currently outside of
settlement limits and would require amendments to current settlement boundaries or the introduction
of a policy which would enable suitable sites adjacent to settlement limits to come forward.
The Plan process is the appropriate time to consider how Taunton’s highway infrastructure may need
to be improved to better accommodate the required growth of the town. This was not properly
addressed for the current plan period within the Core Strategy and should be an important element of
the new plan. All options should be explored and tested as it is unrealistic to expect the major shift in
travel behaviour to public transport that Core Strategy was reliant upon. The economy of the town will
suffer without a robust strategy for improving the town’s highway network.

RC-083

RC-083

Tom Newton

Tom Newton

IO - 5.2
Sustainable
locations
IO - 5.2
Sustainable
locations

It is important that the villages are allowed appropriately commensurate growth but that sufficient
land is identified in Taunton and Wellington to maintain a constant supply so that undue pressure is
not placed on the villages.
Q2c – Support focus growth at Taunton, given clear benefits of locating development close to existing
services and the new infrastructure planned within the consented urban extensions.
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RC-086

RC-086

RC-086

RC-087

Respondent (name of
organisation or
individual)

Viridor

Viridor

Viridor

Vistry Homes

RC-087

Vistry Homes

RC-088

Wainhomes

Section

IO - 5.2
Sustainable
locations
IO - 5.2
Sustainable
locations
IO - 5.2
Sustainable
locations

IO - 5.2
Sustainable
locations
IO - 5.2
Sustainable
locations
IO - 5.2
Sustainable
locations

Comment summary

• Question 2a: and Question 2c:
Support proposed settlement tiers: that identifies Taunton at the top tier of the settlement hierarchy,
where most growth and development should be focussed; and agree that housing should continue
to primarily be distributed with a priority to Taunton.
Taunton is clearly the largest settlement with the widest range of facilities, and hence a sustainable
location on which to focus most housing but also employment development. The role of other towns
should be considered on a case by case basis.
Support the identification of Wellington as being a second tier settlement, with the role of a substrategic town. Wellington has a range of services and facilities available, including the aspiration to
reopen the railway station. Support the existing distribution of housing which identifies Wellington as
an important priority after Taunton, and seek that this distribution priority is extended to employment
uses.
Question 2c:
Support all three options for housing distribution given that they include a focus on Wellington and
Taunton. This approach should be extended to the distribution of employment allocations.
Expand to recognise the importance of locating employment sites at sustainable locations, including
previously used land such as the Viridor surplus landholdings at Poole (Wellington) and Priorswood
(Taunton).
Q2a Taunton should clearly remain as the principal area of growth within the plan area but a mix and
range of sites for housing is needed in order to maintain a robust supply over the plan period. An overreliance on large strategic sites has led to the Core Strategy delivery targets not being met in Taunton.
We advocate the need for a more mixed range of site sizes and types in different areas and suitable
for a range of different types of housebuilders.
Q2c A strategy which continues to focus growth at Taunton would be supported given the clear
benefits of locating development close to existing services and the new infrastructure planned within
the consented urban extensions.
Q2a We agree with the tiers as proposed in so far as they relate to Wellington, in particular the
acknowledged importance and role of Wellington after Taunton.
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RC-088

RC-088

RC-090

Respondent (name of
organisation or
individual)

Wainhomes

Wainhomes

West of England
Developments

Section

IO - 5.2
Sustainable
locations

IO - 5.2
Sustainable
locations

IO - 5.2
Sustainable
locations

Comment summary

Q2c Wellington is growing in importance and prominence. Wellington is well located on the national
and regional road network, is well served by public transport and has relatively few development
constraints. We would therefore support a higher proportion of development for Wellington than the
current 13.1% to better reflect the strategic importance of the town within the hierarchy. We would
advocate a fourth option for the proposed housing distribution whereby a modest part of the
percentage growth currently allocated to Taunton is re-distributed to Wellington, but the percentage
growth attributed to the lower tiers remains the same or similar.
Q2d With respect to proposed policy 2b/1, location should not be a factor as this will be addressed
through the settlement hierarchy. If a town or village is listed in one of the higher tiers, then its location
must be considered sustainable and this should not be open to challenge as part of any future
application. Further while measures to reduce travelling and car dependency are important, it must be
recognised that within the Somerset West and Taunton area there will always be an element of
private car use. There needs to be a sensible balance struck between reducing travel/improving non
car usage and delivering development where it is in demand.
Q2a The proposed settlement hierarchy tiers will need to be reviewed with the benefit of an
assessment of the role and function of each settlement. Along with the matters listed for
consideration within the role and function settlement as set out on page 18 of the consultation
document, and having regard to proposed objectives 2 and 6, we consider that significant weight
should be afforded to:
-The relative proximity of smaller settlements to the facilities of larger nearby settlements, creating a
settlement cluster.
-Proximity to the strategic transport network. For the SWT area, this would include Creech St Michael
and West Buckland.
-Settlements with opportunities to improve self-containment, for example where land can be
identified to provide facilities and or improve strategic infrastructure alongside housing growth should
be scored positively. As an example, a community shop could be provided as part of housing
proposals at West Buckland
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RC-090

RC-090

Respondent (name of
organisation or
individual)

West of England
Developments

West of England
Developments

Section

IO - 5.2
Sustainable
locations

IO - 5.2
Sustainable
locations

Comment summary

Q2c Given the limitations set out within paragraphs 2.4 and 2.5 of the Topic Paper 1: Brief Assessment
of Settlement Strategy Options (January 2020) the impacts of both existing and alternative housing
distribution scenarios are unknown. We would welcome further consultation on forthcoming iterations
of the Local Plan 2040 as and when this information and assessment becomes available. We consider
that such consultation should form part of a further Regulation 18 consultation and should certainly
precede a draft Plan and associated policies in order to evidence meaningful consultation in line with
the requirements of NPPF paragraph 16c.
Q2d With respect to proposed policy 2b/1, location should not be a factor as this will be addressed
through the settlement hierarchy. If a town or village is listed in one of the higher tiers, then its location
must be considered sustainable and this should not be open to challenge as part of any future
application. Further while measures to reduce travelling and car dependency are important, it must be
recognised that within the SWT area there will always be an element of private car use. There needs
to be a sensible balance struck between reducing travel/improving non car usage and delivering
development where it is in demand. We welcome the proposed provisions of 2b/4 in relation to
support for small sites in line with the settlement strategy.
Minehead, Watchet and WIlliton are not delivering as much housing as planned.
We suggest that the reason that some sites are not being developed is, at least in part, because the
viability and developability of the sites themselves were often over-estimated at an early stage and
this was not challenged.

RC-091

West Somerset Flood
Group

RC-091

West Somerset Flood
Group

IO - 5.2
Sustainable
locations
IO - 5.2
Sustainable
locations

West Somerset Flood
Group

IO - 5.2
Sustainable
locations

RC-091

The Hopcott and Periton sites, the major allocations in Minehead, have extremely problematic
constraints deriving from the steepness of the sites and, in particular, an appropriate location for a link
road between the two is hard to identify given the topography. Water management of these sites is
also seriously difficult. Achieving viable housing density with such difficult sites is proving hard
Q2a - coastal erosion should be added to the end of the first paragraph of Section 5.2.1, p. 17.

Q2a - The distinction between Tiers 5 and 6 is hard to grasp and allocations seem to include very
different settlements. Transport and access appear to be almost the sole criteria applied. As in the
current plan, the metrics for allocation often miss a community’s understanding of ‘their place’.
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Comment summary

Q2b – Watchet and Williton are being joined up anyway through current planning allocations and
windfall developments. More serious conversations with both Watchet and Williton Councils would
seem imperative. Place-making is important and the piecemeal disposal of land by a single major
landowner is further distorting joined-up thinking. From a water management point of view, this leads
to ad hoc and post hoc consideration of serious infrastructure questions. Possible avenues for
integrated solutions are being closed off by this piecemeal process.

RC-091

RC-091

West Somerset Flood
Group

West Somerset Flood
Group

IO - 5.2
Sustainable
locations

IO - 5.2
Sustainable
locations

De-allocation of some sites should be considered in the interests of greater infrastructure cohesion
and in light of an evolving situation under climate change and coastal erosion.
Q2c – The overall approach is too blunt. The differences between constraints and opportunities in
different settlements are smoothed out by this process. Option B is inappropriate because existing
allocations in West Somerset have already been demonstrated to be inappropriate. Option D is
attractive for West Somerset because it reduces the pressures on existing infrastructure and flood
and water management systems, but it would urgently require an update to the Minehead Surface
Water Management Plan, an assessment of future attenuation in light of coastal change as set out in
the Shoreline Management Plan and the Beach Management Plan, and a re-evaluation of allocated
sites at Hopcott and Periton. The Taunton Surface Water Management Plan would also need to be
updated and serious consideration given to integrated flood risk management for the entire town and
its surrounding settlements that goes beyond a few hard engineered defences on the River Tone
itself. Option E is good for Minehead, not just for the reasons set out here, but because it is running out
of viable land for development without further compromising the safety of existing residents. The
same measures would be needed for Taunton.
Q2d – Not all existing allocated sites are deliverable without major compromise on quality or cost or
both. De-allocation should be considered and the sites should be put through the SHLAA process
again without prejudice and with due consideration to evidence not available or put forward in the
original allocation process.

RC-091

West Somerset Flood
Group

IO - 5.2
Sustainable
locations

Likewise, site appraisals by applicants for small sites do not undergo adequate scrutiny under the
current NPPF. While part of this lies with national legislation, more could be done to ensure that
inappropriate or problematic sites are identified at an earlier stage in the planning process.
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RC-092

Wiveliscombe Civic and
Historical Society

RC-092

Wiveliscombe Civic and
Historical Society

RC-092

Wiveliscombe Civic and
Historical Society

RC-092

RC-095

RC-095

Wiveliscombe Civic and
Historical Society

Watchet Town Council

Watchet Town Council

RC-095

Watchet Town Council

RC-095

Watchet Town Council

RC-095

Watchet Town Council

Section

IO - 5.2
Sustainable
locations
IO - 5.2
Sustainable
locations
IO - 5.2
Sustainable
locations

IO - 5.2
Sustainable
locations
IO - 5.2
Sustainable
locations
IO - 5.2
Sustainable
locations
IO - 5.2
Sustainable
locations
IO - 5.2
Sustainable
locations
IO - 5.2
Sustainable
locations

Comment summary

Objective 2 seeks to strengthen the self containment of all our towns. Previous plans utilised 1991 and
2001 census data to assess existing self containment. These figures should be published as a
benchmark from which to assess success of policies over this time (including the 2011 census) and to
guide new policy formulation. Suspect that since Sandys Moor was allocated that self containment
has greatly declined, contrary to existing and proposed Plan objectives.
Q2a and Q2b: No objection to the specified tiers but with the committed growth at Williton/Watchet it
would make sense to put them in a higher tier than Wiveliscombe.
Q2c Any additional growth should be targeted towards Taunton, Wellington and Minehead as these
towns are the local focii for goods, services and transport links.
It is noted that under the Governments new methodology, the SW&T area has more housing
commitments and allocations than required for the Plan period. In addition, as Wiveliscombe already
has in excess of 50% additional housing commitments than specified in the Core Strategy to 2028, it
compounds the argument to make no more allocations in the 10 Parishes area in the new Local Plan.
Growth in this and other rural areas should be confined to exception sites for affordable housing and
infill within settlement limits.
Policy should prevent Watchet and Williton becoming one continuous settlement.

Little provision of jobs in Watchet to replace the loss when the mill closed and the reliance on
seasonal low paid jobs in the tourism sector.
Since closure of paper mill, single largest employer is the school. There is much reliance on
employment outside the town, requiring commuting and a public transport system which is not
reliable or comprehensive. Town’s employment is seasonal and low paid. Local Plan should allocate
land for employment to reduce residents need to commute.
2c/ii - supported

Watchet should be protected from future planning applications seeking to build on expansion of
contiguous built up area as it’s ahead of its target for new homes.
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RC-095

Watchet Town Council

RC-095

Watchet Town Council

RC-095

Watchet Town Council

RC-095

Watchet Town Council

Section

IO - 5.2
Sustainable
locations
IO - 5.2
Sustainable
locations
IO - 5.2
Sustainable
locations
IO - 5.2
Sustainable
locations

Comment summary

Q2a – fails to recognise importance of coastal settlements being considered together. Watchet has
more in common with Minehead/Alcombe due to location and dependence on tourist industry.
Identify one coastal category and consider Porlock, Minehead and Watchet as a separate costal
settlement category.
2c – Watchet and Williton's proximity to HPC should not be reason for more houses than those
currently in the planning system. More sustainable settlement s should be encouraged and long
distance commuting discouraged.
2c/iii and 2c/iv supported

2b/1 to 2b/4 - supported
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RC-001

Carhampton Parish
Council

RC-002

Creech St Michael
Parish Council

RC-002

Creech St Michael
Parish Council

RC-002

Creech St Michael
Parish Council

RC-002

Creech St Michael
Parish Council

RC-002

Creech St Michael
Parish Council

RC-002

Creech St Michael
Parish Council

Section

Comment summary

IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes
IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes
IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes
IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes
IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes
IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes
IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes

The threshold for the provision of affordable housing should be set at 1 in 3

Housing target should be lower than those in the options

Affordable definition should be amended to reflect the cost of a mortgage on a % of the local average
wage
Support the allocation of sites for Gypsies and Travellers

Lifetime homes - support iii) require all new housing to make sure a percentage are designed to be
accessible, adaptable and wheelchair accessible
Self build - support two options: ii) identify and allocate specific sites for self-build plots; and iv) allow
self-build plots on Rural Exception Sites
Supports policies: 3e/1-4, 3e/6-7
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Section

Comment summary

Acknowledged that planning for a housing requirement figure is informed by new technical evidence.
Welcome recognition on page 23 of the potential need to address any unmet need and ENPA are
keen to ensure there is close working and joint discussions on this through duty to cooperate.
Reminds everyone that SWT is the housing authority for the Somerset area of the National Park and
that number of parishes/communities are split between the National Park and SW&T planning
authority plan area. Thus there’s a needs for a coherent approach to the settlement strategy and to
ensure the needs of local communities within and outside the National Park are considered.
Notes that both authorities are working proactively and positively to address the local need for
affordable housing, particularly for social rented housing and local need for self/custom build. The
later, should take of both the SW&T and ENP self/custom build registers. Important to continue to
explore where there may be opportunities to address housing need outside the National Park
particularly for communities in the National Park living close to the boundary as there may not always
be suitable sites to meet the need arising within the National Park.
Within the National Park there is a needs-led Rural Exceptions approach to ensure housing meets a
local need in perpetuity - policies require that such housing is genuinely affordable to local people.
It may be appropriate to consider evidence of levels of affordable housing need and capacity /
constraints in coming to a view on where a rural exceptions approach should apply in / adjoining rural
settlements - thresholds do not apply.
Also important to consider the need for accessible and adaptable homes particularly given the ageing
population in the former West Somerset area and Exmoor National Park.

RC-004

RC-005

Exmoor National Park
Authority

Highways England

IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes

IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes

No specific comments on whether the Council should seek a higher housing requirement figure than
the minimum set by Government. The quantum of housing proposed and the infrastructure necessary
to support it will need to be deliverable within the Plan Period. The Plan should therefore include
realistic housing trajectories which are linked within the Plan’s policies to an Infrastructure Delivery
Plan.
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Comment summary

New and affordable homes; Providing pitches for Gypsies, Travellers and Travelling Showpeople
(Question 3b); Providing custom self-build plots (Question 3d): Support subject to comments:

RC-006

Historic England

RC-007

Minehead Town
Council

RC-010

North Curry Parish
Council

RC-010

North Curry Parish
Council

RC-010

North Curry Parish
Council

RC-010

North Curry Parish
Council

RC-012

Sampford Brett Parish
Council

RC-012

Sampford Brett Parish
Council

RC-012

Sampford Brett Parish
Council

IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes
IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes
IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes
IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes
IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes
IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes
IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes
IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes
IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes

We would expect further work (heritage impact assessment) to be undertaken to consider the historic
environment (in selection and/or any limitations on design or mitigation). Where relevant, we would
also expect any related policies to recognise and provide for the conservation and enhancement of
the significance of heritage assets, including their settings.

The Plan is lacking a provision for more social housing in Minehead and Alcombe and there need to
be a housing needs survey carried out to identify these needs. Criticism regarding the lack of social
housing in the Minehead and Alcombe area
North Curry has a need for smaller and affordable homes that young families can move into. Council
should assess what type of housing has been delivered in the past and occupants.
Housing targets imposed by Government are not justified by household projections and should be
resisted or treated as a maxima.
Amount of new homes (q7): Needs to be driven by results of suggested survey

Gypsy and Traveller pitches (q8): Has the Council undertaken needs work? Without it is impossible to
answer.
Q3a The housing requirement should be the Government's minimum figure of 702 dwellings per year.
We need to value our open countryside and not lose even more to built development. The jobs are
not available to support higher numbers of dwellings.
Q3b Allocate sites specifically for pitches.

Q3c Require a proportion of dwellings to meet the category standard as set out in Building
Regulations Part M. Unlikely to be built unless its a requirement.
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Section 5.3 New and affordable homes
Respondent
Code

RC-012

Respondent (name of
organisation or
individual)
Sampford Brett Parish
Council

RC-013

Sedgemoor District
Council

RC-014

Somerset County
Council

RC-014

Somerset County
Council

RC-014

Somerset County
Council

Section

Comment summary

IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes

Q3d Include a positive encouragement policy, including for community-led projects, and leave the
housing market to deliver plots as and when demand arises

IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes
IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes
IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes

IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes

Whilst the Somerset Authorities broadly have their own housing market areas, there is a clear
functional relationship between the districts particularly between the north Taunton and south
Bridgwater/North Petherton areas. If Taunton is to take more housing (especially above and beyond
that of already identified for Monkton Heathfield) dialogue with Sedgemoor will be critical
SCC (Public Health) 3a Support option (ii). The changing nature of our population demographics
means we will need more homes that are accessible, so it is important that developments include
such provision
SCC (Public Health) 3b This should be informed by the GTAA currently being undertaken by the Joint
Somerset Planning Authorities.
SCC (Public Health) 3e Support all the proposed policies. Strongly support proposed policy 3e/4, so
that housing provision by settlement is based on need, rather than speculative market development,
and agree that a SPD or TAN is appropriate to set out the detail, providing sufficient flexibility to
respond to changing market and national housing policy and finance conditions
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Respondent
Code

Respondent (name of
organisation or
individual)

RC-014

Somerset County
Council

RC-018

Stogursey Parish
Council

RC-019

Stoke St Mary Parish
Council

RC-019

Stoke St Mary Parish
Council

RC-019

Stoke St Mary Parish
Council

RC-019

Stoke St Mary Parish
Council

RC-020

Wessex Water

Section

IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes
IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes
IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes
IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes
IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes
IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes
IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes

Comment summary

SCC (Public Health) 3e/6 Strongly support minimum space standards in proposed policy 3e/6.
Already see in some permitted development applications accommodation which falls short of
minimum space standards, both in general and in relation to bedroom size.
Minimum space standards set a decent basic standard, and it is not appropriate to permit
unconstrained market forces to undercut such standards to the detriment of physical and mental
health. There is considerable evidence of the impacts of inadequate space on families in terms of
overcrowding, inability to eat around a dining table, lack of privacy, lack of space for homework, and
insufficient space to entertain guests. Such issues can have detrimental effects on family life,
including on mental health, and educational achievement.
Recommend consideration of an additional policy in relation to affordable housing. Such housing is
often located on the least desirable part of a plot in a block and is clearly and obviously affordable
housing. Advocate a tenure-blind approach, so that it is not apparent from the outside whether a
property is affordable or otherwise. Properties should be distributed throughout a development, not
concentrated in one area

Q3b iii ' Allocate sites specifically for pitches.’ SPC would support this policy

Q3a The housing targets set out for us by the Government are not justified and should only be
accepted because we have to. Housing should follow economic growth rather than lead it (see
Appendix 2)
Q3a Subcontracting the provision of affordable housing to developers has not worked and is
incompatible with the Council's other objectives. The Council should find ways of providing social
rented housing directly
Q3b Allocate sites specifically to prevent opportunistic development

Q3d Allocate specific sites

Self Build: Rural exception sites (approach 4) are less likely to be adjacent to public water and
sewerage services
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Respondent
Code

RC-020

Respondent (name of
organisation or
individual)

Wessex Water

RC-021

West Hatch Parish
Council

RC-021

West Hatch Parish
Council

RC-021

West Hatch Parish
Council

RC-021

West Hatch Parish
Council

RC-021

West Hatch Parish
Council

RC-021

RC-021

Section

Comment summary

IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes

Gypsy and traveller sites: Rural exception sites (approach 1) are less likely to be adjacent to public
water and sewerage services

IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes
IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes

IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes
IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes
IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes

West Hatch Parish
Council

IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes

West Hatch Parish
Council

IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes

Additional housing development in addition to the existing plan should be driven by economic
demand from new employers – not building to encourage inward migration. We do not believe the
strategy of housing development to drive economic growth is sustainable.
We have a number of deprived areas that should be a primary of focus for the development of
affordable housing and general investment to create opportunities.
Q3a As part of the Garden City award there was a housing figure eg 17k (of which 7k were new
developments in Monkton Heathfield, Staplegrove and Covey/Trull). We see no reason to go above
this commitment. This can be reconsidered if additional economic investment is retained in the area
and a demonstrated need for additional housing is identified. Additional development (both including
and above these levels) will have a material detrimental impact on the transport infrastructure as it
stands combined with further environmental impacts.
Q3b By definition the requirements of these communities need to have good access to vehicular
transport links and amenities. Developing in rural areas will have a detrimental environmental and
infrastructure impact. It would make sense to look at some managed development at edge of town
sites close to arterial roads.
Q3c Yes. However the focus should be driven by demand and in light of this it may be that
adaptability should be a key requirement.
Q3d It is not apparent why or how a developer would make available self build plots that could then
be affordable housing. The benefit of self build is more likely to be around the desire to have bespoke
(e.g. off grid) dwellings. This should be encouraged but with strict adherence to the building
requirements around sustainability. The question of Rural Exception sites being only supportable for
affordable housing again seems to be at odds with the cost/design requirements to ensure
environmental sustainability.
Q3e Policies would seem to make sense but would need to be applied to reflect the
demands/requirements of specific developments. The overall delivery of affordable/elderly or
accessible dwellings is sufficient to meet the requirements across the region in the desired locations.
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Respondent
Code

RC-022

RC-022

RC-022

RC-022

RC-022

Respondent (name of
organisation or
individual)

Section

Comment summary

Q3a – it should match governments figures not exceed them

Williton Parish Council

IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes
IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes
IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes

Williton Parish Council

IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes

Williton Parish Council

IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes

Williton Parish Council

Williton Parish Council

Q3b – sites should be allocated where the sites will meet a proven need and demand and are in the
places that are suitable for the intended users
Q3c – we should be looking for lifetime homes that can take these points into account when building
so all homes have doors that can take wheelchairs and all staircases can take lifts.
Q3d – Do not consider that specific sites should be allocated but developers could be encouraged to
provide self-built plots. There does not appear to be any logic why self-build homes should be
exceptions sites as living in such areas often has higher cost than elsewhere.
Q3e – Support all except 3e/1. Many sites are under 10 houses, any sites over 5 houses should
contribute to affordable housing if there is a proven need, and sites under 5 should provide off-site
contributions. This is important in villages where sites are often smaller than the towns. Without a
lower threshold villages may not get any affordable housing.
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Respondent
Code

RC-024

RC-024

RC-024

Respondent (name of
organisation or
individual)

Acorn Developments

Acorn Developments

Acorn Developments

Section

IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes

Comment summary

Q3a Delivery of 702 homes per annum may not deliver sufficient affordable homes. Affordable
housing completions within the SWT area have historically fallen short of the required 25% and 35%
policy targets. In the absence of further assessment of housing tenure and mix and viability testing to
support the Local Plan, the lowering of overall housing targets from the adopted development plans
to simply accord with the standard methodology will result in unviable levels (policy percentages) of
affordable housing required.
Objective 4 refers to “attracting the most talented workers to the District”. This will require higher
migration rates than the district has historically seen requiring additional housing over and above
maintaining past housing trends that the standard methodology relies upon (an economic-led
housing requirement). Population projections will need to be reassessed to take into account an
increasing number of working age residents and the OAN revised accordingly.
The standard methodology does not take into account strategic infrastructure improvements required
to meet the minimum housing requirement or, for example, carbon neutrality. A shift towards
increased use of public transport will require significant investment in the current system. A significant
proportion of this funding will come from new homes, however an increase in homes may be required
for this to be viable.
There may be an unmet need in adjacent Districts that serve the SWT housing market area (i.e. from
Exmoor). SWT is obliged to investigate and whether its housing requirement meets such a need.

IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes

Q3b we do not support option ii because in our view, requiring a proportion of development sites to
provide an area for gypsy and traveller pitches does not recognise the inherent challenges of colocating more traditional housing with the specific cultural and physical requirements of the gypsy
and traveller community. Lenders will also not provide mortgages where gypsy and traveller sites are
mixed in with open market sites. Such sites should therefore be positively planned for, either through
a supportive criteria-based policy (option i) or through site allocations (option iii).

IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes

Q3c Clarity is needed over which category of Part M will be required as there are significant cost and
space implications between Category M4(2) accessible and adaptable dwellings and Category M4(3)
wheelchair use dwellings. The overall percentage requirement (usually 5%) and the threshold for
when this will apply (usually major developments) needs to be clear and reasonable, reflecting an
evidence-based need for such accommodation. Policy requirements should also not seek to
duplicate or over-ride building regulations.
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Respondent
Code

RC-024

RC-024

Respondent (name of
organisation or
individual)

Acorn Developments

Acorn Developments

Section

Comment summary

IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes

Q3d Option iii is not practical as requiring a proportion of development sites to provide an area for
custom and self-build causes difficulties for developers in planning their sites given the uncertainty
over when and how these plots will be delivered. We would encourage SWT to discuss such an
approach with authorities where similar policies have been implemented so that the challenges are
understood. People who have expressed an interest in self and custom build are unlikely to be
attracted to a site that forms part of a larger more traditional housing development.

IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes

Q3e With respect to proposed policy 3e/2, support if the approach refers to the need for a viability
assessment where a lower than policy compliant level of affordable housing is being proposed.
Object if it refers to the affordable requirement for each site being established via a viability appraisal.
Likewise in relation to 3e/3, affordable tenures should be evidenced and addressed within
development plan policies.
Strongly oppose the imposition of a housing size mix for open market units where such requirements
are not robustly evidenced. It is not correct to rely upon demographic projections to make
assumptions on the size of houses that are needed or will be taken up across the area because this is
generally led by the market not by an individual’s accommodation needs. With this in mind, we
consider that development plan policies to address the significant affordability issues in the district
are considered in preference to arbitrary standards for house sizes.
With respect to proposed policy 3e/6, any blanket imposition of standards without flexibility risks
preventing or discouraging some forms of development - any policy requiring specific standards
need to be discretionary where a departure from the policy requirement can be justified.
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Respondent
Code

Respondent (name of
organisation or
individual)

Section

Comment summary

Question 3a
Agree with the objective to ensure the provision of a sufficient supply of housing. The I&O document
refers to the Government’s ‘Standard Method’ housing requirement figure for SWT of 702 dwellings
pa, which would total 14,040 dwellings over the 20 year LP period. The stated commitments which
total 14,088 dwellings - it is not made very clear how this total is derived, in particular the basis of the
7,911 total for additional ‘deliverable’ dwellings. This should be confirmed and tested through the
process.
In order to plan for sustainable development and sufficient homes across SWT, a fully objectively
assessed housing need should be identified to test the standard method figure as the ‘starting point’
and inform the New LP.
Support proposal ii of Option 3a to use a higher housing requirement for the New LP, with upward
adjustments to that figure to be tested by more detailed housing need work.

RC-025

Bloor Homes South
West Ltd

IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes
Question 3b
In accordance with paragraph 16 of the NPPF, plans should be positively prepared and deliverable.
Paragraph 31 of the NPPF states that the preparation of planning policies should take into account
market signals. Support the statement made by SWT recognising that releasing land for traveller
pitches is a significant challenge as this has a much lower land value for landowners.
We object to Option 3b (ii) identified in the I&O document, which would require a proportion of
development sites to provide an area for residential traveller pitches. This option should not be
progressed as a requirement of the New LP as this would have significant viability implications and
would negatively impact the deliverability of housing sites, and in turn the supply of housing.

RC-025

Bloor Homes South
West Ltd

IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes
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Respondent
Code

RC-029

RC-029

RC-029

Respondent (name of
organisation or
individual)

Cavanna Homes

Cavanna Homes

Cavanna Homes

RC-029

Cavanna Homes

RC-032

Cllrs Derek Perry and
Danny Wedderkop

Section

IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes

IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes

IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes

IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes
IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes

Comment summary

Q3a There should be a robust consideration for the benefits of planning for a higher growth figure.
Several positive reasons for doing so are recognised within the Consultation Document itself,
including the ability to deliver greater economic growth, additional infrastructure improvements,
provide additional affordable housing, as well as the direct social and economic benefits of new
investment and growth. To consciously plan for greater growth would also ensure there is
maximum flexibility in terms of the supply of new land for housing and alignment with the
Government’s aim to significantly boosting the supply of housing set out in the NPPF (Para. 59).
Q3c We support, in principle, the potential requirement for all new housing developments to provide
a certain percentage of dwellings to be designed to be accessible, adaptable and wheelchair
accessible in line with the former ‘Lifetime Homes’ standards. In this regard, we would refer to our
earlier comments on ensuring that there is alignment with national guidance on such matters. This
would include Buildings Regulations Part M and the National Described Space Standards. We would
suggest that the Local Plan is in accordance with these standards in order to ensure that it is not
superseded in future and thus we would propose that this requirement is worded flexibly
Q3d Cavanna Homes does not feel that making provision for a percentage of self-build plots on
housing developments would be appropriate, as this would take delivery away from national
developers, who have significant skills and experience in housing building. Advise that self-build plots
should also not form part of the provision on large market/affordable housing sites due to the
conflicts that arise during the delivery stage between individuals building their homes and larger
house builders. The allocation of purely self-build plots should not be at the expense of housing
allocations for market and
affordable housing. They should be seen as additional source of housing rather than a fundamental
provider.
Q3e While we agree that affordable housing should be required on sites of 10 dwellings (or 0.5ha) or
more, in the first instance, and that the proportion required should be based on an assessment of
viability. In terms of housing size and mix (3e/4), we feel that the Local Plan should address this
matter but that flexibility should be central to its drafting. The need for a flexible approach is that it
would allow house builders to be able to respond to constantly changing market requirements.
Concerning internal space standards (3e/6), we do not consider that it is necessary to prescribe the
Government’s technical housing standards into the Local Plan.
Q3a Our general view is that the number should be higher, if possible. However, in light of our view
that the scope for significant development within our ward is minimal we offer no further comment at
this stage.
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Code

Respondent (name of
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RC-032

Cllrs Derek Perry and
Danny Wedderkop

RC-032

Cllrs Derek Perry and
Danny Wedderkop

RC-032

Cllrs Derek Perry and
Danny Wedderkop

RC-032

Cllrs Derek Perry and
Danny Wedderkop

Section

Comment summary

IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes
IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes
IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes
IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes

Q3b We do not consider that there would be potential for any such development within our Ward.
However, the sites which are identified should be such that the opportunity for opportunistic
development is minimised.
Q3c Our instinctive answer would be “yes” but we are concerned that the market, particularly in the
longer term, might not be effective in ensuring that such properties become inhabited by those
whose needs they are designed to meet.
Q3d Yes, but subject to rigorous oversight and review over time.

Q3e We agree with each of these approaches.

Q3a - Standard Methodology sets a baseline minimum housing requirement based upon past trends
from the ONS, but does not take into account factors that might require a higher housing requirement,
including (but not limited to):
•
Backlog of provision:
•
Unmet need in adjacent districts, for example Exmoor National Park;
•
Delivering sufficient affordable housing where this is as a percentage of overall supply (so not
delivering objective 3);
•
Attracting most talented workers (objective 4) requires migration rates higher than district has
historically seen;
•
Strategic infrastructure improvements for example carbon neutrality;
•
Shift towards public transport use requires significant investment and increase in homes;

RC-034

RC-034

Crest Nicholson

Crest Nicholson

IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes

IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes

The Local Plan Review would not be ‘sound’ if it did not investigate these additional housing needs
through an Objectively Assessed Housing (OAN) need and an appropriate evidence base. The limited
evidence provided to date indicates that the standard methodology cannot therefore be relied upon
to significantly boost the supply of housing or to demonstrate a sufficient and varied supply of
housing.
Q3b - do not support option ii because it does not recognise the inherent challenges of co-locating
more traditional housing with the specific cultural and physical requirements of the gypsy and
traveller community. Lenders will also not provide mortgages where gypsy and traveller sites are
mixed in with open market sites. Such sites should therefore be positively planned for, either through
a supportive criteria-based policy (option i) or through site allocations (option iii).
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Code

RC-034

RC-034

Respondent (name of
organisation or
individual)

Crest Nicholson

Crest Nicholson

Section

Comment summary

IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes

Q3c - Clarity is needed over which category of Part M will be required as there are significant cost and
space implications between category 3 accessible and adaptable dwellings and category 4
wheelchair use dwellings. The overall percentage requirement (usually 5%) and the threshold for
when this will apply (usually major developments) needs to be clear and reasonable, reflecting an
evidence-based need for such accommodation. Policy requirements should also not seek to
duplicate or over-ride building regulations.

IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes

Q3d - option iii is not practical, uncertainty over when and how these plots will be delivered causes
difficulties for developers in planning their sites. It is unlikely to genuinely meet the identified need,
which should be evidenced by the self-build register. Self and custom build people are unlikely to be
attracted to a site that forms part of a larger more traditional housing development. We would
encourage SWT to discuss such an approach with authorities where similar policies have been
implemented so that the challenges are understood. Such sites are much better being market led
(options i and iv) or being separate allocations on sites that are specifically suited to meet this
particular need (option ii). With this in mind, we support all options except option iii.
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Respondent (name of
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Section

Comment summary

Q3e –
3e/2 - We assume this is referring to need for a viability assessment where a lower than policy
compliant level of affordable housing is being proposed, rather than the affordable requirement for
each site being established via a viability appraisal. If the former this is supported, the policy wording
needs to be clarified. If the latter, we would strongly object to this as being inconsistent with NPPF
Section 5 which requires affordable housing need to be assessed and addressed within specific and
unambiguous development plan policies.
3e/3 - affordable tenures should be evidenced and addressed within development plan policies in
order to achieve proposed objective 2 and accord with NPPF Section 5.
Strongly oppose the imposition of a housing size mix for open market units where such requirements
are not robustly evidenced. It is not correct to rely upon demographic projections to make
assumptions on the size of houses that are needed or will be taken up across the area because this is
led by the market not generally by an individual’s accommodation needs. We consider that
development plan policies to address the significant affordability issues in the district are considered
in preference to arbitrary standards for house sizes.
3e/6 - any blanket imposition of standards without flexibility risks preventing or discouraging some
forms of development. There may be cases where space standards cannot be complied with, but the
development still has adequate amenity and is desirable, one example being the retention through
conversion of a designated heritage asset. Any policy requiring specific standards need to be
discretionary where a departure from the policy requirement can be justified

RC-034

RC-035

RC-035

David Walker

IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes
IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes

David Walker

IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes

Crest Nicholson

Council should commission detailed projections of the population, household formation and
workforce and make realistic employment forecasts so that jobs and workforce balance without
undue outward commuting.
You should identify the benefits achieved by housebuilding on sites allocated in the local plans. Have
the target groups been housed – households in overcrowded or substandard conditions? workers in
need of accommodation? pensioners wishing to settle or return to the area? existing residents
downsizing? Start-up families remaining in contact with their home communities? Without knowing
how your housing policies have worked there is no point in providing more of the same.
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RC-035

Respondent (name of
organisation or
individual)

David Walker

RC-035

David Walker

RC-035

David Walker

RC-036

RC-036

RC-038

David Wilson Homes

David Wilson Homes

GF Enterprises

Section

IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes
IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes
IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes

IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes

IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes

IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes

Comment summary

It is unrealistic to expect private developers to provide affordable housing – they will always resist.
Better to impose good housing standards and require financial contributions for the community
infrastructure needed for the houses they are building. Social housing should be provided by society.
The Council should impose whole-life standards (for example wheelchair access for those with a
long-term disability, visitors and temporary use) for all new houses; there are quite enough
substandard dwellings in the housing stock.
Leaseholders (whether owner-occupiers or tenants) should be protected from excessive service
charges, which should be reasonable and limited to maintenance of common parts – roofs, shared
landscaping, etc.
Notes that there is an option to provide a proportion of lifetime and accessible homes (Option 3c) and
also to require internal space of dwellings to meet the Government’s space standards (3e/6).
Developer will meet Building Regulations requirements Part M on site but we would request again
that transitional arrangements ensure that nothing more is required for allocated sites that are at an
advanced stage of preparation.
The same goes for the applicability of the Government’s nationally described space standards; there
should be transitional arrangements at the very least to apply to those allocated sites which are
already being considered through the planning system.

Noted that there are some discrepancies between extant adopted Neighbourhood Plans and policy
content; not least that the relevant adopted Neighbourhood Plan for Priorswood (West Monkton and
Cheddon Fitzpaine Parish Council Neighbourhood Plan (2017)) seeks a different tenure split for market
and affordable housing than the existing local plan policy. It would be helpful for the LPA to take the
opportunity to ensure consistency across the development plan.
Question 3a
The Government Standard Method figures are minimums. SWT should seek to develop its own
housing requirement figure to deliver transformational growth where this supports economic growth
or infrastructure delivery, in both the urban and rural areas of the district.
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RC-038

RC-038

Respondent (name of
organisation or
individual)

Section

GF Enterprises

IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes

GF Enterprises

IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes

Comment summary

Question 3d:
Support both the allocation of land for self -build plots and the inclusion of self build plots on rural
except ion sites.
The council should also consider the use of an exceptions policy for self and custom build sites, not
just where the units are affordable, but also where they meet proven demand for self and custombuild properties not otherwise being met.
Question 3e:
Generally accept the proposed additional policy approaches.
Should sets out a clear requirement for affordable housing contributions and that the reliance on a
Viability Assessment approach is limited to developer s wishing to reduce contributions and is not a
burden on all development sites.
Housing mix and tenure should be prescribed locally based on evidence and set out clearly within an
adopted guidance document
Question 3a:
As per the NPPF (2019), the Council must establish a housing requirement figure using the standard
method outlined in the latest PPG. Acknowledge that the minimum local housing need for SWT as
calculated by the Council is mathematically correct.
As set out in the PPG, this number should be kept under review until the Local Plan is submitted for
examination and revised when appropriate.
The Government has also confirmed its intention to review the standard methodology over the next
18 months. If the Government applies a different approach following this proposed review, it may be
necessary for the Council to update its assessment of housing need.
The standard provides the starting point and factors such as ambitions to support economic growth,
affordable housing need and unmet housing requirements from elsewhere must be considered when
arriving at the housing requirement for Somerset West and Taunton.
The housing requirement figure should be higher due to affordable housing needs in the authority
and the potential for unmet need arising from the five neighbouring authorities: North Devon, Mid
Devon, East Devon, Sedgemoor and South Somerset. Until a signed Statement of Common Ground is
produced to address cross boundary needs, the Council must be prepared to identify a higher
housing requirement.

RC-039

Gladman

IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes
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Code

RC-039

RC-039

RC-039

Respondent (name of
organisation or
individual)

Gladman

Gladman

Gladman

Section

IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes

IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes

IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes

Comment summary

Question 3b:
Support approach 3b(i) and 3b(iii), but do not support 3b(ii) which seeks a proportion of development
sites to provide residential traveller pitches. A flexible policy approach is required permit on site and
off site provision. These policy requirements should be agreed with landowners and developers.
Question 3c:
Support approach 3c(i) which does not require specific measures for adaptable, accessible and
wheelchair homes. All new homes are built to Building Regulation Part M Category 1 standards These
standards are likely to be sufficient for most residents.
Optional standards should only be considered when there is clear evidence of a ‘need to have’ basis.
Evidence of need should include identification of the likely future need, the size, location, type and
quality of dwellings needed, the accessibility and adaptability of the existing stock, variations in needs
across different housing tenures and viability. This should be included within the evidence base
should 3b(ii) be pursued.
Question 3d:
Would welcome the addition of a policy in relation to self-build housing within the Local Plan. This
would be in line with current government thinking and objectives.
The development industry has to understand the implications of any such policy requirement, to
assist with the design of schemes and the consideration of financial viability. Recommends that the
policy:
•
Encourages this type of provision rather than imposing a rigid policy requirement.
•
Has to have an element of flexibility built in to allow for negotiations over self-build plots on the
basis of viability to ensure that site delivery is not delayed or prevented from coming forward.
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Question 3e
Support the policy approaches outlined in 3e/1 and 3e/2 that require affordable housing on site of
more than 10 dwellings and a percentage requirement to be informed by a Viability Assessment and
balanced against other developer contributions.
Support policy approach 3e/5, which supports the provision of specialist housing for older people in
sustainable locations, close to public transport, services and facilities.
Any policy that specifies a tenure mix requirement (3e/3) and housing size mix (3e/4) must include
sufficient flexibility to ensure that they do not become barriers to development. Tenure and housing
size should be informed by a viability assessment and be considered on a site by site basis to ensure
the needs of the local community are met.
Do not consider that there is any evidence to support policy approach 3e/6 to ensure the internal
space of dwellings meets the Government’s space standards. There is no evidence that the size of
houses built are considered inappropriate by purchasers or dwellings that do not meet the space
standards are selling less well in comparison with other dwellings.

RC-039

Gladman

IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes
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Question 3a:
Developer strongly consider that the housing requirement should include an appropriate and
evidenced uplift from the starting point which is the Local Housing Needs figure of 14,040 (702
dwellings per annum). This approach is required to ensure the requirement figure is sufficient to meet
the Government’s objective of significantly boosting the supply of homes (para 59 of the NPPF).
The SWT Plan must be positively prepared from the outset, and to restrict the requirement to the
LHN figure presents a significant risk to the Council in terms of pursuing a growth strategy that does
not meet the needs of the area, its economic ambitions, nor supports the Governments wider
objective to address the national housing crisis. HLM has commissioned consultants to undertake an
independent assessment of housing need across SWT (see representation for details).
The report presented range of alternative scenarios, including those based on past job growth and
past housing delivery rates, and in all cases, it evidenced the need for an upward adjustment to the
Local Housing Need figure. The developers report concludes that, based on the number of jobs
which have been created over the past 18 years (636 per annum), 941 new dwellings per annum are
required. Alternative scenarios, due to the current economic uncertainty, Experian Business Strategies
(published June 2019) anticipates average future job growth of 529 per annum which would result in a
slightly reduced requirement of 863 new dwellings per annum.

RC-040

RC-040

Hallam Land
Management

Hallam Land
Management

IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes

IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes

Question 3c:
3c ii) Delivery of Building Regulations M4(2): Cat 2 Accessible and Adaptable dwellings are significant
in terms of both building and design requirements and require bespoke approaches to both housing
design, car parking, site/ plot levelling and therefore impact on assumptions for plot size, parking
requirements and overall scheme density. Footnote 46 of the 2019 NPPF outlines that optional
technical standards for accessible and adaptable housing can be justified “where this would address
an identified need for such properties”. Any proportional requirement must be evidenced to
demonstrate it responds to an identified need and does not affect the overall viability of schemes. A
better policy construction which could require all developments to demonstrate how they have taken
into account the needs of all groups, including wheelchair users, and which recognises that the need
for and scale of provision for wheelchair users will vary.
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RC-040

RC-040

Respondent (name of
organisation or
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Hallam Land
Management

Hallam Land
Management

Section

IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes

IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes

Comment summary

Question 3d:
3d i) Councils have a statutory duty to keep a register of people seeking to acquire self-build and
custom build plots, therefore any such policy should encourage self and custom build as an
additional element to housing supply, but let the market deliver plots as a when the need arises and it
should not be fixed as part of the mix for housebuilders to deliver. Holding a Register alone, does not
present sufficient evidence to demonstrate a Council should draft a specific policy requirement. The
Register is only an expression of interest.
Question 3e:
3e/1: Support the approach to require affordable housing for sites of 10 dwellings or more, or the site
has an area of 0.5 hectares or greater, this is in line with Planning Practice Guidance.
3e/2: Support the approach for an affordable housing policy to have regard to viability of a scheme in
the consideration of the proportion of affordable housing as part of the overall housing mix and taking
into account other developer contributions that are requested as part of the scheme. Tenure mix
should be informed by local needs.
3e/3: The Council’s proposed affordable housing tenure mix should comply with 2019 NPPF (para 64)
and 2019 NPPF Glossary definitions for affordable housing.
3e/4: Do not support the approach to the definition of housing mix within an SPD. An SPD is not
subject to scrutiny, nor evidenced examination in the way that a Local Plan in. Therefore any policy
that presents a mix should come forward as part of the Local Plan. It such a policy is to be drafted it
should be presented as a preferred mix but can be supported by up to date needs assessment
information, have regard to the location of development and can be informed by market evidence.
3e/5: Developer supports the principle of the provision of housing for older people, however use of
panels such as HAAPI should be voluntary and not obligate the developer.
3e/6: Support national space standards. SWT must adhere to Footnote 46 of the 2019 NPPF which
outlines that “where the need for an internal space standard can be justified”, policies may make use
of the nationally described space standard. National PPG outlines that where “a need for internal
space standards is identified, local planning authorities should provide justification for requiring
internal space policies. Local Planning Authorities should take account of the following areas: need,
viability, timing”. (Ref ID: 56-020-20150327).
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RC-040

Respondent (name of
organisation or
individual)

Hallam Land
Management

Section

IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes

Comment summary

In support of developing land to the east of the M5 and land at Cotford St Luke for residential
development, the developer has commissioned consultants to consider Local Housing Need for
SWT. In summary:
•
The starting point for setting of housing requirements in SWT is the LHN figure of 717dpah
through the application of the standard method as defined in the PPG. This standard method figure
should therefore be approached as a minimum.
•
A housing requirement of 717dpa would represent a 22% reduction when compared to past
delivery and would support an increase of only 348 jobs pa – 45% fewer than was achieved since
1997. Applying the standard method figure as the housing requirement would therefore serve to
depress growth prospects and would be contrary to the NPPF and PPG requirements.
•
In accordance with the requirements of the PPG, the Assessment considered the following
scenarios:
A: Local Housing Need:
717 dw pa
B Experian Forecast
863 dw pa
C Past Job Growth
941 dw pa
D Past Housing Delivery
924 dw pa
E Adopted LP Housing Requirement 995 dw pa
•
The need to provide policy alignment within the emerging Local Plan and local aspirations to
support growth generates a clear need for an uplift from the LHN figure.
•
It is considered that the scale of actual need falls within the range indicated by the Experian
forecast scenario (863dpa) and the Past Housing Delivery scenario (924dpa).
•
This level of need would represent an increase of 146 to 207dpa when compared to the LHN
figure but a reduction of 71 to 132dpa below the current Local Plan figures (995dpa). It is accepted that
the level of growth planned for in currently adopted plans is unlikely to be justifiable in the current
context. However, there is a vital need to support increased delivery and, in particular, to provide
alignment with local strategies.
For details see consultant’s report submitted with full response.
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Hallam Land
Management

Section

IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes

Comment summary

Questions 3a, 4a and 4c
A key objective of the Emerging LP is to “create a prosperous, resilient and entrepreneurial economy
ensuring competitiveness across the wider sub-region and attracting the most talented workers”. This
needs to address issues identified in the Consultation (Section 5.4.1) that aspirations for attracting new
businesses have not been as successful as hoped; and that a lack of labour, with fewer young people
and an aging population, is a constraint to economic growth.
The Heart of the South West LEP is seeking to double the size of the sub regional economy over 20
years, which will require a significant increase in jobs and therefore new homes in the Council’s area.
This economic need and ambition justifies a significant uplift in housing delivery above the minimum
Local Housing Need, to meet the actual need of the Council’s area and to ensure strategic alignment
between emerging housing and employment policies. This upward adjustment is considered in detail
within the developer’ s commission report.

Q3a - The Council should establish a housing requirement figure for their whole area (NPPF para 65).
The minimum number of homes needed should be informed by a Local Housing Need (LHN)
assessment using the Government’s standard methodology (set out in the latest NPPG) unless
exceptional circumstances justify an alternative approach (NPPF para 60).
HBF calculate minimum LHN for SWT as 14,040 dwellings (702 dwellings per annum) between 20202040, based on 2014 Sub National Household Projections (SNHP), 2019 as the current year and 2017
affordability ratio of 8.23. The Government has confirmed its intention to review the standard
methodology over the next 18 months. If the Government applies a different approach following this
proposed review, it may be necessary for the Council to update its LHN assessment.

RC-041

RC-041

HBF

IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes

HBF

IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes

The Government’s standard methodology identifies the minimum starting point for annual LHN. It
does not produce a housing requirement figure (ID : 2a-002-20190220). Government’s objective of
significantly boosting the supply of homes (2019 NPPF para 59) remains. Ambitions to support
economic growth, to deliver affordable housing and to meet unmet housing needs from elsewhere
may necessitate a housing requirement figure above the minimum LHN. In SWT there is justification
for a housing requirement above the minimum LHN.
Q3b - supportive of the Council’s proposed Policy Approaches 3b(i) and 3b(iii). Not supportive of
Policy Approach 3b(ii). If such pitches were required, then the Council’s Policy Approach should be
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flexible to permit on-site and off-site provision. Any policy requirements should be agreed with
landowners and / or developers.

RC-041

RC-041

RC-041

HBF

HBF

HBF

IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes

Q3c - reference to Lifetime Homes in Policy Approach is out of date, should be deleted.

IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes

3c (i) - supportive of. All new homes are built to Building Regulation Part M Category 1 (M4(1))
standards, standards are likely to be suitable for most residents, which include: level approach routes,
accessible front door thresholds, wider internal doorway and corridor widths, switches and sockets at
accessible heights and downstairs toilet facilities usable by wheelchair users. These standards are not
usually available in the older existing housing stock and benefit less able-bodied occupants.

IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes

3c(ii) - should only be done in accordance with the 2019 NPPF (para 127f & Footnote 46) and the
NPPG. Footnote 46 states “that planning policies for housing should make use of the Government’s
optional technical standards for accessible and adaptable housing where this would address an
identified need for such properties”. Policies should be underpinned by relevant and up to date
evidence which should be adequate, proportionate and focussed tightly on supporting and justifying
the policies concerned (2019 NPPF para 31). The Council should apply the criteria set out in the NPPG
(ID 56-005-20150327 to 56-011-20150327) to ensure that an appropriate evidence base is available to
support any proposed policy requirements requiring a proportion of dwellings to meet the optional
M4(2) and M4(3) standards.
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3c(ii) - The optional standards should only be introduced on a “need to have” generally defined as
“requiring something because it is essential or very important rather than just desirable”, rather than a
“nice to have” basis. If Government had intended that evidence of an ageing population alone justified
adoption of optional standards then such standards would have been incorporated as mandatory in
the Building Regulations, which is not the case.

RC-041

RC-041

RC-041

HBF

HBF

HBF

IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes

IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes
IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes

Detailed information on the accessibility and adaptability of the existing housing stock, the size,
location, type and quality of dwellings needed and variations in needs across different housing
tenures in the District should be incorporated into the Council’s supporting evidence. The Council’s
Viability testing should take full account of additional costs. In September 2014, the Government’s
Housing Standards Review included cost estimates by EC Harris, which were £15,691 per apartment
and £26,816 per house for M4(3). The Council’s own viability testing should include such costs plus
inflationary increases since 2014. M4(2) and M4(3) compliant dwellings are larger than NDSS (see
DCLG Housing Standards Review Illustrative Technical Standards Developed by the Working Groups
August 2013) therefore larger sizes should be used when calculating additional build costs.

Q3d – supportive of proposals to encourage self & custom build for its potential additional
contribution to overall HLS as proposed in Policy Approaches 3d(i), 3d(ii), and 3d(iv). Not supportive of
Policy Approach 3d(iii).
Making developers responsible for delivery of self & custom build plots as part of the housing mix on
new housing development is contrary to national guidance, the Council should engage with
landowners and encourage them to consider self & custom build.
Policies should be underpinned by relevant and up to date evidence, which should be adequate,
proportionate and focussed tightly on supporting and justifying the policies concerned. The Council’s
Self & Custom Build Register alone is not a sound basis for setting a specific policy requirement. The
Register may indicate a level of expression of interest in self & custom build but it cannot be reliably
translated into actual demand should such plots be made available.
3e/3 - The Council’s proposed affordable housing tenure mix should comply with 2019 NPPF (para
64) and 2019 NPPF Glossary definitions for affordable housing.
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RC-041

RC-041

RC-041

Respondent (name of
organisation or
individual)

Section

HBF

IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes

HBF

IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes

HBF

IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes

Comment summary

3e/4 - The Regulations are clear, development management policies which are intended to guide the
determination of applications for planning permission should be set out in the Local Plan. Policy
matters should not be devolved to an SPD. SPDs should be used to provide more detailed advice and
guidance on the policies in the Local Plan and to change or introduce the requirements of a policy.
An SPD is capable of being a material consideration in planning decisions but is not part of the Local
Plan (2019 NPPF Glossary). The Regulations indicate an SPD does not have statutory force, unlike a
Local Plan, as it has not been subject to the same process of preparation, consultation and
examination.

3e/5 – supportive of the use of best practice guidance such as the HAPPI principles however the use
of such guidance should remain voluntary rather than a mandatory policy requirement which would
oblige developers to use this tool as a pre-condition for support from the Council for specialist
housing for older people.
3e/6 - Adopting the optional Nationally Described Space Standards (NDSS) should be done in
accordance with the 2019 NPPF (para 127f & Footnote 46, and para 31). A local assessment evidencing
the case for SWT should be provided. If it had been the Government’s intention that generic
statements justified adoption of the NDSS then the standard would have been incorporated as
mandatory in the Building Regulations, which is not the case.
The NDSS should only be introduced on a “need to have” - defined as “requiring something because it
is essential or very important rather than just desirable” - rather than a “nice to have” basis. The
identification of a need for the NDSS must be more than simply stating that in some cases the
standard has not been met, it should identify the harm caused or may be caused in the future.
The Council should understand and test the influence of all inputs on viability. The requirement for
NDSS reduces the number of dwellings per site therefore the amount of land needed to achieve the
same number of dwellings must be increased. The efficient use of land is less because development
densities have been decreased. At the same time, infrastructure and other contributions fall on fewer
dwellings per site, which may challenge viability, delivery of affordable housing and release of land
for development by a willing landowner especially in lower value areas and on brownfield sites.
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RC-042

RC-045

RC-046

RC-046

RC-046

RC-046

Respondent (name of
organisation or
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Section

Comment summary

IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes

Q3d This plan needs to be bold and innovative and positively encourage self-build both for affordable
and non-affordable schemes. We need to encourage self-builders who have been seen to promote
design quality, diversity, environmental sustainability, entrepreneurialism and will also are driving
innovation in building techniques. Examples form other authorities given and policy content
suggested.

IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes

Q3a Support the suggested use of a full housing needs assessment (beyond the Standard Method)
establish the number of new homes (option 3a ii).
Standard Method calculation or housing needs assessment report should be published as part of the
next consultation.
If the Standard Method is used, a buffer should be used to protect the plan from expected changes in
the method this year to uplift housing delivery nationally to 300,000 homes a year by 2025.

J Gliddon & Sons

IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes

Q3a We support a higher figure than the Government’s minimum figure for a variety of reasons: the
household projections upon which the Government’s minimum figure is based are not fit for purpose;
The long-term trend in increased household formation has been stifled over the last few decades
because of a lack of new housing; In the new Plan area housing completions have only met the
standard method figure of 702 in five of the last nineteen monitoring years and it is clear therefore
that the delivery of housing has generally been constrained; The formation of the new Council and
the fact that the new Plan area will combine two former plan areas, in our view provides the
exceptional circumstances referred to in the NPPF justifying an alternative approach to the standard
method and one that also reflects current and future demographic trends and market signals; need
for a significant boost to the economy; lack of infrastructure, need for affordable housing.

J Gliddon & Sons

IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes

J Gliddon & Sons

IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes

J Gliddon & Sons

IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes

Helen and Nigel Fry

Huntworth Properties

Q3b We consider it that an appropriate approach would be a combination of applying rural
exceptions criteria for small scale sites and allocating sites specifically for pitches. We would not
support requiring a proportion of development sites to provide an area for Traveller pitches as such
an approach has created significant problems in Mid Devon, for example.
Q3c Not all development sites would be suitable for such provision due to a range of potential factors
including location, other constraints, scheme viability, etc. Having a blanket approach is not sensible
and so any policy would have to be appropriately informed by evidence of viability and flexible
enough to only apply in certain defined circumstances.
Q3d The identification of specific land for self-build plots would be more appropriate than including a
requirement for housing developments to include such plots. A policy allowing such housing as an
exception to normal policies should also be considered, as has recently been adopted by Sedgemoor
District Council, for example.
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RC-047

RC-048

RC-048

RC-048

RC-048

RC-048
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Larkfleet Homes

IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes

LiveWest

IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes

LiveWest

IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes

Q3a - Larkfleet Homes urge the council to consider a greater proportion of the final amount of growth
to be delivered in Cotford St Luke due to its relative sustainability access advantages compared to
other mid-tier settlements.
Q3a The Local Plan would not be sound if it did not investigate additional housing needs through an
Objectively Assessed Housing need and an appropriate evidence base. e.g. delivery of sufficient
affordable homes; economic growth ambitions; strategic infrastructure improvements; unmet need
from other districts.
Q3b Support 3b(i) and (iii). Object to (ii) as requiring a proportion of development sites to provide an
area for gypsy and traveller pitches does not recognise the inherent challenges of co-location more
traditional housing with the specific cultural and physical requirement of the gypsy and traveller
community. Co-location such sites also causes considerable site management issues for landlords.

LiveWest

LiveWest

LiveWest

IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes

Q3c The reference to Lifetime Homes is out of date. Live West is supportive of Policy Approach 3c(1)
to not require specific measure. All new homes are built to Part M Category 1 (M4(1)) standard and are
likely to be suitable for most residents. Any other approach should be done in accordance with NPPF
and NPPG. Viability testing should take account of additional costs. The overall percentage
requirement and the threshold needs to be clear and reasonable. They should not seek to replicate
Building Regs.

IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes

Q3d Support proposals to encourage self and custom build. Support options 3d (i), (ii) and (iv). Do not
support (iii) due to difficulty in planning and managing sites. Such an approach is unlikely to genuinely
meet the identified need as people who want to build their own home are unlikely to be attracted to a
site that forms part of a more traditional housing development. Policies should be underpinned by
relevant and up to date evidence. Custom and Self Build register alone is not a sound basis for setting
a policy requirement.

IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes

Q3e We assume 3e/2 and 3e/3 refer to the need for a viability assessment where a non-compliant
level and/or tenure split of affordable housing is being proposed rather than the affordable housing
requirement for each site being established via a viability appraisal. Affordable housing requirements
should be set out in development plans.
3e/4 We assume this is referring to bed spaces. If so for market housing the market will dictate the
appropriate housing mix, while affordable housing should be based on up to date housing needs
evidence. It would be inappropriate for the LPA to set this through the Local Plan.
The Council should also not devolve fundamental matters to an SPD.
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RC-049

RC-049

RC-051

Respondent (name of
organisation or
individual)

Mactaggert and Mickel

Mactaggert and Mickel

Martin Wilsher

Section

Comment summary

IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes

A review of the TDBC SHLAA 2019. It is not clear whether a recent assessment of the housing supply
has been undertaken which reflects the definition of ‘deliverable’ contained within the NPPF.
However, noting that there are a considerable number of sites which do not benefit from planning
permission, or in the case of Comeytrowe have only recently gained consent it is unlikely that the
anticipated levels of supply will be achieved.

IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes

Q3a A further reason for considering a higher housing requirement is the need to address affordable
housing need in the area. It is noted that affordable housing is a key priority for the Council and as
stated at page 23 of the consultation document ‘Affordable housing is usually delivered by
housebuilders as a legal requirement.’ It is critical that this evidence relating to affordable housing
need is provided at an early stage to properly inform the preparation of the draft local plan.

IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes

It is unclear as to what level of provision of future 'Affordable Housing' expected. In former West
Somerset the LPA could expect up to 35%. If it can be secured on relatively smaller-scale
development proposals in a relatively remote rural location such as West Somerset, it should be
possible on larger-scale developments around bigger settlements such as Taunton and Wellington.
notwithstanding any other policy and other constraints that may apply on individual sites. Suggest
drafting policy along the lines of Policy SC4 in the WSLP to 2032.

RC-051

Martin Wilsher

RC-051

Martin Wilsher

IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes
IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes

Martin Wilsher

IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes

Unclear as what would be achieved by developing a policy approach in the local plan concerning
providing accessible and life-time homes as much of the requirements are effectively covered
through other means in the development process (e.g. Building Regulations) which have greater
influence and status than a policy can have.
Unclear as to what benefits the inclusion of a policy regarding the provision of self-build plots will
effectively have. Planning permissions for individual dwellings provide a source of potential plots for
this type of development.
Unclear as to what would be gained from 'taking' another LPA's housing requirement. If a future need
for housing in the LPA has been determined within their area and there are no land availability issues
within the LPA that prevent it being provided then it should be accommodated there. If existing
communities are not allowed to evolve to meet the needs of their indigenous population then those
places will, in the long-term, ossify and die.

MHPF

IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes

Notes that the Government’s Standard Methodology calculates the Authorities’ housing need as 702
dwellings per annum and that is a minimum figure, and may need to increase to support an economic
growth strategy, strategic infrastructure improvements, or to deliver an element of unmet housing
need from Exmoor National Park.

RC-051

RC-052
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RC-054

RC-054

RC-054

RC-054

Respondent (name of
organisation or
individual)

Section

Comment summary

Mitchell Partners

IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes

Q3a We support a higher figure than the Government’s minimum figure for a variety of reasons: the
household projections upon which the Government’s minimum figure is based are not fit for purpose;
The long-term trend in increased household formation has been stifled over the last few decades
because of a lack of new housing; In the new Plan area housing completions have only met the
standard method figure of 702 in five of the last nineteen monitoring years and it is clear therefore
that the delivery of housing has generally been constrained; The formation of the new Council and
the fact that the new Plan area will combine two former plan areas, in our view provides the
exceptional circumstances referred to in the NPPF justifying an alternative approach to the standard
method and one that also reflects current and future demographic trends and market signals; need
for a significant boost to the economy; lack of infrastructure, need for affordable housing.

Mitchell Partners

IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes

Mitchell Partners

IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes

Mitchell Partners

IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes

Q3b We consider it that an appropriate approach would be a combination of applying rural
exceptions criteria for small scale sites and allocating sites specifically for pitches. We would not
support requiring a proportion of development sites to provide an area for Traveller pitches as such
an approach has created significant problems in Mid Devon, for example.
Q3c Not all development sites would be suitable for such provision due to a range of potential factors
including location, other constraints, scheme viability, etc. Having a blanket approach is not sensible
and so any policy would have to be appropriately informed by evidence of viability and flexible
enough to only apply in certain defined circumstances.
Q3d The identification of specific land for self-build plots would be more appropriate than including a
requirement for housing developments to include such plots. A policy allowing such housing as an
exception to normal policies should also be considered, as has recently been adopted by Sedgemoor
District Council, for example.
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RC-055

RC-055

RC-055

Respondent (name of
organisation or
individual)

Mr and Mrs Summers

Mr and Mrs Summers

Mr and Mrs Summers

Section

IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes

Comment summary

Q3a Delivery of 702 homes per annum may not deliver sufficient affordable homes to meet the needs
of the authority or any backlog of provision. The majority of affordable housing is delivered as a
percentage requirement from the overall housing requirement (currently 25% in Taunton Deane and
35% in West Somerset under the existing adopted Development Plans). By lowering the annual
housing requirement, affordable housing delivery in the area will also be reduced compared to the
current rate.
Objective 4 refers to “attracting the most talented workers to the District”. This will require higher
migration rates than the district has historically seen requiring additional housing over and above
maintaining past housing trends that the standard methodology relies upon (an economic-led
housing requirement).
The standard methodology does not take into account strategic infrastructure improvements required
to meet the minimum housing requirement or, for example, carbon neutrality. A shift towards
increased use of public transport will require significant investment in the current system. A significant
proportion of this funding will come from new homes, however an increase in homes may be required
for this to be viable.
There may be an unmet need in adjacent Districts that serve the SWT housing market area (i.e. from
Exmoor). SWT is obliged to investigate and whether its housing requirement meets such a need. "

IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes

Q3b we do not support option ii because in our view, requiring a proportion of development sites to
provide an area for gypsy and traveller pitches does not recognise the inherent challenges of colocating more traditional housing with the specific cultural and physical requirements of the gypsy
and traveller community. Lenders will also not provide mortgages where gypsy and traveller sites are
mixed in with open market sites. Such sites should therefore be positively planned for, either through
a supportive criteria-based policy (option i) or through site allocations (option iii).

IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes

Q3c Clarity is needed over which category of Part M will be required as there are significant cost and
space implications between category 3 accessible and adaptable dwellings and category 4
wheelchair use dwellings. The overall percentage requirement (usually 5%) and the threshold for
when this will apply (usually major developments) needs to be clear and reasonable, reflecting an
evidence-based need for such accommodation. Policy requirements should also not seek to
duplicate or over-ride building regulations.
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RC-055

RC-055

RC-056

Respondent (name of
organisation or
individual)

Mr and Mrs Summers

Mr and Mrs Summers

Mr Brading

Section

Comment summary

IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes

Q3d Option iii is not practical as requiring a proportion of development sites to provide an area for
custom and self-build causes difficulties for developers in planning their sites given the uncertainty
over when and how these plots will be delivered. We would encourage SWT to discuss such an
approach with authorities where similar policies have been implemented so that the challenges are
understood. People who have expressed an interest in self and custom build are unlikely to be
attracted to a site that forms part of a larger more traditional housing development.

IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes

IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes

Q3e With respect to proposed policy 3e/2, support if the approach refers to the need for a viability
assessment where a lower than policy compliant level of affordable housing is being proposed.
Object if it refers to the affordable requirement for each site being established via a viability appraisal.
Likewise in relation to 3e/3, affordable tenures should be evidenced and addressed within
development plan policies.
Strongly oppose the imposition of a housing size mix for open market units where such requirements
are not robustly evidenced. It is not correct to rely upon demographic projections to make
assumptions on the size of houses that are needed or will be taken up across the area because this is
generally led by the market not by an individual’s accommodation needs. With this in mind, we
consider that development plan policies to address the significant affordability issues in the district
are considered in preference to arbitrary standards for house sizes.
With respect to proposed policy 3e/6, any blanket imposition of standards without flexibility risks
preventing or discouraging some forms of development - any policy requiring specific standards
need to be discretionary where a departure from the policy requirement can be justified."
Q3a We support a higher figure than the Government’s minimum figure for a variety of reasons: the
household projections upon which the Government’s minimum figure is based are not fit for purpose;
The long-term trend in increased household formation has been stifled over the last few decades
because of a lack of new housing; In the new Plan area housing completions have only met the
standard method figure of 702 in five of the last nineteen monitoring years and it is clear therefore
that the delivery of housing has generally been constrained; The formation of the new Council and
the fact that the new Plan area will combine two former plan areas, in our view provides the
exceptional circumstances referred to in the NPPF justifying an alternative approach to the standard
method and one that also reflects current and future demographic trends and market signals; need
for a significant boost to the economy; lack of infrastructure, need for affordable housing.
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Respondent (name of
organisation or
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Section

Mr Brading

IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes

RC-056

Mr Brading

IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes

RC-058

Mr Sebastian and
others

IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes

RC-056

RC-058

RC-058

RC-058

Mr Sebastian and
others

Mr Sebastian and
others

Mr Sebastian and
others

Comment summary

Q3c Not all development sites would be suitable for such provision due to a range of potential factors
including location, other constraints, scheme viability, etc. Having a blanket approach is not sensible
and so any policy would have to be appropriately informed by evidence of viability and flexible
enough to only apply in certain defined circumstances.
Q3d The identification of specific land for self-build plots would be more appropriate than including a
requirement for housing developments to include such plots. A policy allowing such housing as an
exception to normal policies should also be considered, as has recently been adopted by Sedgemoor
District Council, for example.
Q3a The standard methodology sets a baseline minimum housing requirement based upon past
trends from the Office of National Statistics, but it does not take into account a number of factors that
might require a higher housing requirement: Delivering affordable housing; requirement for higher
migration rates to attract workers; strategic infrastructure improvements; possible unmet need from
adjacent districts. The above examples (and other scenarios) are likely to require an additional
housing requirement over and above the standard methodology. The standard methodology cannot
therefore be relied upon without further assessment.

IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes

Q3b We would object to option ii as requiring a proportion of development sites to provide an area for
gypsy and traveller pitches does not recognise the inherent challenges of co-locating more
traditional housing with the specific cultural and physical requirements of the gypsy and traveller
community. Lenders will also not provide mortgages where gypsy and traveller sites are mixed in
with open market sites. Such sites should therefore be positively planned for, either through a
supportive criteria-based policy (option i) or through site allocations (option iii).

IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes

Q3c Clarity is needed over which category of Part M will be required as there are significant cost and
space implications between M4(2) accessible and adaptable dwellings and M4(3) wheelchair use
dwellings. The overall percentage requirement (usually 5%) and the threshold for when this will apply
(usually major developments) needs to be clear and reasonable. Policy requirements should also not
seek to replicate building regulations.

IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes

Q3d We consider option iii is not practical as requiring a proportion of development sites to provide an
area for custom and self-build causes additional difficulties for developers in planning their sites
given the uncertainty over when and how these plots will be delivered. Further such an approach is
unlikely to genuinely meet the identified need, which should be evidenced by the self-build register.
People who have expressed an interest in self and custom build are unlikely to be attracted to a site
that forms part of a larger more traditional housing development. Such sites are much better being
market led (options i and iv) or being separate allocations on sites that are specifically suited to meet
this particular need (option ii).
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RC-058

Respondent (name of
organisation or
individual)

Mr Sebastian and
others

RC-059

Mr Shapland

RC-059

Mr Shapland

RC-061

National Custom & Self
Build Association

Section

IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes
IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes
IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes

IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes

Comment summary

Q3e With respect to proposed policy 3e/2, we assume this is referring to the need for a viability
assessment where a lower than policy compliant level of affordable housing is being proposed
(whatever that policy requirement may be), rather than the affordable requirement for each site being
established via a viability appraisal. If the former this is agreed but the policy wording needs to be
clarified. If the latter, we would strongly object to this as being inconsistent with the NPPF 2019 which
requires affordable hosing levels to be set at out in development plans.
With respect to proposed policy 3e/6, any blanket imposition of standards without flexibility risks
preventing or discouraging some forms of development. There may be cases where space standards
cannot be complied with, but the development still has adequate amenity and is desirable, one
example being the retention through conversion of a designated heritage asset. Therefore, any policy
requiring specific standards need to be discretionary where a departure from the policy requirement
can be justified.
Q3a - support the concept of development providing for affordable housing when it is viable for it to
do so, we urge the council to conduct further work to ensure that affordable housing levels sought
are derived from an assessment of viability.
Q3d - In principle our client supports the principle of self-build on development sites and exception
sites
Q3d Option i) Not sufficient to discharge the LPA’s duty towards those wishing to build their own
homes. Although we welcome the encouragement, it is not adding anything to the LP and on its own
it is not sufficient.
Option ii) Wholeheartedly support the proposal to allocate sites specifically for custom and self-build.
It is considered that this is one of the most desirable and effective means of delivering self-build
opportunities as it gives a site the strongest possible chance of actually being built out for CSB; by
allocating small-scale SCB sites, LPAs can deliver the sorts of CSB opportunities that prospective
self-builders want to build on; and gives LPAs control over where CSB should be built
Option iii) Ultimately this leads to CSB plots in the types of locations (i.e. large housing estates) that
they do not wish to build on. Whilst a ’proportion of plots on large sites’ policy could be part of a wider
solution, it should not be considered as the main or sole mechanism for delivering opportunities for
those that wish to build their own home.
Option iv) Support this proposal in principle but such a mechanism would deliver a large number of
homes. The number of people in housing need, wishing to build their own home, but willing to accept
that home be capped in sale value once completed is considered to be very low indeed.
Policy content suggested.
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RC-062

RC-062

RC-063

RC-063

RC-063

Respondent (name of
organisation or
individual)

Section

Comment summary

Q3b You need to allocate sites for Gypsy. Traveller and Showpeople pitches.

Pat and Robin Venner

IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes
IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes

Paul Atton

IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes

Paul Atton

IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes

Paul Atton

IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes

Pat and Robin Venner

Q3e Also there is a need in West Somerset for more sheltered housing e.g. McArthy and Stone as
there are many elderly people.
The new Standard Method figure is only the starting point for establishing overall housing need.
Therefore, it would be entirely reasonable to set a higher figure should the evidence justify this. It may
well be that the Standard Method fails to adequately respond to the new District’s actual housing and
employment needs.
Page 23, Question 3A ‘
Note that reference is made to the Government’s Standard Method calculation. This should be
treated as very much a minimum housing requirement figure. The new Standard Method figure must
only be regarded as the starting point for establishing overall housing need. Therefore, it would be
entirely reasonable to set a higher figure should the evidence justify this. It should be recognised that
the NPPF seeks to significantly increase the supply of housing. Consequently, a reduction in housing
requirement levels across the joint new district from the current 995 dpa to only 702 dpa would be
highly inappropriate.
Regard must also be had to wider regeneration requirements relating to the district’s main
settlements.
Welcome the fact that the Council is committed to assessing whether it should use this 702 dpa
figure or a higher figure, and that it will produce technical evidence to indicate what the higher figure
might be.
Believe that all of the stated explanations are legitimate reasons for increasing the district’s housing
requirement figure over and beyond the basic standard methodology figure.

Question 3C The Council must recognise the potential implications of any requirement for a set
percentage of all homes are accessible, adaptable and wheelchair accessible. This is particularly true
in respect of brownfield flat developments, which might well have very high associated remediation
costs attached to them.
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Respondent (name of
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Section

Comment summary

Page 26, Question 3e/2 Any policy should refer to an affordable housing percentage target, rather
than requirement. It is evident that individual sites will have different associated development and
remediation costs associated with them. This is particularly true in respect of complex brownfield
sites. In order for important regeneration sites to be brought forward for development, any developer
contributions sought must reflect overall viability, rather than seek to apply rigid percentage or
formula requirements, otherwise sites will be stalled.

RC-063

Paul Atton

RC-064

Persimmon Homes
South West

IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes
IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes

RC-064

Persimmon Homes
South West

IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes

RC-064

Persimmon Homes
South West

IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes

3e/3 Any policy should refer to affordable housing percentage targets for particular types of
intermediate tenures, rather than rigid tenure requirements. It must be recognised that different
products are likely to be more suitable and commercially viable in different parts of the district. An
overly restrictive one size fits all approach would not be appropriate. Furthermore, it needs to be
acknowledged that different forms of housing products will evolve over the Plan period. For instance,
we consider that the role of discounted market housing to be important and something that would be
appropriate for our client’s Former Wansbrough Paper Mill site.
Any policy must adhere to the definitions of intermediate housing set out in national policy and
guidance.
3e/4 Must be recognised that different sized housing units are likely to be more suitable and
commercially viable in different parts of the district. Whilst the Council and developers should have
regard to the latest evidence of need across the district for different sizes of housing units, no specific
blanket percentages of housing sizes across all sites would be appropriate. Precise housing mix
should be negotiated on a site by site basis taking full account of local needs and characteristics.

The wider future economic growth of SWAT and the wider Heart of the south west LEP should be
taken into account when calculating the housing requirement figures for SWAT, hence a figure higher
than 702 should be presumed because of this.
Gypsy and Travellers - Based on the discussion and debate that was held during the Mid Devon Local
Plan hearing we would not accept the middle option as a policy. PHSW believe that allocating
specific sites for pitches or applying rural exceptions criteria would be the best way to proactively
plan for the Gypsy, Traveller and Travelling Showpeople community.
Specialist housing - where a quantitative need and demand is identified for a specific housing
type/tenure, we would encourage the Council to proactively plan for these through specific site
allocations and appropriately flexible development management policies, rather than imposing
blanket policy requirements on all sites above a certain threshold.
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RC-066

RC-067

RC-067

RC-067

RC-067

Respondent (name of
organisation or
individual)

Section

Place Land SW Ltd

IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes

PM Asset Management

IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes

PM Asset Management

IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes

PM Asset Management

IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes

PM Asset Management

IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes

Comment summary

Q3a There is clear justification in Somerset West & Taunton for a housing requirement above the
minimum level proposed.
1) The NPPG advises that if previous housing delivery has exceeded the minimum local housing need,
the Council should consider whether this level of delivery is indicative of greater housing need. The
current adopted housing requirement for the area is 995 dwellings per annum. This substantially
exceeds the minimum figure and the Council needs to take this into account.
2) the Heart of the South West Local Enterprise Partnership aims to double the size of the area
economy by 2038. This ambitious growth target will require a significant increase in the number of
jobs in Somerset West & Taunton and elsewhere. This may in turn require an increase in housing
provision above the minimum level.
3) the NPPG confirms that total affordable housing need can be considered in the context of its likely
delivery as a proportion of mixed market and affordable housing developments. An increase in the
total housing figures should be considered where it could help deliver the required number of
affordable homes
4) the Local Plan should be prepared through joint working on cross boundary issues. As required by
the NPPG, an agreed position on housing needs should be set out in a Statement of Common Ground
signed by these respective authorities.
The plan should be consistent with both the Heart of the South West (HotSW) and Prosperity and
Economic Development Strategy in order to support the delivery of a coherent economic
development strategy. This should support employment growth across a broad range of jobs and the
housing requirement should be uplifted to facilitate economic growth accordingly;
Q3a We welcome the Council’s suggestion that it will explore whether certain factors (as set out at
Option 3a) would justify a higher housing requirement be adopted. It will be important to make sure
that the housing requirement is aligned with the economic aspirations of the district and wider area.
Q3c We support the provision of accessible, adaptable and wheelchair accessible housing as part of
new development. If the Council is to set a fixed percentage, then this should be informed by a robust
evidence base. This should distinguish between the need for accessible units in both market and
affordable housing.
Q3e Policies that encourage and support the delivery of high-quality housing are welcomed. 5.7
However, the imposition of specific standards/requirements (minimum space standards, open space
standards, housing mixes etc) needs to both be informed by a robust evidence base/assessment and
should be set out clearly within relevant policies. e.g. Viability
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RC-068

Respondent (name of
organisation or
individual)

Redrow Homes

RC-068

Redrow Homes

RC-068

Redrow Homes

RC-068

RC-068

RC-068

Redrow Homes

Redrow Homes

Redrow Homes

Section

Comment summary

IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes

Q3a The housing requirement should be higher than 702

IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes
IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes

IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes

IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes
IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes

Q3a It is noted that the Council state that the housing requirement figures in the current Local Plans
are significantly higher than the new Standard Method figure (page 23). As a consequence the Council
have stated that the number of homes directed to any of the tiers may be fewer than the current
Local Plan requirement. An objection is made to this approach.
It is considered that there is justification for Somerset West and Taunton accommodating a housing
requirement above the local housing need: the current adopted Local Plan housing requirements are
higher than the standard method; affordable housing is a key priority of the Council; The Heart of the
South West Local Enterprise Partnership (LEP) is seeking to double the size of the economy of the
sub-region over 20 years.
Q3b Redrow Homes would not support a policy requirement for a proportion of development sites to
provide for an area of residential Traveller pitches.
Q3c It is considered unnecessary in the Local Plan to include specific measures for adaptable,
accessible and wheelchair homes. It should be noted that all new homes are built to Building
Regulation Part M Category 1 (M4(1)) standards. These standards are not usually available in the older
existing housing stock and benefit less able-bodied occupants. M4(1) standards are likely to be
suitable for most residents.
Q3d Redrow Homes do not support Policy approach 3d iii to include a requirement for all housing
development sites over a threshold to include a proportion of plots as self build plots. This only
changes the delivery from one house builder to a self – build and has implications for the delivery and
completion of the entire site. It is considered that the Council’s approach should be consistent with
national guidance, which outlines that the Council should engage with landowners and encourage
them to consider self & custom build.
Q3e Policy Approach 3e/1, 3e/2, 3e/3 The Council’s approach to affordable housing should be
consistent with the NPPF, in particular paras 61 – 64 and the definitions of affordable housing in the
glossary to the NPPF.
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RC-068

RC-068

RC-068

RC-069

RC-069

Respondent (name of
organisation or
individual)

Redrow Homes

Redrow Homes

Redrow Homes

Rentplus UK Ltd

Rentplus UK Ltd

Section

IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes
IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes

IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes

IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes

IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes

Comment summary

Q3e 3e/4 An objection is made to the use of SPD or a Technical Note to provide more detail on
housing size and mix. SPDs can be used to provide further guidance for development on specific sites
or on particular issues such as design. However, SPD documents are not part of the development
plan, they have not been prepared and subject to consultation or examination and consequently the
Council should not seek to use the SPD for matters which should be policy and included in the Local
Plan. The Regulations are clear that development management policies, which are intended to guide
the determination of applications for planning permission should be set out in the Local Plan. The
Council should not devolve fundamental policy matters to an SPD.
Q3e 3e/6 If the Council wishes to adopt the optional Nationally Described Space Standards (NDSS)
then this should only be done in accordance with the 2019 NPPF (para 127f & Footnote 46).
Q9a 9a/2 An objection is made to the use of SPD or a Technical Note to provide more detail on
housing size and mix. The Regulations are clear that development management policies, which are
intended to guide the determination of applications for planning permission should be set out in the
Local Plan. The Council should not devolve fundamental policy matters to an SPD.
The Rentplus model of affordable rent-to-buy aims to help those hard-working families and
households unable to access ownership either through shared ownership, starter homes or homes on
the open market, to overcome the mortgage ‘gap’. This is achieved through a defined period of
affordable Intermediate Rent at no more than 80% of local market value (including service charge)
during which all Rentplus residents are able to save towards a deposit. Rentplus has recently been
recognised by the National Housing Awards as the Most Innovative Home Ownership Solution for
2019. The Rentplus model is a hybrid and falls within both categories of affordable housing, as either
part of the ‘affordable housing to rent’ element, or as an ‘affordable route to home ownership’.
As an observation, it is noted that the Issues and Options paper refers to ‘intermediate’ housing. The
term ‘intermediate’ is no longer used, with the 2019 Framework replacing it with a series of four
categories of affordable housing, set out in the Glossary at Annex 2. The emerging Local Plan should
be prepared having regard to these forms of affordable tenure, including the ‘other affordable routes
to home ownership’ which include rent to buy.
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RC-069

RC-069

RC-069

RC-071

Respondent (name of
organisation or
individual)

Section

Rentplus UK Ltd

IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes
IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes

Rentplus UK Ltd

IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes

Rentplus UK Ltd

Somerset Co-operative
Community Land Trust

IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes

Comment summary

Issue 5.3.1 deals with affordable housing, noting that the Local Plan will set out the percentage
requirement for affordable housing, with tenure split to be addressed in a Supplementary Planning
Document. The difficulty with this approach is that the choice and proportion of affordable housing
tenures has clear implications for development viability. As Issue 5.5 goes on to discuss, this means
that certain priorities must be balanced to ensure that development is viable and can come forward.
It is strongly recommended that the Council updates its Strategic Housing Market Assessment to take
into account the full range of affordable tenures listed within the definition of affordable housing at
Annex 2 of the Framework.
3e/3 is somewhat negatively worded as it seeks to ‘limit’ delivery of tenures. The approach 3e/3
should be reconsidered to be more positive and to ensure that the Local Plan supports the full range
of affordable tenures. A proposed form of words for policy approach 3e/3 is suggested below:
"A tenure mix requirement which delivers a range of affordable housing tenures (as defined in the
Framework), to be informed by relevant local evidence of needs such as the latest Strategic Housing
Market Assessment and local Housing Needs Surveys, as well as consideration of development
viability."
Q3d – recommend amendments.
A positive encouragement policy, including for custom-build* community-led projects, and
specifically co-operative housing for rent, but not to leave the housing market to deliver plots as and
when demand arises; and
identify and allocate specific sites for custom-build* plots in locations related to where people want
to live according to our self-build register; and that priority is given to community-led housing and cooperative housing for rent with an asset-lock; and
Include a requirement for all housing development sites over a threshold to include a proportion of
plots as custom-build* plots; and
Allow custom-build* plots on Rural Exception sites provided that they are secured as affordable
housing in perpetuity; and
Proposals for community-led housing may be permitted at the following locations: redundant
community facilities land or buildings; and land or sites on employment land which is not in use, or
underused, and where a mixed development will provide (over a residential threshold) employment
opportunities.
Note: Using the definition of custom build as stated on the SW&T website.
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RC-071

Respondent (name of
organisation or
individual)

Somerset Co-operative
Community Land Trust

Section

Comment summary

IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes

3d - Community-led housing is housing developed and/or managed by people in self-organised notfor-profit groups and includes self-build or custom build housebuilding, self-help housing, cohousing, co-operatives, mutual housing, tenant-controlled housing and community land trusts (CLTs).
Community-led schemes require: meaningful community engagement, and; that local community
groups or organisations own, manage or steward the homes and in a manner of their choosing - and
can require that the benefits to the local area and/or specified community are legally protected in
perpetuity.
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Comment summary

Housing co-ops and other community-led housing (CLH) can improve housing supply and providing
permanently affordable housing. It can assist local housing policy by:
•
Diversifying the local housebuilding market, unlocking small sites not attractive to mainstream
developers
•
Providing permanently affordable housing for local people, helping to reduce opposition to
development (CLTs and co-ops are not subject to the Right to Buy)
•
Increasing choice by producing a range of housing options for people on the housing register
and for people priced out of home ownership.
•
Empowering communities so they come self-sufficient, cohesive, resilient and sustainable, and
more engaged in local neighbourhood activities and local democracy
•
Promoting community cohesion and helping to reduce anti-social behaviour
•
Providing housing options that enable people to remain in the local area and ensure schools,
services and amenities remain viable
•
Assisting local employers to recruit and retain their workforce
•
Improving the knowledge, skills and employment prospects of CLH group members in building,
property refurbishment and housing management, including a range of office, administration and
communication and other inter-personal skills
•
Involving residents in addressing housing need
•
Developing new affordable schemes
•
Addressing housing need not provided for by main stream Registered Providers (eg for single
people in housing need)
•
Strengthening the neighbourhood planning process
•
Enabling older and vulnerable people to maintain their independence through creating local
housing options for them or their support networks, creating mutually supportive communities, and
developing housing where they have an active role in decision making.

RC-071

Somerset Co-operative
Community Land Trust

IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes
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RC-071

RC-071

RC-071

RC-072

RC-072

Respondent (name of
organisation or
individual)

Section

Somerset Co-operative
Community Land Trust

IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes

Somerset Co-operative
Community Land Trust

IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes

Somerset Co-operative
Community Land Trust

IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes

South West Housing
Association Planning
Consortium

South West Housing
Association Planning
Consortium

IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes

IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes

Comment summary

3e/1 - Amend or otherwise include:
Any requirement for affordable housing, will not apply to homes developed for or community-led
housing, where the land is held for the benefit of the community in perpetuity (except in the case of
custom-build plots on Rural Exception sites); and/or there is another benefit such as low utility cost
that offsets rent and service charged above the affordability threshold.

3e/5 – add:
Support for Co-operative housing and other community-led projects.
3e/6 – add:
Except where community-led housing either includes: an element of co-housing facilities and/or
services
5.3.1 We recommend that the forthcoming draft Local Plan refers directly to the official definition for
affordable housing as laid out in Annex 2 of the NPPF. Ideally, the plan should simply refer readers to
Annex 2 as this would ensure the longevity of the plan, allowing it to flexibly accommodate any
changes to the definition.
Affordable housing policy should reflect the NPPF in encouraging a more diverse housing stock while
enabling the delivery of sufficient market housing to improve the ability of developers to deliver an
appropriate and higher quantum of affordable housing. Similarly, it is important that the Council
considers the most effective wording that encourages and enables delivery of affordable housing,
without placing unnecessary restrictions and additional hurdles to frustrate delivery. In order to aid in
the delivery of affordable housing, the Council should look at ways to allow flexible design in the local
plan. While precautions should be taken to prevent poor design, policies that over restrict design can
hinder the delivery of affordable units, for example, restrictive policy on densities.
Q3a In addition to an overall housing requirement, we encourage the Council to set an evidenced,
credible affordable housing requirement figure for the plan period to enable the Council to
comparatively monitor affordable delivery against targeted provision. The Council should set an
ambitious target for affordable housing as a mechanism to significantly increase delivery and improve
affordability across the area, provided it is supported by a robust viability assessment. An affordable
housing requirement figure should reflect the updated definition of affordable housing.
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RC-072

RC-072

RC-072

Respondent (name of
organisation or
individual)

South West Housing
Association Planning
Consortium

South West Housing
Association Planning
Consortium

South West Housing
Association Planning
Consortium

Section

IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes

IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes

IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes

Comment summary

Q3c We understand the need to incorporate a proportion of dwellings to meet the category standard,
as set out in Building Regulations Part M, in order to provide for those in need. Therefore we support
such policy requirements where robustly evidenced. Introducing the Government’s Accessibility and
Wheelchair Housing Standards will inevitably create cost implications on Housing Associations. An
assessment into the Cost Impacts of the Accessibility and Wheelchair Housing Standards1 found that
the Category 2 access standards varied from £520-£940 per dwelling, excluding costs of additional
land associated with the requirements of the standards. It is therefore important that the standards
are introduced through a robust evidence base, which includes a thorough assessment of viability.
Q3d We support the requirement for a proportion of self-build and custom build plots to be allocated
as affordable housing although we would encourage the Council to adopt all four options for delivery
provided there is enough demand for self-build plots in Somerset West and Taunton. Rural exception
sites (RES) should seek to address the needs of the local community (NPPF paragraph 77). RES can be
a useful affordable housing delivery tool, therefore the Council should look to allow self-build plots
on RES where justified, where they can be retained as affordable in perpetuity. Any requirement to
deliver affordable housing should be separate to the delivery of self and custom-build plots. This is
because affordable, self and custom-build plots have very different requirements for funding and
delivery. Given the need for affordable housing across Somerset West and Taunton, the affordable
housing requirement should not be off-set by self and custom-build delivery.
Q3e 3e/5 We are pleased to see that the Council are willing to support the delivery of affordable
housing on Rural Exception Sites (RES). The introduction of entry-level exception sites in the NPPF has
been widely welcomed. We encourage the Council to introduce a locally specific policy on entrylevel exception sites that enables delivery of affordable housing-led schemes that are aimed at firsttime buyers and renters and seek to allocate land specifically for these sites to encourage further
delivery. It is important to note that unlike the policy on rural exception sites the NPPF does not seek
to secure affordable housing delivered on entry-level exception sites in perpetuity so it would be
inappropriate to require this in a local policy.
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RC-072

Respondent (name of
organisation or
individual)

South West Housing
Association Planning
Consortium

Section

IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes

Comment summary

Q3e 3e/6 While we can understand the benefits of applying the Governments’ Space Standards to
some aspects of development, we would advise the Council not to apply the standards across all
residential development. Doing so would undermine the viability of development schemes and
through viability testing of application proposals, will result in fewer affordable homes being
delivered. In addition, many households may not desire, or require housing that meets these
standards, as it will result in for example, higher rental and heating costs. There will be occasions
where it is neither practical nor necessary to achieve the NDSS. In order for the Council to implement
the NDSS across all residential development, it must be demonstrated that it is being done to address
a clearly evidenced need, as set out in the Planning Practice Guidance. The NDSS is not a building
regulation and remains solely within the planning system as a form of technical planning standard,
therefore it is not essential for all dwellings to achieve the standard in order to provide a good quality
of living.
Option 3a:
Rather than relying on the Standard Method with regards to housing requirement, we support Option
ii.
Note that SWT have significant commitments (6,177 dwellings) and further sites identified as
deliverable (7,911 dwellings) and healthy housing land supply in this respect, totalling at 14,088
dwellings, exceeding the minimum requirement for 14,040 dwellings, there should be an
acknowledgement that not all of this land will necessarily come forward for development within the
plan period. Larger allocated housing sites make significant contributions to meeting council’s targets,
they are prone to delays in delivery.
Draw attention to the recently published ‘Housing Delivery Test’ results for the 2016-2019 period
published by MHCLG. Calculated by Planning that West Somerset was cited likely to lose their fiveyear housing land supply as a result. Noted that these figures do not take into account the new
Council’s combined figures, with Taunton Deane traditionally having a healthy land supply (quoted as
6.87 in the March 2019 SHLAA). This process does highlight the unpredictable nature of housing
delivery and as such Council’s should be looking to reinforce their housing land supply even if it
exceeds five years, otherwise they may fall foul to the housing delivery test with an increased buffer
and supply requirement, making them prone to challenge via appeals.

RC-073

St Modwen Homes

IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes
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Section

Comment summary

Question 3a:
The standard methodology sets a baseline minimum housing requirement based upon past trends
from the ONS. It does not take into account of factors that might require a higher housing
requirement:
•
Delivery of 702 homes pa may not deliver sufficient affordable homes to meet the needs of the
authority or any backlog of provision. The majority of affordable housing is delivered as a percentage
requirement (typically 25%) from housing developments. By lowering the annual housing requirement,
reduces affordable housing delivery compared to the current rate. Objective 3 “To provide a sufficient
and varied supply of high quality and affordable homes” may therefore not be met.
•
Objective 4 refers to “attracting the most talented workers to the District”. Section 5.4 refers to
economic growth ambitions and an increase the proportion of higher value jobs. These initiatives are
welcomed, but require a shift in population past trends that the standard methodology does not
account for. Attracting more talented workers to the District will require higher migration rates than
the District has historically seen. This will in turn require additional housing over and above
maintaining past housing trends that the standard methodology relies upon. This is often referred to
as an economic-led housing requirement.
•
Strategic infrastructure improvements required to meet the minimum housing requirement or,
for example, carbon neutrality. A shift towards increased use of public transport will require significant
investment in the current system. A significant proportion of this funding will come from new homes,
however an increase in homes may be required for this to be viable.
•
There may be an unmet need in adjacent Districts that serve the SWT housing market area. For
example, the North Devon and Torridge Joint Local Plan includes an additional housing requirement
to facilitate unmet housing need in Exmoor. There is likely to be a similar requirement for SWT that
under the Duty to Co-operate SWT is obliged to investigate and whether its housing requirement
meets such a need.

RC-075

Summerfield
Developments

IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes
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Section

Comment summary

Question 3
Support a higher figure than the Government’s minimum figure.
Household projections upon which the Government’s minimum figure (derived from the standard
methodology) is based are not fit for purpose. The long-term trend in increased household formation
has been stifled over the last few decades because of a lack of new housing. The household
projections which project forward past trends have, for several decades now, been projecting forward
trends in supressed household formation.
Taking the Council’s own figures from its SHLAA reports, annual housing completions have only met
the standard method figure of 702 in five of the last nineteen monitoring years. The formation of the
new Council and combining two former plan areas, provides the exceptional circumstances referred
to in the NPPF justifying an alternative approach to the standard method and one that also reflects
current and future demographic trends and market signals.
Need for a significant boost to the local economy to respond to the issues identified in the
consultation paper, including a current reliance on public sector jobs, lack of recent investment from
the private sector and economic growth not keeping up with nearby towns;
The lack of strategic infrastructure, including highway infrastructure, delivered through the current
plan period needs to be addressed and will require a reasonable scale of new development to help
do so; and, the inevitable consequences of lower housing requirements on the delivery of affordable
housing.

RC-075

RC-075

Summerfield
Developments

Summerfield
Developments

IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes

IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes

Question 3b
Consider it that an appropriate approach would be a combination of applying rural exceptions criteria
for small scale sites and allocating sites specifically for pitches. Would not support requiring a
proportion of development sites to provide an area for Traveller pitches as such an approach has
created significant problems in Mid Devon, for example.
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RC-075

RC-075

RC-076

RC-076

RC-076

RC-076

Respondent (name of
organisation or
individual)

Summerfield
Developments

Section

Comment summary

IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes

Question 3c:
Not all development sites would be suitable for such provision due to a range of potential factors
including location, other constraints, scheme viability, etc. Having a blanket approach is not sensible
and so any policy would have to be appropriately informed by evidence of viability and flexible
enough to only apply in certain defined circumstances.

SWT Enabling Team

IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes
IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes
IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes

SWT Enabling Team

IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes

SWT Enabling Team

IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes

Summerfield
Developments

SWT Enabling Team

Question 3d:
The identification of specific land for self-build plots would be more appropriate than including a
requirement for housing developments to include such plots. A policy allowing such housing as an
exception to normal policies should also be considered, as has recently been adopted by Sedgemoor
District Council, for example.
Q3a If the higher figure is chosen the Council should ensure that this also delivers associated benefits
such as increase in affordable housing.
Q3b Allocate sites specifically for pitches. These should be sensitively located and meet an
alternative requirement to rural exception sites e.g. pitches could be in an urban as well as rural
setting.
Q3c Yes. We already secure 10% of affordable housing as adapted in for former TD area on sites
above 25 affordable units. This should be extended to the whole SWT area and extended to open
market housing. Policy D10 already makes reference to a percentage of adaptable, however this has
only ever been secured through affordable housing routes. Development enabling have a design
specification which builds upon part 4M Cat 3 building Regs and this could be incorporated into
design policy. We could also adopt the principles of Lifetime Homes. In terms of percentage should
be viable i.e. should not reduce the number of affordable homes (and reflect housing need). An
element of flexibility on numbers could be introduced into policy which is negotiated based on needs
led. i.e. no of affordable could be negotiated against number of adapted units.
Q3d Yes allocate sites for self- build. However clear parameters are required to work within and
timescales for deliver i.e. not half built houses after 20 years. Affordable self-build could be urban as
well as rural site policy. This need to be assessed against ongoing assessment of need and delivery.
There needs to be adequate Council support for this policy.
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RC-076

RC-077

RC-077

Respondent (name of
organisation or
individual)

SWT Enabling Team

Tarmac

Tarmac

Section

IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes

IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes

IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes

Comment summary

Q3e
3e/1 No. We should be setting our own threshold according to viability and need. i.e. in previous
policy WS was 2 or more in rural areas and in TD it was 5 or more net dwellings.
3e/2 No. A set percentage gives the Council a starting point to enter into negotiations. Without this,
little will be delivered.
3e/3 There should be a fixed tenure percentage. With experience of working in WS (where there isn’t
one) and TD (where there is), it is far better to have a fixed tenure as a starting point to work from.
3e/4 Yes, but for both open market and affordable. We already have this in our affordable.
3e/5 Yes, we agree with support. Support should be available in both urban and rural communities
and champion mixed communities in rural areas.
3e/6 Yes to government space standards as a minimum.
3e/7 Yes

Q3a - Standard Method for Housing Need would reflect a significant change in direction for growth
(reduction of 392 dw.p.a). Consultation paper suggests 702 dw.p.a. Stantec have run separate
calculation for both former LPA’s identifying 912dw.p.a for TDBC and 105-114 for WSC. Making SWT
requirement 711-720 dw.p.a. It’s not clear where this disparity originates. Standard Method should not
be used, it would not reflect ambitions of the LA and would not represent positive plan making.
Stantec calculate 20-year plan should have minimum of 14,200-14,380 (uplift of 340dw); modest when
considering previous higher growth targets of both LPA’s.

Reliance on Existing Allocations and Commitments:
Page 23 states existing commitments of 6,177 dwellings and a further 7,911 dwellings identified as
“deliverable” on top of this figure. Reference is given to the Taunton Deane Housing and Employment
Land Availability Report 2019 and the West Somerset Housing Land Availability Report 2019, but
these documents do not break down the nature of commitments (full and outline) or provide details
on the dates in which permissions were granted. The document also does not provide any evidence
on why sites without planning permission are being deemed as deliverable.
It may be that some of these sites would no longer qualify under NPPF (2019) definition of deliverable.
Suggest that if such sites are going to be included within the shorter-term supply in the plan,
additional appropriate evidence of their deliverability should be included as part of the evidence work
supporting the new Local Plan.
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Comment summary

Question 3A
The relevant national policy is very clear in encouraging local authorities to adopt a housing
requirement figure that exceeds the LHN baseline. This is important for the purposes of ensuring that
local growth aspirations are achieved and that Local Plans are internally consistent. One of the key
influences on any uplift to the LHN figure has been the aspiration of ensuring alignment between
employment and housing growth. This is an important NPPF aspiration which is critical to ensuring
balanced growth. On this basis, it is considered that SW&T must seek to plan above the proposed
minimum LHN figure. Housing requirement of 702 dpa would represent a 24% reduction when
compared to past delivery. Applying the standard method figure as the housing requirement would
therefore only serve to depress growth prospects and would be contrary to the NPPF and PPG
requirements.

RC-080

Taylor Wimpey

IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes

The Issues and Options document discusses the LEP’s ambitions to double the size of the economy
of the sub-region over the next 20 years. In addition, the Nexus 25 development is expected to
support in the region of 4,000 jobs and Taunton has received Garden Town status. To rely solely on
the LHN would undermine the Council’s stated aspirations regarding the future of the area, including
the Garden Town status of Taunton, and would undermine past levels of housing delivery and job
growth. Strongly recommended that SWT pursue a higher housing figure than the minimum
prescribed by the standard method given the significant implications this would have on the
emerging Local Plan strategy.
Question 3B
The potential requirement for a proportion of development sites to provide an area for residential
Traveller pitches is not supported. It is considered that such a policy would significantly impact on the
viability of development schemes and it must be accepted that not all sites are going to be suitable
for Traveller provision. It is also commented that such a blanket policy would likely lead to the over
provision of pitches at the expense of the delivery of new open market and affordable homes. This
requirement is unviable, not appropriate and cannot be supported.

RC-080

Taylor Wimpey

IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes
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Section

Comment summary

Question 3C
The reference to Lifetime Homes in Policy Approach 3c is out of date and should be deleted.
All new homes are built to Building Regulation Part M Category 1 (M4(1)) standards, which include
level approach routes, accessible front door thresholds, wider internal doorway and corridor widths,
switches and sockets at accessible heights and downstairs toilet facilities usable by wheelchair users.
M4(1) standards are likely to be suitable for most residents. Option 3c(i) is therefore supported.
3c(ii) requires a proportion of dwellings to meet the optional standards for M4(2) and M4(3). This
should only be done in accordance with the 2019 NPPF (para 127f & Footnote 46) and the NPPG.
Footnote 46 states “that planning policies for housing should make use of the Government’s optional
technical standards for accessible and adaptable housing where this would address an identified
need for such properties”.

RC-080

Taylor Wimpey

IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes

As set out in the 2019 NPPF, all policies should be underpinned by relevant and up to date evidence
which should be adequate, proportionate and focussed tightly on supporting and justifying the
policies concerned (para 31).
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Comment summary

Question 3D
Accept that new development should contribute to achieving an appropriate mix of housing. The
potential requirement for all housing development sites to include a proportion of plots for self-build
is not supported.
Councils have a legal obligation to grant sufficient planning permissions to meet the demand for self
and custom build properties. Passing this responsibility on to developers is not supported. It will not
guarantee that the Council’s obligation to ensure enough self and custom build properties can be
met. It cannot be known what level of provision will be achieved on schemes by market housing
developers; and therefore, the Council cannot rely on these sites as their supply for self-build and
custom-build housing.

RC-080

Taylor Wimpey

IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes

Any requirement for self-build plots should be supported by robust evidence from the Council’s
custom and self-build register. The Council has not provided any clear evidence of demand and
therefore it is not possible to ascertain what level of demand there is for self-build plots in SW&T or
the parts of the authority area where this demand is focussed. It is also not clear whether there would
be any mechanism to offset this provision against affordable housing contributions, other s106
contributions, CIL etc. It is recommended that the Council identify standalone sites which are
specifically allocated to meet the local demand for self and custom build dwellings.
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Section

Comment summary

Question 3E
Point 3e/4 implies that housing mix will be prescribed to reflect need in the area. It is not clear
whether this is referring to private market housing as well as affordable. Any prescription of private
market housing sizes would not be supported as it is considered that this should be left to the market
to determine.
A policy (or other mechanism) which seeks to be overly prescriptive would not be supported as such
strict guidance may not adequately reflect likely market demand, resulting in it being overly
restrictive in terms of market choice and potentially impactful on viability. Such a policy would be
overly onerous and would not provide opportunity to reflect the character and design of individual
sites or the local area.

RC-080

Taylor Wimpey

IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes

Point 3e/6 makes reference to a requirement for dwellings to meet Government space standards.
The Government’s decision to make these standards optional suggests that they do not expect all
properties to be built in accordance with them. If the standards are to be applied, the Practice
Guidance sets out a clear set of criteria local planning authorities should address in order to justify
them. Should SW&T pursue the requirement for Nationally Described Space Standards through the
Local Plan Review, this needs to be fully evidenced and justified.
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Section

Comment summary

Question 3a;
The Standard Method is used to identify the minimum Local Housing Need (LHN) for an area to inform
the housing requirement. Welcome the Council’s suggestion that it will explore whether certain
factors (as set out at Option 3a) that would justify a higher housing requirement be adopted.
Note that the standard method would yield a lower housing requirement than that within its currently
adopted local plans. However, consider that historic delivery rates have largely kept pace with the
Council’s housing requirement (save for 2011-2014) and house price inflation over recent years. This
indicates that there is sufficient demand to support the delivery of a higher rate of housing. The
Council should plan for this. Nexus 25 development site will deliver up to 3,000 jobs. The ambition of
the ‘Heart of the South West’ (HotSW) Local Enterprise Partnership to double the size of the economy
of the sub region over the next 20 years. It is likely that a housing requirement in line with the LHN
would undermine these ambitions. It will be important to make sure that the housing requirement is
aligned with the economic aspirations of the district and the wider area.

RC-080

RC-080

RC-080

Taylor Wimpey

Taylor Wimpey

Taylor Wimpey

IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes

IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes

Question 3c
Support the provision of accessible, adaptable and wheelchair accessible housing as part of new
development. If the Council is to set a fixed percentage, then this should be informed by a robust
evidence base. This should distinguish between the need for accessible units in both market and
affordable housing

IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes

Question 3e;
Policies that encourage and support the delivery of high-quality housing are welcomed. 7 However,
the imposition of specific standards/requirements (minimum space standards, open space standards,
housing mixes etc) needs to both be informed by a robust evidence base/assessment and should be
set out clearly within relevant policies. It may be appropriate to viability test certain requirements
where they may impose a particularly onerous restriction on residential development.
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Section

Comment summary

Meeting existing and future housing needs of SWT is one of the most challenging yet important
objectives of the new LP. Part of the solution is to increase the stock of affordable homes. A step
change in the approach towards housing delivery is also required. There are significant opportunities
to boost housing delivery and help tackle the housing crisis which should not be disregarded because
the latest forecast of housing need does not indicate that the housing is ‘required’.

RC-080

Taylor Wimpey

IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes

RC-082

Tim Dyer

RC-082

Tim Dyer

IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes
IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes

Tim Dyer

IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes

RC-082

Refers to NPPF to the use of the standardised methodology known as the Local Housing Needs
Assessment (LHNA) to determine the objectively assessed need. As explained in Option 3a of the
consultation this represents the minimum number of new dwellings that must be accommodated
over the duration of the plan period. The Garden Community proposal is the type of development
which would enable SWT to boost housing delivery and over the lifetime of the development i could
accommodate thousands of new affordable homes including social rented, shared ownership and
discounted market housing.

Section 5.3.1 final para: “does not make development unviable” Surely it is a requirement and the
developers should absorb it, perhaps by reducing their profit ever so slightly. Option 3a, I favour the
minimum figure. The extra ~6000 houses makes meeting the zero carbon target and providing
functional infrastructure even more difficult.
Section 5.3.2 Are their (Gypsy and Traveller) sites subsidised by the Council Tax they pay? I think only
iii) is viable.
Q3e 3e/1 Reduce this figure from 10 to maybe 3, to stop developers tuning their plans so they end up
building 9 executive houses on a plot to avoid the clause. 3e/7 Add a Policy approach to ensure
sufficient space for garden food growing or allotment space with conditions to prevent loss.
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Comment summary

Q3a - support a higher figure than the Government’s minimum figure of 702.
Household projections upon which standard methodology minimum figure is based are not fit for
purpose. They rely on past trends which are imbued with suppression of household formation, to
predict future needs whereas there is an increased demand for housing driven by long term trends in
the average household size, which is getting progressively smaller. This is itself driven by a range of
mostly social and health factors.
The long-term trend in increased household formation has been stifled over last few decades
because of a lack of new housing. A clear finding arising from the study of objectively assessed
housing needs. Suppression of household formation is most starkly evident in the 25-34 age group
(first time buyers) but is becoming increasingly evident in the 35-44 age group as the average age of
first time buyers is nearly 40. These groups have suffered from escalating house prices for at least the
last three decades that has been driven by one key factor - a lack of new housing throughout that
period, causing demand to outstrip supply.
1960's and 1970's supply matched demand and home ownership was a realistic prospect for nearly
everyone because prices were affordable. The persistent social and health trends have long required
that we build around 300,000 new homes a year nationally, figure Government now suggest. The last
time this was achieved was 1969. The household projections do not address this huge scale of past
under supply and the consequence is the national "housing crisis".
The household projections which project forward past trends have, for several decades now, been
projecting forward trends in supressed household formation. Rather than projecting forward the longterm trend in household formation from the 1970's as the MHCLG (previously the DCLG) did, the 2016based household projections were based for the first time on only the period between the 2001 and
2011 national census, by which time the trends in household formation had well and truly stagnated.
In the new Plan area, and taking SWT’s SHLAA figures, annual housing completions have only met the
standard method figure of 702 in five of the last nineteen monitoring years. Through most of this
period the housing requirements for the area set out within the relevant Structure Plans and more
recently Local Plans have been higher than this figure. It is clear therefore that the delivery of housing
has generally been constrained, reflecting the national picture. This would be exacerbated if standard
method is adopted, which would clearly not help address the housing crisis, and its causes.
RC-083

Tom Newton

IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes

New Council and New Plan provides the exceptional circumstances referred to in the NPPF justifying
an alternative approach to the standard method and one that also reflects current and future
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demographic trends and market signals.
Other reasons justifying an alternative approach include:
•
need for a significant boost to the local economy to respond to the issues identified in the
consultation paper, including a current reliance on public sector jobs, lack of recent investment from
the private sector and economic growth not keeping up with nearby towns;
•
lack of strategic infrastructure, including highway infrastructure, delivered through the current
plan period needs to be addressed and will require a reasonable scale of new development to help
do so; and,
•
inevitable consequences of lower housing requirements on the delivery of affordable housing.
New local plan should identify a direction of growth with a view to delivery in future plan periods. A
lesson to be learnt from the current plan period is that it can take broadly an entire plan period for
large urban extensions to come forward and so work should be undertaken now to plan for the next
one, whether it is needed towards the end of this plan period or the next.
To ensure actual housing need within the plan areas is addressed, we advocate further assessment of
housing need rather than the flawed Standard Method.
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RC-083

RC-083

Respondent (name of
organisation or
individual)

Section

Tom Newton

IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes

Tom Newton

IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes

Comment summary

Q3b - appropriate approach would be a combination of applying rural exceptions criteria for small
scale sites and allocating sites specifically for pitches. Do not support requiring a proportion of
development sites to provide an area for Traveller pitches, an approach that created significant
problems in Mid Devon.
Q3c - Not all development sites would be suitable for such provision due to a range of potential
factors including: location, other constraints, scheme viability, etc. A blanket approach is not sensible,
any policy would have to be appropriately informed by evidence of viability and flexible enough to
only apply in certain defined circumstances.
Q3d - Identification of specific land for self-build plots more appropriate than including a requirement
for housing developments to include plots. A policy allowing self-build as an exception to normal
policies should also be considered, as has recently been adopted by Sedgemoor District Council, for
example.
3c. New housing must be accessible to wheel chair users. Requires inventive ways to create deck
level access and create shelter or shading below.

RC-083

Tom Newton

RC-085

Victoria Park Action
Group

IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes
IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes

Vistry Homes

IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes

Vistry Homes

IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes

Q3d The identification of specific land for self-build plots would be more appropriate than including a
requirement for housing developments to include such plots. A policy allowing such housing as an
exception to normal policies should also be considered, as has recently been adopted by Sedgemoor
District Council, for example.
Q3a We support a higher figure than the Government’s minimum figure for a variety of reasons: the
household projections upon which the Government’s minimum figure is based are not fit for purpose;
The long-term trend in increased household formation has been stifled over the last few decades
because of a lack of new housing; In the new Plan area housing completions have only met the
standard method figure of 702 in five of the last nineteen monitoring years and it is clear therefore
that the delivery of housing has generally been constrained; The formation of the new Council and
the fact that the new Plan area will combine two former plan areas, in our view provides the
exceptional circumstances referred to in the NPPF justifying an alternative approach to the standard
method and one that also reflects current and future demographic trends and market signals; need
for a significant boost to the economy; lack of infrastructure, need for affordable housing.

Vistry Homes

IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes

Q3b We consider it that an appropriate approach would be a combination of applying rural
exceptions criteria for small scale sites and allocating sites specifically for pitches. We would not
support requiring a proportion of development sites to provide an area for Traveller pitches as such
an approach has created significant problems in Mid Devon, for example.

RC-087

RC-087

RC-087
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Respondent
Code

RC-087

RC-088

RC-088

RC-088

RC-088

Respondent (name of
organisation or
individual)

Section

Vistry Homes

IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes

Wainhomes

IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes

Wainhomes

Wainhomes

Wainhomes

Comment summary

Q3c Not all development sites would be suitable for such provision due to a range of potential factors
including location, other constraints, scheme viability, etc. Having a blanket approach is not sensible
and so any policy would have to be appropriately informed by evidence of viability and flexible
enough to only apply in certain defined circumstances.
Q3a The standard methodology sets a baseline minimum housing requirement based upon past
trends from the Office of National Statistics, but it does not take into account a number of factors that
might require a higher housing requirement: Delivering affordable housing; requirement for higher
migration rates to attract workers; strategic infrastructure improvements; possible unmet need from
adjacent districts. The above examples (and other scenarios) are likely to require an additional
housing requirement over and above the standard methodology. The standard methodology cannot
therefore be relied upon without further assessment.

IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes

Q3b We would object to option ii as requiring a proportion of development sites to provide an area for
gypsy and traveller pitches does not recognise the inherent challenges of co-locating more
traditional housing with the specific cultural and physical requirements of the gypsy and traveller
community. Lenders will also not provide mortgages where gypsy and traveller sites are mixed in
with open market sites. Such sites should therefore be positively planned for, either through a
supportive criteria-based policy (option i) or through site allocations (option iii).

IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes

Q3c Clarity is needed over which category of Part M will be required as there are significant cost and
space implications between M4(2) accessible and adaptable dwellings and M4(3) wheelchair use
dwellings. The overall percentage requirement (usually 5%) and the threshold for when this will apply
(usually major developments) needs to be clear and reasonable. Policy requirements should also not
seek to replicate building regulations.

IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes

Q3d We consider option iii is not practical as requiring a proportion of development sites to provide an
area for custom and self-build causes additional difficulties for developers in planning their sites
given the uncertainty over when and how these plots will be delivered. Further such an approach is
unlikely to genuinely meet the identified need, which should be evidenced by the self-build register.
People who have expressed an interest in self and custom build are unlikely to be attracted to a site
that forms part of a larger more traditional housing development. Such sites are much better being
market led (options i and iv) or being separate allocations on sites that are specifically suited to meet
this particular need (option ii).
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Code

RC-088

RC-090

Respondent (name of
organisation or
individual)

Wainhomes

West of England
Developments

Section

IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes

IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes

Comment summary

Q3e With respect to proposed policy 3e/2, we assume this is referring to the need for a viability
assessment where a lower than policy compliant level of affordable housing is being proposed
(whatever that policy requirement may be), rather than the affordable requirement for each site being
established via a viability appraisal. If the former this is agreed but the policy wording needs to be
clarified. If the latter, we would strongly object to this as being inconsistent with the NPPF 2019 which
requires affordable hosing levels to be set at out in development plans.
With respect to proposed policy 3e/6, any blanket imposition of standards without flexibility risks
preventing or discouraging some forms of development. There may be cases where space standards
cannot be complied with, but the development still has adequate amenity and is desirable, one
example being the retention through conversion of a designated heritage asset. Therefore, any policy
requiring specific standards need to be discretionary where a departure from the policy requirement
can be justified.
Q3a Delivery of 702 homes per annum may not deliver sufficient affordable homes. Affordable
housing completions within the SWT area have historically fallen short of the required 25% and 35%
policy targets. In the absence of further assessment of housing tenure and mix and viability testing to
support the Local Plan, the lowering of overall housing targets from the adopted development plans
to simply accord with the standard methodology will result in unviable levels (policy percentages) of
affordable housing required.
Objective 4 refers to “attracting the most talented workers to the District”. This will require higher
migration rates than the district has historically seen requiring additional housing over and above
maintaining past housing trends that the standard methodology relies upon (an economic-led
housing requirement). Population projections will need to be reassessed to take into account an
increasing number of working age residents and the OAN revised accordingly.
The standard methodology does not take into account strategic infrastructure improvements required
to meet the minimum housing requirement or, for example, carbon neutrality. A shift towards
increased use of public transport will require significant investment in the current system. A significant
proportion of this funding will come from new homes, however an increase in homes may be required
for this to be viable.
There may be an unmet need in adjacent Districts that serve the SWT housing market area (i.e. from
Exmoor). SWT is obliged to investigate and whether its housing requirement meets such a need.
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Section

Comment summary

IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes

Q3c Clarity is needed over which category of Part M will be required as there are significant cost and
space implications between Category M4(2) accessible and adaptable dwellings and Category M4(3)
wheelchair use dwellings. The overall percentage requirement (usually 5%) and the threshold for
when this will apply (usually major developments) needs to be clear and reasonable, reflecting an
evidence-based need for such accommodation. Policy requirements should also not seek to
duplicate or over-ride building regulations.

West of England
Developments

IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes

Q3d Option iii is not practical as requiring a proportion of development sites to provide an area for
custom and self-build causes difficulties for developers in planning their sites given the uncertainty
over when and how these plots will be delivered. We would encourage SWT to discuss such an
approach with authorities where similar policies have been implemented so that the challenges are
understood. People who have expressed an interest in self and custom build are unlikely to be
attracted to a site that forms part of a larger more traditional housing development.

RC-091

West Somerset Flood
Group

IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes

RC-091

West Somerset Flood
Group

IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes

Q3c - The construction of affordable and accessible homes in flood risk areas exacerbates inequality.
It invites those least able to cope with the impacts of flooding to live in areas that are most at risk.
Mitigation measures achieve very little in terms of the well-being of the occupants, especially where
viability depends on low building costs.
Q3e/5 - Sustainable locations are not just those close to public transport, services and facilities. A
sustainable location is also one that doesn’t expose those who live there to the consequences of the
Climate Emergency. That means de-coupling ‘affordable’ and ‘accessible’ from cheap sites (they are
cheap for a reason), cheap building standards, poor flood mitigation and poor climate resilience
measures

IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes

Note that around 702 new dwellings per year are required, totalling 14,040 over 20 years whilst 14,088
are committed. In addition, windfall and further sites are identified as developable. The Society ask
whether the additional 'developable' sites would constitute future allocations? No additional
allocations should be made within Wiveliscombe for reasons specified above as well as landscape
impact and infrastructure issues.

RC-090

RC-090

RC-092

RC-092

Respondent (name of
organisation or
individual)

West of England
Developments

Wiveliscombe Civic and
Historical Society

Wiveliscombe Civic and
Historical Society

IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes

Q3a The Society supports the retention of a 702 dwellings pa target and not an increase through
additional allocations. Any 'shortfall' can be made up through exception sites, other windfall within
settlement limits or higher densities (eg in town centre). The society does not support new residential
allocations to support additional economic growth. SW&T/TDBC has already redeveloped or
committed a number of employment allocations and existing land for additional residential use (eg
Sandys Moor, Norton Fitzwarren and Monkton Heathfield). One must assume a level of competency
was used to ascertain that these sites were already surplus to employment growth requirements.
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Code

RC-092

Respondent (name of
organisation or
individual)
Wiveliscombe Civic and
Historical Society

RC-092

Wiveliscombe Civic and
Historical Society

RC-095

Watchet Town Council

RC-095

RC-095

RC-095

RC-095

RC-095

RC-095

Watchet Town Council

Watchet Town Council

Watchet Town Council

Watchet Town Council

Watchet Town Council

Watchet Town Council

Section

Comment summary

IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes

Q3c All new homes should meet certain accessibility standards (eg level thresholds) but support
option ii) to ensure a proportion of all new homes on any one site should be fully accessible.

IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes
IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes
IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes
IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes
IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes
IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes
IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes
IO - 5.3 New and
affordable
homes

Q3d If a percentage of homes on a housing development were self build then developers would
simply argue viability and reduce the percentage of affordable homes. Therefore, the Society would
only support self build as infill or in rural areas as a means of cross-subsidising social housing on
exception sites.
Understand and accept need for more affordable social housing but view number of planning
consents approved so far with dismay.
Consider restricting properties sold for second homes or as holiday lets, balanced with holiday letting
supporting economy. This needs research during the plan preparation.
3b/iii - support

Should aim for lower target.

3c/ii - support

3d/iii and 3d/iv - supported

3e/1 to 3e/7 - supported
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RC-004

Respondent (name
of organisation or
individual)

Exmoor National
Park Authority

Section

IO - 5.4 A
prosperous
economy

Comment summary

Important to ensure there are appropriate policies in place, where evidence indicates a need for
employment provision. These may include flexible criteria based policies for new business
development which could help to support the economic needs of NP communities - particularly those
close to the ENP boundary with the SW&T planning authority area because such communities also
rely on provision outside the National Park. Exmoor’s economy is reliant on tourism, agriculture,
forestry and other land based businesses. There may be a case for considering approaches which
encourage home based working and micro businesses (since the former West Somerset area has
higher than average home working) and also policies to safeguard rural employment sites and
buildings as, once lost, these are difficult to replace. To be sustainable, settlements and communities
need a range of uses such as employment, facilities and services as well as housing. We therefore
support policy approach 9a/4 under “Wellbeing of Residents” later in the document. Highlight that
comments above relate to the needs of local communities, in line with the NP purposes to further the
economic and social wellbeing of local communities
Prosperous Economy; Making better use of employment sites (question 4b): Support subject to
comments:

RC-006

Historic England

IO - 5.4 A
prosperous
economy

Where relevant, we would expect review of employment land allocations process to consider the
historic environment in terms of potential opportunities to enhance the significance of heritage assets,
including their settings, as well as potential constraints in relation to alternative uses, as part of the
evidence base.
Prosperous Economy; Improving the vitality of our town centres (question 4c): Support subject to
comments:

RC-006

RC-006

Historic England

IO - 5.4 A
prosperous
economy

Historic England

IO - 5.4 A
prosperous
economy

We welcome the acknowledgement of the place-making (or place-shaping) benefits from small-scale
retail and leisure uses, and of the need for flexibility and creativity in how buildings and spaces are
used to revitalise high streets (many of which are historic and in decline). We support the intention to
prepare policy detail to guide advertisements and shop fronts/signage. We support the proposed
additional policy approaches 4C/6-4C/9.
Proposed additional policy approach 4C/3 - supporting the conversion of premises to employment
uses and the expansion of existing sites in business use. Some sites may be heritage assets for which
the optimum viable use is employment- or business-related. We hope the policy will recognise and
provide for such circumstances.
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Respondent
Code (RC000x)

RC-006

RC-009

RC-010

RC-010

RC-010

RC-010

Respondent (name
of organisation or
individual)

Historic England

Network Rail

Section

IO - 5.4 A
prosperous
economy

IO - 5.4 A
prosperous
economy

North Curry Parish
Council

IO - 5.4 A
prosperous
economy

North Curry Parish
Council

IO - 5.4 A
prosperous
economy

North Curry Parish
Council

IO - 5.4 A
prosperous
economy

North Curry Parish
Council

IO - 5.4 A
prosperous
economy

Comment summary

Proposed additional policy approach 4C/5 - seeking Local Labour Agreements on allocated sites to
improve local skills and training opportunities. There is a shortage of related skills in the heritage
sector, including in traditional building skills, and we hope that consideration could be given to
improving this situation where opportunities arise (see https://historicengland.org.uk/servicesskills/training-skills/heritageskills-cpd/traditional-building-skills/ for further information).
The recent housing and employment land study gives a picture of the current level of employment
land. This shows that there is far and above the required level set out in the Core Strategy at Policy CP
2. It would seem that some allocated sites are out of date and are no longer required to meet the need
as there is sufficient land elsewhere in the plan area, in addition to this whilst there is sufficient land
available for housing in the plan area year on year, there is not enough housing being delivered. With
this in mind there is scope to lose some existing allocated sites especially where they are regarded as
sustainable locations for housing and meets the requirements of the suggested housing policies you
are suggesting (Objective 2).
Opportunity for redundant farm buildings to be used as residential or employment uses should be
recognised in the Local Plan. Just about any land use will generate employment and housing will have
people working from home. There may be a demand for industrial sites and workshops but his is not
where the majority of employment is located in the Taunton area. Employment allocations should not
subsequently be change to housing.
The Council needs to understand the forecast for employment growth.. There should be a recognition
that housing and employment need to be balanced as they are linked.
Employment aspirations are unrealistic with allocations in the Taunton D local Plan not having been
taken up.
Employment sites (q3): The answer should be driven by the results of the survey we propose should
be
undertaken
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Respondent
Code (RC000x)

RC-012

RC-012

RC-012

RC-013

RC-014

Respondent (name
of organisation or
individual)

Section

Sampford Brett
Parish Council

IO - 5.4 A
prosperous
economy

Sampford Brett
Parish Council

IO - 5.4 A
prosperous
economy

Sampford Brett
Parish Council

IO - 5.4 A
prosperous
economy

Sedgemoor District
Council

IO - 5.4 A
prosperous
economy

Somerset County
Council

IO - 5.4 A
prosperous
economy

Comment summary

Q4a Align with the Heart of the South West growth ambitions (deliver a shift towards a significant
increase in overall job numbers including higher value jobs). If housing continues to increase, the
overall number of jobs must increase.
Q4b Develop flexible policy allowing for the loss of any existing/ proposed employment site subject
to specific criteria. Need to have flexibility in order to provide employment opportunities where they
are required most.
Q4c Make sense.

There is a clear relationship between the districts regarding economic development and happy to
continue working with SWT to ensure a complimentary approach
SCC (Public Health) 4b Urge that employment sites which are well served by rail and bus should be
retained, in order to assist with modal shift and support the climate agenda. Employment uses that
could and should be within towns should not be permitted on land that is in reality highly car
dependent. Such car dependent locations discriminate against those without use of a car and tend to
increase long-distance car commuting along the motorway/A303 that is not compatible with the
climate emergency.
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Respondent
Code (RC000x)

Respondent (name
of organisation or
individual)

Section

Somerset County
Council

IO - 5.4 A
prosperous
economy

RC-015

Somerset Waste
Partnership

IO - 5.4 A
prosperous
economy

RC-019

Stoke St Mary Parish
Council

IO - 5.4 A
prosperous
economy

RC-019

Stoke St Mary Parish
Council

IO - 5.4 A
prosperous
economy

RC-014

Comment summary

SCC (Mineral and Waste Planning Authority) 4c Welcome recognition of opportunities from moving to
a more Circular Economy (CE) and the use of waste as a resource.
This is in accordance with the principles of the waste hierarchy, enshrined in European, national and
local waste policy - the adopted Waste Core Strategy (WCS). This policy approach would support the
WCS vision for sustainable waste management in Somerset: “A culture in which communities
participate in waste prevention and in which unavoidable waste is managed as a valuable resource in
innovative ways that:
•
strengthen the economic well-being of Somerset;
•
protect the county's unique environment and human health; and
•
reduce carbon emissions from waste management”
Encourage consideration other uses for currently allocated employment land, to determine their
suitability for proposed policies 4c1 and 4c2
Welcome the opportunity to discuss CE opportunities noting that SCC have commenced a review of
our waste local plan and are currently updating our evidence base, including an updated Waste
Needs Assessment (WNA).
The WNA will identify how much waste will need to be planned for in Somerset over the waste plan
period; assess the waste management capacity required to manage the forecast waste arising; and
identify whether any sites will need to be allocated for any waste streams.
Principles within SWP’s guidance apply equally to commercial premises and development of mixeduse buildings in the town centres. If the guidance is not followed, there will likely be significant issues
around storage containers being left out inappropriately with associated problems including litter,
vermin and anti-social behaviour.
Q4a We need better jobs not more low value jobs. The council needs its own [economic] growth
strategy with a realistic assessment of the potential. The Heart of the South West Strategic objective
of doubling the economy in twenty years implies a consistent growth rate of 3.6% per annum. This is
fantasy. (see Appendix 3)
Q4c These are all sensible policy options in themselves but require a more strategic view of
development.
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RC-019

RC-020

RC-020

Respondent (name
of organisation or
individual)

Section

Stoke St Mary Parish
Council

IO - 5.4 A
prosperous
economy

Wessex Water

IO - 5.4 A
prosperous
economy

Wessex Water

IO - 5.4 A
prosperous
economy

West Hatch Parish
Council

IO - 5.4 A
prosperous
economy

RC-021

West Hatch Parish
Council

IO - 5.4 A
prosperous
economy

RC-021

West Hatch Parish
Council

IO - 5.4 A
prosperous
economy

RC-021

West Hatch Parish
Council

IO - 5.4 A
prosperous
economy

RC-022

Williton Parish
Council

IO - 5.4 A
prosperous
economy

RC-021

Comment summary

Q4b We should stay with the existing allocation until we have a credible local strategy. Nexus 25
specifically needs to be drawn into that strategy and not just be allowed to develop in its own way.
Economic growth target: Agree with the assumption that sustainability is likely to decrease with an
increase in economic growth
Loss of employment sites: Conversion to residential is likely to lead to an increase in demand on water
supply, foul drainage, sewage treatment facilities and surface water drainage and thus a detrimental
impact on sustainability
Whilst the attraction of high level jobs is supported, the focus on encouraging new businesses should
be targeted at both large organisations and smaller entrepreneur/start up opportunities. With the
focus on environmental and green issues the focus on these industries/businesses is important.
Comprehensive strategy to market the benefits of SWT to new businesses and inward investment
from the South West, UK and wider geographies.
Q4a The important factor on economic growth should be sustainability. It would make sense to have a
wide strategy to develop investment from both large and smaller start up businesses. The suggestion
to focus on the environmental industry opportunities makes sense but the strategy should identify the
benefits of the area and market the area.
Q4b We should have a dynamic strategy that sees us market the benefits and work with partners
across county, region, country and potentially internationally. Allocation should be driven by demand
when assessed against the benefits – this should be able to deliver a diverse economy both in terms
of size and mix of industries.
Q4c The policy approaches would seem to support the dynamic strategy alluded to in the previous
questions. An important aspect of making this a success is to ensure both local and wider located
‘investors’ understand what the areas can offer. We should be demonstrating that we are capable of
adapting to the changing economic landscape.
Q4a – agree should be an increase of higher value jobs however, we should have wide variety of jobs
to reflect diversity of people.
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Code (RC000x)

RC-022

RC-022

RC-024

RC-024

RC-025

Respondent (name
of organisation or
individual)

Section

Williton Parish
Council

IO - 5.4 A
prosperous
economy

Williton Parish
Council

IO - 5.4 A
prosperous
economy

Acorn Developments

IO - 5.4 A
prosperous
economy

Acorn Developments

IO - 5.4 A
prosperous
economy

Bloor Homes South
West Ltd

IO - 5.4 A
prosperous
economy

Comment summary

Q4b – no loss of sites, more sites needed

Q4c – encourage better use of premises, flats and offices above shops, mixed use shop and online
activity form same premises
Q4b We consider that option iv, to develop flexible policies which allow for the loss of employment
land subject to specific criteria, is the most appropriate because it is aligned closely to the provisions
of NPPF paragraph 81 with no adverse impacts on the proposed objectives of the Local Plan. The loss
of employment land should be supported where it will facilitate or result in the relocation of an
existing business within the District and by doing so overall productivity and sustainability of the
existing business is improved i.e. through a more suitable and/or larger re-location.
Q4c With respect to proposed policy 4c/4 and the requirement for home offices in new dwellings, to
be effective there needs to be sufficient lead in time for developers to incorporate this into their
standard house types and the threshold and percentage requirement needs to be based on
evidenced demand.
Question 4b
Note that the I&O document is informed by the Taunton and West Somerset Employment, Retail and
Leisure Study (October 2018) and the Housing and Employment Land Availability Assessment (HELAA)
(March 2019).
Informed by the evidence base, the I&O document identifies that an excess of land is currently
allocated for employment uses compared to demand. Developer supports the Council’s proposal to
review employment sites and assess whether they should be retained for employment uses in the
New LP. Developer indicates that employment allocation at the Land at Longforth requires
assessment as part of this review, and particularly given its specific protection as a potential relocation
site for Reylon and Swallowfield. (see response to Question 11a).
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Respondent
Code (RC000x)

RC-026

RC-029

RC-032

RC-032

Respondent (name
of organisation or
individual)

Bourne Leisure

Section

IO - 5.4 A
prosperous
economy

Cavanna Homes

IO - 5.4 A
prosperous
economy

Cllrs Derek Perry and
Danny Wedderkop

IO - 5.4 A
prosperous
economy

Cllrs Derek Perry and
Danny Wedderkop

IO - 5.4 A
prosperous
economy

Comment summary

The proposed policy approaches to meet Objective 4 should specifically recognise the tourism
industry as a key employer, which plays an important role in creating a prosperous, resilient and
entrepreneurial economy. The Local Plan Issues and Options document recognises the importance of
the tourism industry to the local economy at Section 5.4.1. However, it currently does not include any
specific proposed policies to support the continued role of the sector and its ability to grow. Suggest
policy approach: “Supporting investment in new and improved tourism attractions, facilities and
accommodation in order to create and strengthen the tourism sector, which is to be thriving and
vibrant because it plays a key role in the local economy.”
Q4b For instances where previously allocated sites have not come forward for employment uses,
there should be a robust consideration of why these sites have not been developed and whether it
would still be appropriate to restrict them for such uses, or, whether there would be more suitable for
alternative uses. There should therefore be a flexible policy approach, which would set out specific
criteria to determine whether certain employment uses should be redeveloped on a case-by-case
basis, which would be able to respond to market pressures and uncertainties.
Q4a We prefer option 4a i. Our district, like many others in the regions, suffers from “brain drain”
amongst the young in spite of its lifestyle advantages and good connectivity. Average age is higher
than the national average. High quality jobs are the key to future prosperity.
Q4b In our view the rapid and inevitable change in the way in which people work and shop militates in
favour of some shift. If employment sites for which there is little demand can be repurposed for
residential development in a way which is sustainable then that is no bad thing. Option 4b iv) provides
flexibility which may necessary to accommodate variability in the speed of change. But, if adopted,
criteria would have to be rigorous, detailed and applied in a manner which prevents unacceptable loss
of employment sites for purely pecuniary benefit.
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Code (RC000x)

RC-032

RC-034

RC-034

RC-038

RC-038

Respondent (name
of organisation or
individual)

Cllrs Derek Perry and
Danny Wedderkop

Section

IO - 5.4 A
prosperous
economy

Crest Nicholson

IO - 5.4 A
prosperous
economy

Crest Nicholson

IO - 5.4 A
prosperous
economy

GF Enterprises

IO - 5.4 A
prosperous
economy

GF Enterprises

IO - 5.4 A
prosperous
economy

Comment summary

Q4c Each of these approaches is superficially attractive and we are generally supportive of them.
4c/4 Attracted by the idea of communal work hubs but are less attracted by the idea of a requirement
for home offices. The ability to work from home undoubtedly depends on availability of good
broadband. We needn’t make 20th century provision to satisfy 21st century requirements.
4c/6, 7 and 8 are relevant in view of the changing face of our Taunton town centre, of which part of
our ward effectively forms a part. It may well be that the number of retail units which Taunton town
centre can support is smaller than was previously the case and may well reduce further. Accordingly,
we see merit in consolidating the town centre offering by encouraging the geographical concentration
of viable retail and leisure outlets. If so doing frees up buildings for housing, then there is the potential
to increase the number of people for whom the town centre is their local community and who support
its businesses without having to drive into it.
Q4a - both aspects are important and are not mutually exclusive. While the provision of more higher
value/quality jobs is of a significant benefit to the district and local economy, a general increase in job
numbers overall also provides significant benefits. Provided employment policies are positive and
sufficient allocations are made to both meet a range of employment uses and provide sufficient
housing to support such growth, there is no reason why both aspirations cannot be delivered
Q4b - Option iv is the most appropriate because it is aligned closely to the provisions of NPPF
paragraph 81 with no adverse impacts on the proposed objectives of the Local Plan.
Question 4b:
Suggest option iv) provides the most flexibility and the greatest opportunity to al low landowner s to
respond to changing demands, and to ensure the most efficient use of land.
Question 4c:
Support approach outlined in 4C/3 for the conversion of premises to employment use to make the
best use of land. This should include in suitable locations within the lower - tier rural settlements to
improve the sustainability and employment choices in rural communities.
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Code (RC000x)

RC-039

RC-040

Respondent (name
of organisation or
individual)

Gladman

Hallam Land
Management

Section

Comment summary

IO - 5.4 A
prosperous
economy

Question 4b:
To some extent, a mix of all options for employment land supply will be needed as part of the spatial
strategy of the Local Plan.
Support the reuse of brownfield sites for employment use but consider a flexible approach the best to
balance the needs of the authority. Developing a flexible policy that allows the loss of existing or
proposed employment sites is supported subject to the appropriate specific criteria being generated.

IO - 5.4 A
prosperous
economy

Question 4a:
From response to Q3a have made clear the importance of planning positively for job creation to
support its wider economic ambitions that include committed investment at Nexus, a strategy that
seeks economic containment within the district, to support the delivery of housing, and to underpin
the narrative in relation to Garden Town status where a fundamental principle must be a District that is
‘open for business’.
It is critical that the strategy supports these aims and ambitions, which may include both overall
increase, but also targeted diversification into research, knowledge and technology such as at Nexus.
Infrastructure

4c/5 – policy is admirable.

RC-041

RC-046

HBF

IO - 5.4 A
prosperous
economy

J Gliddon & Sons

IO - 5.4 A
prosperous
economy

A critical and strategic objective of the HBF is support for the acquisition of construction skills among
the workforce. It is agreed that a strategic approach is needed to support careers in the construction
trades. In collaboration with the Construction Industry Training Board (CITB), the HBF has established
the HBF Skills Partnership – its remit: increasing interest in careers in construction and the training
requirements of this new workforce.
If the policy intervention is to be effective and complement the strategic work of the HBF Skills
Partnership, it is recommended that the Council works with the LEP, to establish a forum for
housebuilders operating across the LEP area in order to discuss the skills needs of employers and to
review the effectiveness of the Council’s interventions, otherwise results are likely to be fragmented
and sub-optimal from the perspective of the Council, the local community and developers.
Q4a We support the option of delivering a shift towards a significant increase in overall job numbers,
including higher value jobs. The alternative is likely to result in the local economy stagnating and
business investment in the area continuing to go elsewhere.
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Code (RC000x)

RC-046

RC-048

RC-048

RC-051

RC-051

RC-051

Respondent (name
of organisation or
individual)

Section

J Gliddon & Sons

IO - 5.4 A
prosperous
economy

LiveWest

IO - 5.4 A
prosperous
economy

LiveWest

IO - 5.4 A
prosperous
economy

Martin Wilsher

Martin Wilsher

Martin Wilsher

IO - 5.4 A
prosperous
economy

IO - 5.4 A
prosperous
economy

IO - 5.4 A
prosperous
economy

Comment summary

Q4b Employment sites identified in the current plans should be reviewed, as is required by the NPPF,
so that those that are kept are done so because they remain appropriate and those that are not
appropriate can be considered for alternative uses. This process should consider the need for new
sites as well in order to drive the economic growth strategy.
Q4a Consider that both aspects are important and are not mutually exclusive and both bring benefits.
Provided employment policies are positive and allocations are made to provide enough employment
land and housing to support such growth, there is no reason why both aspirations cannot be delivered.
Q4c 4c/4 We are not clear what is meant by 'work hubs' so further clarity would be needed. Any
requirement should be based on evidenced need for that specific location rather than a blanket
requirement. There also needs to be an appropriate exit strategy if such uses are not viable.
Absence of an explanation as to how the development of the new nuclear power station facility at
Hinkley Point (HPC) is currently, and likely to continue to, affect the economy and development within
the LA area. Suggest greater information and clarity is provided as to the spatial and land-use planning
implications of the HPC project will have on the delivery of other development projects/initiatives that
will be sought to be provided/enabled through the local plan process. Policy NH10 of the West
Somerset Local Plan to 2032 to be 'saved' or, a similar worded policy is included as part of the new
local plan.
Need to be clear as to what the current composition of its economy, its local strengths and their future
prospects. Avoid trying to compete with neighbours for the same inward investors if there is no real
connection with existing industries. Having aspirations about attracting/providing higher-value jobs
will not by itself, make it happen. Requires other incentives outside the planning system. Suggest that
the LPA provides evidence of the stronger elements of its existing local economy and those with the
potential to grow and develop polices that seek to facilitate and enable those businesses to evolve in
the LPA area.
Local plan needs to accept that the role, function and, composition of town centres is undergoing
significant change and this is most likely to result in their reduction in size and extent over the plan
period. Need to identify within that context what elements of existing centres it may be necessary to
accept that they will need to evolve to other uses including non-commercial (e.g. residential), and
which elements which will form the 'core' of future town centre activity for the future.
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Respondent (name
of organisation or
individual)

Section

Mitchell Partners

IO - 5.4 A
prosperous
economy

RC-054

Mitchell Partners

IO - 5.4 A
prosperous
economy

RC-055

Mr and Mrs
Summers

IO - 5.4 A
prosperous
economy

RC-058

Mr Sebastian and
others

IO - 5.4 A
prosperous
economy

Mr Sebastian and
others

IO - 5.4 A
prosperous
economy

Mrs J Butterly

IO - 5.4 A
prosperous
economy

Pat and Robin
Venner

IO - 5.4 A
prosperous
economy

Pat and Robin
Venner

IO - 5.4 A
prosperous
economy

RC-054

RC-058

RC-060

RC-062

RC-062

Comment summary

Q4a We support the option of delivering a shift towards a significant increase in overall job numbers,
including higher value jobs. The alternative is likely to result in the local economy stagnating and
business investment in the area continuing to go elsewhere.
Q4b Employment sites identified in the current plans should be reviewed, as is required by the NPPF,
so that those that are kept are done so because they remain appropriate and those that are not
appropriate can be considered for alternative uses. This process should consider the need for new
sites as well in order to drive the economic growth strategy.
Q4c With respect to proposed policy 4c/4 and the requirement for home offices in new dwellings, to
be effective there needs to be sufficient lead in time for developers to incorporate this into their
standard house types and the threshold and percentage requirement needs to be based on
evidenced demand.
Q4a We would strongly advocate that both aspects are important and are not mutually exclusive.
While the provision of more higher value/quality jobs is of a significant benefit to the district and local
economy, a general increase in job numbers overall also provides significant benefits. Provided
employment policies are positive and sufficient allocations are made to both meet a range of
employment uses and provide sufficient housing to support such growth, there is no reason why both
aspirations cannot be delivered.
Q4c With respect to proposed policy 4c/4 and the requirement for home offices in new dwellings, to
be effective there needs to be sufficient lead in time for developers to incorporate this into their
standard house types and the threshold and percentage requirement needs to be based on
evidenced demand.
Q4a We are of the opinion the Council need to better link the provision of housing growth in the rural
areas with job creation, as without a coherent approach, it is hard to see how the economic objectives
for rural areas (however they are sought to be addressed) will be met.
Q4b All existing employment sites and land should be kept.

Q4c Employment and retail in our town centres could be helped by lower business rates and lower
car parking charges and also more car parking and convenient car parking.
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RC-063

RC-067

RC-068

RC-068

Respondent (name
of organisation or
individual)

Paul Atton

PM Asset
Management

Redrow Homes

Redrow Homes

Section

IO - 5.4 A
prosperous
economy

IO - 5.4 A
prosperous
economy

IO - 5.4 A
prosperous
economy

IO - 5.4 A
prosperous
economy

Comment summary

Page 28, Option 4B Do not consider that it would be appropriate to retain all existing and currently
allocated employment sites as a blanket policy. This would completely ignore market and commercial
viability. The focus should instead be upon seeking to protect those employment sites and areas that
are strongest in importance from an employment provision point of view. It must be about retaining
quality, rather than quantity.
Favour Option 1v However, the policy must not prevent or obstruct former employment sites such as
our client’s Former Wansbrough Paper Mill site from coming forward, after the original employment
use has ceased and site clearance work already undertaken.

Q4a A broader approach to job creation preferable to one focussed on higher value jobs to support
balanced and mixed communities; Taunton is competing against Exeter and Bristol with well regarded
universities, younger demographic make-up and well established employment bases so a broader
strategy could still target growth in clean energy and digital technology, but retain sufficient flexibility
so as not to stymy economic development in the round; any economic/job creation strategy should
be consistent with the ambitions of the Heart of the South West
Q4a The Council should align its economic strategy with that of the Heart of the South West LEP and
support a higher economic growth target. In supporting a higher level of growth this would require an
increase in housing above the standard method. The Council appear to be promoting a strategy of
more limited growth on the basis that they do not have the labour supply, arguing that this is a more
deliverable approach. Although the Council states that the Economic Development Strategy will still
be ambitious focusing on the quality of jobs rather than the increase in the number of jobs. It is not
clear how this compares with the current strategy and what the implications would be for
neighbouring authorities in the LEP area.
Q4c 4c/5 We are aware that a critical and strategic objective of the HBF is support for the acquisition
of construction skills among the workforce. It is agreed that a strategic approach is needed to support
careers in the construction trades. In collaboration with the Construction Industry Training Board
(CITB), the HBF has established the HBF Skills Partnership. The HBF Skills Partnership’s remit is
increasing interest in careers in construction and the training requirements of this new construction
workforce. Redrow Homes support this approach.
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Respondent (name
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RC-071

Somerset Cooperative
Community Land
Trust

RC-071

RC-071

RC-071

RC-071

Somerset Cooperative
Community Land
Trust

Somerset Cooperative
Community Land
Trust
Somerset Cooperative
Community Land
Trust
Somerset Cooperative
Community Land
Trust

Section

Comment summary

Q4b/iv - This option is supported.
IO - 5.4 A
prosperous
economy

IO - 5.4 A
prosperous
economy

IO - 5.4 A
prosperous
economy

IO - 5.4 A
prosperous
economy
IO - 5.4 A
prosperous
economy

Q4b – criteria should include:
Where the site, or part of site, is being developed for community-led housing, and where that land will
be held in perpetuity for the benefit of the community, or the site or part of the site is not economically
viable to develop (for example because of land instability)

Q4c – add new item:
Support the development of co-operatives and other community and social enterprises through:
adopting an economic policy specifically supporting the start-up and development of the sector; the
allocation of land or premises for start-up units specifically for these; and flexibility in the planning
policy where there is an economic and community benefit.
4c/4 – incorporate into them:
Encourage the development of co-operatives and other community and social enterprises to develop
and/or manage communal hubs and related services

Supporting housing co-operatives and community-led housing and extending housing for rent in
custom-build policy measures could help in the development of a trained and skilled workforce that
could help address any shortfall in the construction sector.
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Respondent (name
of organisation or
individual)

Section

Comment summary

Option 4b:
Support elements or a combination of each points set out within ii-iv of Option 4b, in providing a
greater degree of flexibility and pragmatism in consideration to employment sites. These ‘options’
respond positively to Paragraph 120 of the NPPF.
Page 28 of the ‘I&O document, recognises that SWT has too much new land allocated for employment
compared to demand and as such allocated sites require a review. Note that the proposed site review
will include an Economic Development (Prosperity) Strategy, we would expect this review to include
specialist commercial advice to ensure that the exercise is reflective of market conditions. St Modwen
would be very happy to provide any further market information in relation to the E1 site to justify its
reallocation for residential development.

RC-073

St Modwen Homes

IO - 5.4 A
prosperous
economy

A footnote within the ‘Issues and Options’ document confirms that the oversupply of employment land
was confirmed through Section 5.5 of the ‘Employment, Retail and Leisure Study’ produced by Peter
Brett Associates along with the former West Somerset and Taunton Deane Councils. This is the
principal evidence base for employment need within the emerging Local Plan. On this basis, it is
anticipated that through the Local Plan Review process, a significant number of sites should be
deallocated, with the principal consideration being the marketability of each site.
Question 4a:
The consultation paper identifies a current reliance on public sector jobs, a lack of recent investment
from the private sector and economic growth in Taunton not keeping up with nearby towns. Support
the option of delivering a shift towards a significant increase in overall job numbers, including higher
value jobs. The alternative is likely to result in the local economy stagnating and business investment
in the area continuing to go elsewhere.

RC-075

Summerfield
Developments

IO - 5.4 A
prosperous
economy
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RC-075

Respondent (name
of organisation or
individual)

Summerfield
Developments

Section

Comment summary

IO - 5.4 A
prosperous
economy

Question 4b:
Employment sites identified in the current plans should be reviewed, as is required by the NPPF, so
that those that are kept are done so because they remain appropriate and those that are not
appropriate can be considered for alternative uses. This process should consider the need for new
sites as well in order to drive the economic growth strategy.
Summerfield control the land at Cambria Farm and are currently preparing a planning application for
the change of use of the buildings to Class B uses. The site is currently outside of the settlement limits
but is directly north of the Nexus 25 strategic employment site and west of the Park and Ride. The
redevelopment of Cambria Farm for business uses would complement the proposed uses on the
Nexus 25 site. Given its location it would be prudent to allocate the site for business development.
Question 4a:
Strongly advocate that both aspects are important and are not mutually exclusive.
The provision of more higher value/quality jobs significantly benefits the district and local economy, a
general increase in job numbers overall also provides significant benefits. Provided employment
policies are positive, and sufficient allocations are made to both meet the needs of a range of
employment uses and sizes and to provide sufficient housing to support such growth, there is no
reason why both aspirations cannot be delivered.

RC-075

Summerfield
Developments

IO - 5.4 A
prosperous
economy

Employment policies and allocations should also be flexible to allow for new/emerging employment
uses and ancillary facilities to come forward to support existing commercial sites, where there is
demand.
Wellington is particularly well suited to deliver this type of growth given its strategic and sustainable
location, and further residential and commercial development providing a better balance of housing
and jobs will enhance and add to the self-containment of the town.
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Code (RC000x)

RC-075

RC-076

RC-076

RC-076

Respondent (name
of organisation or
individual)

Summerfield
Developments

Section

IO - 5.4 A
prosperous
economy

SWT Enabling Team

IO - 5.4 A
prosperous
economy

SWT Enabling Team

IO - 5.4 A
prosperous
economy

SWT Enabling Team

IO - 5.4 A
prosperous
economy

Comment summary

Question 4b:
Maintaining employment allocations is important to ensure there is enough land identified for new and
expanding businesses. There should also be an element of pragmatism about allowing alternative
uses – both alternative employments generating uses or non-employment uses – on such sites where
fully evidenced and justified. There are several reasons why allocated sites do not come forward. A
sensible list of criteria against which this can be assessed, based on evidence from landowners and
operators, would allow better alternative uses to come forward when needed, while retaining
allocations which can meet a specific demand (eg protecting a larger site for a single end user to
allow new / relocated large scale businesses). Therefore support option iv.
Q4c
4c/1-3 & 5 Yes
4c/4 No requirement for home offices (as you just use a bedroom space). There are issues with
specific ‘Live-work’ units which are difficult to sell and difficult to get a mortgage on. For affordable
housing it could impact on allocation policies (e.g. bedroom policy).
4c/6 Be wary of introducing a policy that will detract business form locating anywhere near the area.
4c/7-9 Agree

Q4a align with Heart of SW as there needs to be both an increase in the higher value jobs, but also an
increase in jobs generally (as not all will have the qualifications for the higher value jobs)
Q4b keep all employment sites unless alternative land is provided elsewhere and link to Inward
Investment and identification of employment sites
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RC-077

RC-080

Respondent (name
of organisation or
individual)

Tarmac

Taylor Wimpey

Section

IO - 5.4 A
prosperous
economy

IO - 5.4 A
prosperous
economy

Comment summary

Q4b – Making better use of employment sites:
The Employment, Retail and Leisure Study (ELRS), included in the current evidence base, states the
authority area as a whole has an oversupply of 36.6ha of industrial land for the period between 2016
and 2032, the majority of which (36.1ha) is located in Taunton Deane. Local Plan Review as the most
suitable mechanism to review and release excess employment land for viable uses. Support the
proposed approaches of options 4b(i) and 4b(ii), for a proactive release of specific sites as a part of the
review process.
We believe Thornfalcon Works is one of the specific sites which is appropriate for such release. The
ELRS highlights that even when industrial sites are available and there is a demand, these sites have
not been absorbed by the market as they are not seen as a viable investment, in particular existing
sites where they would require demolition and redevelopment due to the increased abnormal costs
often associated with redevelopment of brownfield sites.
The site is 5 minutes’ drive from the Nexus 25 employment site, which is due to go to market this year.
Investors would therefore have the choice between a prepared site with direct access from Junction
25 of the M5, or our client’s constrained site.
Question 4A
The Issues and Options document discusses the LEP’s ambitions to double the size of the economy of
the sub-region over the next 20 years. In addition, the Nexus 25 development is expected to support in
the region of 4,000 jobs and Taunton has received Garden Town status. To rely solely on the LHN
would undermine the Council’s stated aspirations regarding the future of the area, including the
Garden Town status of Taunton, and would undermine past levels of housing delivery and job growth.
Strongly recommend that SWT l must align with the LEP’s ambitions (given that the Council is a
partner) and seek to support higher levels of job growth, supported by the required level of housing.
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RC-080

RC-082

RC-082

RC-082

RC-083

Respondent (name
of organisation or
individual)

Taylor Wimpey

Section

IO - 5.4 A
prosperous
economy

Comment summary

Question 4a;
Suggest that a broader approach to job creation would generally be preferable to one focussed on
higher value jobs. This is because a broad approach will help to support balanced and mixed
communities through the provision of a wide range of employment opportunities. Taunton is in direct
competition with Bristol and Exeter in terms of generating new high-quality jobs and attracting
investment in the targeted clean energy and digital technology sectors. Whilst Taunton has a number
of positive attributes, it is operating in a highly competitive environment against two important cities
with well regarded universities, younger demographic make-up and well established employment
bases. A broader strategy could still target growth in these sectors, but retain sufficient flexibility so as
not to stymy economic development in the round. A flexible and adaptable strategy could seek to
encourage the provision of high value jobs but should not restrict the creation of other jobs if there is a
strong market demand for them.

IO - 5.4 A
prosperous
economy

Section 5.4.1 para 6. Focus on jobs that can be created in 1) Food production (reduce food miles,
transport related carbon and improve resilience); 2) Fibre crop and other raw material production
(hemp, flax, willow, softwood
forestry, bamboo, maize); 3) Carbon sequestration industries such as nurseries, planting schemes, tree
management, wood fuels Option 4a – both options seem irrelevant based on 5.4.1 para 2.

IO - 5.4 A
prosperous
economy

Section 5.4.2 Planning development sites to allow shared infrastructure. New employment sites
development must incorporate careful safeguarding of groundwater; waste treatment; run-off
handling and prevention of windblown rubbish. Cycling and walking routes prioritised over other
means of transport access. Option 4b I favour i), iii) or iv) as these are less likely to be swallowed up by
switching to housing.

Tim Dyer

IO - 5.4 A
prosperous
economy

Section 5.4.3 Para 1, Costa and McDonalds. The West-Country is losing its character and becoming just
a clone of every other area. Para 2, 'out of town' is driving everyone into their cars. The online shopping
problem killing local retail has to be solved and this is a problem for Central Government action to get
to grips with, otherwise towns will cease to function. Agree with para 3. Objective 4c: All approaches
seem sensible.

Tom Newton

IO - 5.4 A
prosperous
economy

Tim Dyer

Tim Dyer

Q4a - We support the option of delivering a shift towards a significant increase in overall job numbers,
including higher value jobs. The alternative is likely to result in the local economy stagnating and
business investment in the area continuing to go elsewhere.
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RC-083

RC-086

RC-086

RC-087

RC-087

Respondent (name
of organisation or
individual)

Section

Tom Newton

IO - 5.4 A
prosperous
economy

Viridor

IO - 5.4 A
prosperous
economy

Viridor

IO - 5.4 A
prosperous
economy

Vistry Homes

IO - 5.4 A
prosperous
economy

Vistry Homes

IO - 5.4 A
prosperous
economy

Comment summary

Q4b - Employment sites in the current plans should be reviewed, as is required by the NPPF, so that
those that are kept are done so because they remain appropriate and those that are not appropriate
can be considered for alternative uses. This process should consider the need for new sites as well in
order to drive the economic growth strategy.
Question 4a:
Support ambitious increase in job numbers across the board. Whilst any increase in high value jobs is
supported, important not to over specialise or focus exclusively on the higher value sector and to
recognise that there continues to be a need for a range of employment types.
The surplus Viridor land at Poole (Wellington) and Priorswood (Taunton) is considered compatible with
both approaches, and thus should have an employment allocation in the new Local Plan.

Question 4b:
Support the retention of existing employment allocations, with a flexible policy allowing for the loss of
employment sites in accordance with relevant criteria. Reserve full support until the actual proposed
policy wording is known.
Q4a We support the option of delivering a shift towards a significant increase in overall job numbers,
including higher value jobs. The alternative is likely to result in the local economy stagnating and
business investment in the area continuing to go elsewhere.
Q4b Employment sites identified in the current plans should be reviewed, as is required by the NPPF,
so that those that are kept are done so because they remain appropriate and those that are not
appropriate can be considered for alternative uses. This process should consider the need for new
sites as well in order to drive the economic growth strategy.
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Wainhomes

IO - 5.4 A
prosperous
economy

RC-088

Wainhomes

IO - 5.4 A
prosperous
economy

RC-090

West of England
Developments

IO - 5.4 A
prosperous
economy

West of England
Developments

IO - 5.4 A
prosperous
economy

RC-090

West of England
Developments

IO - 5.4 A
prosperous
economy

RC-092

Wiveliscombe Civic
and Historical
Society

IO - 5.4 A
prosperous
economy

RC-088

RC-090

Comment summary

Q4a We would strongly advocate that both aspects are important and are not mutually exclusive.
While the provision of more higher value/quality jobs is of a significant benefit to the district and local
economy, a general increase in job numbers overall also provides significant benefits. Provided
employment policies are positive and sufficient allocations are made to both meet a range of
employment uses and sizes and provide sufficient housing to support such growth, there is no reason
why both aspirations cannot be delivered. Wellington is particularly well suited to deliver this type of
growth given its strategic and sustainable location, and further residential and commercial
development providing a better balance of housing and jobs will enhance and add to the selfcontainment of the town.
Q4c With respect to proposed policy 4c/4 and the requirement for home offices in new dwellings, to
be effective there needs to be sufficient lead in time for developers to incorporate this into their
standard house types and the threshold and percentage requirement needs to be based on
evidenced demand.
Q4a Both aspects are important and are not mutually exclusive. While the provision of more higher
value/quality jobs is of a significant benefit to the district and local economy, a general increase in job
numbers overall also provides significant benefits. Provided employment policies are positive and
sufficient allocations are made to both meet a range of employment uses and provide sufficient
housing to support such growth, there is no reason why both aspirations cannot be delivered
Q4b We consider that option iv, to develop flexible policies which allow for the loss of employment
land subject to specific criteria, is the most appropriate because it is aligned closely to the provisions
of NPPF paragraph 81 with no adverse impacts on the proposed objectives of the Local Plan.
Q4c With respect to proposed policy 4c/4 and the requirement for home offices in new dwellings, to
be effective there needs to be sufficient lead in time for developers to incorporate this into their
standard house types and the threshold and percentage requirement needs to be based on
evidenced demand.
The employment and economic activity rates in the (former) Deane are broadly in line with national
rates. Therefore to increase housing supply simply to attract higher paying jobs would be
counterproductive; the housing figures are already sufficient to meet government methodology,
further greenfield sites would be developed prior to brownfield regeneration and there is no
guarantee people moving into the additional houses would be employed only in the higher paying
jobs and may actually commute out of the district for work, further decreasing self containment.
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Comment summary

RC-092

Wiveliscombe Civic
and Historical
Society

IO - 5.4 A
prosperous
economy

Q4a Support i) to increase the proportion of higher value jobs within existing overall job numbers.
There are already strategic sites which could be utilised for such an approach (eg J25, Chelston,
Monkton and within the town centre.
Paragraph 3 of section 5.4.2. This is either poorly worded or misinformed: Why should remaining
employment sites be only of the highest quality? There has always been a requirement to retain lower
value land for bad neighbour type uses (eg repair workshops, builders yards etc).

RC-092

Wiveliscombe Civic
and Historical
Society

IO - 5.4 A
prosperous
economy

RC-092

Wiveliscombe Civic
and Historical
Society

IO - 5.4 A
prosperous
economy

RC-092

Wiveliscombe Civic
and Historical
Society

IO - 5.4 A
prosperous
economy

Watchet Town
Council

IO - 5.4 A
prosperous
economy

Watchet Town
Council

IO - 5.4 A
prosperous
economy

Watchet Town
Council

IO - 5.4 A
prosperous
economy

RC-095

RC-095

RC-095

Paragraph 3 of section 5.4.2. This is either poorly worded or misinformed: Why should remaining
employment sites be only of the highest quality? There has always been a requirement to retain lower
value land for bad neighbour type uses (eg repair workshops, builders yards etc).
Option 4b). Clearly define 'employment sites'. Certain elements of Class B may not be suitable on
some employment sites (eg office use replacing warehousing in non sustainable locations). The
Society supports the general retention of local employment sites. This aides local employment
opportunities and reduces the need for commuting. Any proposed loss should be strictly controlled
by criteria.
Objective 4c/7 Whilst town centres should be allowed to diversify to respond to change it is important
to define and retain a retail (Class A1) core, to protect the centres primary function whilst allowing
better diversification outside of this core.
4b/1 – support, and identify further sites;

4a – there is a deficit of high value jobs, these should be encouraged in coastal locations

4c/1 to 4c9 - support
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Respondent
Code (RC000x)

RC-002

RC-003

RC-004

RC-005

RC-005

Respondent (name
of organisation or
individual)

Creech St Michael
Parish Council

Environment Agency

Exmoor National
Park Authority

Highways England

Highways England

Section

IO - 5.5
Infrastructure

IO - 5.5
Infrastructure

IO - 5.5
Infrastructure

IO - 5.5
Infrastructure

IO - 5.5
Infrastructure

Comment summary

Support less affordable housing but higher design and infrastructure requirements. Priority should be
strategic infrastructure with Carbon reduction/renewable energy and accessible/adaptable homes
joint next priority (ensure design enables easy adaptation). Supports Policies 5b/1-4.
Expect Sustainable Drainage measures (SUDs) to address existing and future drainage and
development pressures in the area.
All foul drainage should be directed to mains sewers in the first instance. Only if mains sewerage is
unavailable should other methods of foul disposal be considered.
Not making specific comments on this issue as this is a matter for SW&T to decide. However,
welcome consideration of whether there is potential to consider opportunities for developer
contributions for appropriate infrastructure in the National Park, eg green infrastructure provision. Also
welcome opportunities to secure CIL contributions for public transport for residents to be able to
access the National Park
Regardless of the proposed development mix, the transport impact of planned growth needs to be
assessed through the development of a robust transport evidence base to identify whether these trips
could be safely accommodated by the existing infrastructure. If such assessment indicates that the
development could not be safely accommodated, suitable phasing and appropriate mitigation
measures would need to be identified and delivered in step with the development. Infrastructure
identified as necessary to support development should be set out within an Infrastructure Delivery
Plan which is clearly signposted within relevant Plan policies. The Plan should also set out the
mechanisms to ensure the funding necessary to delivery required infrastructure will be secured.
Welcomes the proposed inclusion of additional policy approach 5b/1. In respect of the delivery of
necessary infrastructure, it would be useful to include points of clarity on developer
contributions/mechanisms for securing highways infrastructure funding in a single overarching
Infrastructure Policy rather than individual Plan objective or site policies.
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Respondent
Code (RC000x)

Respondent (name
of organisation or
individual)

Section

Comment summary

Question 5b
Historic England encourages SWT to consider identifying ways CIL and section 106 agreements can
be used to form part of your positive strategy conservation and enjoyment of the historic environment,
including heritage assets most at risk through neglect, decay or other threats (paragraph 185 of the
NPPF).

RC-006

RC-009

RC-009

RC-010

Historic England

Network Rail

Network Rail

North Curry Parish
Council

IO - 5.5
Infrastructure

IO - 5.5
Infrastructure

IO - 5.5
Infrastructure

IO - 5.5
Infrastructure

Without prejudice to the above, development-specific planning obligations and section 106
agreements will continue to offer opportunities for funding improvements to and the mitigation of
adverse impacts on the historic environment, such as archaeological investigations, access and
interpretation, and the repair and reuse of buildings or other heritage assets. You may wish to
reference this in relevant places in the emerging Local Plan and other relevant documents.
Q5a and b As Network Rail is a publicly funded organisation with a regulated remit it would not be
reasonable to require Network Rail to fund rail improvements necessitated by commercial
development. It is therefore appropriate to require developer contributions to fund such
improvements. With this in mind I would like to point out that the residual surpluses available to
support s.106 infrastructure costs could include any mitigation required where development has an
adverse impact on the railway infrastructure. The cost of mitigating any impact may have a bearing
on the viability and deliverability of any such proposed site.
Network Rail has a strong policy to guide and improve its management of level crossings, which aims
to; reduce risk at level crossings, reduce the number and types of level crossings, ensure level
crossings are fit for purpose, ensure Network Rail works with users / stakeholders and supports
enforcement initiatives. The Council have a statutory responsibility under planning legislation to
consult the statutory rail undertaker where a proposal for development is likely to result in a material
increase in the rail volume or a material change in the character of traffic using a level crossing over a
railway. We would appreciate the Council’s providing Network Rail with an opportunity to comment on
any future planning policy documents as we may have more specific comments to make
North Curry village hall, medical centre and school are operating at full capacity. Planning policies and
CIL need to ensure that village schools are developed to cater for existing and new pupils. What
evidence have the education and health authorities given of the ability to accommodate growth.
Demands on developers to make adequate contribution to the common good from their profit
margins should be fully exploited.
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Respondent
Code (RC000x)

Respondent (name
of organisation or
individual)

Section

RC-010

North Curry Parish
Council

IO - 5.5
Infrastructure

RC-012

Sampford Brett
Parish Council

IO - 5.5
Infrastructure

RC-012

Sampford Brett
Parish Council

IO - 5.5
Infrastructure

RC-014

Somerset County
Council

IO - 5.5
Infrastructure

Comment summary

Infrastructure priorities (q9): i) schools, sustainable transport, community facilities ii) climate
emergency iii) affordable housing iv) accessible homes
Q5a 1. Infrastructure; 2 Climate change; 3 Accessible homes; 4 Affordable Housing
Q5b Why are policy requirements for carbon neutral buildings not included here?
SCC (Flood and water management) Recognise that delivery of high-quality SuDS schemes is
perceived to have a higher cost for developers. Told that the requirement for surface-led SuDS
schemes can make a development unviable due to either real or perceived land take. There is little
evidence to support these assertions. Therefore, getting good SuDS schemes becomes particularly
difficult to secure when delivering affordable housing schemes or wherever viability is an issue and
the local plan should fully recognise this.
SCC (Education/ Estates) Agree with “Our policies should be clear so that de
However have concerns about “All policy requirements are important but no requirement can be too
high that it makes development unviable…”
This wording could seek to limit what is requested for infrastructure provision through the planning
process. School and early years places should be considered essential infrastructure, and all parties
should seek the most cost-effective solution possible.
SCC would ask that this wording is reviewed to reflect that the cost of school and early years provision
will be secured to support the development proposed.
SCC will commit to working with SWT to supply the estimated costs of school and early years builds
through the plan period, so that all policies can accommodate the potential education costs at an
appropriate point in the process. It is hoped that this approach will enable an accurate Plan led viability
assessment to support policies and ensure that all essential infrastructure (including education) can be
accounted for.
This approach will support the suggested amended text “…so that developers do not pay too much for
a piece of land…” but rather they are able to meet the required

RC-014

Somerset County
Council

IO - 5.5
Infrastructure
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Respondent
Code (RC000x)

Respondent (name
of organisation or
individual)

Section

Comment summary

SCC (Education / Estates) believes that Option 5a is ambiguous. Shouldn’t the goal for building better
places, be to achieve the required affordable housing with high design standards and the required
infrastructure requirements? Is prioritising one over the other appropriate?

RC-014

Somerset County
Council

IO - 5.5
Infrastructure

RC-014

Somerset County
Council

IO - 5.5
Infrastructure

RC-014

Somerset County
Council

IO - 5.5
Infrastructure

RC-014

Somerset County
Council

IO - 5.5
Infrastructure

Concern expressed that accepting reduced design standards would not achieve other
carbon/environmental priorities & objectives. Reducing infrastructure requirements would not deliver
(or maintain) sustainable communities or developments and SCC would therefore request that SW&T
consider a third option. It is recommended that this option could be ‘provide a balance between
achieving the required levels of affordable housing; with the required infrastructure to support it, all
designed to the highest standards achievable’. This would seem to better accord with the Viability
Guidance (referenced above) and its aims, whilst not compromising sustainable development and
may assist in ensuring that policies are realistic and achievable.
The delivery of school places and early years provision is a statutory requirement and SCC believe
that this must be considered essential infrastructure for sustainable development. The full cost of
meeting the demand for school places and early years provision from new developments should be
met through developer contributions as per DfE guidance and in accordance with the legislation in the
Childcare Acts 2006 and 2016
SCC (Highways and Transport) When deciding on priorities for developer contributions, would
support strategic infrastructure as a priority
SCC (Highways and Transport) believes that the policy approach 5b/2 would be beneficial, but that
SWT should consider developing a clear funding plan for how new development will be able to pay
for the essential highways and transport infrastructure required to enable the development to come
forward.
SCC (Public Health) Obj 5 Welcome the viability assessment of this plan. Note that affordable housing
is the largest impact on viability, but also wish to highlight the significant impact that provision for cars
has on viability, in terms of land take for roads and especially parking. In this respect there is an
opportunity to consider parking standards in the context of climate change.
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Respondent
Code (RC000x)

Respondent (name
of organisation or
individual)

Section

RC-014

Somerset County
Council

IO - 5.5
Infrastructure

RC-014

Somerset County
Council

IO - 5.5
Infrastructure

RC-014

Somerset County
Council

IO - 5.5
Infrastructure

RC-014

Somerset County
Council

IO - 5.5
Infrastructure

RC-014

Somerset County
Council

IO - 5.5
Infrastructure

Comment summary

SCC (Public Health) 5a The climate emergency should be prioritised, BUT consider that national policy
and regulations on minimum energy standards should drive this rather than local planning policy.
Agree that the lower running costs of highly energy efficient housing will attract a higher market price.
Recommend you allow for flexibility to respond to changing national policy in allocating developer
contributions.
To recognise the changing priority from car travel and to reflect the climate emergency, you may wish
to consider a SPD or TAN on transport mitigation, so that the current emphasis on predict and provide
for car traffic is balanced. These publications of Transport for New Homes (specifically the Checklist
for New Housing Developments), and the recent CIHT publication, “Better planning, better transport,
better places” may be of use. The latter document in particular provides something of a roadmap to
using the full scope of the NPPF to enable modes other than the car.
SCC (Flood and water management) Option 5a please consider an amendment to say “carbon
reduction and sustainable design”
SCC (Flood and water management) Objective 5 Encourage more emphasis on SuDS features and the
benefits these can have. Developers must include SuDS features and provide multiple benefits. SW&T
should consider seeking developer contributions for strategic flood risk and drainage infrastructure
where necessary
SCC (Ecology Team) 5b/1 It is recommended that the Viability Assessment will need to ensure that
costs involved with biodiversity mitigation and enhancement, including any offsite requirements are
included
SCC (Ecology Team) 5b/4 needs to be prioritised. Sustainable Urban Drainage Systems should
primarily be above ground and aimed at providing habitat for wildlife.
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Respondent
Code (RC000x)

Respondent (name
of organisation or
individual)

Section

Comment summary

All new dwellings should provide for new, or enhance existing, sport and recreation facilities to help
create opportunities for physical activity, a major positive impact on health and mental wellbeing.
Support use of planning obligations (s106)/community infrastructure levy (CIL) as a way of securing
the provision of new or enhanced places for sport and a contribution towards their future
maintenance, to meet the needs arising from new development.

RC-017

Sport England

IO - 5.5
Infrastructure

RC-019

Stoke St Mary Parish
Council

IO - 5.5
Infrastructure

RC-021

West Hatch Parish
Council

IO - 5.5
Infrastructure

RC-021

West Hatch Parish
Council

IO - 5.5
Infrastructure

RC-022

Williton Parish
Council

IO - 5.5
Infrastructure

RC-022

Williton Parish
Council

IO - 5.5
Infrastructure

Acorn Developments

IO - 5.5
Infrastructure

RC-024

This needs to be based on a robust NPPF evidence base - including: indoor sports facilities (swimming
pools, sports halls, etc.), playing fields and multi-use games courts - to inform the Infrastructure
Funding Statement (IFS) and / or how CIL is spent. SE will be shortly updating its CIL/Planning
Obligations note https://www.sportengland.org/how-we-can-help/facilities-and-planning/planningfor-sport/community-infrastructure-levy-and-planning-obligations-advice-note
Q5a The delivery of affordable housing should be made directly by the council and not delegated to
developers. That way we can reconcile our objectives without building thousands of unnecessary new
houses.
Q5a Impossible to say where priority should be a the pattern will be different on the end user
requirements. Environmental impact should ensure sustainability and drive deliver of other elements.
Viability should be driven by the development delivering desired outcomes. Should ensure
developers have an ongoing commitments to their developments (e.g. retention of profits until
schemes sustainable)
Q5b Policy approaches call out some of the requirements but other than water and sewerage
infrastructure they do not seem to address climate change requirements
Q5a – Highways, Health and Education
Q5b – Broadly support but insufficient information to answer constructively
Q5a This is not an appropriate matter to be raised within the issues and options consultation where the
identified housing requirement and assessment and viability testing has not been undertaken.
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Respondent
Code (RC000x)

Respondent (name
of organisation or
individual)

Section

Comment summary

Question 5a
Essential that the plan strikes an appropriate balance between securing appropriate contributions
towards essential infrastructure (via development contributions, either as S106 or CIL), the provision of
sufficient affordable housing to meet identified needs, and maintaining development (and the plans)
viability.

RC-025

Bloor Homes South
West Ltd

IO - 5.5
Infrastructure

RC-029

Cavanna Homes

IO - 5.5
Infrastructure

RC-029

Cavanna Homes

IO - 5.5
Infrastructure

RC-032

Cllrs Derek Perry and
Danny Wedderkop

IO - 5.5
Infrastructure

RC-032

Cllrs Derek Perry and
Danny Wedderkop

IO - 5.5
Infrastructure

Going forward via the Building Regulations and Future Homes standard, there is unlikely to be
significant local flexibility to vary these elements. Likewise elements of supporting essential
infrastructure, such as road and school places, are less flexible, meaning that most flexibility is likely to
arise through the other local development standards (accessibility requirements) and affordable
housing. The Council should ensure that the plan is robustly critiqued and tested in this regard to
ensure that development viability can be achieved and maintained, across the plan area and plan
period.
Q5a We would consider that this is a matter for the Council to set the parameters given their holistic
view of the Local Plan area. It is not for developers to set out their view, as inevitably they will be
skewed towards the promotion of their own sites. However, a key consideration in establishing the
level of infrastructure required to support new
development in the Local Plan area will be the anticipated costs involved. It will be critical to ensure
that development remains viable and that additional infrastructure costs are not applied that make
schemes undeliverable.
Q5b We support the provision of additional guidance on the approach to be taken in relation to
viability assessments and infrastructure provision via Section 106 contributions or Community
Infrastructure Levy (CIL). The additional clarity would provide greater certainty for developers at an
early stage with respect to demonstrating that sites are viable and deliverable.
Q5a There can be no easy answer as to the balancing of these competing priorities. However, the
magnitude of the climate emergency and the ill effects of previous, unsustainable development is
such that in our view high priority must be given to design and sustainability.
Q5b These all appear sensible to us.
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Respondent
Code (RC000x)

Respondent (name
of organisation or
individual)

Section

Comment summary

Q5a – not an appropriate matter to be raised within the issues and options consultation where the
identified housing requirement and assessment (refer to comments made in Q3a) and viability testing
has not been undertaken. Until such time as this evidence has been prepared and consulted upon,
any responses received are not informed by robust viability and other evidence.
Relative costs of providing the different infrastructure elements must be informed by a robust
evidence base, and an assessment of the direct and indirect benefits the different elements provide –
for example affordable housing not only meets that specific need but it also provides for balanced
and mixed communities and in terms of site delivery provides early phase income.

RC-034

RC-036

Crest Nicholson

David Wilson Homes

IO - 5.5
Infrastructure

IO - 5.5
Infrastructure

RC-037

Department for
Education

IO - 5.5
Infrastructure

RC-037

Department for
Education

IO - 5.5
Infrastructure

RC-037

Department for
Education

IO - 5.5
Infrastructure

A single blanket approach to infrastructure prioritisation may not be appropriate as certain
locations/types of development will have different pressures and needs, which in turn will be
established through the evidence base.
With regard to Objective 5a and 5b: the approach is welcomed and is supported. Developer suggests
a flexible approach should be enshrined within the policy enabling developments to be assessed for
infrastructure on a site by site basis. This would better allow the proposed development to meet the
unique needs of the locality and community in the context of site merit. This type of flexibility would
be a welcome incorporation in the policy wording and would enable discussions and appropriate
delivery of sustainable locally distinctive development in an efficient and effective way.
DfE notes that significant growth in housing stock is expected in the district, particularly in Taunton. As
you know, this will place additional pressure on social infrastructure such as education facilities. The
Local Plan will need to be ‘positively prepared’ to meet the objectively assessed development needs
and infrastructure requirements.
Viability assessments should inform options analysis and site selection, with site typologies reflecting
the type and size of developments that are envisaged in the district.
The Government expects that development will provide both land and funding for the construction of
new schools required as a result of development, and adjusts state funding of school places
accordingly.
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Code (RC000x)

RC-037

RC-037

RC-037

RC-039

Respondent (name
of organisation or
individual)

Department for
Education

Department for
Education

Department for
Education

Gladman

Section

IO - 5.5
Infrastructure

Comment summary

We advise against the Council’s current approach of asking the public which infrastructure type is the
most important, at the expense of the others. The plan should identify the amount of infrastructure
funding/provision that can be viably levied from development, and consider how critical the needs
are for the different types of infrastructure based on objective evidence rather than popular opinion.
The viability assessment, incorporating education needs and costs of provision alongside other
anticipated infrastructure requirements such as primary healthcare and utilities, will provide the
evidence necessary to inform the Council’s decisions about infrastructure priorities.

IO - 5.5
Infrastructure

Strategic infrastructure should not be conflated, as this reduces their perceived importance.
Infrastructure providers such as the county council need certainty of investment, including any
funding to be received through developer contributions. With CIL, where “the Council later decides
what projects money will be spent on rather than being set out in the Local Plan”2, the funding
situation for strategic infrastructure providers can be unacceptably precarious. This approach risks the
plan failing the tests of soundness, in that there is no commitment or certainty that new school places
required due to housing growth will be deliverable, contrary to Objective 5. We advise the Council to
review its CIL charging schedule at the earliest opportunity, to align with the new Local Plan’s viability
assessment and up-to-date government policy and guidance on planning obligations, CIL and
viability.

IO - 5.5
Infrastructure

Please note that some of the references in the consultation document appear to be out-of-date, such
as endnote 36 (referring to the CIL Regulation 123 list, which no longer applies), and 37 (referring to
PPG on viability that predates the 2019 revisions). Section 106 and CIL funding can now be used for the
same infrastructure and the national viability guidance proposes a very different approach to viability
assessment, including new advice on education, as explained above.

IO - 5.5
Infrastructure

Question 5a:
While it is ultimately for the Council to prioritise developer contributions based on robust evidence,
recognise that affordable housing is the biggest influence on viability. Setting an affordable housing
limit at the very maximum that viability will allow is not an appropriate method, thus it must be set at
an appropriate level to meet the affordable housing need whilst allowing other infrastructure
requirements to be delivered.
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Respondent
Code (RC000x)

RC-040

RC-041

Respondent (name
of organisation or
individual)

Hallam Land
Management

HBF

Section

IO - 5.5
Infrastructure

IO - 5.5
Infrastructure

RC-046

J Gliddon & Sons

IO - 5.5
Infrastructure

RC-046

J Gliddon & Sons

IO - 5.5
Infrastructure

RC-048

LiveWest

IO - 5.5
Infrastructure

Comment summary

Question 5a:
It is for SWT to determine its priorities, and in doing so the levels of contributions it expects from
developments. It must consider the policy requirements as a whole which must be tested as part of
the whole plan viability exercise, to demonstrate the Plan is deliverable.
The Council must determine its priorities. The Local Plan should set out the contributions expected
from development including the level and types of affordable housing provision required and other
infrastructure for education, health, transport, flood & water management, open space, digital
communication, etc. In plan-making, viability is very closely linked to the concept of deliverability.
These aforementioned contributions together with policy compliant requirements should not
undermine the deliverability of the Local Plan (NPPF para 34). Development should not be subject to
such a scale of obligations that the deliverability of the Local Plan is threatened. To ensure viability,
the cumulative impact of affordable housing provision, policy compliant standards, infrastructure and
other contributions should provide sufficient incentive for a reasonable landowner to bring forward
their land for development. If the resultant Benchmark Land Value is lower than the market value at
which land will trade, then the delivery of housing targets will not be met. Viability assessment should
not be conducted on the margins of viability. As illustrated in the Savills / HBF CIL Getting It Right
publication dated January 2014, viability is challenging where residential sales values are circa £225
per square foot or less. Viability assessment is an iterative process, in low / middle value areas “tradeoffs” between affordable housing provision, CIL, S106 contributions and policy requirement
compliance may be necessary.
Q5a we suggest an appropriate balance should be struck between seeking to meet the delivery of
affordable housing, infrastructure requirements and sustainability/design objectives. Development
has to be deliverable and policy requirements therefore need to be realistic in terms of what can be
achieved.
Q5b Policies 5b/1-4 The NPPF’s requirement for development viability to be addressed at the planmaking stage
means that it is vital that the Council’s evidence under-pinning the Plan is comprehensive and robust.
Q5a Strongly object to any proposals that prioritises other infrastructure measures over affordable
housing. Some strategic infrastructure is important (education, transport) but we cannot support the
view that design and/or sustainability measures are more important than providing homes for people.
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Code (RC000x)

Respondent (name
of organisation or
individual)

Section

RC-051

Martin Wilsher

IO - 5.5
Infrastructure

RC-053

Mike McDonald

IO - 5.5
Infrastructure

RC-054

Mitchell Partners

IO - 5.5
Infrastructure

RC-054

Mitchell Partners

IO - 5.5
Infrastructure

RC-055

Mr and Mrs
Summers

IO - 5.5
Infrastructure

RC-056

Mr Brading

IO - 5.5
Infrastructure

RC-056

Mr Brading

IO - 5.5
Infrastructure

Comment summary

Need to be clear as to what the future infrastructure needs of the area as a whole and
locations/settlements within in it and, what can realistically be expected to be provided through other
means especially that linked with development.
Suggest studies to form part of the evidence-base as to future infrastructure requirements for the
main settlements and a realistic assessment as to what could be provided and how it might be
funded/provided.
There is no clarity as to how the two villages of Watchet and Williton may work as vibrant
communities following the very substantial population increases proposed. Current problems, which
will become worse exponentially, relate to the roads through the villages, education and medical
services. Any plan to increase housing should only be agreed in the context of a more comprehensive
plan. Only then can the contributions from developers be focussed in a coordinated way.
Q5a we suggest an appropriate balance should be struck between seeking to meet the delivery of
affordable housing, infrastructure requirements and sustainability/design objectives. Development
has to be deliverable and policy requirements therefore need to be realistic in terms of what can be
achieved.
Q5b Policies 5b/1-4 The NPPF’s requirement for development viability to be addressed at the planmaking stage
means that it is vital that the Council’s evidence under-pinning the Plan is comprehensive and robust.
Q5a This is not an appropriate matter to be raised within the issues and options consultation where the
identified housing requirement and assessment and viability testing has not been undertaken.
Q5a we suggest an appropriate balance should be struck between seeking to meet the delivery of
affordable housing, infrastructure requirements and sustainability/design objectives. Development
has to be deliverable and policy requirements therefore need to be realistic in terms of what can be
achieved.
Q5b Policies 5b/1-4 The NPPF’s requirement for development viability to be addressed at the planmaking stage
means that it is vital that the Council’s evidence under-pinning the Plan is comprehensive and robust.
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RC-058

RC-062

Respondent (name
of organisation or
individual)

Mr Sebastian and
others

Pat and Robin
Venner

Section

IO - 5.5
Infrastructure

IO - 5.5
Infrastructure

Comment summary

Q5a This is a difficult question that needs to be answered based on an understanding of the identified
housing requirement (referring back to our comments made in response to question 3a) and viability
testing. Any assumptions made about the relative costs of providing the different infrastructure
elements listed should be informed by a robust evidence base. There also needs to be an assessment
of the direct and indirect benefits the different elements provide – for example affordable housing not
only meets that specific need but it also provides for balanced and mixed communities and in terms of
site delivery provides early phase income. A single blanket approach to infrastructure prioritisation
may also not be appropriate as certain locations/types of development will have different pressures
and needs, which in turn will be established through the evidence base.
Q5a Best use for financial contributions for developers in order are:
1 Schools, sustainable transport, community facilities
2 Designing for Climate Emergency
3 Accessible, adaptable, wheelchair accessible homes
4 Affordable housing
Page 31, Option 5a:
We welcome the fact that the Consultation Document recognises that there is a trade off to be had
between different types of developer contributions. In particular, with regard to affordable housing
provision versus design and infrastructure requirements. It also needs to be remembered that
different types of affordable housing and infrastructure potentially have very different associated cost
implications, and whatever the final choices made, viability must still be able to be achieved in respect
of development sites.
It will be important when setting policy requirements to allow for flexibility, it must be recognised that
viability changes over time. Consequently, it is important that viability is not set at figures which are too
tight, which would quickly make development unviable and undeliverable. This is particularly
important in relation to instances where brownfield sites are involved and where there are often high
abnormal costs. It is also necessary to ensure that development contributions will not be choked off as
soon as there is a market downturn.

RC-063

Paul Atton

IO - 5.5
Infrastructure
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Section

RC-064

Persimmon Homes
South West

IO - 5.5
Infrastructure

RC-064

Persimmon Homes
South West

IO - 5.5
Infrastructure

RC-067

PM Asset
Management

IO - 5.5
Infrastructure

RC-068

Redrow Homes

IO - 5.5
Infrastructure

RC-068

Redrow Homes

IO - 5.5
Infrastructure

RC-071

Somerset Cooperative
Community Land
Trust

Comment summary

How the LPA will monitor, regulate and control the relationship between CIL and section 106
obligations to avoid double dipping should be made available for all to view. Object to the lack of a
definition of “essential” as this can mean different things to different people, so a clear definition of
what SWAT see as essential would be appreciated
Clarification is also sought on approach 5b/3l, is this for the development of new pylons? Or is this for
housing development around and the undergrounding of pylons? If the latter, we have a wealth of
knowledge on this topic, and would not like to see any emerging policies that are inflexible and nonimplementable by WPD.
Q5b The approach to infrastructure provision and financial contributions should accord with national
policy and be justified by a robust viability assessment; A clear and reasonable policy dictating the use
of viability assessment to support planning applications would be supported; and Policies relating to
CIL and S106 contributions should be explicit and, if the intention is to apply tariff style contributions,
these should be viability tested and set out within the Local Plan so they can be subject
to examination in public.
Q5a Importantly development should not be subject to such a scale of obligations that the
deliverability of the Local Plan is undermined. It is critical that any policy requirements included in the
Plan are informed by up to date evidence of infrastructure and affordable housing need, and a
proportionate assessment of viability that takes into account all relevant policies, and local and
national standards, including the cost implications of the Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL) and
section 106. Policy requirements should be clear so that they can be accurately accounted for in the
price paid for land. To provide this certainty, affordable housing requirements should be expressed as
a single figure rather than a range.
Q5b The approaches 5b/1 to 5b/4 are supported.
Q5b – add:
Provide discretionary CIL/sec106 relief for custom-build community-led housing where the land is
held in perpetuity for the benefit of the community or other community benefit is provided (For
example, by the provision of a sustainable vehicle pooling scheme or community transport scheme)

IO - 5.5
Infrastructure
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Section 5.5 Infrastructure
Respondent
Code (RC000x)

RC-075

RC-075

RC-075

Respondent (name
of organisation or
individual)

Summerfield
Developments

Summerfield
Developments

Summerfield
Developments

Section

IO - 5.5
Infrastructure

IO - 5.5
Infrastructure

IO - 5.5
Infrastructure

Comment summary

Question 5a:
This is a difficult question that needs to be answered based on an understanding of the identified
housing requirement (referring back to our comments made in response to question 3a) and viability
testing. Any assumptions made about the relative costs of providing the different infrastructure
elements listed should be informed by a robust evidence base.
There also needs to be an assessment of the direct and indirect benefits the different elements
provide – for example affordable housing not only meets that specific need but it also provides for
balanced and mixed communities and in terms of site delivery provides early phase income. A single
blanket approach to infrastructure prioritisation may also not be appropriate as certain locations/types
of development will have different pressures and needs, which in turn will be established through the
evidence base.
Question 5a:
The NPPF’s requirement for development viability to be addressed at the plan-making stage means
that it is vital that the Council’s evidence under-pinning the Plan is comprehensive and robust. Suggest
an appropriate balance should be struck between seeking to meet the delivery of affordable housing,
infrastructure requirements and sustainability/design objectives. Development has to be deliverable
and policy requirements therefore need to be realistic in terms of what can be achieved.

Question 5b/1- 5b/4: Do you have any comments on these policy approaches?
The NPPF’s requirement for development viability to be addressed at the plan-making stage means
that it is vital that the Council’s evidence under-pinning the Plan is comprehensive and robust. It will
need to consider and assess a comprehensive range of development and site types and sizes in order
that the policy measures that arise from it take into account the full suite of different scenarios that
might apply. This will be an important part of the evidence base. Recommend that its preparation
should involve a broad range of interests from within the development industry.
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Respondent
Code (RC000x)

RC-075

Respondent (name
of organisation or
individual)

Summerfield
Developments

Section

IO - 5.5
Infrastructure

RC-076

SWT Enabling Team

IO - 5.5
Infrastructure

RC-076

SWT Enabling Team

IO - 5.5
Infrastructure

Comment summary

Question 6a
Support the objective of seeking to reduce car-use. Strongly believe that it is unrealistic to expect the
extent of travel mode shift change that has underpinned the current Plan’s strategy. It is only in the
very large conurbations that this is achievable, even in Taunton, some pragmatism is required. A
strategy that ignores the requirements of the car would be significantly flawed. The local economy
and social well-being of the local community would be bound to suffer the consequences of such an
approach. Strongly encourage the Council to make transport infrastructure a key component of the
Plan’s strategy for the new Plan and for this to incorporate more realistic expectations for achieving
modal change.
Q5a There is a need to recognise that there are other factors that affect viability. For example
highways or education could give rather than affordable housing. Cost efficiencies could be
introduced though new building methods. There should be a balanced approach with flexibility on a
scheme specific basis.
Q5b/1-4 Agree that additional details are required and these should be in line with national policy.
Question 5A
Must be clear on what contributions are expected from developers. The scale of obligations must not
threaten the viability of the plan and must be sufficiently viability tested. Viability assessment should
not compromise sustainable development but should be used to ensure that policies are realistic, and
that the total cumulative cost of all relevant policies will not undermine deliverability of the plan.
Important for the SWT to provide clarity between CIL and S106 requirements, given the recent
changes to the CIL regulations and specifically the abolition of the Regulation 123 list. The question
regarding priorities is difficult to answer. Planning contributions are required to mitigate the actual
impacts of development and must meet the statutory tests as listed under regulation 122 of the CIL
regulations. On this basis, the impacts of each individual site need to be established and a balance
then needs to be struck.

RC-080

Taylor Wimpey

IO - 5.5
Infrastructure
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Respondent
Code (RC000x)

RC-080

RC-080

RC-080

Respondent (name
of organisation or
individual)

Taylor Wimpey

Taylor Wimpey

Taylor Wimpey

Section

IO - 5.5
Infrastructure

IO - 5.5
Infrastructure

IO - 5.5
Infrastructure

RC-082

Tim Dyer

IO - 5.5
Infrastructure

RC-083

Tom Newton

IO - 5.5
Infrastructure

Comment summary

Question 5a;
The development of Land east of Taunton has potential to deliver significant infrastructure benefits to
its future residents and the wider surrounding area.
Would welcome the opportunity to discuss the scope of an infrastructure package through the
development plan process to ensure that the site can come forward promptly if it is successfully
allocated within the new Local Plan.
Question 5b;
A clear and reasonable policy dictating the use of viability assessment to support planning
applications would be supported; and
Policies relating to CIL and S106 contributions should be explicit and, if the intention is to apply tariff
style contributions, these should be viability tested and set out within the Local Plan so they can be
subject to examination in public.
Option 5a The Garden Community proposals provide a unique opportunity for the Local Plant to
support a development which is capable of achieving all of these priorities. Seek to work with SWT to
develop the proposals and agree the infrastructure package for the Garden Community and its timing
through the development plan process, thus providing confidence over delivery to all parties
including the local community. The early deliver of infrastructure is possible base they own the
freehold of the land.
Section 5.5.1 The claims that 'requirements make a development unviable' are unfounded and the
business model is distorted. Zero carbon houses should be seen as standard. Option 5a. Both i) and ii)
but with less profit! From bullet points: 1 Carbon Reduction, 2 Strategic infrastructure, 3 Accessible
homes.
Q5a - An appropriate balance should be struck between seeking to meet the delivery of affordable
housing, infrastructure requirements and sustainability/design objectives. Development has to be
deliverable and policy requirements therefore need to be realistic in terms of what can be achieved
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Section 5.5 Infrastructure
Respondent
Code (RC000x)

RC-083

Respondent (name
of organisation or
individual)

Tom Newton

Section

IO - 5.5
Infrastructure

RC-087

Vistry Homes

IO - 5.5
Infrastructure

RC-087

Vistry Homes

IO - 5.5
Infrastructure

RC-088

Wainhomes

IO - 5.5
Infrastructure

RC-090

West of England
Developments

IO - 5.5
Infrastructure

Comment summary

Q5b/1 to 5b/4:
NPPF’s requirement for development viability to be addressed at the plan-making stage means that it
is vital that the Council’s evidence under-pinning the Plan is comprehensive and robust. It will need to
consider and assess a comprehensive range of development and site types and sizes in order that the
policy measures that arise from it take into account the full suite of different scenarios that might
apply. This will be a particularly important part of the evidence base and we recommend that its
preparation should involve a broad range of interests from within the development industry.
Q5a we suggest an appropriate balance should be struck between seeking to meet the delivery of
affordable housing, infrastructure requirements and sustainability/design objectives. Development
has to be deliverable and policy requirements therefore need to be realistic in terms of what can be
achieved.
Q5b Policies 5b/1-4 The NPPF’s requirement for development viability to be addressed at the planmaking stage
means that it is vital that the Council’s evidence under-pinning the Plan is comprehensive and robust.
Q5a This is a difficult question that needs to be answered based on an understanding of the identified
housing requirement (referring back to our comments made in response to question 3a) and viability
testing. Any assumptions made about the relative costs of providing the different infrastructure
elements listed should be informed by a robust evidence base. There also needs to be an assessment
of the direct and indirect benefits the different elements provide – for example affordable housing not
only meets that specific need but it also provides for balanced and mixed communities and in terms of
site delivery provides early phase income. A single blanket approach to infrastructure prioritisation
may also not be appropriate as certain locations/types of development will have different pressures
and needs, which in turn will be established through the evidence base.
Q5a This is not an appropriate matter to be raised within the issues and options consultation where the
identified housing requirement and assessment (refer back to our comments made in response to
question 3a) and viability testing has not been undertaken. Until such time as this evidence has been
prepared and consulted upon, any responses received are not in our view in any way informed. A
single blanket approach to infrastructure prioritisation may also not be appropriate as certain
locations/types of development will have different pressures and needs, which in turn will be
established through the evidence base.
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Respondent
Code (RC000x)

Respondent (name
of organisation or
individual)

Section

Comment summary

The degree and type of impact of the climate emergency will be affected by the approach adopted
towards the planning of the flood and water management infrastructure for more extreme weather
events. While responsibility for this lies, in part, with Wessex Water, the Lead Local Flood Authority
and with Highways, there is a significant role to be played by the Local Planning Authority. Every road
that is planned for the Garden Town has implications for water management, remembering that the
highways requirement for drainage is to only a 1 in 30 specification. Every streetscape in Taunton
centre has the potential for blue green infrastructure that addresses both water quality and
exceedance. Every house that is at risk of flooding from whatever source can have resilience
measures designed in to a far higher level than is currently the case, along with resilience to
overheating etc, and grey-water management.

RC-091

West Somerset
Flood Group

IO - 5.5
Infrastructure

The Local Plan does not really address these issues. SFRA1 is, we have been told, a purely technical
document, not a strategic or policy document so it doesn’t fill this gap. Equally, there is no
Infrastructure Management Plan for West Somerset available, and this would be superseded by the
forthcoming plan for the new District. We would welcome more substantial strategic and policy
statements on how the planning process will address the wider issue of flood and water management
for the Climate Emergency at all scales. This might be included in the current document (certainly
greater reference to it would be appreciated) or could appear in a separate SPD on Climate
Emergency matters.
Q5a – This section is not really about infrastructure. It is about developer contributions.
Approve of additional policy approach 5b/4, it should be as robust as possible. SuDS are framed in
terms of water disposal, not water management. Grey water management should be a feature of
Climate Emergency design. SuDS are part of Climate Emergency design. Flood resilience measures
are part of Climate Emergency design.

RC-091

West Somerset
Flood Group

IO - 5.5
Infrastructure

This makes it impossible to answer the question which offers a prioritisation for developer
contributions that does not fully represent the options available, nor the interaction between
developer contributions and other sources of funding for infrastructure. Upgrading of urban drainage,
street-level measures, etc are all part of Climate Emergency resilient infrastructure, but are dealt with
neither here nor under flooding
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Respondent
Code (RC000x)

Respondent (name
of organisation or
individual)

RC-092

Wiveliscombe Civic
and Historical
Society

IO - 5.5
Infrastructure

RC-092

Wiveliscombe Civic
and Historical
Society

IO - 5.5
Infrastructure

The Society strongly urges the Council to halt management agreements and covenants - reduces or
removes future resale potential eg the annual maintenance sum of open spaces. Likewise, such
infrastructure can be paid for through other mechanisms such as CIL, and/or S106 agreements which
always used to be the case.
Option 5a. Poorly worded, need not be 'either or's'. For example, the level of affordable
housing/viability could be improved through external funding for new Council housing or for
infrastructure (eg relief roads, flooding etc). The Society therefore suggests strong viability testing of
potential allocations (including non residential) at the outset to ensure deliverability without later on
reducing requirements or allowing more money-spinning uses to maintain higher developer profits.

IO - 5.5
Infrastructure

Q5a We would stress the importance of integrated planning from the start, which can avoid the
ether/or tension. For example, when well-planned from the inception of development, quality green
infrastructure can cost substantially less, and is far more effective, than when it is considered at a later
stage. There is no reason why affordable housing cannot also be low-carbon housing with high quality
green infrastructure.

RC-093

Woodland Trust

Section

RC-093

Woodland Trust

IO - 5.5
Infrastructure

RC-095

Watchet Town
Council

IO - 5.5
Infrastructure

RC-095

Watchet Town
Council

IO - 5.5
Infrastructure

Comment summary

Q5b We urge that the Council recognises green infrastructure as an equal component of traditional
grey infrastructure, and is equally a part of the Infrastructure Delivery Plan, to ensure integrated
planning and delivery.
5b/3 (telecomms) Caution against the felling of trees, in particular street trees, in the pursuit of clear
lines of sight or during the laying of associated underground cabling. Advocate avoidance of tree
felling and policy specifying replanting ratios to ensure that net gains are achieved as close to the
original location as possible. Would welcome working with the Council on developing such a policy
(dependent on the outcome of the Government's consultation on permitted development rights)
Absence of a masterplan for Watchet means development is considered on an ad hoc basis with little
regard for cumulative effect on local services and infrastructure. The same for Williton.
There are several large planning applications in the pipeline in Watchet:
3/37/17/020; 3/37/17/019; 3/37/19/021; and Local Plan allocation Parsonage Farm makes 1,215
dwellings or 1435 units if care home units are counted. No ever all masterplan setting out want
services and facilities are needed, nor statement of balance of social, affordable and open market
housing. WSC sets out 35% affordable provision, and provision for S106 agreements to secure
affordable housing, sums for the school. Watchet TC needs to be confident that this mechanism can
deliver infrastructure necessary to accommodate the 1,435 units, and transparency as to how funds
are spent.
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Section

Comment summary

There is perception that existing services cannot support proposed volume of development without
enhancement. There are four clusters: largest is Town Centre (retailing, library, shops, community se
buildings, visitors centre, Town Council, museums, car parks, pubs, food bank, surgery) second is
Liddymore Road (shops including two convenience stores), Community Centre and Bowling Club.
The further from town centre the greater distance to walk and more people will use car to travel
which puts pressure on limited car parking spaces, pollution and congestion. Those without cars are
disadvantaged, relying on higher priced goods in convenience stores than supermarkets, more likely
to rely on food banks and benefits.

RC-095

Watchet Town
Council

IO - 5.5
Infrastructure

RC-095

Watchet Town
Council

IO - 5.5
Infrastructure

RC-095

Watchet Town
Council

IO - 5.5
Infrastructure

RC-095

Watchet Town
Council

IO - 5.5
Infrastructure

RC-095

Watchet Town
Council

IO - 5.5
Infrastructure

Whilst increased number of residents would enable surgery to increase number of health
professionals, such posts are hard to fill in West Somerset (temporary closure of Minehead Hospital
and moves to close beds in Williton hospital have happened this century). Waiting times at Dr’s and
lack of health professionals in Watchet require travel to Williton with associated difficulty of travel to
there. SCC deem there is capacity at Knights Templar School, with classrooms used for other
purposes brought back into use. Land for new sewerage and water supplies, which developer led
housing does not address.
Town centres need to be protected from unfair competition from internet based retailers and big
chain stores becoming too dominant. Policies around business rates discretion should be flexible to
the maximum permissible to encourage independent retailers to set up and be retained.
Watchet needs investment in transport links
Would rank infrastructure in following order of importance:
1.
Climate Emergency;
2.
Schools, sustainable transport and community facilities;
3.
Affordable Housing;
4.
Accessible, adaptable wheelchair accessible homes
5b/1 to 5b/5 - support
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Respondent
Code (RC000x)

Respondent (name
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individual)

Section

RC-001

Carhampton Parish
Council

IO - 5.6 Connecting
people

RC-001

Carhampton Parish
Council

IO - 5.6 Connecting
people

Comment summary

Poor public transport to the community hospital in Minehead and major hospital in Taunton
New development should provide proper pavement links to the centre of the village
Welcome consideration and a joint working approach which enables opportunities to improve links
and opportunities for active recreation e.g. rights of way into the National Park – thus helping to further
one of the National Park’s statutory purposes for enjoyment of the National Park’s special qualities.

RC-004

RC-005

RC-005

Exmoor National
Park Authority

IO - 5.6 Connecting
people

Welcome consideration of ways to support sustainable travel into the National Park. Improved bus
services and routes within SW&T would benefit rural communities and those within the National Park –
especially those living close to the boundary such as at Dunster, Dulverton and Old Cleeve. For
example, those accessing education or health facilities in the Somerset West and Taunton council
area.
Support policy approach 9a/3. Improved digital connectivity benefits residents and visitors – and
benefits for the local economy and we support efforts to improve this for residents where this can also
be achieved sympathetically

Highways England

IO - 5.6 Connecting
people

The Local Plan Spatial Strategy should ensure that development is targeted at sustainable sites in
order to avoid unnecessary vehicular trips as a result of out-commuting and travelling to retail and
leisure facilities. Robust Travel Planning measures should be implemented across new growth sites to
ensure development contributes towards accessible and viable sustainable travel options which offer
realistic alternatives to the private car

Highways England

IO - 5.6 Connecting
people

Welcomes the proposed inclusion of additional policy approach 6b/1. Would be useful to include
such Policy guidance in an overarching Infrastructure Policy rather than individual Plan objective or
site policies.
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Section

Comment summary

Questions 6a and 6b): Support subject to comments:
Planned public transport or other infrastructure projects may affect the significance of heritage assets
either directly or indirectly through changes in their settings, e.g. proposed railway station for
Wellington. Public realm improvements often accompany larger infrastructure and transport projects
(or be undertaken in their own right), and if carefully designed can integrate well with and enhance the
historic environment and local distinctiveness. Relevant guidance linked to. As such, Historic England
seeks infrastructure, transport and public realm projects are appropriately selected taking into
account the historic environment and that related policies recognise and provide for the conservation
and enhancement of the significance of heritage assets, including their settings.
RC-006

RC-006

Historic England

Historic England

IO - 5.6 Connecting
people

IO - 5.6 Connecting
people

RC-006

Historic England

IO - 5.6 Connecting
people

RC-010

North Curry Parish
Council

IO - 5.6 Connecting
people

We would expect all related policies on digital connectivity and move to 5G mobile technology, and
the need
for existing buildings and street furniture to be used and for some new masts, recognise and provide
for the conservation and enhancement of the significance of heritage assets, including their settings, in
selecting sites and in the placement and design of new equipment. For example, some existing
buildings may be heritage assets and it may be inappropriate to install telecommunications
equipment and new masts may have a harmful impact on the setting and hence the significance of
heritage assets. Historic England has advice on the Installation of telecommunications equipment in
churches and other places of worship
We hope that the wording of additional policy 6b/3 would enable exceptions or alternative
arrangements be approved that would better conserve or enhance the significance of heritage assets.
We would support the intent of policy 6b/3, the corridors may be or contain heritage assets. We
expect any proposals to be informed by appropriate evidence (e.g. Statement of Heritage Significance
or archaeological desk-based assessment for example) and the related policies to recognise and
provide for the conservation and enhancement of the significance of heritage assets, including their
settings. Historic England has relevant guidance.
Need to enhance public transport including re-establishing the local rail network and improving rural
bus services
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Section

Comment summary

Q6a Radical expansion of bus routes and hours of operation. The last bus from Taunton to Williton is
8.15pm (5.10pm on Sundays) which means people working evening shifts cannot use public transport.
From Minehead to Williton the last bus is 6.30pm (6pm on Saturdays) which is even worse. Routes
need to extend into rural villages - maybe with minibuses.
Q6b Make sense.

RC-012

Sampford Brett
Parish Council

IO - 5.6 Connecting
people

RC-012

Sampford Brett
Parish Council

IO - 5.6 Connecting
people

RC-014

Somerset County
Council

IO - 5.6 Connecting
people

RC-014

Somerset County
Council

IO - 5.6 Connecting
people

RC-014

Somerset County
Council

IO - 5.6 Connecting
people

SCC (Highways and Transport) 6b/1 supports the use of active travel design guidelines and
recommends consideration of the Local Transport Note 2 when it is published (expected March 2020)
or any policy that SCC develops in response to its work on the Local Cycling and Walking
Infrastructure Plans.
SCC (Highways and Transport) 6b/2 agrees with this in principle but suggests that there is
consideration given to the long-term financial implications. An appropriate level of contribution must
be secured to ensure the longevity of such services.
SCC (Highways and Transport) 6b/3 When developing policy detail ensure that they are in line with
SCC policies such as (but not limited to) the Local Transport Plan, Somerset Parking Strategy, Travel
Plan Guidance, Rail Strategy and the Enabling Growth project.
SCC (Public Health) Obj 6 The “Movement” section refers to the need to encourage people to walk and
cycle, but the evidence clearly shows that encouragement is not what is needed. Encouragement
cannot overcome fear! The major barrier to increased walking and especially cycling is the perception
that it is simply unsafe to do so, due primarily to motor traffic: speed, volume, pavement parking etc.
What is required is not encouragement but enabling measures so that people feel safe to cycle and
walk, and that largely involves not mixing with high volume motor traffic or at speeds over 20mph.
With respect to bus services we recognise that there are limits to the role of planning in the absence
of bus regulation. Nevertheless, it would be helpful to set out desirable minimum service standards as
an aspirational target on what level and frequency of bus service should be available to communities
of various sizes and/or on main corridors. Once standards are set it should then become possible for
transport assessments and travel plans to consider how developments might contribute to the
development of bus services aimed at meeting those standards, even if incrementally

RC-014

Somerset County
Council

IO - 5.6 Connecting
people
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Respondent
Code (RC000x)

RC-014

Respondent (name
of organisation or
individual)

Somerset County
Council

Section

IO - 5.6 Connecting
people

Comment summary

SCC (Public Health) 6a the question of car parking at both origin and destination is important, as well
as park and ride in the case of Taunton.
Generous parking provision on housing developments both enables multi-car households and makes
other modes less viable. But destination parking is critical to mode choice, with availability, price and
regulation all important.
The planning system has to work with car parking providers and parking regulators to create a parking
system which works in the public interest. Pricing can be used to manage demand. Regulation and
enforcement can be used to control undesirable parking. Parking standards, if applied, are often
criticised because other parts of the parking system are not in place, leading to overspill effects
and/or congestion.
In Taunton those elements also all need to be in play to maximise use of the park and ride services.
We would recommend that SWT work towards an integrated approach to parking. Provision of safe
cycleways on main routes combined with low speed, low traffic neighbourhoods to create a safe
network, and a bus network that functions (7 days a week, 18 hours a day) with guaranteed minimum
service standards and affordable fares, so that people have genuine mode choice is recommended in
parallel with parking measures.
In respect to rural bus services, a key issue is the catchment areas of bus stops. One option is to
provide cycle parking at bus stops on main routes, which greatly increases the catchment area of the
stop, potentially increasing viability. This is a common approach in the Netherlands, where small
interchanges exist at the edge of villages and small towns by the main road, comprising bus bays,
extensive cycle parking and a few car parking spaces. Bike carrying buses are an option used in some
areas also.
The transport theme group working on the Somerset climate strategy has identified the potential for
long distance, high frequency, bus services to run on motorways and the strategic road network,
connecting to local bus and bike services at park and ride sites and motorway junction service station
sites. This system has the potential to remove large volumes of single occupancy car travel from the
national network. For example, Taunton residents who work in Exeter might park at Gateway Park and
Ride (or cycle or take local buses), then use the motorway express bus, connecting with Exeter Park
and Ride services. Does there need to be a policy to support such developments, for example at
junction 26?
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Section

RC-014

Somerset County
Council

IO - 5.6 Connecting
people

RC-014

Somerset County
Council

IO - 5.6 Connecting
people

RC-014

Somerset County
Council

IO - 5.6 Connecting
people

RC-019

Stoke St Mary Parish
Council

IO - 5.6 Connecting
people

Comment summary

SCC (Public Health) Welcome policy approach 6b/1, but also advise that the Department for Transport
is due to issue new guidance on the design of cycling infrastructure, and suggest that this guidance
should be incorporated. Stress that policy should require that cycling and walking networks on
developments must connect properly with the wider network.
Support the other policy approaches under 6b. Note that the SCC travel planning guidance is dated
and in need of a refresh and would recommend that SW&T work with the Highway Authority on this,
rather than duplicate efforts and resources.
Policy 6b/3 on cycle parking, note with approval the accompanying design guide content on this
issue. Cycles need to be as readily accessible as garaged cars if they are to be used on a daily basis.
Cycle parking for visitors should also to be considered. Whilst transport assessments are based on a
predict and provide basis, the policies proposed here clearly intend that walking, cycling and public
transport should be favoured, and as such, emerging guidance for mitigation strategies, should
rebalance the transport system away from the dominance of private cars.
SCC (Flood and water management) Opportunities for SuDS and other water features to play a part in
green walking and cycling networks to making them attractive and inspiring routes, reconnecting
people with their natural environment.
SCC (Ecology Team) 6b/3 Policy would need to include when considering development of corridors,
particularly canals, the need to avoid creating disturbance to species easily disturbed by human
activity, for example kingfishers.
The Council needs to integrate its area through a more radical provision of public transport
Q6a The key requirements will be:
•
Concentrated urban development
•
High speed broadband probably fibre to home
•
An increase in local delivery
•
More bridleways/cycleways from the villages into the town
•
Building a station at Wellington
•
Bringing the West Somerset line into Taunton as a regular service.
•
Finding an alternative to conventional bus transport for the villages

RC-019

Stoke St Mary Parish
Council

IO - 5.6 Connecting
people
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RC-021

Respondent (name
of organisation or
individual)

West Hatch Parish
Council

Section

IO - 5.6 Connecting
people

RC-021

West Hatch Parish
Council

IO - 5.6 Connecting
people

RC-021

West Hatch Parish
Council

IO - 5.6 Connecting
people

RC-022

Williton Parish
Council

IO - 5.6 Connecting
people

RC-022

Williton Parish
Council

IO - 5.6 Connecting
people

Comment summary

The improvement of links into Taunton and potentially Wellington whilst being positive (e.g. increased
bus services or dedicated cycle lanes) would we believe struggle to be economically viable. Support
to get to the edge of Taunton would be beneficial (especially with respect of the Park and Ride at the
M5). This should be run at zero net cost to the residents and should operate 7 days a week. With
Taunton well placed to provide links to larger conurbations (large towns on way to London, Exeter and
Bristol) a key focus should be on aiding the movement of employees to job areas (commuting – local
buses/park and ride/walking and cycle ways) combined with the increased investment in Taunton
centre to ensure families and individuals can appreciate local amenities after work.
Q6a Make it expensive to drive a car (congestion charging/parking charge increase); Good
infrastructure (bus/interchanges/walking/cycling)at a competitive cost; Rural transport would be
ideal but would not be economic; accept car use will remain but make it more expensive and improve
interchanges to sustainable modes (driven by demand e.g. P&R 7 days a week); work with
supermarkets to increase home/village delivery; better internet/digital capacity in rural areas; P&R
integrated with supermarkets
Q6b Policy should support comment against Q6a
Q6a – provide extension to bus services to include earlier starts and later finished, together with a
better service at weekends. Recognise people use their cars and put in place Park-and-share system
on motorway entrances/exists. Park-and-ride systems in towns including coastal towns. Park-andRide near local bus stops so people leave cars and use local bus routes. Example: use car park in
Williton on a cheaper day ticket to take bus to Taunton, instead of charging more in car parks that fulfil
this requirements so they are used to capacity (or deal with bus company to buy a parking/riding
ticket). Bus Rise for local schools, a circular bus picks up off new/larger estates and takes them to
school.
Q6b – Not enough details, but broadly support
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Respondent
Code (RC000x)

RC-023

Respondent (name
of organisation or
individual)

National Grid

Section

IO - 5.6 Connecting
people

RC-023

National Grid

IO - 5.6 Connecting
people

RC-024

Acorn Developments

IO - 5.6 Connecting
people

RC-026

Bourne Leisure

IO - 5.6 Connecting
people

RC-029

Cavanna Homes

IO - 5.6 Connecting
people

Comment summary

National Grid have identified one or more National Grid assets within the identified Plan Area. A plan
showing details of the site locations and details of National Grid’s assets is attached to this letter.
Please note that this plan is illustrative only. Please also see attached information outlining further
guidance on development close to National Grid assets. Developers of sites crossed or in close
proximity to National Grid assets should be aware that it is National Grid policy to retain existing
overhead lines in-situ, though it recognises that there may be exceptional circumstances that would
justify the request where, for example, the proposal is of regional or national importance.
It is imperative that any future development proposals progressed through the Local Plan do not
compromise or delay National Grid’s ability to deliver the Hinkley Point C Connection in accordance
with its statutory and contractual duties. National Grid will continue to monitor the progress of the
Local Plan and where relevant, comment on and engage with the Council and applicants on specific
proposals. Given the scale of the project we have, at this stage, provided an overview plan of the
project as it relates to the Somerset West and Taunton Council area - see attached plan. We would be
pleased to provide further information if that would assist the Council in the preparation of the Local
Plan.
Q6a We consider that policy detail to guide development for car and cycle parking standards should
encourage car-free developments in the Taunton urban area which would reflect both existing
parking standards (which refer to lower parking levels in very sustainable locations) and help to
achieve proposed objectives 1 and 6.
Q6b/1 Any requirements for developments to be designed in line with Sport England’s active design
guidelines should include flexibility to respond to different development types and contexts. Whilst
the Sport England guidelines represent best practice, they are guidance and do not constitute policy.
Suggest policy approach 'reflects' guidance not 'in line with'.
Q6b We would note that Sport England’s active design guidelines are only intended as guidance to be
interpreted by Local Authorities when considering other planning considerations. It is therefore
considered that any policies for open space or active design principles should contain a degree of
flexibility to allow proposals to appropriately and sustainably respond to the unique context of a
development site. This includes the potential for contributing towards existing infrastructure.
The provision of telecommunications infrastructure is not within the remit of residential developers, as
this is reliant upon the agreement of, and delivery by, third parties. This is particularly the case in rural
areas where telecommunications companies have not yet upgraded or expanded the rest of their
digital network.
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Respondent
Code (RC000x)

RC-032

RC-038

Respondent (name
of organisation or
individual)

Cllrs Derek Perry and
Danny Wedderkop

GF Enterprises

Section

IO - 5.6 Connecting
people

IO - 5.6 Connecting
people

RC-038

GF Enterprises

IO - 5.6 Connecting
people

RC-039

Gladman

IO - 5.6 Connecting
people

Comment summary

Q6a Development needs to be located in such a way that it is cost effective to provide meaningful and
reliable public transport for the people who move in, whether it be by improved bus provision or
reinstatement of lost rail infrastructure. We should seek to move away from a tension between the
need for high subsidy on one hand and acceptance of non-provision on the other. As regards cycling,
we would stress that merely requiring the provision of a cycle route is of limited value unless that
cycling route is genuinely of good enough quality to lure commuters away from cars. When people
can safely and comfortably cycle along such routes at continuous speeds of 15-20mph then the
incentive for commuters to use them will be meaningful.
Question 6a:
Support aspirations of the Parish Council and the Taunton Deane Local Plan to provide better green
routes and connectivity from Taunton through the green wedge to the countryside and the Quantock
Hi l ls AONB to the north. This would improve access for Taunton residents to the surrounding
countryside and improve connectivity from Cheddon Fitzpaine to neighbouring settlements and
services, including public transport connections, encouraging less car use for short journeys; resulting
in healthier and more active lifestyles
Question 6b:
Agree with the proposed additional policy approaches, subject to the consideration of feasibility and
viability of such measures, to ensure they do not stifle the delivery of otherwise sustainable
development.
Question 6b:
The Council should not impose connectivity requirements beyond the provision of infrastructure as set
out in Building Regulations on to developers.
The delivery of full fibre connections as at 6b/4 typically requires access to third party land. Thus, a
policy requirement of this nature could result in practical difficulties and delay much needed housing
land from coming forward.
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Respondent
Code (RC000x)

Respondent (name
of organisation or
individual)

Section

Comment summary

Question 6a:
Support a focus on sustainable transport solutions, Existing initiatives (eg Taunton Gateway Park and
Ride) that have been delivered but need patronage to ensure they remain viable in the future. In
spatial strategy terms, the allocation of land for employment and homes together is a positive
approach to ensure the delivery of jobs alongside homes. Developer supports of the preparation of a
new Plan for SWT the opportunity to deliver a new mixed-use community adjacent to the existing
committed strategic employment site and Taunton Gate Park & Ride.

RC-040

Hallam Land
Management

IO - 5.6 Connecting
people
Question 6b:
6b/1: New developments to be designed in line with Sport England’s active design guidelines so that
walking and cycling networks permeate through developments in a safe and convenient way. Support
the principles of Active Design. Our consultants were commissioned by Sport England to prepare this
guidance and therefore, as Masterplanners of Haydons Green, have embedded its key principles
within the masterplan.

RC-040

RC-041

Hallam Land
Management

HBF

IO - 5.6 Connecting
people

IO - 5.6 Connecting
people

6b/4: Do not support a policy that imposes obligations on developers insofar as the provision of fullfibre connections. Developers can facilitate connections to full-fibre infrastructure, but cannot deliver
directly, as this is reliant on a third-party telecoms contractor.
6b - The Council should not impose onto developers connectivity requirements beyond the provision
of infrastructure as set out in Building Regulations Part R “Physical Infrastructure for High Speed
Electronic Communications Networks”. From 1st January 2017 all new dwellings to be equipped with a
high speed ready in-building infrastructure from the service providers access point up to the
occupiers network termination point for high speed electronic communications networks so future
copper or fibre optic cables or wireless devices capable of delivering broadband speeds greater than
30 megabits per second can be installed (NB. A standard copper telephone cable when connected to
a service providers fibre network can deliver broadband speeds up to 70 megabits per second). The
delivery of full-fibre digital connections is reliant on a third-party contractor over which a developer is
unlikely to have any control, which may result in practical difficulties in implementing the proposed
Policy Approach.
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Respondent
Code (RC000x)

Respondent (name
of organisation or
individual)

Section

Comment summary

The local plan should specifically mention connecting Taunton and the Country Park with
Hestercombe and the Quantocks with footpaths and cycleways as a clear objective. This will reinforce
the status of the green wedge, encourages environmentally sustainable forms of transport and, by
giving easy access to the Quantocks AONB, promotes health and well being.
A new Priorswood country park is proposed to be provided as an integral part of the urban extensions
at Monkton Heathfield and Nerrols. New green links are proposed from the town through the existing
green wedges to the Quantock Hills AONB to the north and the Blackdown Hills AONB to the south
Developments will be expected to adopt Natural England’s Accessible Natural Green Space
Standards (ANGSt) and contribute to realising the opportunities identified within the Taunton Deane
Green Infrastructure Strategy.
RC-043

Hestercombe
Gardens Trust

IO - 5.6 Connecting
people
Local car parking, particularly with regard to Cheddon Fitzpaine C of E Primary School:
Lack of sufficient car parking at Cheddon Fitzpaine C of E Primary School means that the road leading
past the school becomes at times impassable. It is very dangerous for parents with young children,
often also using a pushchair, and it is no exaggeration to say that there is a very real danger that
someone will be seriously hurt by oncoming traffic trying to get through the melee. I have myself seen
a child knocked off his bike by a van after leaving school who was later hospitalised. Resolving this
totally unacceptable situation should be a priority.
General provision of adequate car parking, the changing nature of cars and the development of
electric cars and the essential provision of recharging points have not been addressed in the Local
Plan leaving it in the position of being out of date before it is even published

RC-043

RC-046

Hestercombe
Gardens Trust

J Gliddon & Sons

IO - 5.6 Connecting
people

IO - 5.6 Connecting
people

Q6a Naturally, we support the objective of seeking to reduce car-use. However, we strongly believe
that it is unrealistic to expect the extent of travel mode shift change that has underpinned the current
Plan’s strategy. Only in the vary large conurbations that this is achievable. Even in Taunton some
pragmatism is required. Strongly encourage the Council to make transport infrastructure a key
component of the Plan’s strategy for the new Plan and for this to incorporate more realistic
expectations for achieving modal change.
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Respondent
Code (RC000x)

RC-054

RC-055

RC-055

RC-056

Respondent (name
of organisation or
individual)

Mitchell Partners

Mr and Mrs
Summers

Mr and Mrs
Summers

Mr Brading

Section

Comment summary

IO - 5.6 Connecting
people

Q6a Naturally, we support the objective of seeking to reduce car-use. However, we strongly believe
that it is unrealistic to expect the extent of travel mode shift change that has underpinned the current
Plan’s strategy. Only in the vary large conurbations that this is achievable. Even in Taunton some
pragmatism is required. Strongly encourage the Council to make transport infrastructure a key
component of the Plan’s strategy for the new Plan and for this to incorporate more realistic
expectations for achieving modal change.

IO - 5.6 Connecting
people

Q6a Given the extensive amount of rural settlements across the SWT area which positively
contributes to the overall character and role and function of the whole District, self-containment
and/or clustering of rural settlements with a focus on delivering appropriate levels of growth to
sustain rural vitality would seem to be an appropriate means of encouraging people to reduce
reliance on the case. Increased opportunities for using public transport can only be achieved with the
support of the infrastructure providers.

IO - 5.6 Connecting
people

Q6b We generally support the proposed policy measures set out within 6b/1 – 6b/5 although
significant investigation would be required to secure S106 contributions in relation to improved bus
services to ensure that the relevant tests are met with NPPF paragraph 56. Securing the measures set
out within a development should be granted significant weight within the policy in terms of
contributing towards both proposed objectives 1 and 6.

IO - 5.6 Connecting
people

Q6a Naturally, we support the objective of seeking to reduce car-use. However, we strongly believe
that it is unrealistic to expect the extent of travel mode shift change that has underpinned the current
Plan’s strategy. Only in the vary large conurbations that this is achievable. Even in Taunton some
pragmatism is required. Strongly encourage the Council to make transport infrastructure a key
component of the Plan’s strategy for the new Plan and for this to incorporate more realistic
expectations for achieving modal change.

RC-064

Persimmon Homes
South West

IO - 5.6 Connecting
people

RC-064

Persimmon Homes
South West

IO - 5.6 Connecting
people

Object to the idea that SWAT are to provide policy detail to guide development for car and cycle
parking standards. We would expect input from the highways authority SCCC and their support of new
standards, but with the desire for a modal shift we would expect to see a reduction in parking
standards in line with the LPAs ambitions.
New or improved bus services must as per Regulation 122 on S106 be necessary, directly related to
the development upon which it serves and fairly and reasonably related in scale and kind, we will not
support the provision of new bus routes that do not comply with the above and S106 will not be
forthcoming.
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Section 5.6 Connecting people
Respondent
Code (RC000x)

RC-067

Respondent (name
of organisation or
individual)

PM Asset
Management

RC-068

Redrow Homes

RC-071

Somerset Cooperative
Community Land
Trust

Section

Comment summary

IO - 5.6 Connecting
people

The delivery of mixed-use, balanced communities that benefit from a range of services, facilities and
employment opportunities in close proximity to housing can significantly reduce the need to travel by
car and encourage more sustainable modes of transport. Taunton is rightly identified at the top of the
settlement hierarchy due to its existing level of services, facilities and employment opportunities. The
delivery of housing at locations within and around the town would provide excellent opportunities for
active travel journeys and reduce the need to travel by private car.

IO - 5.6 Connecting
people

Q6b 6b/4 The Council should not impose onto developers connectivity requirements beyond the
provision of infrastructure as set out in Building Regulations. The delivery of full-fibre digital
connections is reliant on a third-party contractor over which a developer is unlikely to have any
control, which may result in practical difficulties in implementing the proposed Policy Approach.
Q6a – add:
The active support of co-operatives and other community and social enterprises to develop and/or
manage sustainable community transport options

IO - 5.6 Connecting
people
Q6b – add:
The active support of co-operatives and other community and social enterprises to develop and/or
manage a sustainable vehicle pooling and community transport schemes

RC-071
RC-076

Allocate S106 contributions to develop new, or enhance existing, sustainable community transport
and sustainable vehicle pooling schemes

Somerset Cooperative
Community Land
Trust

IO - 5.6 Connecting
people

SWT Enabling Team

IO - 5.6 Connecting
people

Q6a Encourage safe off-road transport networks
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Section 5.6 Connecting people
Respondent
Code (RC000x)

RC-076

RC-078

Respondent (name
of organisation or
individual)

SWT Enabling Team

Taunton Transition
Town

Section

IO - 5.6 Connecting
people

IO - 5.6 Connecting
people

Comment summary

Q6b
6b/1 Agree
6b/2 Depends on whether it replaces travel plans. These need to be rural proofed. There needs to be
a sustainable funding model with longevity, rather than use of S106 to fund a bus for a few
months/years.
6b/3 Agree
6b/4 Yes, full fibre digital should be included in areas where it is possible.
6b/5 Yes, where appropriate
Expanding on online questionnaire response on how to encourage people not to use their cars and
provide more opportunities for PT in rural areas
Roads/cars: Stop building new roads; survey people on why they come to town by car and what
would/might persuade them to change to using the bus or cycling; Promote car clubs and car sharing.
Cycling: Prioritise spending on quality segregated cycle & walking infrastructure; Remove cobbles in
Taunton town centre; Construct a Taunton to Wellington cycle path; Promote electric bikes.
Parking: Introduce a workplace parking levy and use the money to fund improvements to bus services
/ cycle infrastructure; Reduce car parking on new developments and provide far more cycle parking.
Pedestrians: Pedestrianize Taunton town centre (and others) but allow bikes & buses and provide
LOTS of cycle parking.
Public Transport: Improve bus provision: Infrastructure and frequency. Improve bus stops (sheltered
and flat seats) & provide real time bus information (app and website). Keep park & ride open for longer
hours (eg for hospital staff). Losing our bus station undermines the public transport system which we
should be expanding. Need site assessment for new transport hub in Taunton. Frequent central
hopper bus linking town centre/bus hub/hospital/train stn.
Transport hub at Blackbrook for Falcon bus & coaches, link to P&R + town.
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Respondent
Code (RC000x)

RC-080

Respondent (name
of organisation or
individual)

Taylor Wimpey

Section

IO - 5.6 Connecting
people

Comment summary

Question 6A
Locating development in sustainable locations such as Ruishton, where residents are able to cycle
and walk to the main centre of Taunton and its train station will likely be the most effective way of
promoting non-car based travel. As set out within the Call for Sites submission for Land at Brookfield
Nurseries, Ruishton, this site provides opportunity to create a predominantly traffic free cycle and
walking route through the site towards Taunton. The site is located a circa 600m walk from the Nexus
25 development, with enhanced pedestrian facilities being provided as part of the Junction 25 works.

Question 6a.
The delivery of a residential led, mixed-use development adjacent to the Nexus 25 employment site
would provide excellent opportunities for active travel journeys for those working in this large
employment centre, and reduce the need to travel by private car, enable efficient use of sustainable
travel options, including public transport and car clubs, e-bike hire and care sharing. The provision of
safe and convenient pedestrian and cycle connections through to the site would deliver viable
alternatives to the car for commuting purposes. Other supporting commercial and community facilities
could also form part of the overall mix of uses to create a sustainable, self-contained urban extension
with good walking, cycling and public transport connections to Taunton Town Centre.
Connectivity plan prepared to show how site proposed by developers would sit within this context
with anew/improved connections with Taunton. State that travel to work habits are changing.
Principally, there is a trend to travel less, commute shorter distances and work smarter. This often
results in travel outside of the peak periods, working from home or the use of co-work space. This
creates significant benefits for local living, with activity related to other uses contained within the
development, creating vibrant active and social communities.

RC-080

Taylor Wimpey

IO - 5.6 Connecting
people
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Respondent
Code (RC000x)

Respondent (name
of organisation or
individual)

Section

Comment summary

Support Objective 6
In practical terms suggest separating this objective into two components:
•
A focus on local living and reducing the need to travel; and to be achieved by incorporating a
wide range of services ,facilities and community infrastructure, employment opportunities and so
internalising movement within the development
•
Changing travel behaviour - to encourage more active and sustainable modes ,requires
•
(a) the proposed development to be located where sustainable modes of travel can be provided
and have a genuine competitive advantage over the use of the private car
•
(b) a critical mass of new homes w to enable delivery of infrastructure and on-going support.
Thus proposing safe and convenient active travel for future residents both within the Garden
Community and extending out in to key destinations around Taunton. An innovative mobility strategy
that prioritises active travel and public transport and which focuses on local living, which would
benefit future residents, but many other households on the eastern side of Taunton.
RC-080

RC-082

RC-082

Taylor Wimpey

Tim Dyer

Tim Dyer

IO - 5.6 Connecting
people

IO - 5.6 Connecting
people

IO - 5.6 Connecting
people

Section 5.6.1 Achieving a change in travel behaviour can only be successful if there is local provision of
the essentials of life: Food production; employment; community, leading to reduced requirements to
travel. 5G is an un-proven and dubious technology, with overstated benefits. Fully integrated
cycle/walking routes are essential, off highway where at all possible, but certainly prioritised over
motor vehicles where appropriate. Achieving major change will only be possible if we remove barriers
to cycling.
Q6b Objective 6, policy 6b/1, cycling networks must be: safe; efficient for commuting (i.e. direct); away
from motor vehicle lanes to avoid pollution and hazards.
6b/3, as mentioned before, cycle parking must be provided at all journey 'destinations'. See Annex for
suggestions of cycle routes to create to enhance the current network in the SWaT region.
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Respondent
Code (RC000x)

RC-083

Respondent (name
of organisation or
individual)

Tom Newton

Section

IO - 5.6 Connecting
people

Comment summary

Q6a - Support objective seeking to reduce car-use. However, it is unrealistic to expect the extent of
travel mode shift change that has underpinned the current Plan’s strategy. It is only in very large
conurbations that this is achievable and even within Taunton, some pragmatism is required. A strategy
that ignores the requirements of the car would be significantly flawed. The local economy and social
well-being of the local community would be bound to suffer the consequences of such an approach.
We strongly encourage making transport infrastructure a key component of the Plan’s strategy and for
this to incorporate more realistic expectations for achieving modal change.
Via commenting on transport strategy, planning applications, garden town and letters to County
Gazette advocates the need for SCC to move away from designing for just cars for the past three
years
Reference to:
•
A new 24 hour bus and coach transport hub at J25 park and ride, to allow inter town express bus
services to join up with rapid link to town.
•
New bus lanes from Junction 25 along Tone Way to and across Firepool to enable direct access
to rail station (last leg current TTCAP policy)
•
A tunnel cycleway under M5 to Nexus 25 employment site, need to support Taunton Cycle
Campaigns urban cycle grid (just now being considered by HE)
•
Bus and Coach Rendezvous point in North Street where through car traffic should be removed.
Parking needed for drivers statutory breaks, even with bus station closure.
•
Better coach parking and road waiting places like at Somerset County Cricket Ground Gaining
Coach friendly status for Taunton
•
More 20 MPH zones in narrow town centre streets
•
SCC forward planning are floundering to advance low carbon transport. Believes external
consultants must be brought in to design a town outline for active transport, buses and coaches as
part of this exercise

RC-085

Victoria Park Action
Group

IO - 5.6 Connecting
people
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Respondent
Code (RC000x)

RC-086

RC-087

RC-090

Respondent (name
of organisation or
individual)

Viridor

Vistry Homes

West of England
Developments

RC-090

West of England
Developments

RC-092

Wiveliscombe Civic
and Historical
Society

RC-093

Woodland Trust

Section

IO - 5.6 Connecting
people

IO - 5.6 Connecting
people

IO - 5.6 Connecting
people

IO - 5.6 Connecting
people
IO - 5.6 Connecting
people

IO - 5.6 Connecting
people

Comment summary

Question 6a:
Clients surplus land at Priorswood (Taunton) is sustainably located being approximately 2km to the
north east of Taunton town centre, and has direct access via the canal towpath/River Tone for
pedestrians and there are nearby bus stops. It is thus well located in sustainability terms, and should
be considered appropriate for an expanded employment allocation.
Q6a Naturally, we support the objective of seeking to reduce car-use. However, we strongly believe
that it is unrealistic to expect the extent of travel mode shift change that has underpinned the current
Plan’s strategy. Only in the vary large conurbations that this is achievable. Even in Taunton some
pragmatism is required. Strongly encourage the Council to make transport infrastructure a key
component of the Plan’s strategy for the new Plan and for this to incorporate more realistic
expectations for achieving modal change.
Q6a Given the extensive amount of rural settlements across the SWT area which positively contribute
to the overall character and role and function of the whole District, self-containment and/or clustering
of rural settlements with a focus on delivering appropriate levels of growth to sustain rural vitality
would seem to be an appropriate means of encouraging people to reduce reliance on the case.
Increased opportunities for using public transport can only be achieved with the support of the
infrastructure providers and must be robustly tested within the viability evidence underpinning the
plan preparation process.
Q6b We generally support the proposed policy measures set out within 6b/1 – 6b/5 although
significant investigation would be required to secure S106 contributions in relation to improved bus
services to ensure that the relevant tests are met with NPPF paragraph 56. Securing the measures set
out within a development should be granted significant weight within the policy in terms of
contributing towards both proposed objectives 1 and 6.
The Society would support improved broadband speeds by whatever means throughout the rural
area. This is all the more important with the increase in home working, which also reduces the need to
travel but in some areas is increasingly difficult due to slow internet connectivity.
Q6b While welcoming these approaches for increasing active travel, we would like to see them
integrated within a strategic green infrastructure framework. Active transport corridors should also be
planned to maximise their benefits as wildlife corridors, providing flood protection, urban cooling and
wider wellbeing benefits.
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Respondent
Code (RC000x)

Respondent (name
of organisation or
individual)

Section

RC-095

Watchet Town
Council

IO - 5.6 Connecting
people

RC-095

Watchet Town
Council

IO - 5.6 Connecting
people

Comment summary

6a – to reduce the need for car use, provide more local employment and improved public transport,
support community car schemes such as Watchet Drives EV scheme
6b/1 to 6b/5 support
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Respondent
Code (RC000x)

RC-001

RC-001

RC-001

RC-002

RC-003

Respondent (name of
organisation or
individual)

Section

Comment summary

Planning applications for dwellings do not take account of the actual flooding or sewerage capacity
problems that have been experiences. Planning applications that are accompanied by statement in
relation to flooding should be subject to minute scrutiny

Creech St Michael
Parish Council

IO - 5.7 The
natural and
historic
environment
IO - 5.7 The
natural and
historic
environment
IO - 5.7 The
natural and
historic
environment
IO - 5.7 The
natural and
historic
environment

Environment Agency

IO - 5.7 The
natural and
historic
environment

Carhampton Parish
Council

Carhampton Parish
Council

Carhampton Parish
Council

Recent archaeological digs have provided significant evidence of an early settlement which would
require careful preservation whenever a new build was undertaken

Blue Anchor is in a coastal buffer zone with special architectural links which need to be preserved

The river and canal should be a feature of the whole district to enjoy with a plan for its future
enhancement including walking and cycling links.

The following projects have an impact on decision making during the Local Plan period and should be
referenced:
- Strategic flood defence scheme for Taunton that will provide increased protection against future
flood risk to existing residential/commercial areas and enable town centre redevelopment.
- Modelling the impact of climate change throughout Somerset.
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Respondent
Code (RC000x)

Respondent (name of
organisation or
individual)

Section

Comment summary

EA would like to provide a more detailed approach to integrated catchment management, spatial
planning, planning policy and future projects in time for the next phase of this consultation. For all
allocated and windfall sites...we would like the opportunity to develop with SWT a set of rules. For
example:
No urban extension should take place in Flood zone 2 and 3.
If an urban extension site includes a small area of flood zone 2 and 3, all development should be:
Limited to flood zone 1 areas.
Have a wildlife corridor enhancing biodiversity and the environment alongside main rivers and
flood zone 2, to be provided for 8m from the edge of flood zone 2 into flood zone 1 where no
development is allowed except for surface water attenuation and play areas.
Minimum Finished Floor Levels (FFL) for dwellings should be raised 300mm above 1 in 100 year
flood level, with appropriate allowance for climate change.
De-culverting of watercourses should be encouraged.
No culverting of watercourses unless required for access.
Safe access to the site should be provided for all flood events.
Town centre sites in flood zone 2 and 3:
Only brownfield sites should be allowed.
All development in Taunton should contribute to the Taunton flood risk strategy.
Enhance the river corridor.
Compensate for the loss of floodplain and climate change impact.
Minimum FFL for dwellings should be raised 300mm above 1 in 100 year flood level with
appropriate allowance for climate change.
De-culverting of watercourses should be encouraged.
No culverting of watercourses unless required for access.
Safe access to the site should be provided for all flood event.

RC-003

Environment Agency

IO - 5.7 The
natural and
historic
environment

Coastal area
No new development within the 1 in 100 year erosion line.
We would recommend and welcome the opportunity to discuss the above suggestions in a meeting
between the Local Planning Authority and the Agency in the near future.
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Respondent
Code (RC000x)

RC-003

RC-003

RC-003

RC-003

Respondent (name of
organisation or
individual)

Environment Agency
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The EA, Coast Protection Authorities and other Risk management Authorities plan for flood and coastal
erosion risk into the future; create strategies to help manage current and future risks that will take
account of climate change implications. Need to consider flood and coastal erosion risk issues along
the Coastline between Minehead and Steart. EA welcome opportunity to work in a more integrated
way with SWT on future flood risk projects and strategies relating to risk reduction and the growth
agenda.

IO - 5.7 The
natural and
historic
environment

Environment Agency

IO - 5.7 The
natural and
historic
environment

Environment Agency

IO - 5.7 The
natural and
historic
environment

Beach management plan (BMP) between Minehead and Blue Anchor identifies areas at risk and sets
out actions for EA and SWT that will need to be taken into consideration within the plan period;
including appropriate standard of protection. EA has improved the coastal model for that stretch and
coastal villages such as Watchet - it re-enforces the BMP findings. EA and SWT together need to
formulate a plan to protect existing communities’ and enable future growth for the area. Welcome the
opportunity to discuss the inclusion of policies and strategies that enables flood defence upgrades
within the plan period for certain areas. This would also apply to many areas along the coast/tidal
areas, where we know future improvements are required due to climate change and ageing assets.
There are a number of groundwater abstractions in the Local Plan area. These should be protected,
along with the wider groundwater resource. Specific areas around public water supply sources are
delineated for special protection and designated as Source Protection Zones. The extent of these are
shown on the DEFRA Magic mapping website.
More information, advice and guidance on groundwater protection, including consideration of Source
Protection Zones and the types of development that may or may not be appropriate in certain areas
can be obtained from our website.
Important that all new road schemes and existing road improvements take needs of otters into
account in their design and construction, to reduce otter road casualties. Mitigation may involve
construction of an open span bridge, otter underpass, otter ledge or fencing, etc. See Highways
Agency’s “Design Manual for Roads and Bridges, Volume 10 Environmental Design and Management
Section 4 Nature Conservation, Part 4 Ha 81/99 Nature Conservation Advice In Relation To Otters”
Somerset Otter Group have mapped where dead otters have been found in Somerset.
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Environment Agency

Environment Agency

Environment Agency

Environment Agency

Environment Agency
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IO - 5.7 The
natural and
historic
environment

RAMs (reasonable avoidance measures) and mitigation are required for amphibians, reptiles and
nesting birds when infilling wet areas/channels, carrying out earthworks or any vegetation clearance.
This includes tall herbaceous riparian growth favoured by species such as Sedge Warblers, and
overhanging/floating vegetation favoured by water birds. Measures may include survey, avoiding
sensitive times, displacement, pre-works search & site clearance. This is to protect species of
principal importance under S41 of the NERC Act (2006).

IO - 5.7 The
natural and
historic
environment
IO - 5.7 The
natural and
historic
environment
IO - 5.7 The
natural and
historic
environment
IO - 5.7 The
natural and
historic
environment

Non-native invasive plant species: It is an offence to cause plant species listed in Schedule 9 of the
WCA (1981) to grow or spread in the wild. These species within any working area may require an INNS
management plan. Timescales for control/eradication depend on the scale of the problem and the
method used. Herbicide treatment and small scale physical treatment may be required over 3 or
more years.
Consultation on designated sites should be undertaken with the relevant statutory bodies.

Lighting has been shown to have an impact on wildlife including birds, bats and other mammals.
Increased infrastructure should be designed with these potential impacts in mind. Riparian corridors
should retain appropriate buffer zones and avoid increased light spill.
Embed ‘environmental net gain’ principle for development within Local Plan and its evidence base. An
appropriate mechanism should identify and ensure delivery of an ENG approach.
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Support the proposed policy approaches as these are in line with National Park purposes to conserve
and enhance the natural beauty, wildlife and cultural heritage of the area.
Welcome recognition on page 34 that the Local Plan area adjoins ENP so that the impact of
development on the setting of the national park is important. Suggest that there should be a reference
to National Park purposes and the setting of the National Park as well as AONBs Suggest that
reference is made to conserving and enhancing landscape character and local distinctiveness
including through good and appropriate design.
Welcome reference to ecological networks, protecting and enhancing heritage assets and their
settings as there may be development close to the national park which has the potential to affect
heritage assets such as listed buildings and conservation areas or areas of importance for
archaeology. The National Park has an important role to play in provision of ecosystem services which
provide benefits including carbon sequestration and flood mitigation and attenuation.

RC-004

Exmoor National Park
Authority

IO - 5.7 The
natural and
historic
environment
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Question 7b: Support subject to comments:
Support intention of including this key issue, but it needs substantially re-writing to ensure that it is
sound in relation to sections 3 and 16 of the NPPF and provides an adequate summary of this key
issue from which to propose and justify effective options. Have noted concerns in full response.
• the historic environment contains a broad range of heritage assets beyond built heritage, so the
sub-title needs amending to refer to the historic environment;
• first paragraph is built heritage focussed and needs to be broadened out to cover all types of
heritage assets and how these can affected by neglect, decay or other threats (as per paragraphs 184
and 185 of the NPPF);
• National Heritage List for England also includes protected wrecks and registered battlefields;
• there is no mention of the existing and contribution of non-designated heritage assets;
• the LPA can identify locally listed heritage assets;
• there is no mention of the Somerset Historic Environment Record as a key source of information on
local heritage assets;
• the LPA can maintain its own list of heritage at risk for heritage assets not covered by Historic
England’s Register as part of its positive strategy for the conservation and enjoyment of the historic
environment (see paragraph 195 for the NPPF).
There are 26 entries on Historic England’s 2019 Heritage at Risk Register for Somerset West and
Taunton, but changes may occur when the Register is next updated in October 2020. There is no
information on how this key issue is intended to be addressed in the emerging Local Plan except for
three proposed additional policy approaches 7b/5,7b/6 and 7b/12.

RC-006

Historic England

IO - 5.7 The
natural and
historic
environment

Historic England has serious concerns about:
•lack of up-to-date evidence base for the historic environment to inform the new Local Plan including
information about designated and non-designated heritage assets, how the adopted development
plans differ and have performed in relation to the historic environment and what the key issues are;
• lack of a stated intent to prepare a positive strategy for the conservation and enjoyment of the
historic environment
• how the positive strategy will inform the Local Plan contents in terms of strategic policies for the
historic environment, allocations and detailed (non-strategic) policies as well as the tailoring of other
policies and specific site allocations to take appropriate opportunities to conserve and enhance the
historic environment.
Recommend that a Heritage Topic Paper is prepared to inform the emerging Local Plan and would
like to meet with you to discuss the this matter further.
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Historic England

IO - 5.7 The
natural and
historic
environment

Historic England

IO - 5.7 The
natural and
historic
environment

Historic England

North Curry Parish
Council

North Curry Parish
Council

IO - 5.7 The
natural and
historic
environment
IO - 5.7 The
natural and
historic
environment
IO - 5.7 The
natural and
historic
environment

Comment summary

Support the intent of proposed additional policy 7b/5 in relation to protecting, conserving or
enhancing townscape character (especially for historic towns, villages and settlements that may not
be designated as a conservation area) and green breaks between historic settlements to preserve
their relationships to one another and settings. Support exploring how Local Green Space designations
can be used to help conserve and enhance the significance of heritage assets and their settings, for
example by enabling significant archaeological sites to be preserved in-situ or preserving part of the
setting of a listed building or scheduled monument. We expect the resulting policies to cover these
matters.
Support intent of proposed additional policy 7b/6 however, we would prefer the word ‘sustain’ to be
replaced with ‘conserve’ to reflect the wording of the NPPF in section 16 and should be made clear
that the information will be required before decisions are made, including for permissions in principle
and outline planning applications. The wording of this suggests this will be nonstrategic, we support
this (subject to its content and wording), there is a need for an overarching strategic policy for the
historic environment (see paragraph 20 of the NPPF) and for upfront historic environment assessment
work (including for heritage assets with archaeological interest – see comments below for additional
policy 7b/11) to be undertaken to inform site allocations (see paragraphs 31 and 35 of the NPPF).
Support intent of proposed additional policy 7b/11 however, definition of ‘site of archaeological
importance’ needs careful consideration to ensure that evaluation takes place before decisions are
made, including for permissions in principle and outline planning applications (as per paragraphs 189
and 190 of the NPPF). It is also important that information from archaeological desk-based
assessments and evaluations are fed back to the Somerset HER so it can maintain up to-date records
(as per paragraph 187 of the NPPF).
The increasing area of arable land and particularly the growth of maize crops is a significant
contributory factor in increased surface run off. Concrete, tarmac and paved gardens, roof run off
reduce the capacity to absorb water and hold back flash flooding. A housebuilding design guide
should advise developers on the permitted maximum percentage of impervious surfaces on new
housing and encourage use of water butts.
Orchards help retain floodwaters. Orchards should be protected from development and
encouragement given to restoring them, to preserve the heritage of the area. Tree planting should be
encouraged upstream of the settlements identified for further development.
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RC-010

RC-012

RC-012

RC-014

RC-014

RC-014

Respondent (name of
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North Curry Parish
Council

Sampford Brett Parish
Council

Sampford Brett Parish
Council

Section

Comment summary

IO - 5.7 The
natural and
historic
environment
IO - 5.7 The
natural and
historic
environment
IO - 5.7 The
natural and
historic
environment

The landscape and quality of the villages do more to define the character of the District much more
than do Taunton, Wellington or Minehead

Somerset County
Council

IO - 5.7 The
natural and
historic
environment
IO - 5.7 The
natural and
historic
environment

Somerset County
Council

IO - 5.7 The
natural and
historic
environment

Somerset County
Council

Q7a Require the provision / improvement of wildlife corridors around developments.

Q7b Not covered: encourage sympathetic provision of energy conservation measures on listed
buildings.

SCC (Heritage) The policy currently states: “Require evaluation of the archaeological value of sites
where development affects a site of archaeological importance or an Area of High Archaeological
Potential.” SCC requests that the following should be added to the end of the policy: “and other sites
where there is a potential for archaeological remains” This would ensure that currently undiscovered
archaeological sites will be investigated where evidence shows the potential for significant buried
remains.
SCC (Heritage) suggests that a short paragraph on buried archaeological heritage assets could be
added to this section, that refers to the Historic Environment Record and describes how previously
unknown archaeological sites are discovered through development proposals. This would then link to
the Policy requirement for archaeological evaluation.
SCC (Public Health) Emphasise the important role of quality green space to mental health and
wellbeing, as well as a place for physical activity and socialising. Measures to minimise flooding are
also important, as flooding has serious and long-lasting mental health impacts on people whose
houses have flooded. Trees also perform an important role in reducing the urban heat island effect as
well as reducing flows to rivers and can assist with mitigating air pollution. Shade will become
increasingly important during this century, so the provision of shade trees on the highway, and on
public and private land needs to have a supportive policy environment.
Support the policy approaches outlined here but suggest a specific policy to support the provision of
street trees for shade.
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Somerset County
Council

Section

IO - 5.7 The
natural and
historic
environment

Somerset County
Council

IO - 5.7 The
natural and
historic
environment

Somerset County
Council

IO - 5.7 The
natural and
historic
environment

Comment summary

SCC (Flood and water management) This should be discussed in more detail. Flood risk is an
increasing concern due to climate change and should be addressed as part of any new development.
This should be undertaken by high quality design and by using SuDS features to manage risk.
Encourage the use of natural flood management techniques rather than hard engineered solutions
SCC (Flood and water management) Obj 7 A large objective covering a range of issues relating to the
natural environment. There should be a stronger and more defined approach to the reduction of flood
risk, being absolutely clear what is expected – are developments required to not worsen or actively
reduce flood risk?
Flood risk reduction can be achieved, along with other planning aims through the use of SuDS and
natural flood management techniques. Recommend that 7b/7 and 7b/8 requires some further
definition and reworking – initially suggests not worsening the quality, quantity and availability of
water but then says flood risk (i.e. quantity) should be reduced. To reduce flood risk overall would
mean all sites would need to provide betterment over existing rates (see earlier comments about
retaining the 2l/s/ha requirement for the River Tone).
There are clear links between better water resource management, the circular economy and carbon
reduction / energy.
SCC (Ecology Team) Q 7a Recommend that all land use developments should provide net habitat
gain, demonstrated using the Somerset Habitat Evaluation Procedure, which includes criteria and a
metric for species populations and Natural England’s Biodiversity Metric 2.
Request that forward planning facilitates, and is designed around, Nature Recovery Networks (NRNs),
an approaching mandatory requirement of the Environment bill. SW&T will be required to work in
partnership with Somerset Wildlife Trust to develop robust, cohesive and resilient NRN across the
area, providing links to the surrounding areas.
Would like to see Policy support for new development accommodating space for pollinators as part
of the Somerset Pollinator Action Plan, providing onsite and linked habitat for pollinators, including
species with generic and specialist requirements. In addition to SuDS designed to accommodate
wetland and associated habitat, new development should support natural climate solution to
sequester carbon onsite, to include set aside, creation and natural regeneration of trees, woodland,
orchards and scrub areas, and if suitable bogs and marshes.
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Somerset County
Council

RC-014

Somerset County
Council

RC-014

Somerset County
Council

RC-019

Stoke St Mary Parish
Council

RC-019

Stoke St Mary Parish
Council

RC-021

West Hatch Parish
Council

RC-021

West Hatch Parish
Council

RC-021

West Hatch Parish
Council
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environment
IO - 5.7 The
natural and
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environment

SCC (Ecology Team) Additional policy approaches on page 36 are supported.

SCC (Ecology Team) 7b/10 Depends on the type of development and its location within these zones.
The ‘test of significance’ is stage 1 of a Habitats Regulations Assessment. Following case law any
development requiring mitigation will require at least both Stage 1 and Stage 2 Appropriate
Assessment.
SCC (Flood and water management) SuDS features can also support biodiversity net gain aims as part
of integrated green infrastructure, green space designations and wildlife corridors. Tree planting has
benefits for improved rainfall interception and source control in urban environments, and help support
wider catchment management aims.
Q7a Increasing biodiversity can only happen if habitats are first defended, then enhanced, then
enforced. Defend the landscapes and boundaries of village settlements. Enhancement will require
policies like the restoration of hedgerows, the reduction in chemical agriculture, tree planting on all
new developments, better management of waterways.
Q7b Preserve the Green Wedges, and designate an Area of High Landscape Value. The valley
covered by the parishes of Stoke St Mary, Neroche, Corfe and Pitminster – the Blackdown Vale - is the
largest of these valleys in the district and the one under the most pressure from development, which
must remain protected. (see Appendix 4)
For West Hatch Parish we are keen to understand how we can aid the wider community through
supporting the environmental requirements rather than through additional property developments in
or adjacent to the Parish.
Q7a No significant property development; redesignate land for environmental, sympathetic
agriculture/leisure; sale of crown estates around the parish could have a detrimental effect; rural
environment is a positive amenity that could be used to promote carbon reduction projects linked to
sympathetic agriculture methods
Q7b These seem to be sound policies
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RC-022

RC-022

RC-024

RC-026

RC-026
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Williton Parish Council

Williton Parish Council

Acorn Developments

Bourne Leisure

Bourne Leisure

Section

Comment summary

IO - 5.7 The
natural and
historic
environment
IO - 5.7 The
natural and
historic
environment

Q7a – increase tree planting with TPO’s for existing and new tree planting, plant hedges and wildlife
corridors

IO - 5.7 The
natural and
historic
environment

IO - 5.7 The
natural and
historic
environment

IO - 5.7 The
natural and
historic
environment

Q7b – Great set of approaches, we need partnership with highways authority for tree planting on new
roads and enhancing our estates with planting of hedges and encouragement of wildflower areas,
less cutting o grass and more planting of trees and shrubs
Q7b With respect to proposed policy 7b/1, clarity is needed as to whether this will be applied to
commercial/non-residential developments. We would not recommend the use of the Somerset
Habitat Evaluation Procedure (SHEP) as the method of assessing biodiversity net gain (BNG) instead of
the DEFRA Biodiversity Metric 2.0 (or any subsequent version). The concept of the DEFRA BNG Metric
was to create a standardised approach to measure biodiversity across the country. Reference should
also be made in the policy to biodiversity offsetting/the purchase of biodiversity credits, both of which
are specifically addressed in the DEFRA consultation document and draft Environment Bill.
As currently drafted, Objective 7 may prevent or discourage appropriate changes, contrary to national
policy (NPPF 127(c)), as it does not take into account the need to reflect development and site-specific
considerations. It is important (NPPF 170) that these emerging policies take account of the statutory
status or identified quality of landscapes, sites of biodiversity and local character, rather than applying
a blanket approach to their protection and enhancement. Propose that each of the emerging policies
under Objective 7 should include flexibility to respond to different development types and contexts,
taking account of the identified quality of landscapes, biodiversity and local character, as well as
potential mitigation measures.
Q7b/1 The proposed policy approach at Policy Approach 7b/1 is overly restrictive in requiring that
new development applies the Somerset Habitat Evaluation Procedure and does not offer the option of
using another evaluation method if appropriate to the particular development. This national policy
indicates that, whilst plans should identify opportunities for securing net gains, there is no requirement
to be prescriptive about how these gains should be measured. (NPPF 174(b)). Consider that a
pragmatic approach should be applied in measuring biodiversity net gain, whereby applicants can use
either the Somerset Habitat Evaluation Procedure or another appropriate evaluation method in order
to reflect different or changing contexts.
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RC-029

RC-032

RC-032

RC-034

Respondent (name of
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Cavanna Homes

Cllrs Derek Perry and
Danny Wedderkop

Cllrs Derek Perry and
Danny Wedderkop

Crest Nicholson

Section

Comment summary

IO - 5.7 The
natural and
historic
environment

Q7b In this regard, and further to our comments to some of the other questions, it is our view that the
Council should not deviate from national policy. The Government requires a mandatory 10%
biodiversity gain after development compared to the level of biodiversity prior to the development as
measured by a metric set out by DEFRA.
Q7a It must be underlined that the objective of increasing biodiversity is inconsistent with large scale
development in places of existing high environmental amenity such as in the Blackdown Vale where
Taylor Wimpey has acquired its land from the Crown Estate. Beyond that, ambitious tree planting
requirements, (re)instatement of hedgerows, wildflower meadows and corridors, integration of aquatic
environments.

IO - 5.7 The
natural and
historic
environment
IO - 5.7 The
natural and
historic
environment

IO - 5.7 The
natural and
historic
environment

Q7b We are generally supportive of each of these measures.

7b/1 - clarity is needed as to whether this will be applied to commercial/non-residential
developments. Object to the use of the Somerset Habitat Evaluation Procedure (SHEP) as the method
of assessing biodiversity net gain (BNG) instead of the DEFRA Biodiversity Metric 2.0 (or any
subsequent version). The idea with the DEFRA BNG Metric was to create a standardised approach to
measure biodiversity across the country. Within DEFRA’s consultation document on BNG there is
recognition that “several major developers and planning authorities already set specific biodiversity
net gain requirements” but that “a standardised requirement for biodiversity net gain, applied equally
to all development within scope, could create a level playing-field for developers”. Imposing
different/local assessment methods which have not been evidenced or justified would not achieve
this aim and will lead to uncertainty for developers. Reference should also be made in the policy to
biodiversity offsetting/the purchase of biodiversity credits, both of which are specifically addressed in
the DEFRA consultation document and draft Environment Bill.
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RC-034

RC-035

RC-038

RC-039

Respondent (name of
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Crest Nicholson

David Walker

GF Enterprises

Gladman
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natural and
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IO - 5.7 The
natural and
historic
environment

IO - 5.7 The
natural and
historic
environment

Comment summary

7b/5 – green wedges do not have the same status and function as the Green Belt and should not
therefore be viewed as creating a blanket restriction on development. Designated green wedges
should not simply be maintained for their own sake. It is the role and function of a particular site within
the green wedge that needs to be considered. Established examples of where development within an
area designated as a green wedge has been considered acceptable –Killam’s, Taunton and Jurston
Farm, Wellington - sensitively designed and delivering landscape/recreational enhancements or
other public benefit. Further, some existing green wedge/open breaks between settlements may no
longer be justified due to changes in the surrounding settlement pattern and therefore such locations
should be reviewed as part of the HELAA and Local Plan process. Sites within green wedges or
forming open breaks between settlements will be some of the most sustainable locations, being near
to established settlements and facilities, and therefore may be some of the best locations for new
development. Retention of green wedges can have the effect of pushing development out beyond
the green wedge into unsustainable locations.
Need to avoid allocating housing sites that are themselves vulnerable to flooding or that contribute to
flooding downstream through rapid rainwater run-off.

Question 7b
Agree with the proposed additional policy approaches and consider they outline an appropriate
approach to the management of the natural and historic environment.
Support local aspirations to deliver green l inks and ecological corridor s through its land, enhancing
local connect ions and public access to the countryside and green space, and managing the
environment to deliver net gains in biodiversity and ecology.
Question 7a:
Should a policy that requires specific measures on developments be pursued, it must be in line with
the Government Biodiversity Planning Toolkit and based on robust evidence. The current requirement
is a mandatory 10% net increase in biodiversity on site after development (as measured by a metric set
out by DEFRA). Support this being replicated in local policy.
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RC-039

RC-040

RC-041

Respondent (name of
organisation or
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Gladman

Hallam Land
Management

HBF

Section

Comment summary

IO - 5.7 The
natural and
historic
environment

Question 7b:
Makes reference to the NPPF (2019), specifically paragraphs 195-197, which outlines the policy tests
which should be applied where development affects designated and non-designated heritage assets.
The Council must ensure that the policies within the Local Plan reflect the national policy and aligns
with these varying tests.
The NPPF states that developments leading to substantial harm of a designated heritage asset should
be refused unless it is necessary to achieve substantial public benefits that outweigh the harm, where
proposals would lead to less than substantial harm then this harm should be weighed against the
public benefits. With regards to proposals impacting on non-designated heritage assets, a balanced
judgement will be required.

IO - 5.7 The
natural and
historic
environment

IO - 5.7 The
natural and
historic
environment

Question 7b:
The Environmental Bill 2019, if mandated, would require new development to deliver a 10%
biodiversity net gain and would enshrine the requirement for biodiversity net gain in law thereby
removing the requirement for a Local Plan Policy. The Local Plan would however need to consider the
impact on the provision of 10% net gain as part of its whole plan viability exercise.

7b - Council should not deviate from national policy. The Environment Bill through the planning
system requires a mandatory 10% biodiversity gain after development compared to the level of
biodiversity prior to the development as measured by a metric set out by DEFRA. The Council’s
Viability Assessment should also account for biodiversity gain in its calculation of the ratio of gross site
area to net developable area. The DEFRA Biodiversity Net Gain & Local Nature Recovery Strategies:
Impact Assessment Table 14 : Net Gain Delivery Costs (Residential) estimates a biodiversity unit loss
per hectare of development and sets out regional costs per hectare of development highlighting a
central estimate but there are significant increases in cost for off-site delivery (Scenario C).
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RC-042

Respondent (name of
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Helen and Nigel Fry

Section

IO - 5.7 The
natural and
historic
environment

Comment summary

Neighbourhood planning and the designation of green space are undoubtedly very important in the
growth of local communities and it is vital to include the residents of these communities to be
involved in the shape of their own neighbourhood, but the local council should do more to ensure that
these neighbourhood plans will be progressive for the community and not the other way around.
Areas of green space incorporating playing fields and community facilities must be provided and
there should also be green walkways connecting the town so that communities can enjoy the health
benefits of exercise, but these should not be large swathes of land and the designation should not be
at the at the expense of forcing development out into open countryside or large scale housing
developments in order to fulfil housing requirement.
7b/1, 7b/2, 7b/6, 7b/9, 7b/10 - It is clear that the foraging area of the bats has been considerably
compromised by the housing developments of Monkton Heathfield and Staplegrove and
Prioswood/Nerrols (TDBC CS para 5.2). Tree planting on its own is insufficient as the bats require a
wide range of habitat types including woodland edge, open water and unimproved grassland. Planting
a 20 metre strip of trees around a new housing development [as required in TDBC CS allocations] is
clearly insufficient. The NPPF sets out the Government’s planning policies for the delivery of
sustainable development through the planning system; This is reflected in TDBC CS policies which
seek to preserve and enhance the environmental qualities of the borough. The NPPF sets out national
policy relating to biodiversity; the TDBC CS seeks to ensure that planning and development should
have minimal impacts on biodiversity and enhance it wherever possible. In particular, it requires that
the Core Strategy should identify areas or sites for the restoration or creation of new priority habitats
which contribute to national and local targets and the restoration or creation through appropriate
policies (TDBC CS para 3.105)

RC-043

Hestercombe
Gardens Trust

IO - 5.7 The
natural and
historic
environment

Land assembly issues prevent the western area being brought forward as a co-ordinated
development for at least five years. The eastern development area is subject to foraging by lesser
horseshoe bats from the Hestercombe House SAC. The Hestercombe House Appropriate
Assessment requires off site woodland planting to be established and sufficiently mature to provide
replacement foraging for the bats before the eastern area can be developed. A potential area for this
new woodland has been identified and agreed with the National Trust who are one of the landowners
in the eastern area (TDBC CS para 5.71)
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RC-043

Respondent (name of
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Hestercombe
Gardens Trust

Section

IO - 5.7 The
natural and
historic
environment

Comment summary

Hestercombe comprises a Grade 1 historic landscape on the Historic England Register of Parks and
Gardens; it extends to nearly 400 acres on the southside of the Quantock Hills. There is no mention in
the Local Plan of Hestercombe being a Conservation Area.
Hestercombe appears to be under attack as its views south over Taunton and the Vale have been
severely compromised by the building of new developments at Monkton Heathfield, Nerrols 1, soon to
be Nerrols 2 and the proposed Lyngford Lane development. No recognition or mitigation appears to
have been enforced by planners of the adverse impact of these new developments and, in particular,
of roof colour which causes the new buildings to dominate the landscape. The visual impact of new
development has been a significant concern of planning for many years. Whilst the design of
development is covered in policy DM5, the principle of development on a particular site will have
visual implications. The need to protect the character of the environment applies throughout Taunton
Deane and policy DM1 should be read in conjunction with other policies such as CP8 (TDBC CS - para
6.6).

7b/12 - Tree planting as currently envisaged is inadequate. It does not sufficiently address the need
of replacement feeding habitat for the Lesser Horseshoe Bats; it is insufficient to protect the historic
view from Hestercombe by intrusive housing development and it does nothing to offs7b/12et the
carbon footprint of these new developments or the traffic that they will generate.

RC-043

RC-046

Hestercombe
Gardens Trust

J Gliddon & Sons

IO - 5.7 The
natural and
historic
environment
IO - 5.7 The
natural and
historic
environment

The development of Nerrols will take place in a phased manner. Development plans for the first
phase at the southern end of the site which include the local centre, new homes, employment and
areas for off-site woodland planting required for mitigating the loss / disturbance of habitat of lesser
horseshoe bats in line with the Hestercombe House SAC Appropriate Assessment (TDBC CS – para
5.25)

Q7a The Plan’s strategy for development requirements for biodiversity net gain should be factored
into the viability assessment work we refer to in our answer to question 5b.
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Respondent
Code (RC000x)

RC-046

RC-046

Respondent (name of
organisation or
individual)

J Gliddon & Sons

Mitchell Partners

Mitchell Partners

IO - 5.7 The
natural and
historic
environment

J Gliddon & Sons

LiveWest

RC-053

Mike McDonald

RC-054

IO - 5.7 The
natural and
historic
environment

IO - 5.7 The
natural and
historic
environment
IO - 5.7 The
natural and
historic
environment
IO - 5.7 The
natural and
historic
environment
IO - 5.7 The
natural and
historic
environment

RC-048

RC-054

Section

Comment summary

Q7b/1 We would encourage the Council to robustly review all parcels of land that fall on the edges of
its Green Wedges to assess whether it is appropriate or necessary for them continue to fall within
these designations. There are a number of instances where land has been included within such
designations despite making very little or no contribution towards the objectives of them.
Q7b/3 We agree with objective 7b/3 which seeks to conserve and enhance the natural beauty and
exceptional character and quality of the landscape in the Areas of Outstanding Natural Beauty (AONB).
This should not mean however that development should not be delivered in settlements within the
AONBs on sites which are capable of being developed without causing significant harm to the
appearance and character of the AONB. Proper consideration should be given to whether sites within
such areas provide the best way to deliver the housing which is needed within those settlements,
commensurate with their role and function, and in order to sustain their services and facilities.
Q7b 7b/1 Object to the use of the Somerset Habitat Evaluation Procedure instead of the DEFRA
metric. Imposing different methods will lead to uncertainty. The Council should not be deviating from
national policy. The Environment Bill requires a mandatory 10% biodiversity gain after development
compared to before.
Developments in Watchet and Williton, housing or otherwise, would be on agricultural land needed to
reduce the environmental costs of imports.

Q7a The Plan’s strategy for development requirements for biodiversity net gain should be factored
into the viability assessment work we refer to in our answer to question 5b.

Q7b/1-12 We would encourage the Council to robustly review all parcels of land that fall on the edges
of its Green Wedges to assess whether it is appropriate or necessary for them continue to fall within
these designations. There are a number of instances where land has been included within such
designations despite making very little or no contribution towards the objectives of them.
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Respondent
Code (RC000x)

RC-055

RC-056

RC-056

RC-058

Respondent (name of
organisation or
individual)

Mr and Mrs Summers

Mr Brading

Mr Brading

Mr Sebastian and
others

Section

IO - 5.7 The
natural and
historic
environment
IO - 5.7 The
natural and
historic
environment
IO - 5.7 The
natural and
historic
environment

IO - 5.7 The
natural and
historic
environment

Comment summary

Q7b With respect to proposed policy 7b/1, clarity is needed as to whether this will be applied to
commercial/non-residential developments. We would not recommend the use of the Somerset
Habitat Evaluation Procedure (SHEP) as the method of assessing biodiversity net gain (BNG) instead of
the DEFRA Biodiversity Metric 2.0 (or any subsequent version). The concept of the DEFRA BNG Metric
was to create a standardised approach to measure biodiversity across the country. Reference should
also be made in the policy to biodiversity offsetting/the purchase of biodiversity credits, both of which
are specifically addressed in the DEFRA consultation document and draft Environment Bill.
Q7a The Plan’s strategy for development requirements for biodiversity net gain should be factored
into the viability assessment work we refer to in our answer to question 5b.

Q7b We agree with objective 7b/3. This should not mean however that development should not be
delivered in settlements within the AONBs on sites which are capable of being developed without
causing significant harm to the appearance and character of the AONB.
Q7b With respect to proposed policy 7b/1, clarity is needed as to whether this will be applied to
commercial/non-residential developments. We would object to the use of the Somerset Habitat
Evaluation Procedure (SHEP) as the method of assessing biodiversity net gain (BNG) instead of the
DEFRA Biodiversity Metric 2.0 (or any subsequent version). The concept of the DEFRA BNG Metric was
to create a standardised approach to measure biodiversity across the country. Reference should also
be made in the policy to biodiversity offsetting/the purchase of biodiversity credits, both of which are
specifically addressed in the DEFRA consultation document and draft Environment Bill.
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Respondent
Code (RC000x)

Respondent (name of
organisation or
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Section

Comment summary

Page 34, Note that the Council will be updating its Strategic Flood Risk Assessment..
The new Plan should also take account of the new remediation works that would be associated with
development sites. In the case of our client’s former Wansbrough Paper Mill site, development parcels
are being designed in consultation with the Environment Agency such that there will be a net
betterment in terms of flood risk. It is important that brownfield regeneration sites such as this, which is
listed on the Council’s Brownfield Register, are brought forward for development in the new Plan
given that they will be delivering important new housing, economic and community benefits.

RC-063

RC-068

Paul Atton

Redrow Homes

IO - 5.7 The
natural and
historic
environment

IO - 5.7 The
natural and
historic
environment

Page 36, Objective 7.
Consider that the listed policy approaches are all reasonable, provided that they do not undermine the
viability of development schemes.

Q7b The Local Plan should be consistent with the NPPF in terms of considering the opportunities
presented by existing or planned investment in infrastructure, the area’s economic potential and the
scope for net environmental gains; ( para 72 of the NPPF) and para 118, para 170, 174 and 175 of the
NPPF in respect of minimising impacts on and providing net gains for biodiversity, including by
establishing coherent ecological networks. The Council should not deviate from national policy. The
Council’s Viability Assessment should also account for biodiversity gain in its calculation of the ratio of
gross site area to net developable area.
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Respondent
Code (RC000x)

Respondent (name of
organisation or
individual)

Section

Comment summary

Question 7b:
With respect to proposed policy 7b/1, clarity is needed as to whether this will be applied to
commercial / non-residential developments. If so, object to the use of the Somerset Habitat
Evaluation Procedure (SHEP) as the method of assessing biodiversity net gain (BNG) instead of the
DEFRA Biodiversity Metric 2.0 (or any subsequent version).
The DEFRA BNG Metric was to create a standardised approach to measure biodiversity across the
country. Within DEFRA’s consultation document on BNG there is recognition that “several major
developers and planning authorities already set specific biodiversity net gain requirements” but that “a
standardised requirement for biodiversity net gain, applied equally to all development within scope,
could create a level playing-field for developers”. Imposing different / local assessment methods
which have not been evidenced or justified would not achieve this aim and will lead to uncertainty for
developers.

RC-075

Summerfield
Developments

IO - 5.7 The
natural and
historic
environment

Reference should also be made in the policy to biodiversity offsetting / the purchase of biodiversity
credits, both of which are specifically addressed in the DEFRA consultation document and draft
Environment Bill.
Question 7a:
The Plan’s strategy for development requirements for biodiversity net gain should be factored into the
viability assessment work we refer to in our answer to question 5b.

RC-075

Summerfield
Developments

IO - 5.7 The
natural and
historic
environment
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RC-075

Respondent (name of
organisation or
individual)

Summerfield
Developments

Section

IO - 5.7 The
natural and
historic
environment

Comment summary

Question 7b1-12:
The Council undertook an assessment of its Green Wedge designations in 2015. The report advised
that Green Wedges have been protected through policy in Taunton Deane since the East Taunton
local Plan publication of 1991 and that the policy wording has changed little during that time. The
report contains very little detail and no site specific commentary on the extent to which the
boundaries have been interrogated. There is no evidence that the land requirements of the Green
Wedge have ever been properly assessed by the Council at a site specific level, and we consider it
essential that this is corrected through the preparation of the new Local Plan. Encourage the Council
to robustly review all parcels of land that fall on the edges of its Green Wedges to assess whether it is
appropriate or necessary for them continue to fall within these designations.
Reference to NPPF. The Garden Community proposals would:
Deliver a net gain in biodiversity-Of the circa1,100 acres, a very large amount of which would not form
part of the built development. Thus opportunities for biodiversity net gain-incorporating varied,
species rich new habitats. In addition, biodiversity measures could be included within the area of built
development particular within an integrated green infrastructure network.
Minimise flood risk-Only a small area within Flood Zone 3 No masterplan proposals have yet been
produced but assumed that any built development would be located outside area at risk of flooding.
The development would incorporate Sustainable Urban Drainage System go better control the
existing surface water run off rates and not increase the risk of flooding elsewhere.
Protect the valued landscape- State that all new greenfield development inevitably impacts upon the
landscape within which it’s located. The proposed development will be carefully developed to
minimise its impact upon the landscape.
Sustain and enhance built heritage-State that there are very few heritage assets .Those that do exist
are capable of preservation without harm their setting.

RC-080

Taylor Wimpey

IO - 5.7 The
natural and
historic
environment
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Respondent
Code (RC000x)

RC-082

Respondent (name of
organisation or
individual)

Tim Dyer

RC-082

Tim Dyer

RC-082

Tim Dyer

RC-082

RC-082

RC-082

RC-082

RC-083

Tim Dyer

Tim Dyer

Tim Dyer

Tim Dyer

Tom Newton

Section

IO - 5.7 The
natural and
historic
environment
IO - 5.7 The
natural and
historic
environment
IO - 5.7 The
natural and
historic
environment
IO - 5.7 The
natural and
historic
environment
IO - 5.7 The
natural and
historic
environment
IO - 5.7 The
natural and
historic
environment
IO - 5.7 The
natural and
historic
environment
IO - 5.7 The
natural and
historic
environment

Comment summary

Section 5.7.1 para 1, suggest “at risk due to climate change [and pollution], specifically...” para 2, relating
to trees in towns.. please add a policy (or modify existing) to give urban trees a greater protection
radius from the trunk to prevent their roots being molested during developments nearby. It is common
to hear of digger buckets going through tree roots during groundworks.
Question 7a Encourage / stimulate creation of more community woodlands / orchards. Sponsored
tree planting. All new transport routes should be tree lined. Allocation of land to create new
community allotments. Stop developers building on green-strip land. Use hollow-block for large
paving / parking areas where appropriate, planted with short crop herbs.
Section 5.7.2 see comments for 5.2.1 With this in mind it would make sense to 'designate' the whole
area of the levels somehow, and manage its reversion to a natural wildlife, commercial crop, and
leisure amenity area.
Section 5.7.3 Light pollution is an increasing problem in the region with many new developments
being visible from miles around and from the nearby AONB's

Objective7, policy 7b/1 “Achieving a net gain in biodiversity” would be hugely assisted by the
nationwide ban of Glyphosphate based herbicides.

7b/6 The green-space around Tonedale mill and Town works should be preserved to create a green
corridor, linking nicely to the potential canal route green corridor. This could be the beginnings of a
country park.
7b/12 I propose it become policy that all hedges that are routinely topped which must then be
allowed to grow to maturity. The trees should be either hardwoods of a variety useful for materials or
fuel (such as oak), or useful fruit-bearing or nut trees.
Q7a - The Plan’s strategy for development requirements for biodiversity net gain should be factored
into viability assessment work, see our answer to question 5b
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Respondent
Code (RC000x)

Respondent (name of
organisation or
individual)

Section

Comment summary

Q7b/1 to 7b/12 –
The Council undertook an assessment of its Green Wedge designations in 2015. The report associated
with that advises that Green Wedges have been protected through policy in Taunton Deane since the
East Taunton local Plan publication of 1991 and that the policy wording has changed little during that
time.
The Council’s 2015 report contains very little detail and certainly no site specific commentary on the
extent to which the boundaries have been interrogated. There is no evidence that the land
requirements of the Green Wedge have ever been properly assessed by the Council at a site specific
level, and we consider it essential that this is corrected through the preparation of the new Local Plan.

RC-083

RC-086

Tom Newton

Viridor

IO - 5.7 The
natural and
historic
environment

IO - 5.7 The
natural and
historic
environment

Robustly review all parcels of land that fall on the edges of its Green Wedges to assess whether it is
appropriate or necessary for them continue to fall within these designations. There are a number of
instances where land has been included within such designations despite making very little or no
contribution towards the objectives of them. This results in land which is suitable for development
being blighted unnecessarily and constraining the supply of land which can contribute towards
maintaining an appropriate supply of development land. Potential for site allocations, infill, rounding
off and other small scale site opportunities in sustainable locations should be fully explored on this
basis.
Question 7b/5 Protect,
The merits of each green wedge/open break/local green space designation should be closely
considered on a case by case basis and only designated in those locations that have clear supportive
evidence. When considering the potential allocation of such areas, it will be important to first assess
whether they could contribute to other sustainability objectives, (eg they may be partly appropriate for
development on the basis that they comprise previously developed land or are sustainably located in
relation to a settlement or due to their accessibility by non-car modes).
Consideration should also be given to whether smaller, but well managed areas of green space could
provide a greater contribution to wider sustainability policy objectives, particularly if positive
management regimes could be introduced to increase biodiversity net gain, for example.
Overall a flexible policy basis is considered most appropriate, State intent to make further
representations on this issue as the Local Plan evidence base is made available, with particular
reference to their landholdings at Priorswood (Taunton).
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Respondent
Code (RC000x)

RC-087

RC-087

RC-088

RC-090

RC-090

Respondent (name of
organisation or
individual)

Section

Comment summary

Q7a The Plan’s strategy for development requirements for biodiversity net gain should be factored
into the viability assessment work we refer to in our answer to question 5b.

Vistry Homes

IO - 5.7 The
natural and
historic
environment

Vistry Homes

IO - 5.7 The
natural and
historic
environment

Wainhomes

IO - 5.7 The
natural and
historic
environment

West of England
Developments

IO - 5.7 The
natural and
historic
environment

West of England
Developments

IO - 5.7 The
natural and
historic
environment

Q7b/1-12 We would encourage the Council to robustly review all parcels of land that fall on the edges
of its Green Wedges to assess whether it is appropriate or necessary for them continue to fall within
these designations. There are a number of instances where land has been included within such
designations despite making very little or no contribution towards the objectives of them.
Q7b With respect to proposed policy 7b/1, clarity is needed as to whether this will be applied to
commercial/non-residential developments. We would object to the use of the Somerset Habitat
Evaluation Procedure (SHEP) as the method of assessing biodiversity net gain (BNG) instead of the
DEFRA Biodiversity Metric 2.0 (or any subsequent version). The concept of the DEFRA BNG Metric was
to create a standardised approach to measure biodiversity across the country. Reference should also
be made in the policy to biodiversity offsetting/the purchase of biodiversity credits, both of which are
specifically addressed in the DEFRA consultation document and draft Environment Bill.
Q7b With respect to proposed policy 7b/1, clarity is needed as to whether this will be applied to
commercial/non-residential developments. We would not recommend the use of the Somerset
Habitat Evaluation Procedure (SHEP) as the method of assessing biodiversity net gain (BNG) instead of
the DEFRA Biodiversity Metric 2.0 (or any subsequent version). The concept of the DEFRA BNG Metric
was to create a standardised approach to measure biodiversity across the country. Reference should
also be made in the policy to biodiversity offsetting/the purchase of biodiversity credits, both of which
are specifically addressed in the DEFRA consultation document and draft Environment Bill.
Q7b 7b/5 and the approach to green wedges, these designations do not have the same status and
function as the Green Belt and should not therefore be viewed as creating a blanket restriction on
development. Designated green wedges should not simply be maintained for their own sake, but
rather it is the role and function of a particular site within the green wedge that needs to be
considered.
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Respondent (name of
organisation or
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Section

Comment summary

For flood and water management, it is the topographical, geological and hydrological aspects of our
landscape, whether natural, rural, or urban, that have a bearing on decision-making.

RC-091

West Somerset Flood
Group

IO - 5.7 The
natural and
historic
environment

Information on flooding from all sources, surface water, ground water, ordinary watercourses, main
rivers and the sea, and on coastal erosion, is of equal relevance to the decision making process.
Adaptation to the Climate Emergency will involve a re-framing of our approach to spatial planning.
There is the opportunity through Supplementary Planning Documents and other supporting
documentation to ensure that Somerset West and Taunton planning policy fits with the Council’s
adaptation and mitigation policies for the Climate Emergency. See Flood and Water Management
SPD’s for 5 LPAs in Cambridgeshire, Tewkesbury BC, South Worcestershire DC, also local councils in
Anglian Water area where applications will be refused if applicants do not undertake to achieve
adoptable SUD’s Standards.

RC-091

West Somerset Flood
Group

IO - 5.7 The
natural and
historic
environment

Encourage the Lead Local Flood Authority to bring forward as soon as possible new Surface Water
Management Plans for Minehead and Taunton, and surface-water studies for Williton, Washford, and
Carhampton
Early consideration should be given at landscape scale to ensure that sufficient space is made for
water. This might include: the de-allocation of previously allocated sites (for this or other reasons) and
the protection of areas designated for future attenuation purposes.

RC-091

West Somerset Flood
Group

IO - 5.7 The
natural and
historic
environment

Allocated or developable sites held over from earlier plans and SHLAAs, have a tendency for a
cursory re-examination than if they were to come forward now.
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Respondent (name of
organisation or
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Section

Comment summary

Allocate land for attenuation areas to mitigate for the impacts of climate change.
In Minehead under the SMP and the BMP, current attenuation land will be lost under set-back
arrangements due to rising sea levels. This will affect the current attenuation system of rhynes for
Minehead. Space will need to be found for attenuation. Currently, the extent of such space is not
known as no technical assessment has been carried out for such future needs.

RC-091

RC-091

RC-091

West Somerset Flood
Group

West Somerset Flood
Group

West Somerset Flood
Group

IO - 5.7 The
natural and
historic
environment
IO - 5.7 The
natural and
historic
environment

IO - 5.7 The
natural and
historic
environment

The local plan is the strategic moment to begin to consider what this means for land allocations, for
larger developments and also for windfall developments.

Future no-build zones may also have to be considered in light of coastal erosion. At least one site
currently allocated in West Somerset might end up in this situation.

Key concerns:
•
Absence of adaptation and resilience objectives
•
Lack of reference to the use of the planning system to better mitigate and manage the impacts
of surface water flooding given the increased risk. This means a more serious approach to SuDS and
its role, not only within new developments, but in our wider urban infrastructure
•
Need for consideration of climate-related water management requirements for developments
under 10 houses. This is the form that much windfall development takes in West Somerset. Such
developments (and larger ones) should be considered for their cumulative impact.
•
Need for greater cohesion in the approach to coastal erosion and its implications for wider spatial
planning in coastal settlements and beyond
•
Need for a robust and clear set of parameters for sequential and exception tests
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Respondent (name of
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Section

Comment summary

Q7b – In the discussion, flooding seems to be addressed as part of the natural and historic
environment. From a planning perspective, flooding is caused by how we occupy space, not by the
natural environment itself. So, although flooding can certainly impact on biodiversity, it is how we
manage water in our environment, whether rural or urban, that is not only important in terms of
mitigating the impacts of climate change but also in terms of the impact it has on others and on the
natural environment.
Protecting , as far as possible, urban streets and homes from flood water filled with sewage as the
result of heavy downpours should be a major part of planning for the Climate Emergency. Protecting
vulnerable populations from the impacts of building on flood plains should also be a major part of
planning for the Climate Emergency. Along with a number of other measures in between.
The Climate Emergency will bring as much risk from surface water flooding as it will from rivers and
sea. This means that Local Planners need to use all the tools at their disposal to improve capacity,
encourage green infrastructure, even in the most densely occupied areas, and plan for exceedance.
Because sudden downpours will inevitably generate exceedance.
Not only low-lying areas and coastal areas are at risk from flooding.
We are aware that addressing the issue of surface water flooding through the planning process is in
many ways more complex than flooding from rivers and sea. It is treated as a post-consent
engineering problem. Unless this Local Plan takes the lead in recognising that surface water is an
issue for consideration from site allocation onwards, data on surface water both modelled and
historical exists, and that its management on new developments of all sizes and also through existing
and new infrastructure then we are storing up problems for the future.

RC-091

West Somerset Flood
Group

IO - 5.7 The
natural and
historic
environment

Flood Zone 1 may be seen by planners as somewhere where water is not a concern. However, steep
and saturated hillsides above settlements whose water infrastructure (whether Highways or Wessex
Water) is old, often unmapped, leaky, and not nearly sufficient to protect those who live there from
overflowing surface water and foul sewers into their homes. We see flow paths diverted with little
thought to the consequences. And we see the consequences
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Respondent (name of
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Section

Comment summary

7b - we would ask that attention be paid to the parameters for the Sequential and Exception tests,
both in general allocations of land for development by this Authority, and in how these are explained
to applicants and applied to private individual site Flood Risk Assessments.

RC-091

RC-092

RC-093

Wiveliscombe Civic
and Historical Society

IO - 5.7 The
natural and
historic
environment
IO - 5.7 The
natural and
historic
environment

Woodland Trust

IO - 5.7 The
natural and
historic
environment

West Somerset Flood
Group

We strongly urge that you also include surface water information in the template for the Sustainability
Analysis of individual sites. While static maps exist in the 2019 SFRA Level 1, more up-to-date and
detailed maps are provided through the government portal. Please remember that our Lead Local
Flood Authority will not look at applications for under 10 houses.
The Society supports the points raised in Question 7b. In addition, (5.7.3) it is also important for the plan
to support the setting of settlements even if they are not within or adjoining a protected landscape as
there may be for example, local features and views worth preserving or to prevent coalescence of
settlements or ribbon development in the countryside.
Q7a We would like to see biodiversity net gain being applied as part of a wider approach to strategic
green infrastructure. Urge that the new Defra Biodiversity Net Gain requirement is set in policy as part
of a clear and locally appropriate framework. We highlight the upcoming requirement for Local Nature
Recovery Strategies as an opportunity to best steer this and the opportunity for landscape-scale
collaboration through the Somerset Local Nature Partnership. Policy must also clearly separate
protection from the net gain principle and appropriate compensation to provide a clear order of
application in line with the mitigation hierarchy. Urge the Council to be more ambitious than the
minimum 10% biodiversity net gain (see Swindon BC Lp Policy DM32)
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RC-093

RC-095

RC-095

RC-095

Respondent (name of
organisation or
individual)

Woodland Trust

Watchet Town
Council

Watchet Town
Council

Watchet Town
Council

Section

IO - 5.7 The
natural and
historic
environment
IO - 5.7 The
natural and
historic
environment
IO - 5.7 The
natural and
historic
environment
IO - 5.7 The
natural and
historic
environment

Comment summary

Q7b
7b/1 Welcome approach and the importance of setting biodiversity net gain in the context of a
changing climate
7b/2 Welcome the emphasis on the ecological network and protection for trees, woodland and
hedgerows. Urge a comprehensive policy as part of a wider Tree Strategy including clear protection
for irreplaceable habitats (followed through in planning decisions). Ref Natural England's Standing
Advice Ancient woodland, ancient trees and veteran trees are irreplaceable. For trees where loss is
acceptable, the Council should adopt an ambitious tree replacement policy and to require trees to be
sourced and grown in the UK.
7b/7 and 8 Welcome approaches to water management and stress the importance of the catchmentbased approach and the role of natural solutions to improve water quality and quantity.
7b/12 Strongly welcome the approach to 'Allocate site specifically for tree planting' which we advise
is reworded to 'woodland creation'. to allow for both natural regeneration and planting as appropriate.
Would welcome a broader allocation of sites for 'nature recovery'. Urge the Council to develop a GI
strategy to maximise the multiple benefits of GI and contribute to climate resilience, carbon storage,
wellbeing, flood protection, air quality, biodiversity, pollination and recreation amongst many other
benefits.
Because of the geology there is a risk of coastal erosion, its important applications submitted contain
geological and ground stability reports

7a – improve local biodiversity with green wedges, require planning applications to demonstrate how
they’ve provided green corridors and dedicated land for tree planting.

7b/1 to 7b/12 - support
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RC-001

RC-002

RC-002

RC-004

Respondent (name of
organisation or
individual)

Section

Carhampton Parish
Council

IO - 5.8 Thriving
coastal and rural
communities

Creech St Michael
Parish Council

IO - 5.8 Thriving
coastal and rural
communities

Creech St Michael
Parish Council

IO - 5.8 Thriving
coastal and rural
communities

Exmoor National Park
Authority

IO - 5.8 Thriving
coastal and rural
communities

Comment summary

To protect the rural environment, would like a settlement boundary defined around the village of
Carhampton as defined by the current built development (boundary proposed)
Development boundaries for Creech St Michael and Creech Heathfield should not be changed. The
Neighbourhood Plan should identify small scale development.
Support for the hybrid approach to settlement boundaries. Support for all the policies: 8b/1-8

This issue is for SW&T to decide in planning for the area. However, there’s a need to ensure the
location and level of new development is such that the National Park and its setting are conserved
and enhanced. Also that new development can be accommodated sympathetically to avoid
‘unnatural’ hard edges to settlements and whether development limits help achieve this or exacerbate
it – we therefore support policy approach 9a/2 which seeks to require high quality design which
reflects the site and its context. Finally, the need to maximise the delivery of local need affordable
housing and the role of the settlement strategy and development limits in achieving this. eg where a
rural exceptions site approach applies adjoining and within a settlement, development limits may not
be necessary. However, development limits provide more certainty where a rural exception approach
would only apply to land adjoining a settlement.
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Respondent
Code

RC-005

Respondent (name of
organisation or
individual)

Highways England

Section

IO - 5.8 Thriving
coastal and rural
communities

Comment summary

Expectation is that when the local planning authority identifies specific sites for potential allocations,
the transport impacts of these sites will be assessed.
As the specific location of the sites is not known at this time it is not possible to offer specific
comments, however, when considering potential sites to take forward, we would urge consideration
of:
a) The location of the potential sites with respect to the SRN and the likelihood that traffic would need
to travel across a junction or on the SRN to access services and facilities;
b) The ability to provide mitigation to ensure that there are no severe impacts on the SRN.
Development at existing settlements may benefit from existing transport network as well as provide
the opportunity to create new communities with access to education, retail and employment
opportunities.
In transport terms there may be opportunities to integrate the extension into the existing transport
networks, and opportunities to create new networks to support the urban extensions and benefit
existing urban areas.
Careful consideration should be given to the necessary transport infrastructure that would be required
to support a new settlement, regardless of scale. Site locations that can be made sustainable in terms
of transport movements, and hence avoid adverse impact on the SRN, are likely to be less
challenging. When considering the location and associated supporting infrastructure of new
settlements, the SRN should not be considered as an alternative to providing improvements to the
existing local road network. The infrastructure improvements to support a new settlement should
include the planning of adequate highway infrastructure capacity to provide for local movements,
thereby maximising the ability of the SRN to serve strategic movements to and from the Plan area and
more widely.
Excessive use of the SRN for local movements impacts on the performance of the SRN and hence its
ability to support economic growth in the Plan area and more widely.
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Respondent (name of
organisation or
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Section

Comment summary

Thriving coastal and rural communities; Managing development in rural settlements (question 8b):
Support subject to comments:

RC-006

RC-006

Historic England

Historic England

IO - 5.8 Thriving
coastal and rural
communities

IO - 5.8 Thriving
coastal and rural
communities

Many of these places will contain heritage assets, including conservation areas, and their rural and/or
coastal settings may make important contributions to their significance. Topic Paper 2 does not
specifically discuss the implications for the historic environment of the different options (options for
settlement boundaries), it notes some of the advantages and disadvantages of settlement boundaries
in relation to the character of settlements and the countryside and the need to protect built heritage.
Welcome its final paragraph, which states that robust policies and evidence on such matters such as
‘built heritage’ would form the basis for managing development (this should be broadened out to
either ‘heritage assets’ or the ‘historic environment’) and that the Local Plan would have strong
policies.
Without an historic environment evidence base, we are unable to state a preferred option at this stage.
However, a modified form of iii) hybrid approach could perhaps enable the historic environment to be
a factor in deciding on whether settlement boundaries or criteria-based policy would be most
appropriate for each rural settlement and in positioning individual settlement boundaries. This would
need to be informed by a Heritage Impact Assessment (where appropriate) as part of an up-to-date
historic environment evidence base (as required by paragraphs 31 and 35 of the NPPF), to help avoid
or minimise future conflicts over development proposals and heritage asset conservation (as per
paragraph 190 of the NPPF), as well as to take opportunities to enhance any heritage assets that are ‘at
risk’.
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Respondent
Code

Respondent (name of
organisation or
individual)

Section

Comment summary

There are a number of additional policies proposed that may affect the historic environment, including:
8b/1; 8b/2; 8b/3; 8b/6;• and 8b/7.

RC-006

RC-006

RC-010

RC-010

RC-012

RC-012

Historic England

IO - 5.8 Thriving
coastal and rural
communities

Historic England

IO - 5.8 Thriving
coastal and rural
communities

North Curry Parish
Council

IO - 5.8 Thriving
coastal and rural
communities

North Curry Parish
Council

IO - 5.8 Thriving
coastal and rural
communities

Sampford Brett Parish
Council

IO - 5.8 Thriving
coastal and rural
communities

Sampford Brett Parish
Council

IO - 5.8 Thriving
coastal and rural
communities

We expect these policies to contain provisions that recognise and provide for the conservation and
enhancement of the significance of heritage assets, including their settings, where appropriate. In
relation to policy 8b/3, for example, there may be listed or historic farmsteads and farm buildings that
could be converted to new uses. Historic England’s website provides advice and guidance on this
topic. The coastline of SWT contains a relatively high number of heritage assets (centred around
Minehead and Watchet) and consideration should be given to the contribution of the coastline and sea
views to their setting and significance. Consideration also needs to be given to links between the Local
Plan and the marine planning system and to ensure that appropriate development intended to help
conserve or enhance a vulnerable heritage asset affect by coastal change can be considered.

Support additional policy 8b/8 regarding Hinkley Point C and the need for proposals to mitigate short
and long-term adverse cultural and environmental impacts on the historic environment (subject to
content and wording).
Need to recognise specific issues in rural areas. North Curry took on its notional 50 dwellings in the
first two years after adoption of the Core Strategy and Creech St Michael took in excess of its
dwellings. Avoid building on greenfields as this reduces the incentive for brownfield development.
Need more social housing in villages, the Council should build their own Council houses in villages.
Settlement boundaries (q10): support the use of settlement boundaries across the district

Q8a Have a policy which is a hybrid of (i) and (ii) where there are settlement boundaries only in areas
of greater development pressure i.e. parts of the District that are more accessible - closer to the M5,
Taunton and Wellington areas.
Q8b Make sense.
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Respondent
Code

RC-014

RC-014

RC-014

RC-014

RC-014

RC-014

RC-018

RC-019

Respondent (name of
organisation or
individual)

Somerset County
Council

Section

IO - 5.8 Thriving
coastal and rural
communities

Somerset County
Council

IO - 5.8 Thriving
coastal and rural
communities

Somerset County
Council

IO - 5.8 Thriving
coastal and rural
communities

Somerset County
Council

IO - 5.8 Thriving
coastal and rural
communities

Somerset County
Council

IO - 5.8 Thriving
coastal and rural
communities

Somerset County
Council

IO - 5.8 Thriving
coastal and rural
communities

Stogursey Parish
Council

IO - 5.8 Thriving
coastal and rural
communities

Stoke St Mary Parish
Council

IO - 5.8 Thriving
coastal and rural
communities

Comment summary

SCC (Public Health) Suggest the hybrid approach, specifically to minimise car-centric development
proposals close to the M5 which encourage long-distance commuting.
SCC (Flood and water management) Coastal developments – development in these areas require
careful consideration particularly in relation to coastal management practices, slope stability,
exceedance routes, springs/ groundwater issues and access to drainage infrastructure.
Rural areas might have more issues with regard access to drainage infrastructure – this can result in
significant pipework being laid to connect to the nearest waterbody or surface water sewer.
SCC (Ecology Team) 8a This depends on the ecological sensitivity around the settlement

SCC (Ecology Team) 8b/1 Policy could include acceptability in terms of ecology

SCC (Ecology Team) 8b/6 And also the coastal hinterland

SCC (Ecology Team) 8b/8 All development should provide a biodiversity net gain. This could be
included as an additional policy or with reference to 7a above
Q8b 8b/ 8. ‘Ensure that the HPC nuclear power station proposals mitigate short and long term adverse
cultural, economic, environmental and social impact and provides a net gain of bio diversity in the
area.' As host community to the Hinkley Point C project, SPC would support this additional policy.
Q8a Settlement boundaries are the first line of defence against rampant development for the villages
around Taunton which are under most pressure. They and the open countryside regulations must be
maintained. The villages of West Somerset have different needs but can answer for themselves. (see
Appendix 4)
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Respondent
Code

RC-019

RC-021

RC-021

RC-022

RC-022

RC-024

RC-026

RC-026

Respondent (name of
organisation or
individual)

Section

Stoke St Mary Parish
Council

IO - 5.8 Thriving
coastal and rural
communities

West Hatch Parish
Council

IO - 5.8 Thriving
coastal and rural
communities

West Hatch Parish
Council

IO - 5.8 Thriving
coastal and rural
communities

Williton Parish Council

IO - 5.8 Thriving
coastal and rural
communities

Williton Parish Council

IO - 5.8 Thriving
coastal and rural
communities

Acorn Developments

IO - 5.8 Thriving
coastal and rural
communities

Bourne Leisure

IO - 5.8 Thriving
coastal and rural
communities

Bourne Leisure

IO - 5.8 Thriving
coastal and rural
communities

Comment summary

Q8b Development must NOT be allowed outside of settlement limits (Taunton Deane). There is a
general distrust of criteria-based planning, as it is open to abuse. Developers can drive a coach and
horses through anything with flexibility and councils lack the resources to fight them.
Q8a Retain settlement boundaries unless by exception a case for development can be made against
core environmental, social and economic safeguards and supported by central and parish councils
Q8b Policy approaches seem to be acceptable

Q8a – retain settlement boundaries so it is clear where development is accessible in principal and is
not piece meal as is being seen in Williton and Watchet with 250 houses at Liddymore and 136 at
Doniford – where infrastructure has not been taken into account to the detriment of the residences
and appearance of the area
Q8b – 8b/4 and 8b/5 contradict each other, as do 8b/6 and 8b7. Too many contradictions for us to
draw correct conclusions.
Q8a We would advocate option ii whereby there are no boundaries but a sensible list of criteria
against which proposals can be considered. It may be useful for these criteria to reference/be framed
around the Building for Life principles.
Section 5.8.1 The emerging Local Plan section on “thriving coastal and rural communities” should
recognise the importance of tourism to these communities in providing jobs and supporting the local
economy. The Local Plan it does not specifically acknowledge the role of the sector in coastal and
rural communities, where tourism activities are predominantly located.
Q8b/1 The proposed criteria-based policy approach to development in the countryside (outside of
settlement limits) should provide specific support for tourism development, including holiday
accommodation. Tourism development is often located in these areas, as the sector seeks to attract
visitors to enjoy the natural environment.
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Respondent
Code

RC-026

RC-026

RC-029

RC-032

RC-032

RC-035

Respondent (name of
organisation or
individual)

Bourne Leisure

Bourne Leisure

Cavanna Homes

Section

Comment summary

IO - 5.8 Thriving
coastal and rural
communities

Q8b/6 The emerging policy on coastal development should specifically support tourism proposals
where they do not cause unacceptable damage to the coastal environment. The NPPF recognises the
important role of the tourism industry in supporting a prosperous rural economy at paragraph 83(c),
where it states that planning policies and decisions should enable “sustainable rural tourism and
leisure developments which respect the character of the countryside.”

IO - 5.8 Thriving
coastal and rural
communities

Q8b/7 the emerging policy under Policy Approach 8b/7 should provide opportunities for the
relocation of tourism accommodation to areas that are less vulnerable to coastal erosion. This will be
important in order to ensure tourism operators can continue to trade. The loss of holiday
accommodation units would have a detrimental impact on the economy, as this would result in fewer
visitors, reduced visitor expenditure and fewer jobs supported.

IO - 5.8 Thriving
coastal and rural
communities

Q8a Although settlement boundaries have been historically used to distinguish between areas where
development is considered acceptable and the open countryside where development should be
restricted, it is considered that such boundaries are often arbitrary both in terms of their particular
locations in terms of their application. Development proposals and potential development sites should
be considered on their own merits in terms of their benefits and harm, being judged against the
strategic and development management policies of the Local Plan and the NPPF.

IO - 5.8 Thriving
coastal and rural
communities

Q8a For the reasons set out in our response to question 2c, it is our view that the settlement boundary
to the South of Taunton in particular should be protected. To do otherwise would risk potentially
limitless creeping development which swallows up outlying villages and fundamentally and
unacceptably undermines the social and environmental character of those areas while overwhelming
the part of Taunton which we represent, and others.

Cllrs Derek Perry and
Danny Wedderkop

IO - 5.8 Thriving
coastal and rural
communities

Q8b We are concerned that any criteria based system for countryside areas would struggle to be
sufficiently rigorous to guarantee that circumvention so to as to permit unacceptable large scale
development in areas such as the Blackdown Vale does not occur. Thus, while we understand the
theoretical benefit of the flexibility which a criteria based policy could provide, we fear that the risks
outweigh the benefits.

David Walker

IO - 5.8 Thriving
coastal and rural
communities

Cllrs Derek Perry and
Danny Wedderkop

Helpful to define settlement limits, both for landscape and townscape reasons and to resist overdevelopment beyond the status of the settlement within the hierarchy.
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Respondent
Code

RC-038

RC-038

RC-039

Respondent (name of
organisation or
individual)

GF Enterprises

Section

IO - 5.8 Thriving
coastal and rural
communities

GF Enterprises

IO - 5.8 Thriving
coastal and rural
communities

Mr Shapland

IO - 5.8 Thriving
coastal and rural
communities

Comment summary

Question 8a:
In light of supporting discussion within Topic Paper 2: Settlement Boundaries, support not having
settlement boundaries around the smaller tier rural settlements and having a more flexible approach
which al lows appropriate development to meet identified needs , and /or with local support , to be
brought forward subject to important planning considerations such as landscape and heritage
considerations
Agree that the dispersed nature of some rural settlement means settlement boundaries are not
necessarily an appropriate tool. eg Cheddon Fitzpaine, key community facilities of primary school and
village hall are currently outs ide the settlement boundaries. This means the settlement boundary not
truly relate to the village as a community but also means key facilities it outside it and are subject to
additional constraints due to an open countryside location, restricting potential expansion or
development requirements.
Question 8b
As an alternative to Settlement Boundaries, support a criteria based approach to determine
development proposals against.
Support approach outlined in 8b/4 for support for farm diversification and transformation. It responds
to addressing climate change impacts and mitigation, and changing agricultural practices and
economies.
Q8a – support the previous approach set by West Somerset Local Plan 2034 to not have settlement
boundaries but instead had a definition of the built-up area and a criteria based. The justification for
not having settlement boundaries was the challenge of delivering new housing and employment sites
in WSC. This still stands as a valid concern. Should the decision be made to bring in settlement limits,
the Council should proceed with proactively allocating sites in these areas which would prevent urban
sprawl and enable sites to come forward. This is likely to require some adjustment and expansion of
the key settlement development limits, such as at Minehead
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Respondent
Code

RC-039

RC-039

RC-040

Respondent (name of
organisation or
individual)

Gladman

Gladman

Hallam Land
Management

Section

IO - 5.8 Thriving
coastal and rural
communities

IO - 5.8 Thriving
coastal and rural
communities

IO - 5.8 Thriving
coastal and rural
communities

Comment summary

Question 8a:
Do not consider the use of settlement boundaries as development limits to be an appropriate planning
tool if they would limit the ability of sustainable development opportunities from coming forward.
The NPPF (2019) is clear that development which is considered sustainable should go ahead without
delay in accordance with the presumption in favour of sustainable development. The need for
flexibility is essential to ensure the Local Plan is responsive to changes in circumstance which may
occur over the plan period.
Support the removal of settlement boundaries in smaller settlements to support the appropriately
scaled sustainable development.
Question 8b:
Support policy approaches that offer flexibility such as 8b/1 which suggests a criteria based policy for
when development in the countryside, beyond settlement limits would be acceptable.
With regard to 8b/4, protection of best and most versatile land should be in line with the NPPF (2019)
as outlined at paragraph 4.2.5.
Question 8a:
Any policy should ensure sufficient flexibility to meet the Plan’s housing needs and to facilitate, not
stifle, sustainable growth, through the encouragement of a sufficient supply of deliverable and
developable land to deliver the District’s housing requirement. A mix of sites will be needed and so
settlement boundaries, if drawn, will need to ensure flexibility over the Plan period to respond to
changing housing needs.
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Respondent
Code

Respondent (name of
organisation or
individual)

Section

Comment summary

Q8 – the Council’s Policy Approach to settlement boundaries should be sufficiently flexible to permit
sustainable development to come forward.
The HLS should include a short and long-term supply of sites by the identification of both strategic
and non-strategic allocations for residential development. Housing delivery is optimised where a wide
mix of sites is provided, by both size and market location, so that small, medium and large
housebuilding companies have access to suitable land to offer the widest possible range of products
to households to meet their housing needs. Housing delivery is maximised where a wide mix of sites
provides choice for consumers, allows places to grow in sustainable ways, creates opportunities to
diversify the construction sector, responds to changing circumstances, treats the housing requirement
as a minimum rather than a maximum and provides choice / competition in the land market. Under
the 2019 NPPF, the Council should identify at least 10% of its housing requirement on sites no larger
than one hectare or else demonstrate strong reasons for not achieving this target (para 68).

RC-041

RC-042

RC-046

HBF

IO - 5.8 Thriving
coastal and rural
communities

Helen and Nigel Fry

IO - 5.8 Thriving
coastal and rural
communities

J Gliddon & Sons

IO - 5.8 Thriving
coastal and rural
communities

The Council needs to recognise a more rounded approach to the way neighbourhoods operate
recognising that local character evolves over time. Growth needs to be directed towards the most
accessible and well-connected places, making the most efficient use of the public transport and
walking and cycling networks, making them work not only more space-efficiently, but also in a better
way for the people who use them. Allocating growth to specific sustainable areas on a hierarchy basis
and then loosening settlement boundaries in these areas to accommodate the allocated housing
could be a way to achieve this. Considerations:
• Looser settlement boundaries, which could consist of larger gardens and buildings and land on the
edge of villages in order to allow communities to grow, support existing facilities and avoid
'cramming'.
• Amend settlement boundaries to address anomalies, inconsistencies and the removal of back land
• Small infill development where the existing boundary does not reflect what is evident on the ground.
• Allowing more small-scale housing development to take place in local villages with key services and
facilities.
• All development should take account of the form and character of their setting.
Q8a We would support the removal of settlement boundaries in smaller settlements, to be replaced
by criteria based policies.
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Respondent
Code

RC-046

RC-048

RC-048

RC-054

RC-054

RC-055

Respondent (name of
organisation or
individual)

J Gliddon & Sons

Section

IO - 5.8 Thriving
coastal and rural
communities

Huntworth Properties

IO - 5.8 Thriving
coastal and rural
communities

LiveWest

IO - 5.8 Thriving
coastal and rural
communities

Mitchell Partners

IO - 5.8 Thriving
coastal and rural
communities

Mitchell Partners

IO - 5.8 Thriving
coastal and rural
communities

Mr and Mrs Summers

IO - 5.8 Thriving
coastal and rural
communities

Comment summary

Q8b/1-2 We would be generally supportive of these policy approaches in principle.

Q8a Support the use of settlement boundaries (option 8a (i) as part of a plan-led approach to
sustainable development.
There are currently no sites which are considered as “developable” within the 2019 SHLAA which are
within the adopted settlement boundary of Creech St Michael and the adopted settlement boundary
currently forms a policy constraint to small sites adjacent to the settlement.
The Local Plan review provides the opportunity to revise adopted settlement boundaries to include
suitable sites as allocations to enable sustainable growth within the new plan period.
Land adjacent to Dillons Road is a suitable, logical and unconstrained site within the natural enclosure
of Creech St Michael that could accommodate a part of the settlement’s future growth strategy.
Q8a We would support option (ii) so that there are no boundaries but a sensible list of criteria against
which proposal can be considered.
Q8a We would support the removal of settlement boundaries in smaller settlements, to be replaced
by criteria based policies.
Q8b/1-2 We would be generally supportive of these policy approaches in principle.

Q8a We would advocate option ii whereby there are no boundaries but a sensible list of criteria
against which proposals can be considered. It may be useful for these criteria to reference/be framed
around the Building for Life principles.
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Respondent
Code

RC-055

RC-056

RC-058

RC-060

RC-062

RC-063

Respondent (name of
organisation or
individual)

Section

Comment summary

Mr and Mrs Summers

IO - 5.8 Thriving
coastal and rural
communities

Q8b In respect of 8b/1 this will need to include Rural Exception sites and allow an element of open
market cross subsidy in line with the approach within NPPF paragraphs 77 and 78. Consideration
should also be given to allowing the following outside of settlement boundaries given the clear
support within the NPPF: Self-build; Starter homes / First Homes; Open market dwellings that
demonstrate exceptional quality design (NPPF paragraph 79); Reuse and/or conversion of existing
buildings

Mr Brading

IO - 5.8 Thriving
coastal and rural
communities

Mr Sebastian and
others

IO - 5.8 Thriving
coastal and rural
communities

Mrs J Butterly

IO - 5.8 Thriving
coastal and rural
communities

Pat and Robin Venner

IO - 5.8 Thriving
coastal and rural
communities

Paul Atton

IO - 5.8 Thriving
coastal and rural
communities

Q8a We would support the removal of settlement boundaries in smaller settlements such as Kingston
St Mary, to be replaced by criteria based policies which enable development to come forward in
appropriate locations.
Q8a We would advocate option ii whereby there are no boundaries but a sensible list of criteria
against which proposals can be considered. It may be useful for these criteria to reference/be framed
around the Building for Life principles.
Q8a It is our view that the use of arbitrary ‘black lines’ to define where development is considered
acceptable is an outdated approach and does not reflect the Framework. We would strongly
advocate the Council developing criteria-based policies that are sufficiently flexible to allow
appropriate scaled growth in all settlements right through to those in Tier 7.
Q8a Settlement boundaries should be kept.

Page 38, Option 8a:
Can see the logic for West Somerset’s towns to be given defined settlement boundaries. Believe that
these would focus where new development is appropriate, promote more sustainable forms of
development, and act to avoid poorly located outlying greenfield sites. Important brownfield
regeneration sites such as our client’s Former Wansbrough Paper Mill site should be included within
the settlement boundary for Watchet.
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Respondent
Code

RC-063

RC-068

RC-075

RC-076

RC-076

Respondent (name of
organisation or
individual)

Paul Atton

Redrow Homes

Section

IO - 5.8 Thriving
coastal and rural
communities

IO - 5.8 Thriving
coastal and rural
communities

Summerfield
Developments

IO - 5.8 Thriving
coastal and rural
communities

SWT Enabling Team

IO - 5.8 Thriving
coastal and rural
communities

SWT Enabling Team

IO - 5.8 Thriving
coastal and rural
communities

Comment summary

Topic Paper 2: Settlement Boundaries
Can see the logic for West Somerset’s towns to be given defined settlement boundaries. These would
focus where new development is appropriate, promote more sustainable forms of development, and
act to avoid poorly located outlying greenfield sites. Important brownfield regeneration sites such as
our client’s Former Wansbrough Paper Mill site should be included within the settlement boundary for
Watchet.
Q8a It is considered that a flexible approach needs to be adopted so that sustainable development
can come forward. It is important to provide a range and choice of sites to support housing delivery
and ensure a 5 year housing land supply and to ensure that the Housing Delivery Test is achieved.
Paragraph 68 a) of the NPPF states that at least 10% of the housing requirement should be
accommodated on sites no larger than 1 hectare.
Question 8a:
Advocate option ii whereby there are no boundaries but a sensible list of criteria against which
proposals can be considered. It may be useful for these criteria to reference/be framed around the
Building for Life principles.
Q8a Keep settlement boundaries across the district with a clear exception site policy. This will help
meet the identified housing and service needs of local communities. This provides clarity to
developers and communities and council officers.
Q8b1 Yes. Criteria based incorporated within an exceptions policy with regard to what the community
needs and wants i.e. neighbourhood plans / community led housing groups.
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Respondent
Code

RC-080

Respondent (name of
organisation or
individual)

Taylor Wimpey

Section

IO - 5.8 Thriving
coastal and rural
communities

Comment summary

Question 8A
No preference is made to the use of settlement boundaries or otherwise. That said, as discussed
under Question 2A, significant concern is raised regarding the proposed settlement hierarchy.
Note that Topic Paper 2 regarding settlement boundaries recognises the merits of Ruishton as being
closer to jobs and services at Taunton, closer to the M5 and closer to the railway and thus a desirable
location for housing development. These merits are not reflected in the settlement hierarchy which
seeks to designate Ruishton as a village and limit options for growth. This clear disparity requires
significant review through further assessment of the settlement’s role and function.

Question 8a:
Settlement boundaries are an outdated and unhelpful mechanism by which to judge the sustainability
credentials of a development proposal.

RC-081

RC-082

RC-082

The Wyndham Estate

IO - 5.8 Thriving
coastal and rural
communities

Tim Dyer

IO - 5.8 Thriving
coastal and rural
communities

Tim Dyer

IO - 5.8 Thriving
coastal and rural
communities

The emphasis should not be on whether a proposed development is positioned on the correct side of
an arbitrary line, as this approach simply prevents any genuine consideration of whether it does (or
does not) represent a sustainable form of development.
Rather than judging sustainability based on which side of a line a site sits, it should be judged through
consideration of issues such as: access to jobs, local services and facilities; the needs of the local
community; energy efficiency; design quality; impacts upon heritage, landscape and townscape
settings etc. sure on sites within the settlement. This pattern of development can erode the historic
character of the settlement, particularly in villages.

Section 5.8.1 Promote rural working hubs, communal workspaces where small rural businesses can
share overheads, transport and common business functions. Option 8a, I favour i) for practical reasons.
Settlement boundaries encourage a more focused built area and will result in easier management of
services such as sewage and transport.
Objective 8, policy 8b/1 Rural development projects should make use of local labour, materials, and
services wherever possible. Like the 'offset' schemes between countries to keep the wealth in the
country of origin
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Respondent
Code

RC-082

RC-082

RC-083

RC-083

RC-086

RC-087

RC-087

RC-088

Respondent (name of
organisation or
individual)

Section

Tim Dyer

IO - 5.8 Thriving
coastal and rural
communities

Tim Dyer

IO - 5.8 Thriving
coastal and rural
communities

Tom Newton

IO - 5.8 Thriving
coastal and rural
communities

Tom Newton

IO - 5.8 Thriving
coastal and rural
communities

Viridor

IO - 5.8 Thriving
coastal and rural
communities

Vistry Homes

IO - 5.8 Thriving
coastal and rural
communities

Vistry Homes

IO - 5.8 Thriving
coastal and rural
communities

Wainhomes

IO - 5.8 Thriving
coastal and rural
communities

Comment summary

Policy 8b/2 & 3, All rural developments must be closely scrutinised for protection against pollution to
rivers and groundwater, and for light pollution.
Langford Budville Parish - suggestions that relate to the Parish, but could equally apply to other parish
plans.
Q8a - Support the removal of settlement boundaries in smaller settlements, to be replaced by criteria
based policies
8b/1 to 8b2 - generally supportive of these policy approaches in principle

Question 8a and 8b
Support not having settlement boundaries, but instead having a criteria based policy to determine
development proposals against. This will allow the merits of each particular site to be considered on a
case by case basis.
Support policy approach 8b/1 – this will allow the merits of each particular site to be considered on a
case by case basis.
Q8a We would support the removal of settlement boundaries in smaller settlements, to be replaced
by criteria based policies.
Q8b/1-2 We would be generally supportive of these policy approaches in principle.

Q8a We would advocate option ii whereby there are no boundaries but a sensible list of criteria
against which proposals can be considered. It may be useful for these criteria to reference/be framed
around the Building for Life principles.
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Respondent
Code

RC-090

RC-090

RC-091

RC-091

RC-092

RC-092

Respondent (name of
organisation or
individual)

West of England
Developments

West of England
Developments

West Somerset Flood
Group

West Somerset Flood
Group

Wiveliscombe Civic
and Historical Society

Wiveliscombe Civic
and Historical Society

Section

IO - 5.8 Thriving
coastal and rural
communities

IO - 5.8 Thriving
coastal and rural
communities

IO - 5.8 Thriving
coastal and rural
communities

IO - 5.8 Thriving
coastal and rural
communities

IO - 5.8 Thriving
coastal and rural
communities

IO - 5.8 Thriving
coastal and rural
communities

Comment summary

Q8a We would advocate option ii whereby there are no boundaries but a sensible list of criteria
against which proposals can be considered. It may be useful for these criteria to reference/be framed
around the Building for Life principles.
Q8b In respect of 8b/1 this will need to include Rural Exception sites and allow an element of open
market cross subsidy in line with the approach within NPPF paragraphs 77 and 78. Consideration
should also be given to allowing the following outside of settlement boundaries given the clear
support within the NPPF: Self-build; Starter homes / First Homes; Open market dwellings that
demonstrate exceptional quality design (NPPF paragraph 79); Reuse and/or conversion of existing
buildings
Q8a – Opportunities for rural settlements to thrive should always be encouraged. However, like larger
settlements, they have infrastructure needs in terms of water management. Developments around the
edges and uphill of settlements on a watercourse will always risk compromising the infrastructure of
the central parts of the settlement which often become a receptor for all water and sewage.
8b/7 - with regard to coastal erosion is particularly welcome. However, limiting (and why only
limiting?) development only within the coastal change management areas does not take account of
the wider spatial and infrastructure management issues that will arise for all coastal settlements
beyond these areas. We understand that you are in discussion with risk management partners on this
complex issue and would urge caution in planning development that might in any way compromise
future necessary adaptation measures.
The protection of rural services is required in order to sustain rural communities. The approach in Core
Strategy CP3iv. preventing loss of services such as public houses and shops unless independently
verified that continuation is not sustainable and 2014 Technical Note "Policy Guidance for change of
use of rural service provision and conversion of existing buildings" must be sustained in future policy.
The Society strongly supports settlement boundaries across the whole district, beyond which would
be regarded as open countryside where strongly restrictive policies would apply. However, a review
of existing settlement boundaries would be recommended since some settlements now lack the
range of services which initially warranted their definition as a village rather than open countryside.
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Respondent
Code

RC-095

RC-095

Respondent (name of
organisation or
individual)

Section

Watchet Town
Council

IO - 5.8 Thriving
coastal and rural
communities

Watchet Town
Council

IO - 5.8 Thriving
coastal and rural
communities

Comment summary

Policy of settlement limits or criteria based policy is deserving of further debate.

Definitive settlement limits with green wedges on the face of it provides greater protection from
unregulated expansion. Would welcome a seminar from SWT officers to more fully engage with this
debate. Topic Paper Settlement Boundary sets out pro’s and cons of approach.
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Section 5.9 Wellbeing of our residents
Respondent
Code

Respondent (name of
organisation or
individual)

Section

RC-001

Carhampton Parish
Council

IO - 5.9 Wellbeing
of our residents

RC-002

Creech St Michael
Parish Council

IO - 5.9 Wellbeing
of our residents

RC-004

Exmoor National Park
Authority

IO - 5.9 Wellbeing
of our residents

Comment summary

Stress the importance of protecting the local green spaces which enhance village life and build
community (particularly the Recreation Ground, Junior Playing Field, Allotments and Community
Orchard)
Support for the issues of 'Achieving high quality design to reduce inequalities' and 'Encouraging
healthy lifestyles'. Support for the policies: 9a/1-7
Support the additional policy approaches to meet objective 9.
Wellbeing of our residents; Achieving high quality design to reduce inequalities (Question 9a): Support
subject to comments:

RC-006

RC-006

RC-006
RC-006

RC-006

Historic England

Historic England

IO - 5.9 Wellbeing
of our residents

IO - 5.9 Wellbeing
of our residents

Historic England

IO - 5.9 Wellbeing
of our residents

Historic England

IO - 5.9 Wellbeing
of our residents

Historic England

IO - 5.9 Wellbeing
of our residents

Support intention to improve the wellbeing of residents through high quality design and local
character and distinctiveness, and welcome that many the proposed additional policy approaches
recognise important role that the historic environment can play.
Support additional policy 9a/2 and its intent to require high quality design from all developments to
reflect the site and its context, including the historic environment (subject to content and wording of
the policy). Support the potential for requiring character appraisals to support proposals but we need
further information, what is intended by this. Support intention to prepare Design SPD for key
development sites and would like the opportunity to comment on its contents in relation to the historic
environment.
Support intent of additional policy 9a/3 however, expect the wording of such a policy to enable
impacts on the historic environment to also be considered (see comments in relation to 5.6
Connecting people).
Support additional policy 9a/4 in its intent, noting some of the buildings and spaces will be heritage
assets (subject to wording).
Subject to wording, support additional policy 9a/5 as many of the environmental factors listed (e.g. air
quality,
noise) may also affect the significance of heritage assets, including the contributions made by their
settings. HE has published guidance on The settings of Heritage Assets 2017 https://historicengland.org.uk/images-books/publications/gpa3-setting-of-heritageassets/heag180-gpa3-setting-heritage-assets/
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Respondent
Code

RC-006

Respondent (name of
organisation or
individual)

Historic England

Section

IO - 5.9 Wellbeing
of our residents

RC-006

Historic England

IO - 5.9 Wellbeing
of our residents

RC-012

Sampford Brett Parish
Council

IO - 5.9 Wellbeing
of our residents

RC-014

Somerset County
Council

IO - 5.9 Wellbeing
of our residents

RC-014

Somerset County
Council

IO - 5.9 Wellbeing
of our residents

RC-014

Somerset County
Council

IO - 5.9 Wellbeing
of our residents

Comment summary

Support additional policy 9a/6 and the intent. These policies can all play a role in the conservation and
enhancement of the historic environment (subject to wording).
Support additional policy 9a/7 and its intent. As the historic county town of Somerset with some
visually prominent churches (such as the grade II* listed St James Church, grade I listed Church of St
Mary Magdalene and grade I listed Church of St John) and as the focus of most new development in
the District, we welcome further information on how this is intended to be achieved in the Local Plan
and recommend that a heritage impact assessment, potentially informed by landscape and visual
impact assessment work, is carried out as soon as possible to inform this policy approach. Historic
England has published guidance on tall buildings - https://historicengland.org.uk/imagesbooks/publications/tall-buildings-advice-note-4/heag037-tall-buildings/ - in 2015 but it is in the
process of being revised (consultation draft https://historicengland.org.uk/content/docs/guidance/tall-buildings-hean4-consultation-draft/)
and there also is information in The settings of Heritage Assets 2017 https://historicengland.org.uk/images-books/publications/gpa3-setting-of-heritageassets/heag180-gpa3-setting-heritage-assets/ - which may be of assistance.
Q9a No mention of ensuring rural developments do not cause light pollution.
SCC (Public Health) Obj 4 Emphasise that a healthy population is a key contributor to a healthy and
prosperous economy. Conversely a population that has high levels of illness, including long-term
conditions such as type 2 diabetes arising primarily from obesity, cannot achieve its economic
potential. Somerset has high levels of adult obesity and rapidly rising incidence of type 2 diabetes.
Investment in measures to improve population health, including public policies that support healthy
and active environments, is therefore essential to improving productivity and economic wellbeing.
Given the constrained supply of labour in this county, maximising the health of the population, both of
working age and the retired, is crucial to sustainability.
SCC (Highways and Transport) Obj 9: Supports innovative design to meet the needs of its residents.
Any flexibility in design must however, still meet all Highway statutory requirements such as Safety
Audits etc. especially if there is a requirement for adoption by the Highway Authority.
SCC (Highways and Transport) 9a/5: supports this policy.
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Respondent
Code

Respondent (name of
organisation or
individual)

Section

RC-014

Somerset County
Council

IO - 5.9 Wellbeing
of our residents

RC-014

Somerset County
Council

IO - 5.9 Wellbeing
of our residents

RC-014

Somerset County
Council

IO - 5.9 Wellbeing
of our residents

RC-014

Somerset County
Council

IO - 5.9 Wellbeing
of our residents

RC-017

Sport England

IO - 5.9 Wellbeing
of our residents

Comment summary

SCC (Public Health) Obj 9 and par 9.5.1 Has an emphasis on older people. Important not to forget to
plan for children and young people. Fortunately, planning for one tends to meet the needs of the
other in terms of public realm and transport.
Children have lost much of the independent freedom of mobility enjoyed by previous generations,
and we believe a key policy objective should be to enable children to once again have that freedom to
move around and play in their communities, without requiring an adult chaperone or taxi service.
Children and young people should be able to independently access schools, after school clubs, sports
clubs, cinema etc, and the town centre on foot, by cycle or public transport. Achieving this would of
course reduce many short car trips, increase physical activity and improve the wellbeing of children
and young people.
The term ‘encouraging healthy lifestyles’ implies a large measure of choice. In reality choice is
constrained by the environments in which we live, work and socialise, so we would prefer to use the
term ‘enabling healthy behaviours.’ Would like to explore whether there is scope for a Health and
Wellbeing SPD.
Strongly support the policy approaches included in this section but would also suggest that the plan
itself is subject to a health impact assessment so that opportunities to maximise health benefit are
identified.
SCC (Flood and water management) Consider the use of SuDS amenity to help improve wellbeing.
SCC (Flood and water management) Suggest that SW&T include SuDS for amenity and health – links
with public realm.
SCC (Ecology Team) 9a Recommend that there is a need to include provision for local access to the
natural environment which has shown to have health and social benefits.
A planned approach to the provision of facilities and opportunities for sport is necessary, new sports
facilities should be fit for purpose, and they should be available for community sport. Our objectives
are to:
PROTECT sports facilities from loss as a result of redevelopment
ENHANCE existing facilities through improving their quality, accessibility and management
PROVIDE new facilities that are fit for purpose to meet demands for participation now and in the
future.
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Respondent
Code

RC-017

RC-017

Respondent (name of
organisation or
individual)

Sport England

Sport England

Section

Comment summary

IO - 5.9 Wellbeing
of our residents

SE acknowledges the NPPF is promoting “sustainable development” however; SE would be very
concerned if any existing sport & recreation land & buildings including playing pitches would be
affected by development proposals without adequate replacement in terms of quality, quantity,
accessibility, management & maintenance and replacement prior to the loss of the existing facility.
Note NPPF para 97.

IO - 5.9 Wellbeing
of our residents

Being active should be an intrinsic part of everyone’s life pattern.
SE with Public Health England have launched revised ‘Active Design’ guidance.
SE would encourage development in SWT be designed in line with the Active Design principles to
secure sustainable design; and should be demonstrated in the major housing sites in the plan period.
Suggested Model Policy
Supporting Text to the Policy is included within the Active Design guidance.
Community Use of Education Sites: SE promotes the wider use of existing and new sports facilities to
serve more than one group of users. SE will encourage potential providers to consider opportunities
for joint provision and dual use of facilities in appropriate locations.

RC-017

Sport England

IO - 5.9 Wellbeing
of our residents

RC-019

Stoke St Mary Parish
Council

IO - 5.9 Wellbeing
of our residents

RC-021

West Hatch Parish
Council

IO - 5.9 Wellbeing
of our residents

RC-022

Williton Parish Council

IO - 5.9 Wellbeing
of our residents

Making better use of existing resources contributes to sustainable development objectives by
reducing the need for additional facilities and the potential loss of scarce resources such as open
space. Making school sports facilities available to wider community use is well established and
government policy. Opportunities exist to extend this principle through Academies and other privately
owned sports facilities, to help meet the growing demand for more and better places for sport in
convenient locations.
Q9a Realising this agenda for housing design will not be possible within the viability criteria.
Developers have no interest in designing anything beyond the standard. No development close to the
M5 will stand up to proper assessment of air quality particularly to the east of the M5 given the
prevailing winds.
Q9a Policy approaches seem to fit with desire to deliver a healthy and environmentally strong
environment. Support use of parish amenities by people outside of the parish but not to the detriment
of the local environment e.g. capacity of village lanes. Recommend transitional points for private car
user when moving from highways to village lanes
Q9a – walking and cycling routes should be encouraged. 9a/7 why just Taunton skyline? Bradly
support, but not enough information
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Respondent
Code

RC-024

RC-026

RC-026

RC-029

Respondent (name of
organisation or
individual)

Acorn Developments

Bourne Leisure

Bourne Leisure

Cavanna Homes

Section

IO - 5.9 Wellbeing
of our residents

IO - 5.9 Wellbeing
of our residents

IO - 5.9 Wellbeing
of our residents

IO - 5.9 Wellbeing
of our residents

RC-029

Cavanna Homes

IO - 5.9 Wellbeing
of our residents

RC-032

Cllrs Derek Perry and
Danny Wedderkop

IO - 5.9 Wellbeing
of our residents

RC-033

Colin Waller

IO - 5.9 Wellbeing
of our residents

Comment summary

Q9a With respect to 9a/7, whilst we agree that new development should enhance the Taunton
skyline, this should not be achieved by resisting new, taller buildings but instead by encouraging
innovative and high-quality design in line with the NPPF.
Q9a/1 Bourne Leisure considers that any required Health Impact Assessments should be
proportionate to the type and scale of development and should take account of its context. the NPPF
does not prescribe a requirement for Health Impact Assessments to be carried out for any particular
type of development. The PPG references Health Impact Assessments in relation to proposals “where
there are expected to be significant impacts” (ID: 53-005-20190722).
Q9a/5 The emerging policy under Policy Approach 9a/5 should provide specific protection for
sensitive uses, including tourism accommodation, against air quality, pollution, noise, nuisance and
smell. Visitors may be deterred from coming or returning to the area if there are issues with air quality,
pollution, noise, nuisance and smell, particularly in the vicinity of their holiday accommodation.
Q9a/1 Our only comment in relation to the provision of Health Impact Assessments is that they need
to be justified and supported by evidence while a ‘proportionate approach’ should be adopted to the
level of information and detailed required as part of this process. Indeed, it is suggest that such
assessment should only be required for large strategic developments.
Q9a/2 We consider that the matter of design should be considered in the Local Plan as part of the
development management policies. The Council should not devolve such policy matters to a SPD.
SPDs do not form part of the Development Plan and are therefore not subject to the same level of
scrutiny and debate.
Q9a We are generally supportive of the approaches but note that at this stage that appear somewhat
aspirational. We are particularly supportive of the principle of strengthening self containment of
settlements in 9a/4.
There must be more consideration given to public play areas such as football, rugby, tennis, cricket
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Respondent
Code

RC-034

RC-036

RC-038

RC-039

Respondent (name of
organisation or
individual)

Crest Nicholson

David Wilson Homes

GF Enterprises

Gladman

Section

IO - 5.9 Wellbeing
of our residents

Comment summary

Q9a - 9a/1 suggests health impact assessments could be a mandatory requirement for major
developments over a certain threshold. Such a prescriptive approach is unlikely to be the best or most
reasonable approach in all cases. The sustainability and inclusivity of proposed allocations should be
assessed at a high level through the plan preparation and where issues identified, policy provisions
included to ensure that this is considered within forthcoming development proposals through high
quality design. If health impact assessments are to be mandatory, SWT should consider the use of a
standard template for health impact assessments to ensure that such a policy is clear and
unambiguous in how it is to be implemented (NPPF paragraph 16d)

IO - 5.9 Wellbeing
of our residents

Objective 9a/1 References Health Impact Assessments for larger developments, the intention is
supported and the Healthy Urban Development Unit has a rapid assessment form which provides
useful details for a HIA that is not time consuming or costly to produce. Notwithstanding this,
transitional arrangements are sought in relation to application of such a policy requirement on existing
applications on site allocations.

IO - 5.9 Wellbeing
of our residents

Question 9
Support the additional approaches including 9a/2 which seeks to require high quality design in all
development. Supplementary Planning Document on Design should align with the findings of the
Building Better Building Beautiful Commission report Living with Beauty, This aligns with the
aspirations of GF Enterprises.

IO - 5.9 Wellbeing
of our residents

Question 9a:
Proposed policy approach 9a/1 suggests that all large developments will require a Health Impact
Assessment. Justification for this policy approach will need to go beyond referencing the general
expectations of the NPPF (2019) and refer to PPG which requires consultation with the Director of
Public Health to establish whether a HIA is required. The requirement for a HIA should be based on a
proportionate level of detail in relation to the type and scale of development proposed.
The use of a SPD to require high quality design to reflect existing landscape, heritage and character
features is not considered appropriate if it is intended to guide the determination of planning
applications. These requirements should be within the Local Plan and these policy matters should not
be devolved to a Design SPD that has not been subjected to the process of preparation, consultation
and examination required by Local Plan policies.
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Respondent
Code

Respondent (name of
organisation or
individual)

Section

Comment summary

9a/1 - The general expectations is that planning will promote healthy communities (2019 NPPF). A HIA
can serve a useful purpose at planning application stage and consultation with the Director of Public
Health as part of the process can establish whether a HIA would be a useful tool for understanding the
potential impacts upon wellbeing that development proposals will have on existing health services
and facilities (NPPG ID53-004-20140306).
The requirement for a HIA for larger developments (threshold to be determined) without any specific
evidence that an individual development is likely to have a significant impact upon the health and
wellbeing of the local population is not justified by reference to the NPPG. Any requirement for a HIA
Screening Report and/or a full HIA should be based on a proportionate level of detail in relation the
scale and type of development proposed. It is suggested that a HIA Screening Report should only be
required for applications for the largest strategic residential developments. If a significant adverse
impact on health and wellbeing is identified only then should a full HIA be required, which sets out
measures to substantially mitigate the impact.
RC-041

HBF

IO - 5.9 Wellbeing
of our residents

RC-041

HBF

IO - 5.9 Wellbeing
of our residents

RC-042

Helen and Nigel Fry

IO - 5.9 Wellbeing
of our residents

9a/2 - Development management policies, which are intended to guide the determination of
applications for planning permission should be set out in the Local Plan. The Council should not
devolve fundamental policy matters to a Design SPD. Where SPDs are prepared, they should be used
to provide more detailed advice and guidance on the policies in the Local Plan and not as an
opportunity to change or introduce the requirements of a policy. An SPD is capable of being a material
consideration in planning decisions but is not part of the Local Plan (2019 NPPF Glossary), as it has not
been subject to the same process of preparation, consultation and examination. The Regulations
indicate that an SPD does not have statutory force. The Council should not convey Local Plan status
onto its Design SPD.
The Council’s 2015 assessment of the green wedge report contains very little detail and certainly no
site-specific commentary on the extent to which the boundaries were interrogated. The evidence
base underpinning the policy at that time therefore did not represent a robust assessment and the
land requirements of the Green Wedge were not properly assessed at a site-specific level. This latest
review should look in more detail and include site visits to the different areas of the green wedge.
Individual reports need to be produced for each area looking at the boundaries, separation, natural
environment value, historic environment value and flood risk to ensure that the green wedge is
justifiable and fit for its aims going forward.
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Respondent
Code

RC-046
RC-054

RC-063

RC-067

RC-068

RC-075

Respondent (name of
organisation or
individual)

Section

J Gliddon & Sons

IO - 5.9 Wellbeing
of our residents

Mitchell Partners

IO - 5.9 Wellbeing
of our residents

Paul Atton

PM Asset
Management

Redrow Homes
Summerfield
Developments

IO - 5.9 Wellbeing
of our residents

IO - 5.9 Wellbeing
of our residents

IO - 5.9 Wellbeing
of our residents
IO - 5.9 Wellbeing
of our residents

Comment summary

Q9a/1-7 No comments at this stage other than to say in respect of 9a/3, this will require a flexible
approach to be taken by Somerset County Council highways in order to be achievable.
Q9a/1-7 No comments at this stage other than to say in respect of 9a/3, this will require a flexible
approach to be taken by Somerset County Council highways in order to be achievable.
Page 40, Question 9A
Are aware that the Council is producing a Design Supplementary Planning Document. It is unclear
whether this is intended to be in support and comply with existing or future Local Plan policies. If it is
the latter, it will not be able to be adopted until after the new Local Plan is itself adopted.
It is important that the financial implications of any Design SPD requirements are properly assessed
and scrutinised from a viability point of view, particularly given its stated intention to set out design
principles / design codes for key development sites.
Having said this, support many of the design objectives put forward in the draft Design SPD and are
presently in consultation with the Council’s Urban Design Officer to create a high quality scheme for
the former Wansbrough Paper Mill site.
Development in central urban locations will generally necessitate the delivery of smaller units, car free
development and limited private amenity space. The distribution strategy must address the needs of
all residents and include both brownfield and greenfield options to ensure a diverse range of house
types are delivered. Consequently, it will be important to undertake a full needs assessment to
understand the demand/need for specific housing types and their likely future occupants.
Q9a 9a/1 The requirement for a HIA for larger developments (threshold to be determined) without any
specific evidence that an individual development is likely to have a significant impact upon the health
and wellbeing of the local population is not justified by reference to the NPPG. Any requirement for a
HIA Screening Report and / or a full HIA should be based on a proportionate level of detail in relation
to the scale and type of development proposed. It is suggested that a HIA Screening Report should
only be required for applications for the largest strategic residential developments. If a significant
adverse impact on health and wellbeing is identified only then should a full HIA be required, which
sets out measures to substantially mitigate the impact.
Question 9a/3
This will require a flexible approach to be taken by Somerset County Council highways in order to be
achievable.
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RC-076

Respondent (name of
organisation or
individual)

SWT Enabling Team

Section

Comment summary

IO - 5.9 Wellbeing
of our residents

Q9a
9a/1 How does this add value to the emerging policies that will already be in place? Is this overbureaucratic?
9a/2, 4 Yes
9a/3, 5, 6 Agree
9a/7 Agree – This should apply to the who district, not just Taunton
Question 9A
Note that objective 9a/1 requires the need for Health Impact Assessments to be submitted in support
of larger developments. No threshold is provided. If this requirement is pursued, it should only be for
the largest strategic development sites where there is genuine concern regarding the potential impact
on health and not simply a blanket requirement. The health impacts of non-strategic developments
are likely to be minimal and can be dealt with via a planning application in the normal way, with
mitigation through S106/CIL payments where these are justified.

RC-080

RC-080

Taylor Wimpey

Taylor Wimpey

IO - 5.9 Wellbeing
of our residents

IO - 5.9 Wellbeing
of our residents

Objective 9a/2 refers to the need for design codes for ‘key’ development sites. This requirement has
the potential to be very onerous and could potentially delay the delivery of housing. These documents
should only be required for very large strategic sites where there are multiple phases of development
being progressed by different housebuilders.(Lichfields)
Support the objective of improving wellbeing and inclusivity, reducing inequality and facilitating social
interaction.
Wish to take advantage of scale and locational advantages and integrate wellbeing measures from
the outset.
The proposals are currently at a very early stage and there are fixed elements.
Intend to develop the proposal in line with the ten principles of the NHS Healthy New Towns
programme. Commit to masterplan and deliver a development of the highest design standards
A comprehensive Green Infrastructure Network–that supports Net Biodiversity Gain but which
provides a safe, convenient and attractive network which would support active movement with
significant wellbeing benefits.
Commit to commission place making research which would evaluate the needs of the new
community, to inform the master planning process and timely delivery of infrastructure and the selfcontainment of the community.
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Respondent
Code

RC-082
RC-083
RC-087

Respondent (name of
organisation or
individual)

Section

Tim Dyer

IO - 5.9 Wellbeing
of our residents

Tom Newton

IO - 5.9 Wellbeing
of our residents

Vistry Homes

IO - 5.9 Wellbeing
of our residents

RC-091

West Somerset Flood
Group

IO - 5.9 Wellbeing
of our residents

RC-092

Wiveliscombe Civic
and Historical Society

IO - 5.9 Wellbeing
of our residents

RC-093

Woodland Trust

IO - 5.9 Wellbeing
of our residents

RC-095

Watchet Town
Council

IO - 5.9 Wellbeing
of our residents

Comment summary

Section 5.9.1 para 3, suggested in 5.8.1 note, retrospective improvements to highways, cycleways and
footpaths should be included in the scope of Objective 9 developments. Include this in policy 9a/3.
Policy 9a/5, include light pollution considerations Policy 9a/7, not just Taunton, include other towns:
e.g. Wellington and Wiveliscombe...
9a/1 to 9a/7 - No comments at this stage other than in respect of 9a/3, this will require a flexible
approach to be taken by Somerset County Council highways in order to be achievable.
Q9a/1-7 No comments at this stage other than to say in respect of 9a/3, this will require a flexible
approach to be taken by Somerset County Council highways in order to be achievable.
Q9a - The well-being of communities is not enhanced by occupation of poor quality homes without
adequate mitigation and resilience measures. Nor is it enhanced by the construction of homes below
sea-level. Even small amounts of water in a home can lead to long term mental health problems. We
would ask that these factors be taken into consideration
The Council should fully adopt the Governments October 2019 Design Guide for Residential
Development. Should be a policy requirement that the local community manage the process with the
assistance of the local Council, in order to ensure local distinctiveness and appropriate detail and
content is included. Street trees should be included within all residential allocations. The County
Councils maintenance costs have always been excessive in comparison with other authorities and
such matters can also be part funded through other sources as well as developer contributions.
Q9a Access to a healthy natural environment is crucial for health and wellbeing. Recommend that our
Woodland Access Standard be adopted by the Council as a measure of success. This standard aims
to ensure that everyone has reasonable access to woodland. The standard aspires that:
1) No person should live more than 500m from at least one area of accessible woodland of no less
than 2ha in size; and
2) There should also be at least one area of accessible woodland of no less than 20ha within 4km (8km
round trip of people's homes)
9b/1 to 9b/8 - support
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Taunton (questions 10a and 10b: Support subject to comments:

RC-006

RC-006

RC-006

Historic England

Historic England

Historic England

RC-006

Historic England

RC-012

Sampford Brett Parish
Council

IO - 5.10 Policies
for our places:
Taunton

IO - 5.10 Policies
for our places:
Taunton

IO - 5.10 Policies
for our places:
Taunton
IO - 5.10 Policies
for our places:
Taunton
IO - 5.10 Policies
for our places:
Taunton

HE notes key issues for Taunton. Support these intentions; however, this needs to be carefully
planned to balance all of these issues. Given the large number of heritage assets located within the
town centre (one of which is on HE’s Heritage at Risk Register), we hope that any such plan would be
heritage-led and informed by appropriate historic environment evidence base. The key issues for
Taunton does not appear to acknowledge that Taunton has a wealth of heritage assets and is sensitive
to change
Option 10a ii) needs careful consideration given that Taunton’s skyline contains some visually
prominent churches (such as the grade II* listed St James Church, grade I listed Church of St Mary
Magdalene and grade I listed Church of St John). Welcome further information on how this is intended
to be achieved in the Local Plan and recommend that a heritage impact assessment, potentially
informed by landscape and visual impact assessment work, is carried out as soon as possible to
inform this policy approach. HE guidance on tall buildings - https://historicengland.org.uk/imagesbooks/publications/tall-buildings-advice-note-4/heag037-tall-buildings/ - in 2015 but it is in the
process of being revised (consultation draft https://historicengland.org.uk/content/docs/guidance/tall-buildings-hean4-consultation-draft/)
and there also is information in The settings of Heritage Assets 2017 https://historicengland.org.uk/images-books/publications/gpa3-setting-of-heritageassets/heag180-gpa3-setting-heritage-assets/ - which may be of assistance.
Policy 10b/2; HE supports bringing vacant or underused buildings and spaces into use, especially
upper floors, as well as diversifying uses as part of revitalising a town centre but would need further
information about the evidence base underpinning this approach to understand the implications for
Taunton’s historic environment (see comments on taller buildings in Taunton’s town centre).
Support additional policies 10b/3 and policy 10b/7.

Q10a Requiring a housing mix skewed towards dwellings with fewer bedrooms. Would favour a
mixture of the 1st and 3rd options. If encourage car-free developments need policies in place to avoid
on-street parking.
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RC-012

RC-014

RC-014

Respondent (name of
organisation or
individual)
Sampford Brett Parish
Council

Somerset County
Council

Somerset County
Council

Section

Comment summary

IO - 5.10 Policies
for our places:
Taunton

Q10b Don't understand what is proposed by 10b/5.

IO - 5.10 Policies
for our places:
Taunton

SCC (Public Health) 10a Support all three approaches as being likely to increase the attractiveness of
the town centre for young people to live, increasing the vitality and viability of the centre. In respect of
taller buildings, the significant potential of mid-rise housing should not be overlooked. Car free
developments should be considered as well as other transport options (e.g. car club vehicles for
shared use or consideration of car free development). We support the policy approaches in this
section.

IO - 5.10 Policies
for our places:
Taunton

SCC (Public Health) 10b/5 Needs to be in the context of a single parking system for Taunton including
the park and ride sites, regulation, enforcement and charges. The council’s own data shows that there
is currently an overprovision of parking in the town centre, with more to come at the railway station,
and potentially Firepool. The viability of the park and ride sites cannot be secured in isolation, so a
reduction in town centre car parking, perhaps incrementally over time, may be needed, which would
also aid modal shift.
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Code

Respondent (name of
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RC-014

Somerset County
Council

RC-014

Somerset County
Council

RC-014

Somerset County
Council

Section

IO - 5.10 Policies
for our places:
Taunton
IO - 5.10 Policies
for our places:
Taunton
IO - 5.10 Policies
for our places:
Taunton

Comment summary

SCC (Public Health) Contrary to a statement in one of the issues papers, air quality in the East Reach
AQMA has deteriorated over the last two years, suggesting that additional measures are needed to
understand and reduce air pollution from vehicles in this area, potentially requiring measures to
reduce traffic congestion and improve flow.
A specific policy will be required on air quality to require an air quality impact assessment for major
developments in and around Taunton that may impact, individually or cumulatively on air quality in the
AQMA, in line with the draft Somerset Air Quality Strategy.
Henlade also has exceedances, but there is a presumption that the proposed A358 upgrade will lead
to compliance there.
Consideration be given to the Coventry City Council policy, that may be readily adapted. The
Somerset Air Quality Steering Group will be able to assist planning officers with drafting if require
“Policy EM7 Air Quality 1. Major development schemes should promote a shift to the use of sustainable
low emission transport (electric vehicles and vehicles that use biofuels) to minimise the impact of
vehicle emissions on air quality. Development will be located where it is accessible to support the use
of public transport, walking and cycling. All major development proposals should be suitably planned
to design out any adverse impact on air quality and be in accordance with the West Midlands
Transport Emissions Framework and associated policies.
2. Major Development proposals will require the submission of an air quality assessment, as they may
lead to a significant deterioration in local air quality resulting in unacceptable effects on human health,
local amenity or the natural environment. The air quality assessment should address: a) The existing
background levels of air quality; b) The cumulative background levels of air quality (related to the
cumulative impact of developments in an area); c) The feasibility of any measures of mitigation that
would prevent the national air quality objectives being exceeded, or would reduce the extent of the air
quality deterioration.
3. A Supplementary Planning Document will be developed to support this Policy.”
SCC (Flood and water management) Recommend that SuDS should be included in Environmental
Quality and consider/discuss the multipurpose opportunities
SCC (Flood and water management) Recommended that SuDS should be included as part of the
policy for garden communities, high quality design and green and blue infrastructure.
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Code
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RC-014

Somerset County
Council

RC-020

Wessex Water

RC-021

West Hatch Parish
Council

RC-021

West Hatch Parish
Council

RC-021

West Hatch Parish
Council

RC-024

Acorn Developments

RC-024

Acorn Developments

RC-032

Cllrs Derek Perry and
Danny Wedderkop

RC-032

Cllrs Derek Perry and
Danny Wedderkop

Section

IO - 5.10 Policies
for our places:
Taunton
IO - 5.10 Policies
for our places:
Taunton
IO - 5.10 Policies
for our places:
Taunton
IO - 5.10 Policies
for our places:
Taunton
IO - 5.10 Policies
for our places:
Taunton
IO - 5.10 Policies
for our places:
Taunton
IO - 5.10 Policies
for our places:
Taunton
IO - 5.10 Policies
for our places:
Taunton
IO - 5.10 Policies
for our places:
Taunton

Comment summary

SCC (Ecology Team) 10b/8 The River Tone provides an important wildlife corridor and needs to be
enhanced for wildlife so that potential conflict with increased access is avoided. A standoff distance
for development should be given in policy to avoid adverse impacts including from lighting, for
example see
https://www.bathnes.gov.uk/sites/default/files/ba306_bath_bats_and_lighting_guide_10_june_2018.
pdf.
See also regulation 41 of the Habitats Regulations 2017
Increasing densities in Taunton: Number 2 would impact on water supply pressure.

The centre of Taunton should continue to benefit from the integration of public transport and linking
of rail and bus so that residents and visitors can easily get into the town centre.
Q10a Conversion of brownfield sites; removal of car parking spaces for development that limits
vehicular movements; dwellings size (number of bedrooms) should be led by demand not higher
densities; increase in public green spaces
Q10b Policy approaches make sense and encourage urban living and reduce car use; silent on
education and access to GP/minor surgery unit
Q10a We support proposed measures i and ii. With regards to proposed measure iii, we refer to our
comments in relation to Question 3e which explains why open market housing mix should be market
(not policy) led.
Q10b We support the redevelopment of key regeneration sites within Taunton.

Q10a We have touched upon this earlier in this document. Development of available brownfield sites
is quite obviously the key.
Q10b We support them and have directly or indirectly addressed a number of them earlier in this
document.
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Section

Comment summary

Question 10b:
Support the identification of Taunton as a key area for employment and residential development.
While support the provision of market and affordable housing in Taunton, this provision should not be
limited to the redevelopment of town centre locations. A flexible approach is required to ensure that
sustainable development can come forward in Taunton when it benefits from infrastructure and
accessibility.
Taunton is identified in the settlement hierarchy as the most sustainable tier and therefore is a key
location for development. It is essential that the provision of housing is included in the policy
approaches through mechanisms that not only support the delivery of the garden communities, but
provide choice and competition in the market, to avoid market saturation and ensure a wide variety or
market and affordable housing is available.
With regard to 10b/10, protection and extension of “green wedges” and corridors must be sufficiently
evidenced and serve the appropriate functions

RC-039

Gladman

IO - 5.10 Policies
for our places:
Taunton
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Comment summary

10b/10 - It is clear that the foraging area of the bats has been considerably compromised by the
housing developments of Monkton Heathfield and Staplegrove and Prioswood/Nerrols (TDBC CS
para 5.2). Tree planting on its own is insufficient as the bats require a wide range of habitat types
including woodland edge, open water and unimproved grassland. Planting a 20 metre strip of trees
around a new housing development [as required in TDBC CS allocations] is clearly insufficient. The
NPPF sets out the Government’s planning policies for the delivery of sustainable development
through the planning system; This is reflected in TDBC CS policies which seek to preserve and
enhance the environmental qualities of the borough. The NPPF sets out national policy relating to
biodiversity; the TDBC CS seeks to ensure that planning and development should have minimal
impacts on biodiversity and enhance it wherever possible. In particular, it requires that the Core
Strategy should identify areas or sites for the restoration or creation of new priority habitats which
contribute to national and local targets and the restoration or creation through appropriate policies
(TDBC CS para 3.105)

RC-043

RC-046

Hestercombe
Gardens Trust

J Gliddon & Sons

IO - 5.10 Policies
for our places:
Taunton

IO - 5.10 Policies
for our places:
Taunton

Land assembly issues prevent the western area being brought forward as a co-ordinated
development for at least five years. The eastern development area is subject to foraging by lesser
horseshoe bats from the Hestercombe House SAC. The Hestercombe House Appropriate
Assessment requires off site woodland planting to be established and sufficiently mature to provide
replacement foraging for the bats before the eastern area can be developed. A potential area for this
new woodland has been identified and agreed with the National Trust who are one of the landowners
in the eastern area (TDBC CS para 5.71)
Q10b/10 The new local plan should identify a direction of growth with a view to delivery in future plan
periods. A lesson to be learnt from the current plan period is that it can take broadly an entire plan
period for large urban extensions to come forward and so work should be undertaken now to plan for
the next one, whether it is needed towards the end of this plan period or the next. We consider that
the natural next direction of growth is to the east of the M5 at Ruishton and Henlade.
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RC-058

RC-068

RC-071

RC-071

Respondent (name of
organisation or
individual)

Mr Sebastian and
others

Redrow Homes

Somerset Cooperative Community
Land Trust

Somerset Cooperative Community
Land Trust

Section

IO - 5.10 Policies
for our places:
Taunton
IO - 5.10 Policies
for our places:
Taunton

IO - 5.10 Policies
for our places:
Taunton

IO - 5.10 Policies
for our places:
Taunton

Comment summary

Q10b With respect to proposed policy 10 b/10 (and as per our comments on proposed policy 7b/5)
we do not agree that an approach of simply protecting and extended green wedges is appropriate.
The role and function of all existing and any proposed green wedges should be robustly and
comprehensively assessed as part of the new local plan process in light of local context and character
and taking into account the identified housing need and chosen approach to housing distribution. The
green wedge designation should not simply be treated as a prohibition on development and there
should also be recognition that green and blue infrastructure can be delivered as part of development
rather than needed to be a separate isolated feature.
Q10a It is important that the strategy provides a range and choice of housing sites to meet housing
needs.
Q10a/iii – is supported, and should be supported by the inclusion of a requirement for:
•
The active support of co-operatives and other community and social enterprises to develop
and/or manage a sustainable vehicle pooling scheme where viable
•
A requirement of developers to assess the viability of a sustainable vehicle pooling scheme
•
Support the development of co-operative co-housing schemes where the provision of
communal facilities and or services can increase housing density

Q10b – additional policy approaches:
•
Involve and empower communities/residents in the re-development of regeneration sites
through the allocation of land for community-led housing for rent.
•
Support the development of locally-led co-operatives and other community/social enterprises,
in areas of deprivation, to provide community and enterprise facilities and services. Research into need
and demand and consultation could itself be provided by a resident-led co-operative or
community/social enterprise, suitably trained and supported.
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Comment summary

Question 10a:
Pre-application dialogue could be more positive and supportive of investment town centre sites in
order for the policy objectives to be followed through to the development management stage.
Question 10b/6 Opportunities for extending the boundaries of the new garden communities should be considered in
order to deliver further sustainable growth close to already planned infrastructure, services and
facilities.
Question 10b/10 –
The green wedges have an important function but as we have explained in response to question 7b,
there are a number of instances where land has been included within such designations despite
making very little or no contribution towards their objectives.

RC-075

RC-076

RC-076

RC-079

SWT Enabling Team

IO - 5.10 Policies
for our places:
Taunton
IO - 5.10 Policies
for our places:
Taunton
IO - 5.10 Policies
for our places:
Taunton

Taunton Vale Gospel
Hall Trust

IO - 5.10 Policies
for our places:
Taunton

Summerfield
Developments

SWT Enabling Team

It’s a very important part of the plan making process that the boundaries of the Green Wedges are
robustly reviewed to identify whether land which has historically formed part of them sensibly needs
to remain a part of them, or whether as part of the process of identifying suitable sites for
development, such land would be more appropriately considered for development without
undermining the role or function of the wider Green Wedge.
Q10a Yes, with a mix of open market and a range of affordable housing and this should be integrated.
Also subject to fire risk assessments.
Q10b
10b/1-4 & 6 Agree
Please could you make provision for Places of Worship in your plan? We are a Christian Church that
needs a new site in Taunton. A provision that supports the idea in principle would go a long way
towards helping get planning approval on a new site.
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RC-080

RC-082

RC-082

RC-082

RC-082

RC-083

Respondent (name of
organisation or
individual)

Section

Comment summary

Taylor Wimpey

IO - 5.10 Policies
for our places:
Taunton

Tim Dyer

IO - 5.10 Policies
for our places:
Taunton

Option 10a
The spatial strategy will need to take account of the need to provide a broad mix of dwelling types
and sizes and densities. As such, both greenfield and brownfield sites will need to be identified to
meet the identified housing requirement;
It will be important to undertake a full needs assessment to understand the demand/need for specific
housing types and their likely future occupants to inform the distribution strategy. If this were to
demonstrate an acute need/demand for family housing then the Council would likely need to look at
nonurban/greenfield locations to deliver this.
Section 5.10 Key Issues: Employment and housing. Bullet point 5: It seems 'viability' is used as a polite
way of indicating that the developers are unhappy that profit margins might be squeezed. How do we
prevent more employment sources slipping away to Bridgwater or Exeter?
Question 10a, I think option iii) makes good sense when considered against the aspirations of
increased walking and cycling, and the ageing population.

Tim Dyer

Tim Dyer

Tim Dyer

Tom Newton

IO - 5.10 Policies
for our places:
Taunton

IO - 5.10 Policies
for our places:
Taunton
IO - 5.10 Policies
for our places:
Taunton

IO - 5.10 Policies
for our places:
Taunton

Section 5.10 Key Issues: Town Centre & retail Can we reopen the Odeon as a County Town Venue for
entertainment? Stop adding retail areas to the edges of town. Infrastructure, Sustainable transport
corridors. This section should also include existing satellite and more distant communities, not just the
three new ones. All of the disused rail and canal routes in the region are reclaimed (perhaps
compulsorily) for use as cycle / walking commuter and leisure routes.
Section 5.10 Key Issues: Environmental Quality Propose officially protected radial green corridors for
Taunton and other towns. Discourage single occupant commuting, incentivise car shares or switching
to other means. Practical alternatives have to be in place before people will change. All cycle and
walking routes in the SWaT network should be reviewed and improved to commuter standard,
urgently.
Objective 10, policy extra, Protect with highest priority, the character / unique parts of the town centre
to keep the Taunton identity. e.g. Bath place, James street..
Q10b/10 – The green wedges have an important function but there are a number of instances where
land has been included within such designations despite making very little or no contribution towards
their objectives. We consider it a very important part of the plan making process that the boundaries
of the Green Wedges are robustly reviewed to identify whether land which has historically formed
part of them sensibly needs to remain a part of them, or whether as part of the process of identifying
suitable sites for development, such land would be more appropriately considered for development
without undermining the role or function of the wider Green Wedge.
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RC-085

Respondent (name of
organisation or
individual)

Victoria Park Action
Group

Section

Comment summary

IO - 5.10 Policies
for our places:
Taunton

With regard to Taunton, the following comments are made
•
Height of housing should be no higher than the Viridor offices at Firepool. Issues are
sustainability of lifts, fire and other emergencies. At ground level these car free homes need space for
shared transport hub, individual green and storage spaces.
•
Town Centre Shelter: Within Taunton Town in Victorian times many more town shops had
retractable front canopies to protect people and goods from heavy rain and sunshine. Debenhams
and Primark are good examples but the Coal Orchard shops had no sheltered routes leading to the
theatre. The extent of needed pavement shelter zones must become local plan guidance issue.
•
Detailed comments made about Taunton being unparished with no town council, the future of
local government in Somerset, Council tax. This has implications for Taunton performing a County
Town role. Reference made current arrangements of rival county town Salisbury. Without one there is
a gap in feedback on any new plan.
•
In Taunton the general planning presumption is all activities for leisure, shopping and transport
are focused on the town centre. Given the climate emergency this should now be challenged.
•
The views of different neighbourhoods should be studied to support the development of local
centres with community facilities that are within range of active transport means. Why should all food
markets and charity shops be located away from outlying suburban areas. Also in terms of new
housing or public transport which elements are most needed.
•
Detailed views expressed about differing communities within Taunton, their socio environmental
attributes, possible geographical extent and boundaries. Specific reference made to:
•
Taunton East County ward and Victoria District Ward recognised the railway line and the
Chritchard Way dual carriageway as strong boundaries.
•
North of the railway line, Priorswood. The local plan process should be seen to be revealing this
in issues published for public comment.
•
Parkfield and around Vivary Park is then Taunton West.
•
Halcon and Holway.
•
Central Taunton is different to suburbs in terms of near 24 hour economy, not planning for cars
parking in new developments, air or noise quality, housing tenure, degree of active transport, residents
parking zones. The central area is are issues of the height of any proposed buildings and how public
transport can improve rapidly for non- car owners. Also do secure gated communities of just oldies
create planning blight?
•
Makes reference to local government review, which may prompt a series of neighbourhood
plans. Has made enquiries about stating one and finding perhaps twenty five people to follow through
the process.
•
Village Hall planning Refers to resolution made by the old TDBC to allocate just two parish halls
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Section

Comment summary

for the whole town, a similar population to old West Somerset who have over 30. That Victoria Park
Pavilion community room hosts gardening volunteers, craft club, monthly bingo and working with
bigger councils to combat negative big town issues. The LP should enable the whole town to develop
varying community spaces that link with neighbourhoods. Responses by the public must help build a
more localised built sustainability.
•
Garden Town – the centre’s missing front gardens. Refers to article from February 5th edition of
the Somerset County Gazette Environment section written by the respondent. The majority town
terraced front gardens feature impervious concrete and waste bins where once there were gardens.
There needs to be a future plan policies that encourage this. A town centre site to hold top soil for
urban works should be considered eg east end of Duke Street landscape zone to Duke Street flats
•
Suggests management of urban green spaces in a more natural way. eg Victoria Park green
strategy draft. (plan and key submitted)
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Vistry Homes

IO - 5.10 Policies
for our places:
Taunton
IO - 5.10 Policies
for our places:
Taunton
IO - 5.10 Policies
for our places:
Taunton

Vistry Homes

IO - 5.10 Policies
for our places:
Taunton

Viridor

RC-087

RC-087

RC-087

Section

Vistry Homes

Comment summary

Question 10b:
Support Local Plan objective of pursuing an ambitious increase in job numbers across the board with
delivery focussed at Taunton.
In order to contribute towards this goal is it is important that the full range of employment sites are
allocated. In particular the surplus Viridor land at Priorswood (Taunton), which has an employment
allocation in the existing Core Strategy remains a suitable, sustainably located employment site. This
site should continue to be allocated, and extended eastwards, in the new Local Plan.
The merits of each green wedge/open break/local green space designation should be closely
considered on a case by case basis and only designated in those locations that have clear supportive
evidence. When considering the potential allocation of such areas, it will be important to first assess
whether they could contribute to other sustainability objectives, for example they may be partly
appropriate for development on the basis that they comprise previously developed land or are
sustainably located in relation to a settlement or due to their accessibility by non-car modes.
Consideration should also be given to whether smaller, but well managed areas of green space could
provide a greater contribution to wider sustainability policy objectives, particularly if positive
management regimes could be introduced to increase biodiversity net gain, for example.
Overall a flexible policy basis is considered most appropriate, and Viridor intend to make further
representations on this issue as the Local Plan evidence base is made available, with particular
reference to their landholding at Priorswood (Taunton).
Q10a Pre-application dialogue could be more positive and supportive of investment town centre sites
in order for the policy objectives to be followed through to the development management stage.
Q10b/6 Opportunities for extending the boundaries of the new garden communities should be
considered in order to deliver further sustainable growth close to already planned infrastructure,
services and facilities.
Q10b/10 We consider it a very important part of the plan making process that the boundaries of the
Green Wedges are robustly reviewed to identify whether land which has historically formed
part of them sensibly needs to remain a part of them, or whether as part of the process of identifying
suitable sites for development, such land would be more appropriately considered for development
without undermining the role or function of the wider Green Wedge.
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RC-090

West of England
Developments

IO - 5.10 Policies
for our places:
Taunton

RC-091

West Somerset Flood
Group

IO - 5.10 Policies
for our places:
Taunton

RC-092

Wiveliscombe Civic
and Historical Society

IO - 5.10 Policies
for our places:
Taunton

RC-092

Wiveliscombe Civic
and Historical Society

RC-093

Woodland Trust

IO - 5.10 Policies
for our places:
Taunton
IO - 5.10 Policies
for our places:
Taunton

Comment summary

Q10b 10b/1 With respect to proposed policy 10 b/10 (and as per our comments on proposed policy
7b/5) we do not agree that an approach of simply protecting and extended green wedges is
appropriate. The role and function of all existing and any proposed green wedges should be robustly
and comprehensively assessed as part of the new local plan process in light of local context and
character and taking into account the identified housing need and chosen approach to housing
distribution.
Q10b – Although the Tone and Taunton’s waterways are to be placed at the heart of the town, with
improved access to them, there is no other reference to blue-green measures, the possibility of using
green spaces to create natural filters for pollution, the urgent need to review the drainage in Taunton
centre and look for ‘greening the street’ initiatives that benefit public health, water management, both
quality and quantity, etc.
Taunton’s planned flood defence scheme appears to consist of entirely hard engineering measures.
We would ask what will be done in association with this project to ensure community well-being, to
look at the possibility of dual purpose green attenuation spaces and large-scale SuDS, etc. and to
integrate it with the lived experience of the community.
Only some of the measures in the previous Surface Water Management Plan for Taunton were
implemented. We would hope that these would be reviewed and a new SWMP drawn up that takes
account of an integrated approach to water management in the town, to include river access, new
development, street greening measures etc.
The term ‘Housing’ should not be used unless specific to that form of development. In the town
centre, flats/apartments are more likely thus, to avoid confusion ‘residential’ should be used as a
general form.
With regard to Option 10a, the Society supports option ii); taller buildings, subject to impact.
The Society generally supports these additional policy approaches. Regarding 10b/2, a redefined
retail core needs to be clearly drawn and the accompanying policy needs to strictly control non Class
A1 uses within it in order to retain/maintain the critical mass and footfall required to sustain the
centres vitality and viability. No mention appears to control out of centre retail; in terms of both a
sequential approach to proposals and range of goods acceptable. Without this, the retail function of
the centre will continue to decline.
Welcome 10b/10 which provides for a strategic approach for green infrastructure in Taunton. We
would like to see green infrastructure policy requirements also in place for Wellington and The
Coastal Strip
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Section 5.11 Wellington
Respondent
Code

RC-006

RC-006

RC-014

RC-014

RC-014

Respondent (name of
organisation or
individual)

Section

Historic England

IO - 5.11 Policies
for our places:
Wellington

Historic England

IO - 5.11 Policies
for our places:
Wellington

Somerset County
Council

IO - 5.11 Policies
for our places:
Wellington

Somerset County
Council

IO - 5.11 Policies
for our places:
Wellington

Somerset County
Council

IO - 5.11 Policies
for our places:
Wellington

Comment summary

Wellington (Question 11A): Support subject to comments:
HE pleased to see that Wellington’s rich historic environment is acknowledged and relevant key
issues have been identified, including:
•
addressing heritage at risk within the Wellington Conservation Area, Tonedale Mill and Tone
work and the Wellington Monument;
•
supporting and enhancing the town centre;
•
enabling a viable use for the historic area of Cornhill, perhaps through a development brief
(subject to detail;
•
re-opening of the railway station to help with the regeneration of Tonedale Mills and Tone
Works;
•
other matters of neglect or changes to heritage assets, e.g. windows and doors, parking and infill
development.
Support the following proposed policy approaches subject to their details: 11a/5; 11a/6; and 11a/7.

SCC (Flood and water management) Recommended that SW&T encourage SuDS future in
development design
SCC (Ecology Team) Key Issues: the presence of sensitive wildlife around the urban fringe has been
missed as a key issue for the town.
SCC (Ecology Team) 11a/4 Longforth Farm employment site. Ask that particular consideration is given
to this allocation, as there is concern due to presence of populations of sensitive species including
rare bats, dormice and great crested newts. A rare barbastelle bat maternity roost 200 metres to the
east of the housing development has been abandoned probably from disturbance. Barbastelle bats
occupying their roosts are known to be sensitive to anthropogenic disturbance. Further development
is likely to additionally destroy/degrade traditional hunting areas used by individuals from this colony
affecting the Favourable Conservation Status of the local population.
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Section 5.11 Wellington
Respondent
Code

Respondent (name of
organisation or
individual)

Section

Comment summary

Question 11a
Developer does not support the proposed approach of policy 11a/4 to allocate “land to enable the
employers Reylon and Swallowfield to relocate, whist remaining within Wellington as well as
maintaining a Strategic Employment site near J26 and an employment at Longforth”.
This proposed approach would broadly replicate existing Core Strategy Policy SS3, where there has
been no indication that relocation of these existing employers is require/proposed, and so there is no
evidence to justify continuing to safeguard land for this purpose. The long term safeguarding of land
for employment uses is not an approach which the NPPF supports.

RC-025

RC-033

Bloor Homes South
West Ltd

Colin Waller

IO - 5.11 Policies
for our places:
Wellington

IO - 5.11 Policies
for our places:
Wellington

As set out above in our response to Question 3a, the Council’s evidence base does not support the
approach at policy 11a/4 to continue to safeguard land for the relocation of these employers, in
particular the Land at Longforth as previously identified for this purpose. Developer consider the site
offers a suitable and sustainable location for a mix of development uses in accordance with national
planning policy, and so the Local Plan process should review the future use of this land.
Wellington, 50 years ago with a population of 7,500, has no more public sports facilities now than it
had then. Local clubs provide organised games for in excess of 700 children ranging from 3 to 19 on
pitched that are not tended correctly, are liable to flooding, are of inappropriate sizes and overused.
Football has been trying to find suitable land (reasonably flat and well drained) for a community hub
that would provide for all its 28 teams in one area. Unfortunately all landowners, inside and outside the
current designated housing areas, are not prepared to sell at the agricultural prices and think in due
course of time their land will be required for houses and hence no additional sorts areas. It is my hope
the Local Plan will put this to rights.
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Section 5.11 Wellington
Respondent
Code

Respondent (name of
organisation or
individual)

Section

Comment summary

Question 11a:
Support the identification of Wellington as a key location for residential and employment
development. As per Taunton at paragraph 4.11.3, Wellington is identified as a key location for housing
and therefore this must be evident in the policy approaches. Policy approaches for Wellington should
ensure that a range of market and affordable houses are available alongside the employment
aspirations of the settlement.
If Wellington is proposed for employment facility expansion, it is essential that this expansion is
supported by new housing to encourage sustainable travel to work. The policy approaches should
remain flexible and allow sites suitable for sustainable development to come forward, beyond the
existing urban extensions, and maintain Wellington as a vibrant town that attracts a skilled workforce.

RC-039

Gladman

IO - 5.11 Policies
for our places:
Wellington
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Section 5.11 Wellington
Respondent
Code

RC-074

Respondent (name of
organisation or
individual)

Steve Altria

Section

IO - 5.11 Policies
for our places:
Wellington

Comment summary

I would like to see:
•
Movement/Transport: Wellington Railway Station reopened soonest; Develop the river and canal
walk through to Taunton from Wellington; A cycle route off the A38 to Taunton; Reinstate evening
Buses into Taunton; A Crossing across Mantle Street - principally for Court Fields Pupils and Medical
centre users to use (by chip shop?); “ironing out some of the bends on the wellington Bypass at
Rockwell Green”; As M5 J26 is increasingly becoming Taunton South junction plans to increase
capacity on the roundabout at Chelston
•
Retail: No out of town supermarkets or similar for Wellington -and development must be inside
the Town centre; More in town centre car parking - with wider bays; Encourage ASDA to enlarge and
improve (brighter) their store. (would help discourage need for some to travel to shop in Taunton);
Protect our Waitrose at all costs
•
Development: The Northern relief road completed with factories relocated to Chelston; Foxes
Mill as housing; No building south of the Wellington A38 Bypass; Avoidance of development along the
A38 between Wellington and Taunton; No developments along the Chelston link road incl NO
“welcome to wellington centre”; Replacement for the two closed nursing homes; Greater
diversification of work types i.e some offices be built and effort made to attract blue chip employers;
After all the allocated sites let Wellington have a good period of respite
•
Infrastructure (social): There has been a lack of planning gain for Wellington from all the House
Building; Greater focus on less popular sports - how about a basketball court for instance; Further
improved children’s play equipment at the Rec Ground; A Campsite for Wellington Scout Group
Question 11a:
With respect to proposed policy 11a/1 support the delivering of new employment uses in Wellington.
With respect to proposed policy 11a/4, support the retention of the strategic employment allocation
so that this site remains available to meet the bespoke needs of a large scale end user, but this should
be supported by further allocations within its vicinity and on other sites around Wellington.

RC-075

Summerfield
Developments

IO - 5.11 Policies
for our places:
Wellington

Westpark 26 is nearly full and there is a need to provide future opportunities to meet a local and wider
strategic need in Wellington. Referring back to their response to question 4b, the approach to
allocations needs to balance a need for flexibility with the need to provide for a range of users and unit
sizes to ensure a viable and vibrant commercial offer. Support also needs to be given to the provision
of reasonable ancillary facilities to support commercial sites.
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Section 5.11 Wellington
Respondent
Code

RC-076

RC-082

RC-086

RC-088

RC-090

Respondent (name of
organisation or
individual)

SWT Enabling Team

Tim Dyer

Section

IO - 5.11 Policies
for our places:
Wellington

IO - 5.11 Policies
for our places:
Wellington

Viridor

IO - 5.11 Policies
for our places:
Wellington

Wainhomes

IO - 5.11 Policies
for our places:
Wellington

West of England
Developments

IO - 5.11 Policies
for our places:
Wellington

Comment summary

Q11a
11a/1,2, 4, 5 Agree
11a/3 Build in flexibility to encourage occupation and respond to changes in retail habits
Section 5.11 Key issues, Bullet point 2, Ancillary facilities – I am concerned that this means out of town
retail which will steal trade from the town centre businesses. Town centre b) Northern Relief Road. It is
my concern that if this road will see an increase in HGV's, vans and cars choosing to use this route
from the motorway with knock-on problems. Heritage Assets c) Parking in the main street also
detracts from the town centre experience. Reclaim the streets.
Question 11a: Do you have any comments on these policy approaches?
It is relevant that Viridor owned surplus land located at Poole, Wellington which is considered suitable
for employment allocations through the emerging Local Plan.

Q11a We have no specific comments on the proposed policies for Wellington and we strongly support
recognition of the growing importance of the town. A policy approach which encourages and supports
that growth is welcomed.
Q11a 11a/1 we fully support the delivery of new employment uses in Wellington. We consider that the
retention of a strategic employment allocation at Junction 26 should be supported by further
allocations within its vicinity and on other sites around Wellington. Westpark 26 is nearly full and there
is a need to provide future flexible opportunities to meet a local and wider strategic need in
Wellington.
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Section 5.12 The coastal strip
Respondent
Code (RC000x)

RC-004

RC-006

RC-006

RC-006

RC-007

RC-007

RC-007

RC-007

Respondent (name of
organisation or
individual)

Section

Comment summary

Exmoor National Park
Authority

IO - 5.12 Policies
for our places:
The Coastal Strip

Support the policy approaches for the Coastal Strip and Minehead as a gateway to Exmoor National
Park (although other settlements, including non-coastal communities like Brushford, are also a
gateway to the National Park). Alongside Minehead’s role as a tourism destination, it also provides
services and facilities for its residents and those in the surrounding rural area. It may be helpful to note
that the coastal part of the former West Somerset area includes other settlements, in addition to
Minehead.

Historic England

IO - 5.12 Policies
for our places:
The Coastal Strip

Historic England

IO - 5.12 Policies
for our places:
The Coastal Strip

Historic England

IO - 5.12 Policies
for our places:
The Coastal Strip

Minehead Town
Council

IO - 5.12 Policies
for our places:
The Coastal Strip

Minehead Town
Council

IO - 5.12 Policies
for our places:
The Coastal Strip

Minehead Town
Council

IO - 5.12 Policies
for our places:
The Coastal Strip

Minehead Town
Council

IO - 5.12 Policies
for our places:
The Coastal Strip

The coastline of SWT contains a relatively high number of heritage assets (centred around Minehead
and Watchet, including the scheduled and ‘at risk’ four fish weirs off Minehead Harbour), which is not
acknowledged in the key issues. HE would like to see greater consideration of the key heritage issues
for the coastal strip with appropriate policy approaches as required.
We expect proposed policies or allocations 12a/1 and 12a/2 to be informed by an appropriate
evidence base for the historic environment and contain relevant criteria for the conservation and
enhancement of heritage assets.
We would be likely to support policy 12a/3 however, any policy or proposals would need to recognise
and provide for the conservation and enhancement of the significance of heritage assets and be
informed by an appropriate evidence base for the historic environment.
The proposed housing provision in the West Somerset area did not take into account the current lack
and future lack of infrastructure and employment issue. Before any more houses are built, transport
services and transport links need to be improved
The Minehead Town Council has a priority to obtain new land to expand its cemetery and this land
should be identified and included in the local plan
Other infrastructure concerns are doctors surgeries and schools. There is only one doctors surgery in
Minehead covering 12,000 residents
There are many second homes in our area and this was not addressed in the plan
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Section 5.12 The coastal strip
Respondent
Code (RC000x)

RC-012

RC-014

RC-014

RC-014

RC-022

RC-022

RC-022

RC-024

Respondent (name of
organisation or
individual)

Section

Sampford Brett Parish
Council

IO - 5.12 Policies
for our places:
The Coastal Strip

Somerset County
Council

IO - 5.12 Policies
for our places:
The Coastal Strip

Somerset County
Council

IO - 5.12 Policies
for our places:
The Coastal Strip

Comment summary

Q12a Car parking for visitors should include EV charging - as use of EVs increases tourists will favour
areas where they know they can charge easily. Policies should encourage revitalisation of Minehead
and Watchet harbours.
SCC (Flood and water management) Recommended that SW&T encourage SuDS future in
development design.
SCC (Ecology Team) 12a/2 Gateways have the potential to encourage increased recreational pressure
and adverse air quality effects on habitats within the Exmoor and Quantocks SACs

IO - 5.12 Policies
for our places:
The Coastal Strip

SCC (Mineral and Waste Planning Authority) 12a General observation that this section on the Coastal
Strip and other sections within the document, discuss latest developments at Hinkley Point C site
(under development). However there is no reference to the adjacent power station sites – Hinkley
Point A (in decommissioning phase) and Hinkley Point B (operational but due to cease power
generation and enter decommissioning phase during the plan period

Williton Parish Council

IO - 5.12 Policies
for our places:
The Coastal Strip

Q12a – hope shoppers car parks for local residents are protected. Broadly support, but not enough
information. Park-and-ride for Watchet would be great – perhaps encourage bus journeys as part of
tourist events. Blue Anchor bus route should be enhanced and extended for visit uses as well as local,
with a ticket or dropping off and on at places like Holford (for walking), Stogursey (for lunch) this could
be advertised for the Quantock areas (day out on the Quantocks)

Williton Parish Council

IO - 5.12 Policies
for our places:
The Coastal Strip

Williton Parish Council

IO - 5.12 Policies
for our places:
The Coastal Strip

Acorn Developments

IO - 5.12 Policies
for our places:
The Coastal Strip

Somerset County
Council

The entire coast in West Somerset should be included

Severe costal erosion – Williton Parish Council would welcome the opportunity to discuss coastal
erosion within parish, not covered by the questions. We would also welcome the opportunity to
discuss flooding problems within the Parish, especially after recent road closures due to flooding.
Q12a We consider that placemaking policies for Minehead should include the allocation of residential
sites for permanent occupiers to maintain the self-containment and sustainability of the settlement as
a potential sub-strategic town in line with proposed objectives 2, 3 and 8 in particular.
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Section 5.12 The coastal strip
Respondent
Code (RC000x)

RC-026

RC-026

RC-031

RC-059

RC-063

RC-076

RC-081

Respondent (name of
organisation or
individual)

Section

Bourne Leisure

IO - 5.12 Policies
for our places:
The Coastal Strip

Bourne Leisure

IO - 5.12 Policies
for our places:
The Coastal Strip

Christopher Durham

IO - 5.12 Policies
for our places:
The Coastal Strip

Mr Shapland

IO - 5.12 Policies
for our places:
The Coastal Strip

Paul Atton

IO - 5.12 Policies
for our places:
The Coastal Strip

SWT Enabling Team

IO - 5.12 Policies
for our places:
The Coastal Strip

The Wyndham Estate

IO - 5.12 Policies
for our places:
The Coastal Strip

Comment summary

Bourne Leisure endorses the Council’s recognition of the importance of Butlin’s Minehead Resort,
which attracts a significant number of visitors each year and acts as a gateway for visitors to Exmoor
National Park.
Q12a/2 Bourne Leisure endorses the proposed policy approach at 12a/2, which seeks to support and
enhance the role of the coastal towns of Minehead, Watchet and Williton as gateway settlements to
tourist areas, including through policies that support new tourism development.
There is a case, by contrast, for saying that Policies MD2 and LT1 in the present West Somerset Local
Plan are proving a major strategic error. But, given the consents already issued along the Hopcott
Road, it is not clear how the present exercise can rectify or mitigate that.
Q12a - support the objectives set out. However, significant further development should be steered to
Minehead. Minehead should be identified as a sub strategic town along with Wellington, and as such
that this illustrative hierarchy requires further evidence-based research.
Page 46 – Question 12a:
Welcome the acknowledgement of the importance of the Former Wansbrough Paper Mill site at
Watchet. Believe that given the overall importance of this large urban regeneration brownfield site to
the district, the new Local Plan should include a specific policy and mixed-use site allocation.
The redevelopment of the Former Paper Mill site will also support and enhance the role of Watchet
including in respect of tourism. It will also assist in delivering additional car parking provision that will
be able to be utilised by local residents and seasonal visitors in due course.
Q12a
12a/1-3 Agree
Question 12a:
The Wyndham Estate supports the suggested policy approaches with regards to enhancing the local
economy along the Coastal Strip, including support for new employment sites at the key towns,
support for the tourism industry and support for the enhancement of waterfront sites at Minehead and
Watchet.
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Section 5.12 The coastal strip
Respondent
Code (RC000x)

RC-082

Respondent (name of
organisation or
individual)

Tim Dyer

Section

IO - 5.12 Policies
for our places:
The Coastal Strip

Comment summary

Section 5.12, para1 Steam service, or a linking local train to joined Bishops Lydeard to Taunton, then
some of this traffic could be migrated to rail. Provide a cohesive cycle / walk network between the
coastal communities to allow commuting and allow all destinations to benefit from potential tourist
revenue. Also a link to key tourist Destinations.
Q12a – Greater joined-up thinking on infrastructure developments in light of climate change and
coastal erosion are needed. For example, the recent improvements of the seafront at Minehead were
undertaken with no reference to the recommendations of the Beach Management Plan. Now is the
time to incorporate climate emergency adaptation planning into spatial planning for all the towns and
villages along this ‘strip’. That doesn’t just mean a focus on our crumbling cliffs but on the need for
adaptation in all local settlements.
SFRA1 clearly states that Minehead, Carhampton, Washford, Williton are all faced by serious water
infrastructure issues, not least because of failure in previous plans to allow space for water.

RC-091

RC-095

RC-095

West Somerset Flood
Group

IO - 5.12 Policies
for our places:
The Coastal Strip

Watchet Town
Council

IO - 5.12 Policies
for our places:
The Coastal Strip

Watchet Town
Council

IO - 5.12 Policies
for our places:
The Coastal Strip

To summarise, both coastal and rural settlements in West Somerset have a particular set of water
management issues, including:
1.
Coastal erosion, instability, impacts of development on water and subsequent erosion, but also
of erosion on scope for water management on site etc.
2.
Sea level rise and threat of flooding from sea. With setback, new attenuation areas will be
needed to hold river and surface water at high tide.
3.
Steep slopes, a lot of FZ1 poses serious challenges to viable development. Surface water
management should not be compromised in the name of viability. If it isn’t viable with appropriate
measures, don’t build.
4.
Ageing water management infrastructure in centres of settlements which are often the receiving
basins for surface water run -off.
While this document is not the place to set out detailed information on these, greater reference to
them both in proposed policy approaches and within the body of the text would be much appreciated.
12b/1 to 12b/3 support.

There needs to be a separate policy which recognises the contribution a fully functional marina at
Watchet could make to the local economy. We’d welcome input on such a policy.
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Section 5.12 The coastal strip
Respondent
Code (RC000x)

RC-095

Respondent (name of
organisation or
individual)

Watchet Town
Council

Section

IO - 5.12 Policies
for our places:
The Coastal Strip

Comment summary

Needs to be a separate policy which recognises need to work with the three coastal communities
teams to market the coastal strip as a tourist destination to secure enhanced tourism related
employment and tourist destination provision.
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Sustainability Appraisal scoping report, main report and site appraisals
Respondent
Code

Respondent (name of
organisation or
individual)

Section

Comment summary

The Scoping Report should provide wider coverage in respect of the water environment.
Groundwater and surface water provide important sources of water in the area for people and the
environment and the Sustainability Appraisal must consider potential impacts on the quality and
quantity of these resources.
The objectives of the Water Framework Directive must be considered during the planning process
and decisions made by the LPA should help to achieve these goals.
Areas sensitive to water pollution should be identified and accounted for in the plans. Information
available via DEFRA’s mapping website, Magic, (https://magic.defra.gov.uk) may assist in
identifying sensitive areas, e.g. Source Protection Zones, Drinking Water Protection Areas.
The water resource requirements of the proposed further development should be considered and
early dialogue with water providers should be sought to ensure the demand can be met
sustainably in line with NPPF Paragraphs 156 and 162. Policies should ensure that water resources
are used efficiently. Adequate provision for treatment and disposal of waste water through
environmentally acceptable methods should also be ensured.
Developers should also deliver Net Environmental Gain as per the Defra 25 Year Environment Plan.
It is recommended that the Evidence base includes a reference to the recently published UK CP 18
report on Climate Change.
RC-003

RC-005

Environment Agency

Highways England

SA - Scoping
Report

In addition, the emerging updated Strategic Flood Risk Assessment should be included in the
future.

SA - SA Report
Main document

Notes that there is currently no preferred approach to how Settlement Boundaries are to be
established within the Plan, or what methodology should be employed to calculate the Local Plan
housing target.
As the specific location and associated quantum of development has not yet been determined, the
transport impact upon the safe and efficient operation of the SRN is currently unknown.
To aid the Council’s preparation of the Sustainability Appraisal Report, attention is draw to
paragraph 72 which considers the identification of large sites for new housing development. In the
criteria for identifying suitable large sites it notes “consider the opportunities presented by existing
or planned investment in infrastructure”. Also, paragraph 102 sets out the transport issues that
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Sustainability Appraisal scoping report, main report and site appraisals
Respondent
Code

Respondent (name of
organisation or
individual)

Section

Comment summary

should be considered at the earliest stages of plan-making and development proposals.
Suggested that during the process of identifying potential sites for development, particularly major
allocations, an assessment of the infrastructure required to accommodate the transport impact of
development is undertaken. This assessment will help identify locations where there could be
deliverability challenges in realising the necessary infrastructure required to support development,
which should inform the site selection process.

RC-006

Historic England

SA - SA Report
Main document

RC-006

Historic England

SA - SA Report
Main document

Historic England has considered the information in this report and its intention to appraise the
impact of the Plan’s objectives, identify reasonable alternatives for policies and development sites,
and assess and compare the alternatives.
Section 2 and section 3: See HE comments on SA Scoping. Also HE is concerned about adequacy
of historic environment evidence base used to identify both the categories of impact and the
measures that could be used to avoid, minimise or mitigate negative impacts on the historic
environment. Many of the identified impacts for heritage have been marked as uncertain or
unknown, even where categories of impact of minor negative have been identified. In some cases,
no category of impact has been assigned at all. This does not help make informed choices
between policy alternatives in terms of their positive and negative heritage impacts. This reinforces
recommendation that a Heritage Topic Paper needs to be prepared to help make informed
decisions about how the emerging Local Plan will positively and effectively conserve and enhance
the historic environment.

SA - SA Report
Main document

Section 4: HE does not wish to comment on the detailed site appraisals in Appendix B (having
raised and resolved concerns during the plan making process for each of the existing Local Plans)
except to state that we expect there to be up-to-date heritage impact assessments for all the
Plan’s allocations. There is an ongoing ‘Call for Sites’ and we expect heritage impact assessments
to be undertaken for these. Both undertaken using an appropriate methodology based on our
advice in The Historic Environment and Site Allocations in Local Plans (2015).

RC-006

Historic England

RC-006

Historic England

SA - SA Report
Main document

RC-006

Historic England

SA - Scoping
Report

Section 5: needs to be informed by up-to-date heritage impact assessments using an appropriate
methodology to identify impacts on the significance of heritage assets and to suggest how
negative impacts could be avoided or minimised, as well as how positive impacts could be
maximised.
Comments have been made in relation to our advice in Sustainability Appraisal and Strategic
Environmental Assessment (2016).
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Respondent
Code

Respondent (name of
organisation or
individual)

Section

Comment summary

RC-006

Historic England

SA - Scoping
Report

RC-006

Historic England

SA - Scoping
Report

Welcome the identification of Heritage as a sustainability topic emerging from relevant legislation,
national and local plans, policies and programmes in Table 2.1. Other than the NPPF 2019, there is
little reference to relevant legislation and policy in relation to the historic environment, e.g. Planning
(Listed Building and Conservation Areas) Act 1990 or Historic England’s guidance and advice notes,
e.g. The Historic Environment in Local Plans Historic Environment Good Practice Advice in Planning:
Note 1 (2015). We would also prefer to see the word ‘conserve’ used instead of ‘protect’ in relation
to the first associated main message reflecting the language of the NPPF. We are also pleased to
see that protecting and enhancing the quality and distinctiveness of landscapes and townscapes
under the Landscape sustainability topic.
Information on the ‘characteristics of areas likely to be significantly affected’ will be collected at the
later site assessment stage, we are concerned with the adequacy of the baseline information for
Heritage (section 3.8). Other than Heritage Counts data from 2018, we query the sources used for
the information presented and how up-to-date these are. For example, there does not appear to be
information from the Somerset Historic Environment Record to enable all types of non-designated
heritage assets to be considered and our website contains both live information for the National
Heritage List for England and downloadable datasets updated fortnightly. No section on the ‘Likely
future without the plan’ has been included for Heritage as it has for other sustainability topics. It is
not clear if appropriate experts, such as local authority conservation officer and archaeological
adviser, have been involved in providing information. Historic England strongly advises that they
are closely involved throughout the preparation of the SA of the Local Plan. As such, the baseline
does not appear to provide a robust and comprehensive summary of the current and future likely
condition of the historic environment in terms of its significance, sensitivity and capacity to
accommodate change from which to identify sustainability issues and inform the next stage of the
SA

SA - Scoping
Report

Historic England welcomes that heritage assets on our Heritage at Risk Register 2019 have been
identified (note that this Register will be updated later in 2020). However, there are designated
heritage assets not covered by our Register that may also be at risk as well as non-designated
heritage assets. In respect of the key sustainability issues for Heritage, we agree that development
(both currently occurring and planned) may adversely impact on heritage assets and the historic
character of the District’s historic settlements and their settings. The local authority conservation
officer and archaeological adviser should be able to provide further information on other important
current and future issues, which may include the decline of historic high streets and town centres
and threats to Taunton’s skyline, for example, which are mentioned in the Issues and Options
Consultation Document.

RC-006

Historic England
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Respondent
Code

RC-006

Respondent (name of
organisation or
individual)

Historic England

Section

Comment summary

SA - Scoping
Report

SA Framework (section 4): we note there are two frameworks proposed. We support the inclusion
of SA objective 7 Heritage and the associated decision-making criteria in the Policy SA Framework
in Table 4.1. However, these should be re-worded using the NPPF language, e.g. conserve and
enhance the significance of heritage assets, and a decision-making criterion addressing heritage at
risk should be included. We also welcome SA objective 8 Landscape but the second decisionmaking criterion should be worded more positively replacing the word ‘considers’ with ‘responds’.

RC-006

Historic England

SA - Scoping
Report

RC-006

Historic England

SA - Scoping
Report

Minehead Town Council

SA - SA Report Site
Appraisals

RC-007

RC-014

RC-014

Somerset County
Council

Somerset County
Council

The Site SA framework in Table 4.2 contains the same Heritage and Landscape objectives, (also
see comments on Table 4.1). This framework is intended to be used to assess proposed allocation
sites and proposes some site criteria. These criteria are insufficient on their own to determine site
suitability. They rely on the proximity of certain types of heritage assets to sites without an
understanding of their significance and do not appear to consider all types of non-designated
heritage assets. Recommend that heritage impact assessments are undertaken for the Plan’s
allocations using the advice and site selection methodology in The Historic Environment and Site
Allocations in Local Plans (2015).
Overall, we are concerned that the Sustainability Appraisal Scoping Report may not provide the
most appropriate framework for assessing the likely significant effects that the emerging Local
Plan will have on the historic environment for policies and allocations.
The proposed sites in Minehead and Alcombe for future housing development are wholly
unsuitable

SA - SA Report
Main document

SCC (Ecology Team) Recommend that the Sustainability Appraisal should consider how avoidance
of ecologically sensitive areas is considered in determining allocation sites and where there are
potential issues where replacement habitat off site should be developed to ensure that the
populations affected are maintained and enhanced in accordance with the Habitats Regulations
2017 and Government policy for biodiversity gain.

SA - SA Report Site
Appraisals

SCC (Flood and water management) Objective 2: Note that some existing sites might be reappraised with the view to potential de-selection/de-allocation and query whether flood risk and
specifically risk from overland flow routes, surface water/groundwater based on the best available
information will form part of that process? Small sites, higher density development and previously
development sites still require high quality SuDS schemes and constraints should be identified
early (contaminated land, high groundwater). Different uses such as commercial, industrial and
educational facilities incorporate SuDS that are not easily deliverable on residential plots (e.g. green
roofs).
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RC-020

Wessex Water

SA - SA Report Site
Appraisals

RC-020

Wessex Water

SA - SA Report Site
Appraisals

RC-020

RC-020

RC-020

Wessex Water

Wessex Water

Wessex Water

SA - SA Report Site
Appraisals

SA - SA Report Site
Appraisals

SA - SA Report Site
Appraisals

Comment summary

Table 4.1 (p20): Flood Zone - coding noted and assumed that flooding includes all sources of
flooding including groundwater flooding. Wessex Water sewers are affected by high groundwater
in catchments including:
Hatch Beauchamp, Rushton, Chelston Heathfield, Bradford on Tone, Williton, Watchet, Washford,
Roadwater, West Porlock
There are no sustainability criterion for Objective 10 other than Source Protection Zone.
Recommended sites are assessed:
- against the impact on water supply and foul drainage networks and sewage treatment and water
resources capability; also
- in accordance with the SuDS hierarchy.
- It is noted that “distance to nearest water body” is shown as negative the closer it is to
development site. This could be positive with regards to SuDS.
Cumulative impacts (p24): Minehead
None of the development areas have effective SuDS strategy with potential multiple connections
to sewers and local water course / culvert leading to an increased risk of flooding. Possible
mitigation in the form of draining surface water from all the new development areas to a new pond
/ wetland area. A strategic foul drainage and water supply strategy will be required to
accommodate all development within the southern fringes to reduce piecemeal, inefficient and
unsustainable infrastructure construction.
Cumulative impacts (p24): Taunton
Additional development will lead to capacity issues within the existing combined foul drainage
network. Measures to promote the removal of existing surface water from the foul network should
be supported to improve water quality, reduce the risk of sewer flooding and provide foul capacity
for new development.
Cumulative impacts (p24): Watchet and Williton
The sewer network is at risk of inundation when groundwater levels are high. This can lead to
sewer flooding. Network appraisal will need to be undertaken to assess the impact of cumulative
development on the sewer network and sewage treatment works. The sewage treatment works is
adjacent the proposed development at the former Wansborough Paper Mill.
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RC-030

Respondent (name of
organisation or
individual)

Cheddon Action Group

Section

Comment summary

SA - SA Report Site
Appraisals

Pyrland Farm. We have studied the site appraisal for Pyrland Farm in detail and would like you to
consider making the following changes to the site appraisal to better reflect the characteristics of
the site to achieve a correct overall colour coding to assist your decision on which sites should be
incorporated in the new Local Plan. We note that your consultants gave some sites an overall red
code (in the first column) and we believe that this site should also be coded red overall.
1.
Planning History – this is not correct. The site does not have planning permission on part of
the site. Reserved matter planning permission was not approved in November 2018. A planning
application for the site was refused in July 2019 on landscape grounds.
2.
Distance from GP surgery – the distance is not 651m but 1175 metres ( we have walked it ) so
it should be a amber code not green.
3.
The distance to the nearest bus stop is not 301m but 515m and the site is sloping ( we have
walked it). Your colour code for 301m is green and the 515m distance meets your amber colour
code. However we think your system of colour coding should be revised in line with the CHIT
recommended maximum walking distances to a bus stop. They are outlined in their publication
Buses in Urban developments January 2018 P18 Table 4. All Taunton bus routes would be
classified as less frequent and therefore the maximum walking distance should be 300 metres .
Your colour code should show all distances over 300m as red. We consider that 515m to a bus stop
ie this site should have a red coding for public transport.
Also to be taken into the account is that the site is sloped and Cheddon Road needs to be crossed
which is narrow and visibility is poor at that point. The 400 metres used in your site appraisal has
been superseded and was itself a maximum rather than the starting point as used in your site
appraisal.
4.
The nearest SAC is Hestercombe which is not 6.5km (colour code green) It is 1.4km which we
think is so close to the up to 1km (red code) that it should be red coded.
5.
Heritage assets – there are 2 not 1 listed buildings adjacent to the site – Pyrland Farm and
Pyrland Hall which has a 2 star* grading. The site is currently given a amber code with I listed
building , would having 2 increase this to a red code?.
6.
Green wedge – the site is in the Green wedge not adjacent to it so should have a red colour
code rather than amber
7.
Sensitive ridge line – this development does affect a sensitive ridge line – the setting of the
Quantocks ANOB as supported by reports from your Council landscape officer, ANOB and
independent consultants so should have a red colour code.
8.
Biodiversity – this site has been given a amber code for protected species and biodiversity
comments. We would like an explanation of the biodiversity coding for sites. We assume all sites
with protected species get an amber coding until the chief ecological officer produces a report.
Who then decides what score is given for in the biodiversity comments column, the ecology
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Comment summary

officer or the planning committee? There is no explanation in Table 4.1 what the red code in the
biodiversity comments means. We consider that the mitigation proposed for this site would not
prevent the loss of Lesser Horseshoe bats on the site and therefore it should receive a red coding.
We note that your consultants have given some sites which have 7-8 red codes for site criteria an
overall red code and we believe this should apply to this site.
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RC-063

Respondent (name of
organisation or
individual)

Paul Atton

Section

Comment summary

SA - SA Report Site
Appraisals

Former Wansbrough Paper Mill, Brendon Road, Watchet. With reference to supporting technical
information submitted with the outline application, make the following comments on the
Sustainability Appraisal Objectives and Alternatives Report – November 2019 and the Site
Assessment Template relating to Wansbrough Paper Mill site – Unique Site reference S-067.
Recommend amending the colour coding to reflect information provided in the planning
application.
The following representations are made on the Sustainability Appraisal Objectives and Alternatives
Report and Appendix A (Detailed Alternative Policy Appraisal)
Page 25
Reference is made to detailed statements about the environs of Watchet and Williton and the
cumulative effect that existing development, and proposed development may have visual impacts
on the Quantock Hills AONB which is less than 2km away
The extensive technical work and is liaison with the Environment Agency - that the redevelopment
of the former Wansbrough Paper Mill Site would not adversely affect the Washford River in terms
of runoff and contamination.
Reference is made to possible mitigation and constraints effect sites at Watchet and Williton, and
that making housing available only to local residents is not a realistic option, especially with Hinkley
C being constructed nearby. Also that an alternative could be to provide more residential
development in the larger towns rather than in these more outlying locations.
That Watchet and Williton should be considered a joint settlement like Minehead / Alcombe and
given a higher position in the district’s overall settlement hierarchy. It needs to be recognised that
Watchet and Williton together contain a significant proportion of the district’s overall population,
and thus represent a sustainable location to which new development should be sited.

RC-063

RC-064

Paul Atton

Persimmon Homes
South West

SA - SA Report Site
Appraisals

SA - SA Report
Main document

Housing Targets - Persimmon note that SWATs housing targets are far lower than those of the 2011
Taunton Deane core strategy and the West Somerset local plan 2016-2032, both options 1 & 2 do
not look at the full picture of economic growth in the area, the wider LEP should be considered
including the cities of Exeter and Bristol, the whole of the south west is very integrated, and any
improvements in jobs in these 2 cities, as well as growth in Bridgwater should be considered as
there is a degree of spill over from over local authorities into Somerset West and Taunton,
especially Sedgemoor and South Somerset.
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Comment summary

Carbon efficiency in developments - Persimmon acknowledge that on p14 (carbon efficiency in
development) that option 3 has been omitted which set out that “more stringent carbon reduction
targets for new development and stipulate approach to be taken” this is a positive step, as it is “not
reasonable” Persimmon as outlined in the issues and options representation also believe 2 to be
“not reasonable” as the soundness of any future plan will turn on among other things its
compliance with national planning policy. As such Persimmon would suggest that the SA instead
looks at different percentage increase over part L and asses it on this basis instead of “Part L” or
“Zero carbon”. We also take issue with different time frames and this should be incorporated into
the SA, to show the potential impacts in the short and medium term.
Sustainable, Adaptable and Resilient Design - This aspect of the SA will have an impact on viability
but also on density and housing supply, as by providing space for other uses that are not homes,
you are foregoing homes, and this cannot be ignored, hence housing should be a minus not a
positive, I would also question ++ for population, health and deprivation, as by limiting housing and
by requiring us to potentially spend more on plot specific items, there will be an increase in
development cost, which will be put onto the house buyer hence increasing house prices, which
will make it harder for first time buyer, making deprivation worse.

RC-064

Persimmon Homes
South West

SA - SA Report
Main document

RC-064

Persimmon Homes
South West

SA - SA Report
Main document

RC-064

Persimmon Homes
South West

SA - SA Report
Main document

RC-064

Persimmon Homes
South West

SA - SA Report
Main document

RC-064

Persimmon Homes
South West

SA - SA Report
Main document

Adaptable, Accessible and wheelchair homes - Whilst Persimmon recognises the need for
appropriate diversity in the delivery of housing types and tenures, the quantitative need for and the
potential uptake of these must be properly understood if they are to be planned for effectively.
Increasing densities in Taunton - Persimmon suggest that this isn’t a reasonable alternative at all
without an urban capacity study looking at constraints as well as the proportion of vacant,
available, and developable land to assess whether an urban-focused approach in Taunton is even
practicable as a way of meeting a significant proportion of future housing need.
Gypsy and Traveller sites - Persimmon Homes support alternative 1, as this would be the best way
to allocate sites where they are needed, but alternative 3 should not be ruled out, as unless SWAT
have looked at all their assets this is rather presumptuous to discount this option at this stage.
Persimmon would vehemently dispute alternative 2 as the allocation have already been made, and
the sites are in an advanced stage in the plan making process.
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Persimmon Homes
South West

Section

SA - SA Report
Main document

Comment summary

Self-build plots - Persimmon suggest that a blanket based policy based on alternative 3 is
contradictory to the idea of a self-build register and ignores where self-builders want to build,
there are also viability implications to this policy that must be look at and not to mention by having
a percentage of self build this would reduce the amount of affordable housing on site, the
implications of option 3 need to be looked at closely as we would suggest that housing should not
be a + in terms of numbers it should be a – or 0 due to the size of self-build plots, and the
opportunity cost of providing self-build over traditional affordable housing may be high.
With this in mind Persimmon would suggest a policy in line with options 1 or 2, but for option 1 it
may be beneficial to have a criteria based approach, this would be a proactive policy that would
allow self-build to come forward in areas where they are wanted and where it would make sense,
eg abutting settlement boundaries. This may also make the Housing a + for option 1 which would
see a betterment over the existing.
Site MHPH2 (SS1): Our site is not in or adjacent to an Air quality management area, hence the site
should be green.
Buses will run through the site, according to all current and working masterplans, hence this should
also be green, the site also will have a bus and ride so it should be the highest level of positive as
we are promoting people coming from Bridgwater to use public transport.
SS1 will also have its own local centre which potentially may include a GP hence these aspects
should be highlighted in orange and not in red.
At this stage Persimmon are concerned that the conclusion and recommendation is currently in
red, Considering how closely we have worked with the LPA on this site it is concerning that obvious
things have not been picked up especially regarding what is proposed for the site.
Persimmon would expect to see the whole of the Monkton Heathfield urban expansion to stay
allocated as without this SWAT would lose a large number of allocated and deliverable houses, in
an area that is and has been designed for further expansion.

RC-064

Persimmon Homes
South West

SA - SA Report Site
Appraisals
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RC-068

RC-068

Respondent (name of
organisation or
individual)

Redrow Homes

Redrow Homes

Section

SA - SA Report
Main document

SA - SA Report Site
Appraisals

Comment summary

It is noted that at this stage only two options have been assessed in the SA (November 2019) those
being the standard method figure of 702 dwellings per year and the adopted Local Plan targets of
995 dwellings per year. It is noted that Option 2 is the existing Local Plan figure and in the SA
scores “more red results” which according to the assessment criteria this is “Major negative
compared to the current situation.” Yet this is the housing figure in the adopted Local Plans.
The SA concludes on the housing requirement that “the preferred alternative will be linked to the
authority’s ambitions which will be informed by the forthcoming Prosperity Strategy.”
In respect of the economic growth target a preference already seems to be emerging for “bespoke
/realistic growth ambitions” linked to the forthcoming Prosperity Strategy (as according to the
Sustainability Appraisal - November 2019, page 13 - “Alternative 1 is probably preferred because it
is more suitable for SWT’s conditions although the preferred alternative will need to align with the
Local Enterprise Partnership’s Strategy.”)
It is noted that in respect of the Monkton Heathfield site in the SA Objectives and Alternatives
Report (November 2019) that the site was appraised using the sustainability criteria discussed at
Table 4.2 of the Scoping Report. An objection is made to the conclusion that site ref 028 Monkton
Heathfield is one of the least sustainable. The analysis acknowledges whilst the three areas for
considerable development are on the edge of Taunton – ie Monkton Heathfield, Comeytrowe and
Nexus 25 are relatively remote from the centre of Taunton; all three take advantage of existing
infrastructure. Monkton Heathfield is on a good quality public transport corridor and is part of the
adopted Core Strategy SS1. The site is crossed by pylons and electricity lines, but these will be
routed underground and visual impacts to the AONB will be mitigated by tree planting.
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key concerns:
•
Absence of adaptation and resilience objectives
•
Lack of reference to the use of the planning system to better mitigate and manage the
impacts of surface water flooding given the increased risk. This means a more serious approach to
SuDS and its role, not only within new developments, but in our wider urban infrastructure
•
Need for consideration of climate-related water management requirements for
developments under 10 houses. This is the form that much windfall development takes in West
Somerset. Such developments (and larger ones) should be considered for their cumulative impact.
•
Need for greater cohesion in the approach to coastal erosion and its implications for wider
spatial planning in coastal settlements and beyond
•
Need for a robust and clear set of parameters for sequential and exception tests

RC-091

West Somerset Flood
Group

SA - SA Report
Main document
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Comment summary

The Objectives of the Local Plan are out for consultation but the Sustainability Analysis takes them
as already fixed. The analysis does not ask whether they are the right objectives or the only
objectives to achieve sustainability. It accepts the objectives as a given and asks whether each
individual objective meets certain criteria. Within this narrow framework, these criteria are sensible
and relatively detailed.
However, the template criteria applied to the assessment of sites themselves are far more crude.
This template is important for the whole planning process. It shouldn’t establish a priori approval of
a given site that it is hard to undo and that will influence decision making for the site right through
to the completion of the development.
For this reason, it is important for it to include robust questions and be based on equally robust
evidence.
From a flood and water management perspective, our concerns are as follows:
1.
Climate Change. Why is Climate Change, in all its complexity, only assessed by a very limited
question on flood zones for rivers and sea?
2.
Why is there no mention of surface water in either the Climate Change or Water sections of
the template? Water management under the Climate Emergency requires an integrated placebased approach that is absent from this assessment. At the very least, information on surface water
risk should also be included, preferably using live EA modelled data in conjunction with historic
information in the SFRA.
The limitations of the template from a flood and water management perspective are demonstrated
by the assessment of two locations, S061 and S066, in Appendix B. We should stress that these are
just examples.

RC-091

West Somerset Flood
Group

SA - SA Report
Main document

RC-091

West Somerset Flood
Group

SA - SA Report Site
Appraisals

In light of these examples, we would suggest that the process of decision-making and the
evidence base for those decisions be reviewed with respect to the Climate Emergency and flood
and water management.
The template for site selection in the Sustainability Appraisal does not meet Climate Emergency or
Water Management needs.
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Comment summary

S061 – This site has been a source of flooding of the highway and properties in Washford. It
contains a small flood alleviation scheme for the Halcombe Stream which lies a little further to the
west. Both the stream and the scheme flood easily when blocked and considerable quantities of
water come down off the hill. The Sustainability Appraisal template mentions none of this, despite
the fact that the scheme was devised and constructed by West Somerset engineers. The nearest
water body is given as the Washford river which is incorrect.
This information would not preclude the allocation of this site for development, but it should
impact on its viability. A water management assessment for Washford, along with the other
settlements suffering from water management issues, as suggested at the end of SFRA Level 1,
would inform decision making in a constructive way, enabling a more realistic approach to the
development constraints of the site and its viability.
From a water management and climate emergency perspective it is important for the viability of
sites to be accurately determined early in in the decision-making process. Where unforeseen costs
arise, it is often the quality of SuDS and of measures for property resilience that are then squeezed
as the developer allows less space for attenuation, increasing density and shaving unit costs with
lower standards of resilience. Applications for variations of conditions are often granted, leading to
riskier development. SuDS will be constructed to lower standards and will then not be adopted by
water companies, leading to maintenance issues further down the line.

RC-091

West Somerset Flood
Group

SA - SA Report Site
Appraisals

While this may save on the up-front costs for both the Local Planning Authority and the Developer,
it is not helpful in assisting adaptation to climate change, improving well-being, or creating better
places to live
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S066 –
Allocated in the previous local plan and is the subject of an ongoing planning application, is now
under investigation for geological instability. In light of the geology of the site, the Lead Local Flood
Authority has asked that all SuDS must be on the surface, which will require it to be re-designed. In
addition a 50m no-build strip was recommended by the applicant’s own geological consultant
because of the potential effects of construction on the stability of the site, and the B3191 may be
re-routed through the site. All three of these factors will affect the potential lay-out, reduce the
numbers of dwellings, thereby its viability. The site is steep and drains into the Washford River.

RC-091

West Somerset Flood
Group

SA - SA Report Site
Appraisals

No mention is made of these factors in the November 2019 Sustainability appraisal for the site. This
exposes the inadequacy of the template for serious decision-making and the need for the Local
Planning Authority to be prepared to de-allocate sites that turn out to be unsuitable for
development.
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Should be mindful of the Environment Agency’s approach to groundwater protection which
contains our position regarding discharges to ground, types of development in different sites and
should be used to ensure development over a large area appropriately protects groundwater.
Recommend that any land uses with planned or potential discharge of pollutants to ground are
located away from sensitive areas.
RC-003

Environment Agency

HRA
It is clear that the foraging area of the bats has been considerably compromised by the housing
developments of Monkton Heathfield and Staplegrove and Priorswood/Nerrols (TDBC CS para
5.2). Tree planting on its own is insufficient as the bats require a wide range of habitat types
including woodland edge, open water and unimproved grassland. Planting a 20 metre strip of
trees around a new housing development [as required in TDBC CS allocations] is clearly
insufficient. The NPPF sets out the Government’s planning policies for the delivery of sustainable
development through the planning system; This is reflected in TDBC CS policies which seek to
preserve and enhance the environmental qualities of the borough. The NPPF sets out national
policy relating to biodiversity; the TDBC CS seeks to ensure that planning and development should
have minimal impacts on biodiversity and enhance it wherever possible. In particular, it requires
that the Core Strategy should identify areas or sites for the restoration or creation of new priority
habitats which contribute to national and local targets and the restoration or creation through
appropriate policies (TDBC CS para 3.105)

RC-043

Hestercombe Gardens
Trust

HRA

Land assembly issues prevent the western area being brought forward as a co-ordinated
development for at least five years. The eastern development area is subject to foraging by lesser
horseshoe bats from the Hestercombe House SAC. The Hestercombe House Appropriate
Assessment requires off site woodland planting to be established and sufficiently mature to
provide replacement foraging for the bats before the eastern area can be developed. A potential
area for this new woodland has been identified and agreed with the National Trust who are one of
the landowners in the eastern area (TDBC CS para 5.71)
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